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CHAPTER!ONE!
Introduction:!A!Tradition!of!Translation!
!
!
On!the!eve!of!the!new!millennium,!Sherry!Simon!declared!that!the!place!of!the!
translator!“is!no!longer!an!exclusive!site.!It!overlaps!with!that!of!the!writer!and,!in!
fact,!of!the!contemporary!Western!citizen.”1!This!observation!has!been!borne!out!in!
recent!years!across!the!international!critical!and!creative!landscape:!the!past!
quarter!century!has!seen!the!publication!of!dozens!of!novels!that!feature!a!
translator!as!a!central!character,!and!countless!intellectuals!both!within!and!outside!
academia!have!been!turning!to!translation!as!a!means!of!thinking!through!broader!
processes!of!cultural!exchange,!from!the!global!circulation!of!goods!and!information!
to!the!power!struggles!that!subtend!the!consecration!of!works!that!come!to!be!
considered!World!Literature.!Translation!studies,!in!turn,!has!broadened!its!purview!
beyond!the!literary!to!touch!on!disciplines!as!varied!as!genetics,!computer!science!
and!economics.2!Translation,!in!other!words,!has!become!a!central!part!of!the!way!
we!reflect!on!the!world!around!us,!and!this!discursive!prominence!has!echoed!
throughout!the!literary!sphere.!
My!dissertation!explores!what!it!means,!in!the!specific!context!of!Latin!
American!literature,!to!center!a!work!of!fiction!on!the!figure!of!the!translator!today.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!From!the!1999!article,!“Translation!and!Interlingual!Creation!in!the!Contact!Zone”!(Bassnett!59).!
2!See,!for!example,!Emily!Apter’s!The'Translation'Zone,!the!work!of!Andrew!Piper,!Michael!Cronin,!
and!Anthony!Pym,!and!the!edited!volumes!Translation'and'Power!(Gentzler!and!Tymoczko)!and!
Translating'and'Interpreting'Conflict!(SalamaUCarr).!
!
!
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Understanding!the!contemporary!texts!that!comprise!this!study’s!corpus!not!as!a!
break!from,!but!rather!as!a!renovation!and!reframing!of,!the!tradition!of!translation!
in!the!region,!I!examine!the!ways!in!which!a!new!generation!of!writers!is!mobilizing!
translation!as!a!means!of!inserting!itself!into!debates!surrounding!the!hierarchical!
dynamics!of!cultural!geopolitics,!to!ultimately!assert!that!these!specific!uses!of!the!
figure!of!the!translator!not!only!interrogate!and!subvert!the!center/periphery!dyad!
that!haunts!discussions!of!the!region’s!cultural!production!to!this!day,!but!in!fact!
allow!these!writers!to!construct!a!dynamic,!reciprocal!model!of!creativity!grounded!
in!reference!and!appropriation!over!and!against!that!of!a!monolithic!discursive!
privilege!traditionally!bestowed!upon!the!author.!!
The!title!of!this!study,!which!engages!Lawrence!Venuti’s!seminal!work!The'
Translator’s'Invisibility!(1995),!underscores!the!political!dimension!of!my!research.!
For!Venuti,!the!attempt!to!conceal!the!translator’s!intervention!in!the!process!of!
textual!transfer!by!valorizing!above!all!a!translation’s!“fluency”!masks!and!thereby!
naturalizes!“the!numerous!conditions!under!which!the!translation!is!made”!(1)—
conditions!that!include!biases!that!determine!not!only!what!works!are!translated,!
but!also!how!these!are!presented!within!the!target!language!system.!The!narrative!
miseDenDscène'of!translation,!I!argue,!performs!the!opposite!function,!calling!
attention!to!the!hierarchies!and!vested!interests!that!subtend!this!process!and,!
through!this!denaturalization,!open!up!a!space!for!alternate!intercultural!dynamics!
and!models!of!validation.!
My!study’s!secondary!title!operates!along!similar!lines!by!suggesting!two!
interrelated!meanings!of!the!word!“scene.”!The!first,!and!most!literal,!is!that!of!a!
!
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scene!in!a!narrative!or,!just!as!aptly,!a!play:!there!is!an!element!of!performance!to!
this!metafictional!conceit!tied!to!these!novels’!engagement!of!their!industrial!milieu,!
which!informs!the!construction!of!meaning!in!these!texts.!The!second!valence!
understands!the!word!“scene”!in!a!spatial!sense—not!only!as!the!discursive!“site”!of!
translation!invoked!by!Sherry!Simon!in!the!quotation!above,!but!also!as!the!spatialU
subjective!situatedness!of!the!translator!described!by!Tejaswini!Niranjana!in!her!
groundbreaking!Siting'Translation!(1992).!Though!this!idea!is!explored!most!
explicitly!in!chapter!four!and!the!coda!to!this!study,!it!informs!the!project!as!a!
whole—not!only!in!the!interrogation!of!centrist!(most!often!Eurocentric)!models!of!
cultural!authority,!but!also!in!the!specificity!of!the!publishing!landscape!in!SpanishU
speaking!Latin!America,!as!it!relates!to!the!multinational!media!conglomerates!that!
determine!the!lion’s!share!of!what!is!published!throughout!the!region,!and!how!(or!
whether)!these!works!make!it!into!the!hands!of!readers.!
As!I!discuss!in!greater!detail!in!the!pages!that!follow,!these!dynamics!of!
exchange!and!consecration!have!played!a!central!role!in!the!critical!and!literary!
production!of!the!region!throughout!its!history,!and!have!consistently!appeared!in!
its!fiction.!Since!the!midUnineteen!nineties,!however,!the!trope!has!gathered!
momentum,!and!there!has!been!a!remarkable!proliferation!in!Latin!America!of!
narrative!works!that!feature!a!translator!as!a!protagonist.!To!name!but!a!few:!
following!the!publication!of!Marcelo!Cohen’s!El'testamento'de'O’Jaral!in!1995,!three!
aptly!titled!novels!with!translator!protagonists—Salvador!Benesdra’s!El'traductor,!
Pablo!De!Santis’s!La'traducción,!and!Néstor!Ponce’s!El'intérprete—were!published!in!
1998!in!Argentina!alone.!!In!2000,!the!Brazilian!humorist!Luis!Fernando!Verissimo!
!
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published!the!metafictional!mystery!Borges'e'os'orangutangos'eternos,!while!in!2003!
his!compatriot!Francisco!“Chico”!Buarque!came!out!with!Budapeste.!These!works!
were!followed!by!Pedro!Mairal’s!El'año'del'desierto!(2005),!Mario!Vargas!Llosa’s!Las'
travesuras'de'la'niña'mala!(2006),!Mariano!Siskind’s!Histora'del'Abasto!(2007)!and!
Valeria!Luiselli’s!Los'ingrávidos!(2011).!Among!the!contemporary!Latin!American!
writers!who!have!mobilized!translation!thematically!in!multiple!works,!three!stand!
out!not!only!for!their!prominence!in!the!literary!panorama,!but!also!for!the!
centrality!of!translation!to!their!respective!literary!projects:!they!are!César!Aira!(El'
congreso'de'literatura,!1999;!El'juego'de'los'mundos,!2000;!La'Princesa'Primavera!
2003),!Mario!Bellatin!(El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami,!2000;!Shiki'Nagaoka:'una'
nariz'de'ficción,!2000),!and!Alan!Pauls!(El'pasado,!2003;!Historia'del'pelo,!2010).!!
The!novels!that!comprise!the!corpus!of!my!study!were!chosen!from!among!
this!larger!set!of!works!for!the!way!they!engage!certain!key!tropes!of!translation!
theory—namely,!gendered!and!biogenetic!notions!of!textual!reproduction,!
untranslatability,!and!the!physical!and!textual!spaces!associated!with!the!translator.!
The!fictional!mobilization!of!these!tropes!was!then!analyzed!in!the!context!of!
historical!and!recent!debates!surrounding!discursive!authority!and!cultural!
geopolitics.!As!a!result,!in!addition!to!shedding!light!on!a!significant!narrative!
phenomenon!in!recent!Latin!American!fiction,!my!research!presents!an!approach!
that!is!still!inchoate!in!the!field!of!translation!studies:!the!analysis!of!the!political!
weight!of!using!translation!as!a!metaphor!for!broader!social!and!cultural!processes.!!
Following!the!historical!and!disciplinary!contextualization!presented!in!this!
introduction,!the!second!chapter!of!my!dissertation,!“Of!Monsters!and!Parricides,”!
!
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explores!the!way!the!novels!of!the!corpus!both!rehearse!and!complicate!the!notion!
of!intellectual!influence!through!the!mobilization!of!metaphors!of!translation!as!
gendered!and!biogenetic!reproduction.!The!first!section!of!this!chapter!addresses!
the!manipulation!of!discursive!authority!in!two!works!that!foreground!ghostwriting,!
understood!as!an!extension!of!what!Emily!Apter!has!called!“translation!with!no!
original”!(Translation'Zone!210).!Through!readings!of!Chico!Buarque’s!Budapeste!
(2003)!and!César!Aira’s!Parménides!(2006),!I!explore!the!ways!in!which!the!
ghostwriter!acknowledges!and,!in!principle,!perpetuates!the!cultural!authority!of!
the!canonical!figure!whose!name!he!adopts,!yet!undermines!the!conditions!of!
possibility!of!that!very!authority.!!
! ! Branching!out!from!the!figure!of!the!ghostwriter!to!broader!questions!of!
textual!filiation,!the!second!section!of!this!chapter!examines!the!monstrous!textual!
births!at!the!center!of!Fernando!Verissimo’s!Borges'e'os'Orangotangos'Eternos!
(2000)!and!César!Aira’s!El'congreso'de'literatura!(1999).!In!response!to!the!notion!
that!Latin!American!cultural!production!is,!as!part!of!a!soUcalled!peripheral!
tradition,!the!derivative!progeny!of!works!from!the!center,!this!section!examines!
two!distinct!but!related!tropes!tied!to!the!notion!of!translation!as!textual!
reproduction.!First,!through!gendered!dynamics!of!biological!reproduction!as!they!
correspond!to!theories!of!translation!formulated!by!Lori!Chamberlain,!Jacques!
Derrida,!and!Barbara!Johnson,!and!to!the!discursive!violence—often!presented!in!
Oedipal!terms—inherent!to!the!practice!that!Haroldo!de!Campos!has!called!“uma!
desmemória!parricida”!(qtd.!Pires!Vieira!“Calibans”!97).!The!next!work!studied,!
César!Aira’s!El'congreso'de'literatura,!establishes!a!metaphorical!link!between!
!
!
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translation!and!the!science!of!cloning.!Both!models!of!translation!as!reproduction!
present!a!productive!form!of!monstrosity,!positing!the!translation!as!a!work!in!its!
own!right!that!overpowers!and!eclipses!the!original!from!which!it!is!“derived.”!!
The!third!chapter,!“Foreign!Correspondence,”!explores!the!concept!of!
untranslatability!through!an!analysis!of!scenes!that!depict!failures!of!translation!at!
the!point!where!two!languages!would!appear!to!be!closest:!the!cognate.!In!an!oftU
cited!passage!of!“The!Task!of!the!Translator,”!Walter!Benjamin!suggests!that!a!
translation!should!not!attempt!to!reproduce!the!words!of!its!source!text!in!the!
target!language,!which!would!presuppose!a!relationship!of!identity!between!
languages,!but!rather!should!see!itself!as!following!(folgen)!the!meaning!of!the!
original!in!a!metonymic,!rather!than!a!metaphoric,!way.3!Not!only!does!this!shift!call!
into!question!the!notion!of!translational!fidelity!grounded!in!the!idealized!system!of!
equivalence!between!a!source!and!a!target!text,!it!also!lays!the!foundations!of!what!I!
describe!as!translation’s!right!to!untranslatability,!that!is,!a!practice!of!reading!
grounded!not!in!the!notion!of!equivalence!and!transferability,!but!rather!in!cultural!
specificity.!The!works!examined—primarily,!Alan!Pauls’s!El'pasado!(2003)!and!
Salvador!Benesdra’s!El'traductor'(1998)—reinforce!Benjamin’s!metonymic!model!of!
translation!in!their!shared!foregrounding!of!translation!failures!surrounding!the!
transmission!of!cognates,!the!point!at!which!two!languages!are!imagined!to!be!at!
their!closest!and!therefore!offer!the!least!resistance!to!transfer.!Reading!the!notion!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!Benjamin!writes:!“just!as!fragments!of!a!vessel,!in!order!to!be!articulated!together,!must!follow!one!
another!in!the!smallest!detail,!but!need!not!resemble!one!another,!so,!instead!of!making!itself!similar!
to!the!meaning![Sinn]!of!the!original,!the!translation!must!rather,!lovingly!and!in!detail,!in!its!own!
language,!form!itself!according!to!the!manner!of!meaning![Art'des'Meinens]!of!the!original,!to!make!
both!recognizable!as!the!broken!part!of!a!greater!language”!(qtd.!Jacobs!“Monstrosity”!762).!
!
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of!the!cognate!as!a!“false!friend”!in!concert!with!Derrida’s!valorization!of!nonU
identity!in!The'Politics'of'Friendship!and!Emily!Apter’s!insistence!on!the!ethical!
imperative!of!untranslatability!in!Against'World'Literature,!I!argue!that!these!
failures!of!translation!allow!us!to!think!about!the!constellation!of!works!that!
circulate!across!languages!in!planetary,!rather!than!global,!terms.!
The!fourth!chapter,!“Writing!in!the!Margins”!examines!the!mobililzation!of!
the!space!of!the!translator’s!footnote!in!Mario!Bellatin’s!El'jardín'del'la'Señora'
Murakami'(2000),!presented!as!a!translation!from!the!Japanese,!as!part!of!Bellatin’s!
larger!project,!which!challenges!complacent!interpretive!practices!grounded!in!a!
reliance!on!the!author!sign!as!an!organizing!hermeneutic!principle.!Read!in!the!
context!of!earlier!works!that!engage!this!paratextual!space,!including!stories!by!
Rodolfo!Walsh!and!Moacyr!Scliar,!I!argue!that!the!translator’s!footnote,!like!Homi!
Bhabha’s!third!space,!“sets!up!new!structures!of!authority”!(Rutherford!211)!that!
reject!the!notion!of!the!original!as!a!repository!of!absolute!meaning.!Intervening!
from!the!lower!margin!of!the!page!not!only!to!clarify!lexical!choices!and!provide!
glosses!of!the!text,!but!also!to!undermine!the!cohesiveness!of!the!whole!by!
questioning!its!narrative!strategies!and!objectivity,!Bellatin!reformulates!the!body!
text!in!terms!of!its!ultimate!unintelligibility!and,!in!so!doing,!lays!the!groundwork!
for!an!understanding!of!the!written!word!as!a!palimpsest!that!renders!hierarchical!
notions!of!discursive!authority!untenable.!
Finally,!a!coda!to!the!study!explores!two!avenues!for!future!research.!The!
first!line!of!inquiry!expands!the!discussion!of!space!in!translation!narratives!to!
include!those!works!that!present!their!translator!protagonists!as!existing!somehow!
!
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off'the'map,!as!is!the!case!in!Pablo!De!Santis’s!La'traducción'(1998)!and!Salvador!
Benesdra’s!El'traductor.!These!unmappable!spaces!suggest!a!subjective!orientation!
outside!the!traditional!structures!of!cultural!geopolitics!that!not!only!releases!the!
translator!protagonists!of!these!novels!from!the!center/periphery!dynamic,!but!also!
undermine!the!condition!of!possibility!of!those!categories,!which!depend!on!the!
assumption!of!the!sweeping!influence!of!the!metropolis.!The!second!examines!the!
ways!recent!technological!innovations!in!the!practice!of!translation!and!the!myriad!
cultural!uses!of!digital!technology!might!complicate!traditional!notions!of!
authorship!and!creativity!and,!as!a!result,!influence!how!the!roles!of!the!translator!
as!both!a!language!professional!and!a!literary!figure!evolve!in!the!years!to!come.!
To!talk!about!translation!always!means!being!somewhat!resigned!to!saying!
at!once!too!little!and!too!much.!Too!little,!because!the!inherent!capaciousness!of!the!
practice!means!that!any!attempt!to!fix!it!as!an!object!of!study!will!necessarily!leave!
out!much!of!what!defines!it:!in!this!case,!because!the!novels!here!examined!tend!to!
center!on!literary—rather!than!technical—translation,!the!increasingly!theorized!
practice!of!localization!as!it!pertains!to!the!market!dynamics!of!globalization!will!not!
be!explored!to!the!fullest,!nor!will!broader!translational!practices!such!as!codeU
switching!and!hybrid!forms!of!discourse.!Too!much,!because—despite!the!
dislocations!implied!by!the!transU!of!translation—any!instance!of!the!practice!is!
fundamentally!and!essentially!grounded!in!a!specific!cultural!moment!and!the!
political,!social,!and!aesthetic!elements!that!comprise!it.!As!such,!to!talk!about!
translation!as!a!general!or!even!regional!practice!is!always!already!an!effacement!of!
that!specificity.!Acknowledging!these!limitations,!it!is!my!hope!that!this!study!will!
!
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contribute!specific!findings!from!the!contemporary!literary!landscape!in!Latin!
America!to!the!broader!discussion!of!the!“fictional!turn”!in!translation!studies,!and!
illuminate!lines!of!continuity!between!contemporary!writers!in!the!region!and!the!
phenomenon!as!it!manifests!itself!in!other!literary!systems.!
!
I.!Contexts!and!Clarifications!
!
The!field!of!translation!studies—which,!together!with!Latin!American!cultural!
studies,!serves!as!the!disciplinary!context!of!my!dissertation—has!grown!
dramatically!over!the!past!quarter!century,!particularly!with!regard!to!the!
intersection!of!translation!and!power!in!the!form!of!political!interventions!and!
matters!of!cultural!capital.!As!André!Lefevere!asserts!in!Translation,'Rewriting'and'
the'Manipulation'of'Literary'Fame!(1992),!“the!struggle!between!rival!poetics!is!
often!initiated!by!writers,!but!fought!and!won!or!lost!by!rewriters”!(38).!Notable!
among!these!are!a!handful!of!works!that,!early!on,!stressed!the!importance!of!
recognizing!the!translator’s!intervention!in!the!transmission!of!material!across!
languages!and!cultures,!such!as!Tejaswini!Niranjana’s!Siting'Translation,!André!
Lefevere’s!aforementioned!work,!and!Lawrence!Venuti’s!The'Translator’s'Invisibility,!
all!of!which!argue!that!the!ideology!of!the!target!culture’s!dominant!institutions!
determines!what!is!to!be!translated!and!how!it!is!to!be!rendered.!The!translator!thus!
is!shown!to!belong!to!a!textual!continuum!of!literary!practices!that!construct!the!
present!by!laying!claim!to!the!past—no!small!matter!in!the!context!of!Latin!America,!
as!will!be!shown.!Similarly,!as!Venuti!has!observed,!the!fact!that!a!translation’s!
!
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quality!should!be!assessed!in!terms!of!its!ability!to!be!absorbed!by!the!literature!of!
the!target!language!“points!to!the!violence!that!resides!in!the!very!purpose!and!
activity!of!translation:!the!reconstitution!of!the!foreign!text!in!accordance!with!
values,!beliefs!and!representations!that!preexist!it!in!the!target!language,!always!
configured!in!hierarchies!of!dominance!and!marginality,!always!determining!the!
production,!circulation,!and!reception!of!texts”!(18).!As!such,!the!culturally!
prescribed!invisibility!of!the!translator!facilitates!the!naturalization!of!dominant!
ideologies,!catering!to!and!perpetuating!the!preconceptions!and!predilections!of!the!
target!system.!!
More!recently,!a!number!of!edited!volumes!have!appeared!that!elaborate!on!
the!political!and!ethical!aspects!of!translation,!such!as!Maria!Tymockzo!and!Edwin!
Gentzler’s!Translation'and'Power!(2002),!Sandra!Bermann!and!Michael!Wood’s!
Nation,'Language,'and'the'Ethics'of'Translation!(2005),!Myriam!Salama!Carr’s!
Translating'and'Interpreting'Conflict!(2007),!and!Liliana!Feierstein!and!Vera!
Gerling’s!Traducción'y'poder!(2008);!these!are!but!a!few!of!the!titles!that!exemplify!
this!approach.!Of!course,!the!ethical!implications!of!the!subjective!position!of!the!
translator!have!also!been!explored!in!depth!by!Gayatri!Chakravorty!Spivak,!whose!
“Translating!into!English”!(first!presented!as!a!lecture!in!1991)!posits!the!
importance!of!adhering!to!the!conceptual!frameworks!and!presuppositions!that!
shaped!the!original!work.!Because!translation,!as!“the!most!intimate!act!of!reading”!
(94),!presents!itself!as!an!“active!site!of!conflict”!(105)!between!ideological!and!
subjective!systems,!the!best!translations!do!not!seek!fluency,!but!rather!retain!a!
trace!of!the!process!whereby!they!were!produced,!a!recognition!of!the!distance!that!
!
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separates!the!two!cultures.!This!trace!resists!the!tendency,!described!above,!of!the!
metropolis!to!naturalize!(or!nationalize)!the!texts!it!brings!into!its!literary!system.!
Mona!Baker!and!Claudia!Aburto!Guzmán,!for!their!parts,!examine!the!ethical!
implications!of!the!translator’s!spatial!and!subjective!coordinates.4!By!locating!the!
translator’s!body!in!space,!studies!like!these!emphasize!not!only!his!or!her!
intervention!in!the!transmission!of!information!but!also!the!ideological!
preconceptions!that!shape!that!intervention,!and!as!such!respond!to!the!imperialist!
uses!of!translation!explored!by!critics!like!Niranjana!and!Venuti.!
It!stands!to!reason,!then,!that!foregrounding!the!translator!would!complicate!
and!elucidate!the!processes!of!cultural!transfer!outlined!above,!and!a!handful!of!
critics!have!explored!the!literary!depiction!of!the!translator!in!precisely!these!terms.!
Taking!as!her!point!of!departure!Venuti’s!claim!that!the!creation!of!fluent!
translations!creates!the!“illusion!of!authorial!presence”!(381),!in!“The!Fiction!of!the!
Translator”!(2007)!Rita!Wilson!contends!that!the!representation!of!the!translator!in!
fiction!is!a!reflection!on!“crucial!issues!of!(cultural)!identity!in!a!globalised!society,!
in!which!displacement!is!a!widespread!phenomenon,”!and!that!the!practice,!in!many!
of!these!works,!“is!not!just!a!specific!theme,!but!is!integral!to!the!plot!as!a!whole,!and!
comes!to!stand!for!the!act!of!communication!between!Self!and!Other,!where!the!
Other!is!evident!in!a!number!of!different!contexts”!(381U382).!In!this!way,!
translation—approached!through!the!Lacanian!reading!of!textual!‘mirroring’—is!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!See!Baker’s!“Narratives!in!and!of!Translation”!and!Guzman’s!“La!traducción!como!acto!éticoUmoral!
en!los!territorios!fronterizos.”!
!
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shown!to!be!instrumental!in!both!narrative!and!extraUnarrative!processes!of!subject!
formation.!!
Taking!a!more!overtly!political!approach,!Beverly!Curran,!in!her!article!“The!
Embedded!Translator”!(2007),!explores!the!way!in!which!the!fictional!
representation!of!the!translator!in!works!of!fiction!like!Michael!Ondaatje’s!The'
English'Patient!problematizes!the!notion!of!the!impartial!interpreter!and!journalist!
alike!(in!this,!her!study!recalls!both!Mona!Baker’s!and!Emily!Apter’s!work!on!
translation!in!zones!of!military!conflict).!Although!Curran’s!references!to!
“translators!in!the!field”!only!tenuously!articulate!the!connections!she!proposes!
throughout,!the!article!presents!interesting!readings!of!the!body!of!the!translator,!a!
trope!not!often!addressed!in!translation!theory.!The!translation!itself!is!thus!shown!
to!be!a!work!produced!from!a!specific!set!of!cultural!and!subjective!coordinates,!not!
by!a!frictionless!conduit!between!languages,!but!by!a!medium!(the!translator)!
through!which!a!text!must!pass,!bearing!the!effects!of!this!movement.!!
In!the!context!of!Latin!American!studies,!the!work!of!Brazilian!critics!Else!
Ribeiro!Pires!Vieira,!who!coined!the!phrase!“fictional!turn”!in!the!midUnineties!to!
describe!the!critical!attention!paid!to!the!figure!of!the!translator!and!is!also!one!of!
the!preeminent!scholars!on!the!translations!and!theoretical!writings!of!Haroldo!de!
Campos,!and!Rosemary!Arrojo,!who!often!approaches!translation!(in!both!
representation!and!practice)!from!a!psychoanalytic!perspective,!has!been!essential!
to!the!development!of!the!field.5!More!recently,!Edwin!Gentzer’s!Translation'and'
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!The!attribution!of!the!phrase!is!found!in!Gentzler!(108U09);!for!more!of!Pires!Vieira’s!writings,!see!
Malmkjaer!and!Bush’s!Literary'Translation'and'Higher'Education!(1997)!and!Bassnett!and!Trivedi’s!
!
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Identity'in'Latin'America!(2007)!offered!an!impressive!study!of!the!cultural!and!
narrative!significance!of!the!practice!in!the!region.!In!a!chapter!dedicated!to!the!
representation!of!translators!in!Borges!and!the!Boom!novels!of!Gabriel!García!
Márquez!and!Mario!Vargas!Llosa,!Gentzler!anticipates!one!of!the!precepts!of!the!
present!study,!asserting!that!“among!Latin!American!fiction!writers,!the!theme!of!
translation!has!figured!prominently!in!investigations!of!culture!and!identity!…!
Translation!in!South!America!is!much!more!than!a!linguistic!operation;!rather,!it!has!
become!one!of!the!means!by!which!an!entire!continent!has!come!to!define!itself”!
(108).!My!research!adopts!this!position!as!a!starting!point!to!examine,!in!
contextualized!detail,!how!this!centrality!of!translation!as!conceptual!framework!
manifests!in!contemporary!works!of!fiction.!
Adriana!Pagano,!for!her!part,!explores!the!deeper!meaning!of!translation!
described!by!Gentzler!in!the!literary!production!of!Julio!Cortázar!(who,!as!is!well!
known,!made!a!living!as!a!translator!and!interpreter!in!Paris),!particularly!in!the!
sense!of!displacement,!a!“no!estar!del!todo”!(85)!that!mirrored!his!personal!
experience!living!in!a!second!language!and!on!the!fringes!of!the!political!movements!
to!which!he!was!‘supposed’!to!belong.!In!her!essay!“Translation!as!Testimony:!On!
Official!Histories!and!Subversive!Pedagogies!in!Cortázar,”!Pagano!argues!that!this!
translational!‘not!entirely!belonging’!affords!the!writer!a!dual!perspective,!and!that!
Cortázar!in!turn!presents!translation!in!his!fiction!as!“a!locus!of!violence!and!
tension:!violence!resulting!from!the!imposition!of!words!and!meanings!to!translate!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
PostDColonial'Translation!(1999).!Rosemary!Arrojo’s!essay!“Tradução,!(in)fidelidade!e!gênero!num!
conto!de!Moacyr!Scliar”!(2004)!is!discussed!later!in!this!study.!
!
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reality;!tension!between!the!plurality!of!meanings!that,!though!consciously!
suppressed,!are!always!there,!ready!to!challenge!the!most!carefully!planned!transfer!
of!meaning”!(82);!in!other!words,!that!in!works!like!62—Modelo'para'armar!and!
“Las!babas!del!diablo,”!translation!stands!in!for!broader!questions!of!representation!
and!narration.!!
Aside!from!the!scholarship!mentioned!above,!much!of!the!“fictional!turn”!in!
translation!studies!tends!to!approach!the!literary!representation!of!the!translator!
with!an!eye!to!elucidating,!corroborating,!or!debunking!general!conceptions!about!
the!practice!and!its!practitioners.!The!present!study,!by!contrast,!examines!the!
cultural!and!political!implications!of!the!representation!of!this!figure!by!exploring!
the!points!of!contact!between!the!place!afforded!Latin!American!literature!within!
the!broader!structures!of!cultural!geopolitics!and!the!use!the!contemporary!writers!
of!the!corpus!make!of!key!tropes!of!translation!theory;!as!such,!each!chapter!will!be!
dedicated!to!a!different!facet!of!this!polyvalent!phenomenon.!Though!my!work!is!
grounded!in!canonical!theories!of!translation!and!cultural!geopolitics,!the!way!in!
which!these!elements!are!combined!is!meant!to!contribute!a!new!vantage!point!onto!
this!nascent!“fictional!turn”!in!translation!studies!and,!at!the!same!time,!to!help!
expand!the!ways!in!which!Latin!American!literature!is!conceptualized!by!readers!of!
English!within!the!academy.!In!the!chapters!that!follow,!I!demonstrate!the!ways!in!
which!these!selected!works!elaborate!upon!strategies!that!have!historically!
characterized!the!discourse!on!translation!and!textual!appropriation!in!Latin!
America,!acknowledging!the!structures!of!power!within!which!they!are!inscribed—
specifically!that!of!the!dichotomy!between!center!and!periphery—at!the!same!time!
!
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as!they!undermine!their!conditions!of!possibility.!Before!delving!into!the!historical!
context!that!serves!as!the!foundation!of!this!analysis,!however,!it!would!be!
worthwhile!to!linger!for!a!moment!on!the!significance!of!a!term!that!appears!with!
some!frequency!throughout!this!study:!that!of!the!“figure”!of!the!translator.!
In!its!most!immediate!sense,!my!use!of!the!term!“figure”!signals!my!interest!
in!analyzing!the!fictional!representation!of!the!translator.!It!is!not!the!intention!of!
this!study!to!make!claims!about!the!profession,!but!rather!to!examine!the!dynamics!
involved!in!the!interaction!between!divergent!concepts!of!the!distribution!of!
discursive!authority.!My!use!of!the!term,!however,!is!also!informed!by!the!writings!
of!Amélie!Oksenberg!Rorty,!who!uses!the!literary!concept!of!the!figure!to!define!a!
mode!of!subjective!formation!and!individual!identity!that!articulates!to!the!letter!
qualities!I!have!seen!consistently!in!the!narrative!mobilization!of!the!translator.!
According!to!Rorty,!figures!“are!defined!by!their!place!in!an!unfolding!drama;!they!
are!not!assigned!roles!because!of!their!traits,!but!rather!have!the!traits!of!their!
prototypes!in!myth!or!sacred!script.!Figures!are!characters!writ!large,!become!
figureheads;!they!stand!at!the!prow!leading!the!traveler,!directing!the!ship!…!A!
figure!is!neither!formed!by!nor!owns!experiences:!his!figurative!identity!shapes!the!
significances!and!order!of!the!events!in!his!life!…!Based!in!fact,!they!are!of!course!
idealizations:!that!is!precisely!their!function”!(307U08).!
Though!the!translator!protagonists!that!fill!the!following!pages!are!fully!
individuated!(none!of!the!novels!is!presented!as!an!allegory),!they!are!frequently!
depicted!in!terms!aligned!with!easily!recognizable!commonplaces!and!more!
complex!theoretical!tropes!regarding!translation—in!this!instance,!Rorty’s!“myth!or!
!
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sacred!script.”!Their!personalities,!along!with!their!social!and!cultural!roles,!are!
inextricably!tied!to!their!profession;!it!is!precisely!this!identification!with!the!
translator’s!social!and!cultural!place!that!allows!these!novels!to!level!the!
commentaries!that!they!do.!Translation,!embodied!by!these!professionally!marked!
protagonists,!thus!serves!as!an!organizing!principle!in!these!narratives!that!
announces!and!frames!their!insertion!into!debates!surrounding!world!literature,!
globalization,!and!the!hierarchical!politics!that!attend!the!circulation!of!cultural!
goods.6!
!
II.!Translation!in!a!Global!Sense!
!
Understanding!the!foregrounding!of!this!tradition!of!translation!in!the!recent!surge!
in!representations!of!the!translator!in!contemporary!Latin!American!fiction!as!the!
convergence!of!both!local!and!global!phenomena!involves!not!only!considering!the!
phenomenon!in!postcolonial!terms,!but!also!recognizing!the!growing!focus!on!the!
practice!in!the!discussion!of!cultural!exchange!in!the!context!of!globalization.!Among!
the!many!critics!who!argue!along!these!lines,!Lisa!Bradford,!in!her!introduction!to!
Traducción'como'cultura!(1997),!insists!on!the!importance!of!thinking!of!translation!
in!relation!to!globalization,!and!vice!versa.!The!study!of!translation!has!expanded!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!!In!this!sense,!one!might!imagine!the!narrative!figure!of!the!translator!to!have!a!“function”!similar!to!
the!one!Michel!Foucault!attributes!to!the!author,!though!this!“translator!function”!differs!from!the!
one!proposed!by!Miriam!Díaz!Diocaretz,!who!centers!her!reflections!on!the!interventions!of!the!(nonU
fictional)!translator!in!the!transmission!of!literary!material,!which!she!argues!is!always!a!
construction!of!meaning.!Ultimately,!while!this!revised!concept!of!the!translator!function!does!not!
appear!in!my!analysis!in!an!explicit!way,!it!does!underlie!the!way!I!understand!the!hermeneutic!
weight!carried!by!the!figure!of!the!translator!and,!therefore,!my!use!of!the!term!throughout.!
!
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dramatically!in!the!age!of!globalization,!she!suggests,!“porque!al!aprehender!la!
dinámica!de!la!transferencia!cultural,!se!revela!significante!información!respecto!de!
la!formación!de!una!identidad!cultural!y!de!la!práctica!de!representación!a!través!de!
la!materialización!lingüística!de!lo!que!es!considerado!como!propio!u!otro”!(13).!!
In!this,!Bradford!anticipates!those!critics!who,!at!the!turn!of!the!twentyUfirst!
century,!explored!the!concept!of!world!literature!in!the!context!of!the!economic,!
political,!and!technological!landscape!of!late!capitalism.!Though!the!category!is!
drawn!from!Goethe’s!nineteenthUcentury!concept!of!Weltliteratur,!its!presentUday!
manifestation!is!far!more!embroiled!in!market!dynamics!than!its!earlier,!idealized!
counterpart,!both!in!practice!and!in!the!critical!reflection!that!surrounds!it.!Indeed,!
the!combination!of!a!claim!to!universality,!coupled!with!the!naturalization!of!
(largely!Eurocentric)!institutional!biases!have!drawn!harsh!words!from!critics!like!
Gayatri!Spivak!(most!notably!in!her!2003!work!Death'of'a'Discipline)!and!Emily!
Apter,!who!in!2013!published!a!response!to!what!she!describes!as!the!
“entrepreneurial,!bulimic!drive!to!anthologize!and!curricularize!the!world’s!cultural!
resources”!(3)!under!the!title!Against'World'Literature.!!
Regardless!of!the!critic’s!individual!stance!on!the!category!of!world!
literature,!the!vast!majority!of!contemporary!criticism!demonstrates!an!awareness!
of!the!economic,!institutional,!and!social!forces!behind!the!global!circulation!and!
consecration!of!texts,!rather!than!echoing!Goethe’s!exaltation!of!the!inherently!
cosmopolitan'nature!of!culture.7!In!so!doing,!these!studies!often!invoke!the!practice!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7!As!Graciela!Montaldo!observes!in!“La!expulsión!de!la!república,!la!deserción!del!mundo,”!the!
consumption!of!works!of!World!Literature!was!also!a!badge!that!marked!an!individual’s!participation!
!
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and!profession!of!translation!and!its!role!in!the!establishment!of!cultural!authority.!
Moreover,!these!discussions!are!not!only!relevant!in!a!thematic!sense;!they!were!
prominent!in!the!intellectual!landscape!at!the!time!many!of!the!works!of!this!corpus!
were!composed!and!published,!and!similar!formulations!and!conceptual!resonances!
appear!throughout!the!fictions!here!examined,!as!I!will!demonstrate!in!the!pages!
that!follow.!
Among!the!most!polemical!reflections!on!World!Literature!at!the!turn!of!the!
millennium!were!Pascale!Casanova’s!The'World'Republic'of'Letters,!published!in!
France!in!1999!and!translated!into!English!in!2004,!and!Franco!Moretti’s!Conjectures'
on'World'Literature!(2000).!Both!studies!apply!Emmanuel!Wallerstein’s!worldU
system!economic!model!developed!in!the!1970s—according!to!which!all!goods,!
literary!and!otherwise,!circulate!within!a!unified!but!unequal!system!composed!of!a!
center,!a!periphery,!and!a!semiUperiphery—to!the!study!of!dynamics!of!cultural!
exchange!(both!also!generated!a!flood!of!responses,!largely!critical,!from!specialists!
across!a!variety!of!disciplines).8!Describing!world!literature!thus,!Moretti!proposes!a!
strategy!of!distant'reading!grounded!in!the!statistical!analysis!of!vast!swaths!of!
textual!production!across!national!and!linguistic!lines!to!address!what!Margaret!
Cohen!has!called!“the!great!unread”!(qtd.!Moretti!55).!Setting!aside!the!(legitimate)!
question!of!the!value!of!a!model!of!literary!analysis!that!rejects!the!literary!or!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
in!bourgeoise!culture.!In!other!words,!participation!in!this!literary!“World”!implies!not!only!the!
consecration!of!works,!but!of!readers,!as!well.!!
8!Many!of!these!responses,!including!essays!by!Christopher!Prendergast!and!Efraín!Kristal,!appeared!
in!the!pages!of!New'Left'Review!in!the!early!2000s;!Ignacio!Sánchez!Prado’s!edited!volume!America'
Latina'en'la'“literatura'mundial”!(2006)!provides!an!excellent!overview!of!scholarly!rejoinders!from!
specialists!of!the!region.!
!
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aesthetic!specificity!of!its!object!of!study,!one!of!the!great!liabilities!of!this!approach!
is!precisely!its!blind!spot!with!regard!to!translation,!that!is,!the!fact!Moretti!fails!to!
account!for!the!mediations!of!countless!scholars!and!translators!who!determine!the!
occurrences!of!a!given!search!term!or!define!the!limits!of!a!given!genre.9!
Casanova,!in!contrast,!sets!translation!at!the!center!of!her!examination!of!the!
processes!and!dynamics!of!cultural!transmission!and!valorization!among!these!
“dominant!and!dominated”!cultures,!advocating!“an!index!or!measure!of!literary!
authority!that!can!account!for!the!linguistic!struggles!in!which!all!contestants!in!the!
game!of!literature!take!part!…!and!clarify!the!mediating!role!of!texts!and!
translations,!the!making!and!breaking!of!reputations,!and!the!process!of!literary!
consecration!and!excommunication”!(20).!Translation!thus!“constitutes!the!
principal!means!of!access!to!the!literary!world!for!all!writers!outside!the!center”!and!
is,!subsequently,!“a!major!prize!and!weapon!in!international!literary!competition”!
(133);!its!agents!hold!strings!of!the!cultural!bourse!at!the!same!time!they!are!subject!
to!the!hierarchical!structures!that!assign!discursive!authority.!Nonetheless,!though!
she!recognizes!the!complexity!of!the!translator’s!role!in!the!process!of!cultural!
exchange!by!suggesting!that!the!practice!is!always!both!a!“celebration”!and!an!
“annexation”!(154),!Casanova!reveals!her!adherence!to!the!hierarchical,!
unidirectional!model!of!cultural!exchange!as!the!influence!of!the!aesthetic!tastes!and!
practices!of!the!metropolis!in!her!use!of!the!normative!concept!of!a!“Greenwich!
Meridian”!of!literature,!according!to!which!cultural!production!is!defined!as!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!For!more!on!this!line!of!criticism,!see!SánchezUPrado,!7U46.!
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“belated”!relative!to!models!established!in!the!metropolis!(which!is,!for!Casanova,!
practically!synonymous!with!Paris).!!
David!Damrosch,!for!his!part,!offers!a!more!evenUhanded!approach!in!What'is'
World'Literature?'(2003).!Tracing!the!institutional!and!ideological!forces!behind!the!
transmission!and!reception!of!a!handful!of!exemplary!texts!as!they!circulate!around!
the!globe,!Damrosch!also!presents!translation!as!both!a!motor!and!a!measure!at!the!
heart!of!the!processes!of!global!textual!circulation;!however,!by!positing!world!
literature!as!writing!that!“gains!in!translation”!(281),!the!critic!opens!the!discussion!
of!the!practice!to!reciprocal—and!creative—relationships,!reconstituting!the!work!
on!a!local!level!and!illustrating!the!biUdirectionality!of!cultural!influence.!Despite!the!
somewhat!conservative!concept!of!‘good’!translation!that!underlies!his!model,!
Damrosch!acknowledges!both!the!institutions!at!play!and!(like!Borges)!the!
constitutive!power!that!translation!has!on!the!original!work:!though!translation!
attaches!a!definite!interpretation!to!the!text,!that!interpretation!is!not!absolute.!This!
distinction!is!important!for!the!purposes!of!the!present!study!because!it!aligns!
translation!with!a!logic!of!iteration!that!points!to!the!fundamental!mutability!of!the!
written!word—but!also!stresses!the!institutional!and!ideological!pressures!at!work!
behind!the!scenes.!As!the!critic!suggests,!“Ours!is!an!age!of!translation!and!also!an!
era!of!retranslation,!as!translations!are!revised!or!replaced!outright!in!order!to!
bring!works!into!conformity!with!new!standards!of!translation!and!new!
interpretations!of!the!works!themselves”!(187).10!Following!this,!Damrosch’s!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10!The!chapter!Damrosch!dedicates!to!the!missionary!and!historian!Bernardino!de!Sahagún’s!
composition!of!the!Psalmodia'Cristiana!in!Nahuatl!toward!the!end!of!the!sixteenth!century!
demonstrates!one!way!in!which!a!work!or!body!of!work!can!be!reconstituted!by!its!transmission!in!
!
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injunction!that!world!literature!be!conceived!as!“a!mode!of!reading”!(281)!grounded!
in!what!he!calls!an!“elliptical”!approach!to!the!work!presents!the!phenomenon!not!
as!a!structure!with!a!single,!authoritative!core!according!to!which!all!works!are!
measured,!but!rather!as!a!practice!aligned,!in!its!logic!of!symbiotic!influence,!to!that!
of!translation!itself.11!!
Other!recent!studies,!such!as!Michael!Cronin’s!Translation'and'Globalization'
(2003)!and!Anthony!Pym’s!The'Moving'Text!(2004)!explore!the!intersection!of!
translation!and!globalization!outside!the!realm!of!the!purely!literary.!It!is!worth!
noting!that,!contrary!to!the!stance!adopted!by!many!critics!of!globalization,!both!
Cronin!and!Pym!assert!that!translation,!in!its!way,!protects!linguistic!difference!at!
the!same!time!it!seeks!to!bridge!communicative!gaps,!because,!as!Cronin!puts!it,!
“Translation!that!was!only!homogenization!would!selfUdestruct”!(91).!In!a!similar!
vein,!and!around!the!same!time,!Apter!explored!translation!in!the!context!of!broader!
social!and!economic!phenomena!in!The'Translation'Zone!(2006).!The!work!takes!as!
its!point!of!departure!the!idea!of!the!contact!zone!posited!by!Mary!Louise!Pratt!to!
present!the!practice!as!a!nexus!of!power!dynamics!that!extend!beyond!the!cultural!
and!linguistic!to!subjects!as!diverse!as!scientifically!engineered!reproduction!and!
the!systems!of!signification!associated!with!the!digital!network!of!information!
exchange.!Drawing!on!examples!as!varied!as!Leo!Spitzer’s!etymological!studies,!
genetic!cloning!and!the!hybrid!languages!that!emerge!as!local!dialects!encounter!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
another!language!and!culture.!In!this!case,!a!religious!lexicon!and!iconography!thought!to!be!
immutable!is!fundamentally!altered!by!gestures!such!as!the!introduction!of!local!referents!such!as!
the!“quetzalUtrefoil”!(87)!that!rains!down!upon!the!faithful!in!the!Holy!Land.!
11!This!idea!also!informs!my!advocacy,!in!chapter!three,!of!a!practice!of!reading!translations!through!
the!concept!of!untranslatability.!!
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‘global!English’!on!the!Internet,!Apter!examines!translation!as!both!a!nationally!
grounded!practice,!and!as!one!that!begins!to!worry!the!linguistic!and!cultural!fabric!
of!that!very!category.!“Cast!as!an!act!of!love,”!she!writes,!“and!as!an!act!of!disruption,!
translation!becomes!a!means!of!repositioning!the!subject!in!the!world!and!in!
history”!(6)—a!repositioning!that,!in!many!cases,!situates!the!subject!along!the!lines!
of!the!planet,!rather!than!those!of!the!globe,!opening!up!new!modes!of!relating!in!
and!through!language.12!!
Yet!even!as!studies!like!these!explore!alternative!forms!and!fora!of!cultural!
exchange,!many!of!which!exist!in!the!relatively!smooth!space!of!the!Internet,!none!
fully!embraces!the!idea!of!the!postUnational.!As!Michael!Cronin!succinctly!argues,!
“Even!in!their!persona!as!end!users!of!advanced!technology,!human!beings!are!very!
much!of!a!time!and!place”!(19)—a!time!and!place!that!is,!to!a!large!part,!conditioned!
by!geopolitical!realities!as!realized!on!a!local,!national,!level.!In!this!sense,!
translation!proves!to!be!not!only!a!crucial!lever,!but!also!an!apt!metaphor!of!the!
mechanisms!and!internal!tensions!of!globalization.!Jacques!Lezra!puts!a!Marxist!spin!
on!this!dynamic,!positing!that:!
It!is!no!secret!that!the!group!of!phenomena!that!we!call!“globalization”!today!
takes!shape!around!the!differential!flow!of!people,!labor,!commodities!and!
capital!among!different!regions!...!“Translation,”!the!conveying!of!information!
between!natural!languages,!is!a!political!concept!in!this!sense:!it!is!at!the!
same!time!one!of!the!instruments!that!make!possible!certain!flows,!and!it!is!
itself!what!one!might!call!a!secondUorder!commodityUpractice!whose!value!is!
established!in!relation!to!the!flow!of!capital!and!of!firstUorder,!material!
commodities.!(“Translation”!2)!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12!The!reference!to!Gayatri!Chakravorty!Spivak’s!notion!of!the!planet!is!not!accidental;!her!work!
comes!up!at!various!points!in!Apter’s!study,!most!significantly,!perhaps,!in!its!opening!theses!
(“Translation!is!the!language!of!planets!and!monsters”).!This!assertion!will!be!explored!in!greater!
depth!in!the!coming!chapters.!
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Translation!thus!represents!at!once!the!condition!of!possibility!of!globalization!
and—in!the!situated!subjectivity!of!its!agents—the!points!of!friction!within!it.!At!the!
same!time!that!this!“literary!proletariat”!(Apter,!Zone!xi)!facilitates!the!flows!of!
global!cultural!exchange,!these!individuals!challenge!the!possibility!of!a!smooth!
transfer!of!material!from!one!language,!or!market,!to!another!through!their!
geographic!and!cultural!specificity!within!the!system.!The!translator!is!thus!
understood!as!the!nexus!of!the!local!and!the!global,!of!creativity!and!derivation,!of!
autonomy!and!subjugation—as!well!as!a!sign!of!the!cultural!and!discursive!
hierarchies!through!which!these!categories!are!mobilized.!Barbara!Johnson’s!notion!
that!translation!“creates!out!of!itself!the!fields!of!battle!that!it!separates”!(148)!takes!
on!deeper!relevance!in!this!sense.!If!the!practice!of!translation!shapes!the!specific!
literary!systems!it!engages,!when!mobilized!as!a!thematic!element!translation!has!
the!potential!to!redefine!notions!of!creativity!and!cultural!relations,!and!thus!
reformulate!entrenched!hierarchies!within!the!cultural!field!in!which!it!operates.!
Ultimately,!if!the!translatorUasUpractitioner!is!subject!to!both!the!vertical!and!
horizontal!structures!that!comprise!the!complex!dynamics!of!global!cultural!
exchange,!the!translatorUasUliteraryUfigure!offers!a!means!of!commenting!upon!and!
even!subverting!these!structures!from!within!the!text.!This!is!a!significant!
distinction!to!draw,!as!many!existing!studies!on!the!fictional!representation!of!the!
translator!tend!either!to!compare!the!representation!to!the!activity!of!the!translator!
“in!the!field”!or!use!these!representations!in!a!selfUreflexive!way,!arguing!that!a!
given!figuration!either!challenges!or!expands!upon!another.!This!project,!in!contrast,!
demonstrates!the!way!these!representations!engage!major!translational!tropes,!not!
!
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only!as!a!timely!cultural!reference!or!an!examination!of!the!role!of!the!translator!in!
contemporary!society!(though!it!is,!indeed,!both!these!things),!but!also!as!a!
systematic!challenge!to!the!hierarchical!structures!that!subtend!these!global!flows,!
as!well!as!a!means!of!positing!alternate!models!of!creativity!grounded!in!iteration!
and!play!rather!than!the!monolithic!conjoined!notions!of!author!and!authoritative!
original.!And!yet,!timely!though!these!literary!representations!and!critical!
reflections!may!be!in!the!context!of!globalization!in!its!present!form,!they!form!part!
of!a!tradition!in!Latin!America!of!textual!manipulation!and!appropriation!that!has!
long!produced!politically!and!culturally!significant!results.!
!
III.!A!Tradition!of!Translation!
!
As!suggested!above,!translation—or!what!Frances!Aparicio!has!described!as!the!
paradoxical!drive!to!be!“original!mediante!el!encuentro!con!el!otro”!(24)—has!long!
played!a!significant!role!in!Latin!American!cultural!and!political!practice.!Beyond!its!
function!as!an!aesthetic!strategy!in!the!development!of!the!region’s!literary!
traditions,!it!has!also!served!as!an!essential!lever!in!the!negotiation!of!global!
relations!of!cultural!exchange.!As!Silviano!Santiago!has!observed,!“A!maior!
contribuição!da!América!Latina!para!a!cultura!ocidental!vem!da!destruição!
sistemática!dos!conceitos!de!unidade!e!de!pureza,!estes!dois!conceitos!perdem!o!
contorno!exacto!do!seu!significado,!perdem!seu!peso!esmagador,!seu!sinal!de!
superioridade!cultural”!(16);!as!will!be!shown,!this!productive!destruction!is!
!
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predominantly!carried!out!in!the!domain!of!translation!and!similar!operations!of!
textual!appropriation!and!manipulation.!
While!the!idea!that!social!and!cultural!institutions!typically!determine!what!
is!to!be!translated!and!how!it!is!to!be!rendered!has!been!widely!theorized,13!the!case!
of!Latin!America!presents!this!relationship!in!a!productive!and!illuminating!way.!
There,!the!interaction!between!political!and!cultural!production!is!of!a!particularly!
symbiotic!nature:!the!literary!and!cultural!translations!of!the!colonial!period!and!the!
first!years!after!independence!engender!the!very!institutions!that!foster!and!define!
the!scope!of!future!translations,!while!in!the!decades!and!centuries!that!follow,!the!
practice!is!engaged!not!only!on!a!practical,!but!also!a!thematic!or!metaphorical!level!
as!a!means!of!negotiating!the!hierarchies!of!global!cultural!relations.!As!Liliana!
Feierstein!and!Ruth!Gerling!have!observed,!with!an!eye!to!the!historical!significance!
of!the!practice!in!the!region,!“el!mito!de!Babel,!entendido!como!bendición,!refleja!la!
felix'culpa'hacia!una!Europa!colonialista,!con!su!proyecto!de!una!lengua!única!y!
perfecta!que!destruye!la!bendición!de!la!pluralidad.!Si!la!traducción!es!reUescritura,!
América!Latina!resulta!un!laboratorio!privilegiado!para!el!ejercicio!de!las!
resistencias!inscriptas!en!el!tejido!de!los!textos”!(9).!
One!could!argue!that!what!I!call!a!‘tradition!of!translation’—the!conscious!
and!sustained!mobilization!of!the!practice,!coupled!with!the!reflection!upon!its!
geopolitical!resonances—in!Latin!America!begins!with!the!colonial!period,!as!
witnessed!by!the!translations!and!historical!writings!of!cultural!agents!like!el!Inca!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13!As!suggested!in!the!first!section!of!this!chapter,!see!André!Lefevere!(1992)!and!Lawrence!Venuti!
(1995;!1998)!for!discussions!of!institutional!influence.!Nation,'Language,'and'the'Ethics'of'
Translation,!edited!by!Sandra!Bermann!and!Michael!Wood!(2005)!is!an!excellent!introduction!to!the!
politics!of!translation!in!a!broader!sense.!
!
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Garcilaso!de!la!Vega!and!by!the!controversial!figure!of!la!Malinche,!among!others.14!
In!the!interest!of!specificity!and!scale,!however,!greater!emphasis!will!be!placed!on!
the!dynamics!of!translation!and!textual!appropriation!in!Latin!America!from!the!
midUnineteenth!century!to!the!present,!focusing!particularly!on!the!way!
contemporary!writers!in!the!region!engage!translation!not!only!as!a!mode!of!
cultural!production,!but!as!a!thematic!element,!as!well.!One!reason!behind!this!
choice!is!that!the!geopolitical!relations!that!serve!as!the!conceptual!and!creative!
framework!of!the!texts!examined!in!the!following!chapters!are!grounded!in!the!
dynamics!that!exist!between!nationUstates!and!their!respective!languages,!(literary)!
markets,!and!readerships.!As!such,!the!section!that!follows!will!provide!sketches!of!
two!interrelated!trajectories!within!this!tradition,!grounded!in!the!paradigms!of!
translation!mobilized!in!Argentina!and!Brazil.15!Although!these!traditions!develop!
around!distinct!models!of!cultural!engagement!and!presently!form!part!of!very!
distinct!literary!markets,!there!are!numerous!points!of!contact!between!them.!!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14!For!insight!into!these!antecedents!and!many!others,!see!Nora!Catelli!and!Marietta!Gargatagli’s!
expansive!compilation,!El'tabaco'que'fumaba'Plinio'(1998).!!
15!In!the!interest!of!brevity!and!cohesiveness!it!has!been!necessary!to!omit!a!number!of!important!
contributions!to!the!discourse!on!translation!within!Latin!America,!most!notably!the!writings!and!
translations!of!Alfonso!Reyes!and!Octavio!Paz,!as!well!as!those!of!Pablo!Neruda.!Reyes!was!not!only!
an!active!translator,!he!also!wrote!extensively!on!the!practice!(for!further!reading,!see!Aparicio!54U80!
and!Guichard,!“Notas!sobre!la!versión!de!la!Ilíada!de!Alfonso!Reyes”!in!the!Nueva'Revista'de'Filología'
Hispánica).!Paz,!whose!ideas!about!translation!are!explored!in!some!depth!in!chapter!three,!saw!the!
practice!as!an!extension!of!literary!criticism!and!wrote!extensively!on!the!subject,!most!notably!in!
Traducción:'literatura'y'literalidad'(1971),!Los'hijos'del'limo!(1973),!and!El'signo'y'el'garabato!
(1974);!his!own!translations!are!compiled!in!a!volume!titled!Versiones'y'diversiones!(1974).!For!an!
introduction!to!Neruda’s!writings!on!and!practice!of!translation,!see!Nerudiana'dispersa'II!in!the!
2002!edition!of!his!complete!works;!a!line!of!investigation!is!also!being!developed!on!the!intersection!
of!Neruda’s!politics!and!his!translations!(see!Austin,!2008;!Capraroiu,!2009;!Millares,!2009).!'
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Nowhere,!perhaps,!is!the!intersection!of!translation!and!nation!building!more!
productive—and!more!problematic—than!in!the!work!of!the!Argentine!intellectual!
and!politician!Domingo!Faustino!Sarmiento,!who!participated!in!a!process!of!
national!consolidation!marked!by!decades!of!internal!struggle!regarding!the!
political!and!economic!structures!of!the!nascent!Republic!and!the!position!this!new!
political!entity!wanted!to!establish!for!itself!with!respect!to!Europe!and!North!
America.!In!Mi'defensa!(1843)!and!Recuerdos'de'provincia!(1850),!Sarmiento!places!
translation!at!the!heart!of!both!his!writings!and!his!politics;!an!account!of!his!textual!
legacy!prominently!features!a!list!of!his!translations,!all!of!which!“tienen!por!objeto!
dotar!a!la!instrucción!primaria!de!tratados!útiles,!descollando!entre!ellas!los!libros!
que!tienen!un!espíritu!eminentemente!moral!y!religioso”!(Recuerdos'206).16!The!
importation!of!texts,!then,!is!not!solely!an!aesthetic!endeavor:!it!also!serves!the!
political!end!of!filling!in!the!cultural!gaps!the!author!perceives!all!around!him.17!!
Despite!its!centrality!to!his!intellectual!project,!Sarmiento’s!relationship!to!
translation!is!a!fraught!one.!As!Sylvia!Molloy!incisively!observes,!“Si!traducir!es!leer,!
o!mejor!dicho,!si!la!tarea!de!traducir!se!superpone!a!la!de!leer,!esa!superposición!
importa!un!desvío”!(“Sarmiento”!415)!to!the!cited!work.!This!desvío!holds!pride!of!
place!in!the!famous!passage!with!which!the!exiled!agitator!and!future!president!
opens!his!Facundo:'civilización'y'barbarie!(1945),!which,!beyond!its!function!as!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16!Beatriz!Sarlo!and!Carlos!Altamirano!explore!Sarmiento’s!autodidactic!formation!and!the!role!of!
translation!in!his!political!program!in!“Una!vida!ejemplar:!la!estrategia!de!Recuerdos'de'provincia”!in!
their!collection!Ensayos'Argentinos!(1983);!see!also!Carlos!J.!Alonso’s!exploration!of!the!political!
implications!of!Sarmiento’s!rhetorical!idiosyncrasies!in!“Reading!Sarmiento:!Once!More,!with!
Passion”!(1994).!!
17!The!image!of!filling!in!cultural!gaps!is!borrowed!from!Sylvia!Molloy’s!“Sarmiento,!lector!de!sí!
mismo.”!
!
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political!critique,!is!informed!by!Sarmiento’s!drive!to!establish!a!place!for!himself!
and!his!nation!relative!to!the!European!metropolis.18!Nonetheless,!one!of!the!most!
emblematic!scenes!in!the!literary!and!cultural!translator’s!indictment!of!Juan!
Manuel!de!Rosas!(1793U1877)!centers!on!a!simultaneous!refusal!and!enactment!of!
translation,!in!the!broad!sense!of!the!word.!In!what!could!be!called!the!primal!scene!
of!his!text,!Sarmiento!describes!his!final!act!of!rebellion!before!fleeing!his!homeland.!
“A!fines!del!año!1840,”!he!writes,!“salía!yo!de!mi!patria!desterrado!por!lástima,!
estropeado,!lleno!de!cardenales,!puntazos!y!golpes!…!bajo!las!Armas!de!la!Patria!que!
en!días!más!alegres!había!pintado!en!una!sala,!escribí!con!carbón!estas!palabras:!On!
ne!tue!point!les!idées”!(xiv).!!
Beyond!the!richness!of!the!parallel!between!Sarmiento’s!body!and!the!nation!
he!will!one!day!lead,!much!critical!attention!has!been!paid!to!Sarmiento’s!insistence!
on!writing!the!phrase!in!French—that!is,!his!refusal!to!translate!the!line—which!is!
meant!to!distinguish!him!from!Rosas’s!barbaric!soldiers,!who!are!described!as!being!
unable!to!decipher!the!“hieroglyphs”!left!by!the!fleeing!intellectual.!Nonetheless,!the!
scene!presents!two!different!forms!of!cultural!translation:!the!first!is!the!
resemantization!inherent!to!the!recontextualization!and!false!attribution!of!the!
phrase,!both!of!which!inflect!it!with!a!local!and!situationally!specific!meaning,!while!
the!second!(and!more!literal!instance!of!translation)!involves!the!paraphrase!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18!See!also!Sarmiento’s!injunction!to!establish!a!vital!mode!of!cultural!production!in!America!over!and!
against!the!stagnation!of!the!Spanish!model,!quoted!in!Catelli!and!Gargatagli!369U379.!
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supplied!by!the!translator!politician.!As!Ricardo!Piglia!has!observed!of!the!the!
cultural!negotiations!at!work!beneath!the!surface!of!this!seminal!text:19!!
Sarmiento!encuentra!en!un!artículo!de!la!Revue'encyclopédique!una!frase!de!
Diderot!(‘On!ne!tira!coup!de!fusil!a!les!idées’),!la!reproduce!en!un!artículo!de!
1842,!la!usa!en!el!comienzo!de!Facundo,!la!cita!mal,!la!traduce!a!su!manera!
(‘A!los!hombres!se!degüella,!a!las!ideas!no’);!la!transforma,!la!desplaza,!se!la!
apropia.!…!se!trata!de!un!manejo!de!la!verdad,!ligado!a!la!vez!al!error,!a!la!
traducción,!al!plagio,!a!la!falsificación,!a!la!urgencia,!a!la!apropiación,!a!la!
libertad!ficcional,!a!la!necesidad!política.!(“Sarmiento”!29)!
!
Contained!within!this!political!act!of!textual!manipulation,!then,!resides!a!process!of!
textual!play!and!appropriation!that!would!come!to!inform!the!discourse!and!
practice!surrounding!cultural!exchange!in!the!region!that!would!come!to!be!known,!
through!the!writings!of!Jorge!Luis!Borges,!as!the!felicitous!position!of!cultural!
irreverence.!
!
Nearly!a!century!after!Sarmiento!placed!literary!and!institutional!translation!
at!the!heart!of!his!project!of!national!development,!Borges!posited!the!creative!
potential!of!textual!appropriation!and!manipulation,!reconfiguring!the!position!of!
Latin!America!on!the!global!cultural!stage!during!a!period!of!intense!intellectual!and!
translational!activity!in!Argentina.!1931!saw!the!publication,!under!the!leadership!of!
Victoria!Ocampo,!of!the!first!issue!of!Sur.20!The!journal!set!cultural!exchange!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19!Piglia!would!invoke!and!expand!upon!these!interrelated!practices!of!translation!and!textual!
appropriation!several!years!later!in!his!own!work:!as!a!metaphor!for!writing!itself,!as!both!the!
foundation!of!an!intellectual!community!and!a!means!of!subverting!the!monolithic!narrative!of!
official!history;!the!latter!appears!most!vividly!in!La'ciudad'ausente'(1992).!The!former!tendency!is!
explored!by!Jorge!Fornet!in!Ricardo'Piglia:'el'escritor'y'la'tradición!(2007);!for!more!on!translation!in!
Piglia’s!oeuvre,!see!Sergio!Waisman’s!“Ethics!and!Aesthetics!in!North!and!South”!(2001).!
20!Patricia!Willson’s!La'constelación'del'Sur:'traductores'y'traducciones'en'la'literatura'Argentina'del'
siglo'XX!(2004)!offers!insight!into!this!important!cultural!vehicle.!
!
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squarely!at!the!center!of!literary!production,!albeit!in!a!fairly!Eurocentric!form:!in!
addition!to!the!numerous!articles,!poems!and!works!of!narrative!prose!in!
translation!contained!therein,!Ocampo!wrote!in!the!inaugural!issue!that!“nuestra!
América!es!un!país!por!descubrir!y!nada!nos!incita!más!al!descubrimiento,!nada!nos!
pone!más!seguramente!en!el!rastro!de!nuestra!verdad!como!la!presencia,!el!interés!y!
la!curiosidad,!las!reacciones!de!nuestros!amigos!de!Europa”!(“Carta!a!Waldo!Frank”!
qtd.!Aparicio!12).!From!the!outset,!then,!Sur'was!fundamentally!international!in!
scope,!demonstrating,!in!Sergio!Waisman’s!phrase,!that!“a!politics!of!cultural!
importation!can!contribute!to!(re)creating!a!center!in!the!circumference”!(Borges!
35).!!
The!uneven!relations!and!occasional!‘malentendido’21!that!complicated!this!
moment!of!fervent!cultural!exchange!proved!to!be!a!source!of!inspiration!and!
sustained!critical!reflection!for!Borges,!who!was!himself!a!frequent!contributor!to!
Sur.!A!prolific!translator!in!his!own!right—his!first!translation,!of!Oscar!Wilde’s!“The!
Happy!Prince,”!published!before!he!was!ten,!was!followed!by!the!writings!of!Joyce,!
Faulkner,!Poe!and!numerous!others—Borges!frequently!engaged!translation!as!a!
metaphor,!though!certain!works!stand!out!for!their!explicit!treatment!of!the!subject.!
“Las!versiones!homéricas”!(1932),!for!example,!centers!on!divergent!translations!of!
Homer’s!great!epics!and!the!questions!these!raise!with!regard!to!textual!fidelity.!
Arguing!that!all!are!equally!faithful!and!equally!unfaithful!because!all!represent!a!
recombination!of!textual!elements!that!crosses!into!new!territories!not!only!of!
language,!but!also!of!time,!Borges!eschews!the!“superstition”!that!a!translation!is!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21!See!Beatriz!Sarlo’s!Máquina'cultural,!pages!137U142.!
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necessarily!inferior!to!the!original,!asserting!that!the!valorization!of!the!original!“es!
presuponer!que!el!borrador!9!es!obligatoriamente!inferior!al!borrador!H—ya!que!no!
puede!haber!sino!borradores.!El!concepto!de!texto'definitivo!no!corresponde!sino!a!
la!religión!o!al!cansancio”!(Discusión!130).!Dismissing!the!notion!of!the!definitive!
text!as!the!product!of!“religion!or!exhaustion,”!Borges!questions!the!assignment!of!a!
secondary!position!to!the!translation!by!presenting!his!illustrative!“drafts”!as!
belonging!to!two!entirely!different!systems!of!annotation:!one!alphabetic,!the!other!
numerical.!In!so!doing,!he!asserts!that!versions!should!not!be!judged!by!the!same!
criteria,!but!that!each!must!instead!be!approached!on!its!own!terms,!supplanting!the!
concept!of!the!original!with!a!new!vision!of!textual!authority!grounded!not!in!the!
auratic!act!of!creation,!but!rather!in!the!iterations!of!divergent!interpretations.!!
! As!Borges!suggests!in!this!early!essay,!there!is!no!problem!“tan!consustancial!
con!las!letras!y!con!su!modesto!misterio!como!el!que!propone!una!traducción”!
(129);!as!such,!translation!appears!time!and!again!in!his!writing.!Other!essays!that!
treat!the!practice!explicitly!include!“Los!traductores!de!Las'1001'Noches”!(1936),!in!
which!Borges!asserts!that!to!translate!the!spirit!of!a!work!“es!una!intención!tan!
enorme!y!tan!fantasmal!que!bien!puede!quedar!como!inofensiva;!traducir!la!letra,!
una!precisión!tan!extravagante!que!no!hay!riesgo!de!que!la!ensayan”!(113).!The!
essay!presents!translation!as!an!inherently!violent!act!in!which!the!desire!of!the!
author!of!each!textual!iteration!to!“annihilate”!the!last!produces!fertile,!divergent,!
versions!of!the!text!that!are,!nonetheless,!very!much!of!their!time!and!place.!This!
emphasis!on!the!translator’s!cultural!and!subjective!specificity,!coupled!with!his!
!
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active!intervention!in!the!reception!of!the!work,!are!two!essential!qualities!of!
Borges’s!stance!with!regard!to!translation.!!
The!geopolitical!resonances!of!this!model!of!textual!appropriation!are!
explicitly!examined!in!an!address!given!in!1951!and!later!published!as!“El!escritor!
argentino!y!la!tradición.”!In!his!remarks,!Borges!argues!that!soUcalled!peripheral!
cultures!are,!in!fact,!in!a!uniquely!privileged!position!from!which!to!innovate,!
precisely!because!the!writer!at!the!margin!is!able!to!engage!the!canonical!works!of!
the!Metropolis!without!the!same!“superstitions”!that!plague!the!members!of!those!
traditions.!Arguing!for!a!more!cosmopolitan!approach!to!literary!production,!Borges!
suggests!that!the!Argentine!writer,!as!a!member!of!a!community!that!exists!both!
within!and!outside!the!major!traditions!of!Western!literature,!is!in!the!exceptional!
position!of!being!able!to!engage!those!traditions!in!more!flexible!ways!than!could!a!
writer!for!whom!those!canonical!works!were!always!already!the!“monumento!
informe”!he!faced!in!Don!Quijote.!“Creo!que!nuestra!tradición,”!he!writes,!“es!toda!la!
cultura!occidental!…!que!los!argentinos,!los!sudamericanos!en!general!…!podemos!
manejar!todos!los!temas!europeos,!manejarlos!sin!supersticiones,!con!una!
irreverencia!que!puede!tener,!y!ya!tiene,!consecuencias!afortunadas”!(Discusión!
135U136).!Rather!than!presenting!a!disadvantage,!the!margin!becomes!a!privileged!
site!from!which!to!exercise!an!unrestricted!process!of!textual!manipulation.!Sergio!
Waisman!has!described!the!creative!potential!of!this!site!as!the!“irreverence!of!the!
periphery,”!a!term!that!evokes!both!the!aesthetic!and!political!implications!of!
Borges’s!gesture!and!which!is!borne!out!in!his!own!translational!practice,!most!
!
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notably!in!his!fragmentary!rendering!of!James!Joyce’s!seminal!work!of!literary!
modernism,!Ulysses.22!!
Translation!also!figures!prominently!in!Borges’s!fiction,!above!all!in!“La!
busca!de!Averroes,”!about!the!difficulties!encountered!by!the!eponymous!polymath!
as!he!undertakes!a!translation!of!Aristotle’s!Poetics,!and,!in!a!more!complex!way,!in!
“Pierre!Menard,!autor!del!Quijote”!(1939).!“Pierre!Menard,”!identified!by!George!
Steiner!as!“the!most!acute,!the!most!concentrated!commentary!anyone!has!offered!
on!the!business!of!translation”!(73),!also!mobilizes!the!notion!of!irreverence!in!
cultural!exchange,!insofar!as!it!is!Menard’s!ambivalence!toward!Cervantes’s!Quijote!
that!allows!him!to!attempt!his!own.!With!this!observation,!Borges!returns!to!the!
notion!expressed!in!the!essays!mentioned!above!that!“superstitions”!regarding!the!
original!only!limit!the!interpretive!possibilities,!and!that!translation!(indeed,!more!
broadly,!irreverent!reading),!becomes!the!motor!of!productively!divergent!
interpretations!across!time!and!language.!
Expanding!our!focus!from!Argentina!to!a!larger!swath!of!hispanophone!Latin!
America,!in!the!following!years,!the!market!phenomenon!of!the!“boom”!brought!
translation!to!the!fore!in!an!unprecedented!way,!not!only!by!creating!a!sudden!
demand!for!translations!from!the!Spanish!into!the!major!languages!of!the!global!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22!Borges’s!translation,!published!in!the!January!1925!issue!of!Proa,!though!recognized!for!its!stylistic!
fidelity,!reproduced!only!the!final!lines!of!Joyce’s!novel!and!frequently!effaced!the!geographic!
specificity!of!the!original!by!eliding!or!substituting!local!references,!such!as!the!domestication!of!the!
author!as!“Jaime”!Joyce!(for!further!reading,!see!Battistón,!Willson,!and!Waisman).!In!the!essay!
published!alongside!the!translation,!Borges!admits!that!he!did!not!read!the!original!in!its!entirety,!
asserting!that,!nonetheless,!“sé!lo!que!es”!(Inquisiciones!20).!Along!similar!lines,!Efraín!Kristal!has!
observed!that,!in!his!translation!of!“The!Honour!of!Israel!Gow”!by!G.K.!Chesterton,!Borges!“took!
liberties!to!ensure!that!the!story!would!conform!to!his!own!view!that!Chesterton’s!genius!lay!in!his!
ability!to!present!inexplicable!situations!that,!even!once!demystified!with!a!prosaic!explanation,!
continue!to!disconcert”!(69).!
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publishing!industry,!but!also!because!the!writers!of!this!looselyUassociated!
“generation”!often!highlighted!the!process!of!interlinguistic!transfer!on!a!thematic!
level.!Gabriel!García!Márquez’s!Cien'años'de'soledad!(1967)!is!presented,!in!the!
tradition!of!the!Quijote,!as!a!translation!in!and!of!itself;!Julio!Cortázar,!too,!brings!the!
practice!into!the!spotlight!in!his!writing!(not!suprising,!perhaps,!given!his!time!spent!
working!as!a!translator!in!Paris);!“Las!babas!del!Diablo”!(1959),!62:'modelo'para'
armar!(1968),!and!Libro'de'Manuel!(1973)!all!feature!translation!as!a!vehicular!or!
thematic!element.!Mario!Vargas!Llosa’s!El'hablador!(1987)!focuses!on!the!
translation!and!transmission!of!oral!narrative!traditions!in!the!Amazon;!the!Nobel!
laureate!would!revisit!the!theme!of!translation!in!a!more!metropolitan!context!in!his!
Travesuras'de'la'niña'mala!(2006),!whose!translatorUprotagonist!suffers!perennially!
from!his!love!of!a!Flaubertian!femme!fatale.!!!
!
In!much!the!same!way!that!operations!of!translational!manipulation!and!
appropriation!provide!the!discursive!foundations!of!the!Argentine!Republic!and,!
subsequently,!cultural!production!throughout!hispanophone!Latin!America,!these!
translational!practices!also!played!a!critical!role!in!the!culture!and!politics!of!Brazil.!
One!of!the!key!figures!of!these!cultural!operations!is,!of!course,!that!of!the!cannibal,!
presented!by!the!modernists!of!the!1920s—most!notably!Oswald!de!Andrade,!but!
also!Mário!de!Andrade,!in!his!Macunaíma!(1928)—a!creative!and!critical!stance!
relative!to!the!Metropolis!on!the!basis!of!transgressive!image!of!cultural!exchange!
borrowed!from!the!sixteenth!century.!!
!
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In!the!political!sphere,!the!precedent!had!already!been!set!for!this!revision!of!
the!categories!of!dependency!and!derivation!by!the!reciprocal!effect!that!the!
importation!of!European!liberal!ideology!had!on!the!discourse!of!both!its!source!and!
target!cultures!during!the!First!Republic!(1889U1930),!when!the!invocation!of!this!
ideology!proved!incommensurable!with!the!local!reality!of!Brazilian!economics!and!
politics.!This!assertion!is,!of!course,!informed!by!Roberto!Schwarz’s!seminal!essay!
“As!Idéias!Fora!do!Lugar”!(1977),!in!which!he!describes!the!way!disparities!between!
the!local!Brazilian!reality!(the!tension!between!the!ideals!of!the!European!
Enlightenment!and!the!realities!of!the!local!context,!in!which!slavery!had!only!just!
been!abolished!in!the!nascent!republic)!revealed!not!only!essential!differences!from!
its!Metropolitan!model,!but!also!the!internal!contradictions!that!plagued!the!latter.23!
This!translatio!of!European!ideology,!then,!revealed!the!fissures!inherent!to!it—and,!
more!importantly,!the!relative!nature!of!its!Universalist!discourse.!Indirectly,!this!
set!the!stage!for!the!critical!mobilization!of!the!figure!of!the!anthropophagus,!a!
gesture!that!bore!the!influence!of!the!European!avantUgarde!movements!of!Dadaism!
and!primitivism!at!the!same!time!it!reconstituted!these!according!to!its!local!
specificity.24!!
This!figure!of!cultural!relations,!which!has!proved!to!be!among!the!most!
enduring!of!those!produced!in!the!nation,!was!drawn!from!the!earliest!encounters!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23!According!to!Schwarz,!“a!liberdade!do!trabalho,!a!igualdade!perante!a!lei!e,!de!modo!geral,!o!
universalismo!eram!ideologia!na!Europa!também;!mas!lá!correspondiam!ás!aparências,!encobrindo!o!
esencial—a!exploração!do!trabalho”!(14).!
24!For!more!on!the!dynamics!of!this!foundational!appropriation,!see!Randal!Johnson’s!“Brazilian!
Modernism:!An!Idea!Out!of!Place?”!and!Sérgio!Luiz!Prado!Bellei’s!“Brazilian!Anthropophagy!
Revisited.”!
!
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between!Portuguese!settlers!and!the!indigenous!peoples!of!the!area!during!the!
sixteenth!century;!specifically,!from!the!case!of!Dom!Pêro!Fernandes!Sardinha,!the!
first!Bishop!of!Brazil.!Sardinha,!who!served!from!1552!to!1556,!was!shipwrecked!off!
the!coast!of!Alagoas!two!weeks!after!resigning!his!post!and—as!the!story!goes—was!
eaten!by!members!of!the!Tupinamba!tribe.!The!anthropophagus—who!came!to!
stand!for!the!irreverent!digestion!of!foreign!cultural!material—made!his!first!
appearance!in!the!aesthetic!discourse!of!Brazil!during!the!Semana!de!Arte!Moderna!
in!February!of!1922.!The!event,!which!featured!some!of!the!foremost!names!of!
Brazilian!modernism,!including!Mário!de!Andrade!and!Oswald!de!Andrade!and!the!
visual!artists!Anita!Malfatti!and!Tarsila!do!Amaral!(whose!1928!canvas!“Abaporu”!
would!provide!the!most!iconic!image!of!the!cannibalist!movement),!was!conceived!
as!a!radical!break!with!the!aesthetic!tendencies!that!had!dominated!cultural!
production!for!past!decades.25!The!writers!of!the!anthropophagic!movement!would!
expand!upon!the!European!primitivist!agenda,!using!the!figure!of!the!cannibal!not!
only!to!destabilize!the!opposition!between!originality!and!derivation!grounded!in!
the!assumption!of!Brazilian!cultural!dependency,!but!also!to!launch!a!critique!of!
social!and!aesthetic!practices!within!their!country’s!borders.26!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25!Though!the!figure!of!the!cannibal!has!consistently!been!central!to!discussions!of!cultural!relations!
in!Brazil,!I!would!argue,!along!with!Randal!Johnson!and!Else!Ribeiro!Pires!Vieira,!that!there!cannot!be!
said!to!be!a!single,!transhistorical!conception!of!antropofagia!in!Brazil.!Instead,!both!the!figure!and!
the!metaphor(s)!for!translation!that!it!supplied!are!grounded!in!their!respective!cultural!and!political!
contexts.!
26!Francis!Picabia’s!1920!“Manifeste!Cannibale”!is!widely!recognized!as!an!inspiration!for!the!
mobilization!of!the!figure!of!the!cannibal!in!Brazilian!culture,!though!the!two!took!different!forms,!to!
different!ends.!As!for!the!local!culprits!denounced!by!the!anthropophagists,!prominent!among!these!
were!the!Parnassian!poets,!known!for!their!formality,!rigidity,!and!lack!of!political!engagement.!
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! The!group!that!comprised!the!Semana!de!Arte!Moderna!was!polarized!
around!political!and!aesthetic!questions,!most!notably!the!divide!between!the!
marked!conservatism!of!writer!Plínio!Salgado!and!the!nationalistic!Movimento!
VerdeUAmarelo,!and!the!will!toward!experimentation!and!the!incorporation!of!
foreign!ideas!that!marked!the!practice!of!many!other!artists!of!the!time.!It!is!
interesting!to!note,!nonetheless,!that!both!sides!looked!to!the!figure!of!the!cannibal!
as!the!emblem!of!their!divergent!ideologies;!for!the!members!of!the!Movimento!
VerdeUAmarelo,!the!Tupi—like!the!tapir!that!would!provide!the!name!for!the!
movement’s!next!incarnation!(a!Escola!de!Anta)—represented!the!irreducible!core!
of!an!absolute!autochthony.!For!the!members!of!the!Cannibalist!movement,!it!
offered!the!chance!to!at!once!disabuse!the!Metropolis!of!its!image!of!Brazil!as!a!
passive!recipient!of!culture!and!foreign!economic!interests,!and!to!posit!a!unique!
form!of!creative!agency.!
One!of!the!radical!aspects!of!the!movement,!as!it!was!conceived!in!the!1920s,!
was!the!way!it!recast!the!cannibal!as!a!cultural!agent!with!the!power!to!selectively!
digest,!and!in!doing!so,!reconstitute,!the!material!and!larger!tradition!he!devours.!
Epitomizing!this!gesture,!the!“Manifesto!Antropofago”!of!Oswald!de!Andrade!(1890U
1954),!was!published!in!1928!in!the!first!issue!(or!“dentition,”!as!the!editors!called!
it)!of!the!Revista'de'Antropofagia.!One!exemplary!statement!reads!as!follows:!
“Perguntei!a!um!homem!o!que!era!o!Direito.!Elle!me!respondeu!que!era!a!garatia!do!
exercicio!da!posibilidade.!Esse!homem!chamavaUse!Galli!Mathias.!ComiUo”!(3).!
Immediately!apparent!in!the!violence!of!that!final!sentence!is!the!disjunction!
between!the!loftiness!of!the!way!in!which!the!societal!concept!of!the!Law!is!
!
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presented!and!the!savage!corporeality!of!the!reaction!it!inspires:!the!
anthropophagus!mounting!an!attack!on!Enlightenment!ideals.!The!statement,!
however,!reaches!beyond!the!straightforward!negation!of!Western!thought!in!a!way!
that!can!be!understood!in!terms!of!Schwarz’s!description!of!destabilizing!force!of!
cultural!importation.!The!name!of!the!man!who!provides!the!grandiose!description!
of!the!Law!is!a!play!on!the!word!“gallimatias”!or!its!orthographic!variations,!used!in!
French!and!English!letters!since!the!sixteenth!century.!The!origins!of!the!word,!a!
synonym!of!nonsense,!are!disputed;!however,!one!of!its!most!widely!accepted!
etymologies!is!that!of!a!court!case!in!France!regarding!a!peasant!named!Mathias!and!
his!rooster.!His!lawyer,!who!was!arguing!his!case!in!Latin,!became!flustered!at!one!
point!and!misplaced!the!possessive:!rather!than!Mathias’s!rooster,!the!court!was!
asked!to!hear!a!case!about!a!rooster’s!Mathias.27!The!reference!to!Galli!Mathias,!
which!plays!directly!into!this!juridical!scene,!therefore!not!only!introduces!the!
element!of!nonsense!into!the!discourse!on!the!nature!of!the!Law,!it!shows!that!the!
nonsense!was!always!already!there;!that!order!contains,!a'priori,!the!possibility!of!
its!own!undoing.!!
Ruptures!and!contestations!of!this!nature!can!be!seen!throughout!the!
“Manifesto!Antropófago,”!up!to!and!including!the!way!it!is!framed!as!an!historical!
enunciation.!Eschewing!both!the!Christian!calendar!and!the!moment!at!which!the!
history!of!Brazil,!according!to!the!European!mind,!was!said!to!begin!(when!the!ship!
bearing!Pedro!Álvares!Cabral!and!his!scribe!Pêro!Vaz!de!Caminha!reached!its!shores!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27!This!account!is!given!in!the!1831!Encyclopaedia'Americana,!edited!by!Francis!Lieber!(361)!and!in!
Ernest!Weekley’s!An'Etymological'Dictionary'of'Modern'English,!under!the!entry!on!gallimaufry!
(618);!both!texts!were!accessed!via!Google!Books!on!13!August!2011.!
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in!1500!a.d.),!Andrade!sets!the!point!of!origin!of!the!Cannibalist!movement!fiftyUsix!
years!after!Caminha!wrote!his!famous!missive,!signing!his!manifesto!“Em!
Piratininga.!Anno!374!da!Deglutição!do!Bispo!Sardinha”!(7).!In!so!doing,!he!replaces!
a!concept!of!history!centered!on!the!Metropolis,!its!ideology,!and!its!colonial!
expansion!with!one!centered!on!the!autochthonous!and!its!consumption!of!that!
history.!And!yet!the!subversive!power!of!this!gesture!is!that!it!inserts!itself!within!an!
existing,!hegemonic,!discourse.!Rather!than!presenting!a!radical!break!with!
European!models,!as!Salgado’s!use!of!the!cannibal!figure!proposed!to!do,!Andrade’s!
project!is!one!of—quite!literally—incorporating!those!inherited!ideas:!ingesting!and!
digesting!them!in!the!process!of!creating!a!new!work.!As!such,!the!canonical!cultural!
referents!at!play!in!the!Manifesto!are!absolutely!essential!to!its!argument.!One!of!the!
Manifesto’s!most!recognizable!assertions,!“Tupy,!or!not!tupy!that!is!the!question”!
(3),28!is!a!prime!example!of!this!strabismic!negotitation!of!the!foreign!and!the!local:!
by!inserting!the!anthropophagus!into!the!Shakespearean!literary!system,!Andrade!
not!only!shifts!the!perspective!of!the!utterance!from!the!center!of!the!Western!canon!
to!its!periphery,!but!also—in!so!doing—presents!the!reflections!presented!therein!
as!being!relative!rather!than!universal.!As!Else!Ribeiro!Pires!Vieira!astutely!
observes,!“the!colonial!dilemma!is!not!the!one!informed!by!Christian!scruples!as!to!
what!may!come!after!death,!but!has!to!do!with!the!duality!of!the!origin!and,!
accordingly,!of!the!cultural!identity!of!Brazil,!both!European!and!Tupi,!both!civilized!
and!native”!(Rimbaud’s'Rainbow!179).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28!The!English!appears!in!the!original;!the!only!changes!to!appear!in!most!English!translations!of!the!
Manifesto!are!in!the!orthography!of!“Tupy”!(Tupi)!and!the!‘correction’!of!de!Andrade’s!punctuation!of!
the!Shakespearian!line!through!the!addition!of!a!comma!after!“or!not!Tupi.”!!
!
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Though!the!relation!between!anthropophagy!and!translation!is!often!taken!
for!granted,!through!the!concept!of!cultural!digestion!as!an!incorporation!and!
reformulation!of!material,!a!step!sideways!may!help!elucidate!the!latent!theory!of!
translation!that!subtends!the!mobilization!of!this!metaphor!in!the!late!1920’s!in!
Brazil.!This!step!takes!us!to!Haroldo!de!Campos’s!invocation!of!the!concept!of!
parody!in!his!description!of!Oswald!de!Andrade’s!literary!legacy.29!Parody,!Campos!
reminds!us,!is!etymologically!grounded!in!the!“parallel!canto”!(pará!+!ōidē):!as!such,!
its!form!of!textual!generation!is!not!as!derivative!as!contemporary!usage!would!
imply,!but!rather!represents!a!creative!operation!that!occurs!beside!another!work,!
engaging!it!in!a!dialogue!that!defines!both!(a!reading!that!establishes!a!precedent!for!
de!Campos’s!own!poetics!of!transcreation,!in!the!process).!The!line!from!the!
Manifesto,!cited!above,!of!“Tupy,!or!not!tupy!that!is!the!question”!is!exemplary!of!
this!kind!of!parody:!the!appropriation!of!Shakespeare’s!text!is!only!the!first!
movement!in!a!process!that,!per!the!quotation!above,!reUimagines!the!canonical!
work!in!a!local!context!at!the!same!time!Andrade!moves!beyond!the!economy!of!
purely!literary!exchange!with!a!gesture!toward!the!“base!dupla!e!presente”!
described!in!his!“Manifesto!PauUBrasil”!(1924),!which!divides!Brazilian!
consciousness!between!the!forest!and!the!Metropolis.!This!example!also!points!to!
the!deeper!connection!between!anthropophagy!and!translation,!understood!as!more!
than!just!the!interlingual!transmission!of!a!written!text.!It!is!precisely!the!line!not!
rendered!in!Portuguese!that!offers!the!greatest!potential!for!cannibalistic!parody:!by!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29!See!de!Campos’s!prologue!to!Oswald'de'Andrade:'Obra'escogida'(Caracas:!Biblioteca!Ayacucho,!
1979).!
!
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leaving!the!words!in!(or!close!to)!the!original,!Andrade!is!able!to!situate!the!work!
squarely!within!the!cultural!purview!of!Brazil.!
! Expanding!upon!the!theme!of!anthropophagy!in!the!second!half!of!the!
twentieth!century,!the!concrete!poet!Haroldo!de!Campos!developed!both!a!theory!
and!a!practice!of!translation!that!formed!a!central!part!of!his!literary!production.!
This!creativeUinterpretive!operation!is!epitomized!in!Campos’s!writings!in!the!
concept!of!“transcriação”!and!the!figure!of!the!“new!barbarian,”!presented!in!a!1981!
article!titled!“"Da!razão!antropofágica:!A!Europa!sob!o!signo!da!devoração,"!which!
would!seem!to!be!a!distant!cousin!of!de!Andrade’s!cannibal,!conceived!for!the!late!
twentieth!century.!“A!maníbula!devoradora,”!he!writes,!“desses!novos!bárbaros!vem!
manducando!e!‘arruinando’!desde!muito!uma!herança!cultural!cada!vez!mais!
planetária,!em!relação!à!qual!sua!investida!excentrificadora!o!desconstrutora!
funciona!com!o!ímpeto!marginal!da!antitradição!canavalesca,!dessacralizante,!
profanadora,!evocada!por!Bakhtine!em!contraparte!à!estrada!real!do!positivisimo!
épico!lukàcsiano,!à!literatura!monológica,!à!obra!acabada!e!unívoca"!(22).!
One!of!the!greatest!differences!between!the!anthropophagy!of!Oswaldo!de!
Andrade!and!that!of!Haroldo!de!Campos!and!his!brother,!Augusto,!can!be!seen!in!the!
passage!above.!Whereas!the!earlier!mobilization!of!the!metaphor!emphasized!the!
transformative'power!of!the!consuming!culture!over!that!of!the!culture!consumed!
(the!material!that!was!not!‘spit!out’!as!noxious!would!be!transformed!by!its!
incorporation!in!the!new!system,!digested!and!thus!reUformed),!the!“new!
barbarians”!of!Haroldo!de!Campos!present!a!much!less!combative!stance,!insisting!
on!a!state!of!complete!coexistence.!This!particular!understanding!of!the!practice!of!
!
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translation!gave!rise,!in!Campos’s!work,!to!the!term!“transcreation,”!which!he!uses!
to!express!the!fundamentally!creative!nature!of!the!practice.!In!“Da!Tradução!como!
Criação!e!como!Crítica,”!first!presented!in!1963,!de!Campos!cites!Paolo!Ronái’s!
assertion!that!the!translation!of!a!creative!work!is!inherently!impossible!as!a!means!
of!positing!his!own!interpretation!of!the!practice,!arguing!that!“para!nós,!tradução!
de!textos!criativos!será!sempre!recríação,!ou!criação!paralela,!autônoma!porém!
recíproca”(Metalinguagem'35).!!
! This!poetics!of!transcreation!carries!over!into!Campos’s!own!translations,!as!
well:!stressing!the!creative!intervention!of!writing!through!another!work!rather!
than!simply!ventriloquizing!it!in!another!language,!in!the!introduction!to!Traduzir'&'
Trovar!(1968)!Haroldo!and!Augusto!de!Campos!write!“Traduzir!&!Trovar!são!dois!
aspectos!da!mesma!realidade.!Trovar!quer!dizer!achar,!quer!dizer!inventar.!Traduzir!
é!reinventar”!(3).!A!complementary!idea,!that!of!Intradução,!developed!by!Augusto!
de!Campos!around!the!same!time,!combines!the!words!“introduction”!and!
“translation”!with!just!a!hint!of!negation!to!suggest!the!internalization!and!
adaptation!of!the!text,!with!the!added!effect!of!appearing!to!add!a!negative!prefix!to!
the!latter.!Describing!his!first!“intradução,”!a!few!selected!lines!from!the!Provencal!
poet!Bernart!de!Ventadorn!cited!by!Ezra!Pound!(who!had!a!significant!influence!on!
the!Concrete!poets)!he!states,!
Essas!linhas!foram!recortadas,!fragmentadas!e!interceptadas.!As!palavras!do!
provençal!eram!grafadas!numa!tipologia!mais!arcaizante,!diferenciada!da!
tradução,!que!vinha!grafada!em!tipos!mais!modernos.!Elas!se!imbricavam,!se!
interceptavam!e!produziam!um!terceiro!texto!que!poderia!ser!lido!
emendando!uma!palavra!do!provençal!ao!português,!às!vezes!com!efeitos!
surpreendentes!...!Batizei!esses!textos!com!esse!nome,!objetivando!uma!certa!
ambigüidade.!"InUtradução"!no!sentido!de!nãoUtradução,!e!"intraUdução",!no!
!
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sentido!de!uma!tradução!interna,!um!diálogo!quase!visceral!ou!essencial!com!
a!tradução,!que!autorizaria!essa!liberdade!que!tomo!em!relação!aos!textos.!
(“Diálogo”)!
!
Just!as!notable!as!the!dynamics!of!literary!influence!and!appropriation!explored!
above!and!central!to!this!statement!is!the!way!in!which!Augusto!de!Campos!
understands!translation!in!all!three!of!the!senses—intralingual!or!paraphrase,!
interlingual!or!“translation!proper,”!and!intersemiotic!or!transmutation!between!
sign!systems!(145)—proposed!by!Roman!Jakobson!in!his!seminal!essay!“On!
Linguistic!Aspects!of!Translation.”!The!intersection!of!textual!and!visual!registers!in!
the!Concrete!poets!offers!a!site!of!unique!potential!for!the!discourse!on!translation!
in!Brazil,!with!repercussions!throughout!the!region:!contrary!to!the!traditional!
model!of!translation,!which!stressed!invisibility,!the!(inextricably!linked)!criticism!
and!translational!practice!of!the!brothers!de!Campos!openly!acknowledged!their!
intervention!in!the!text!as!a!means!of!valorizing!plurality!over!monologism,!
reciprocity!over!derivation.!!
!
These!multifaceted!valorizations!of!the!creativity!and!autonomy!of!the!act!of!
translation,!carried!over!in!and!epitomized!by!the!miseDenDscène!of!the!practice!in!
fiction,!is!both!an!aesthetic!and!a!political!one!in!their!manipulation!of!discursive!
authority!and!establishment!of!reciprocal!models!of!cultural!influence.!As!Pires!
Vieira!observes,!“The!question!of!the!translator’s!visibility,!as!far!back!as!
Modernism,!takes!on!very!clear!contours!in!Latin!America,!marking!itself!off!as!the!
translator’s!visibility!and!autonomy,”!decolonizing,!in!the!process,!“two!spaces!
traditionally!deemed!marginal:!translation!itself!and!a!peripheral!culture”!(“New!
!
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Registers”!173).!As!a!result,!the!literary!figure!of!the!translator!creates!a!space!for!
new!ways!of!thinking!about!interaction!of!diverse!agents!within!the!global!literary!
system.!In!the!pages!that!follow,!I!analyze!the!thematic!mobilization!of!three!specific!
translational!tropes!and!the!ways!in!which!they!do!just!this—beginning!with!the!
manipulation!of!the!concept!of!intellectual!lineage!through!creative!uses!of!the!
metaphor!of!translation!as!textual!reproduction.!!!
!
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CHAPTER!TWO!
Of!Monsters!and!Parricides:!Scandals!of!Textual!Reproduction!
!
Translation!is!the!language!of!planets!and!monsters.!
!
—!Emily!Apter,!The'Translation'Zone'
!
The!manipulation!of!discursive!authority!across!cultural!lines—the!tradition!of!
translation!that!serves!as!a!touchstone!for!this!study—has,!as!demonstrated!in!the!
previous!chapter,!held!a!prominent!place!in!the!cultural!production!of!Latin!America!
since!at!least!the!wars!of!independence!and!the!bid!by!the!newly!formed!nations!of!
the!region!to!establish!an!intellectual!and!political!position!on!the!world!stage.!Any!
exploration!of!this!tradition!and!the!ways!it!manifests!in!contemporary!writing!
implies!a!critical!approach!to!the!idea!of!intellectual!lineage,!an!examination!of!the!
varied!responses!to!hierarchical!conceptions!of!cultural!development!according!to!
which!a!supposedly!underdeveloped!or!peripheral!culture!matures!in!the!image!of!a!
more!established,!metropolitan,!model.!In!the!pages!that!follow,!I!will!explore!the!
dynamics!and!limits!of!this!paradigm!through!the!first!translational!trope!addressed!
in!this!study,!the!metaphor!of!translation!as!reproduction.!
The!mobilization!of!this!metaphor!is!divided!into!two!main!tendencies:!that!
of!genetic!or!biological!reproduction,!which!involves!hierarchical!dynamics!
grounded!in!gender!relations,!and!that!of!biogenetic!reproduction!in!the!form!of!
cloning,!which!brings!to!bear!discussions!of!decoding!and!recoding!strings!of!signs.!
Though!these!variations!on!the!reproductive!metaphor!are!divergent!enough!to!
merit!independent!consideration—most!notably!in!that!“reproduction”!in!the!
!
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genetic!sense!does!not!imply!the!creation!of!a!copy,!but!rather!some!form!of!
synthesis!between!two!generative!elements,!whereas!biogenetic!reproduction!is!
indeed!a!realization!of!the!“mechanical!reproducibility”!of!a!genetic!code—both!are!
fundamentally!grounded!in!questions!of!the!notion!of!the!derivative!and!the!role!of!
productive!interference!in!the!transfer!of!meaning.!Each!of!the!sections!that!follow!
will!first!provide!a!brief!introduction!to!the!translation!theory!that!addresses!the!
relevant!facet!of!this!central!metaphor,!and!then!perform!a!close!reading!of!its!
thematization!in!select!contemporary!fictions.!Writing!through!and!beyond!the!neat!
conception!of!linear!intellectual!inheritance!whereby!one!work!is!derived!from!
another,!the!first!group!of!writers!examined!in!this!chapter!engages!the!gendered!
metaphorics!of!translation—translation!as!the!product!of!a!coupling!between!
author!and!translator,!or!translator!and!text,!with!all!the!power!dynamics!this!
implies—in!order!to!subvert!the!hierarchies!they!perpetuate.!The!second!group!of!
writers!evokes!recent!advances!in!the!science!of!biogenetic!reproduction!(cloning)!
in!its!formulation!of!a!nonUcentric!model!of!textual!proliferation.30!Ultimately,!both!
versions!of!this!reproductive!metaphor!present!a!means!of!addressing!hierarchical!
systems!of!cultural!valorization!with!centers!of!significance!and!subjectification!
dominated!by!the!logic!of!the!“strong!principal!unity”!(Deleuze!and!Guattari!5).!
It!would!be!hard!to!discuss!the!matter!of!intellectual!lineage!without!
touching!on!the!Oedipal!dynamic!elaborated!in!what!Terry!Eagleton!has!called!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30!Although!gender!dynamics!play!a!prominent!role!in!the!first!section!of!this!chapter,!this!study!does!
not!delve!into!specifically!feminist!approaches!to!translation!theory,!such!as!those!proposed!by!critics!
and!translators!like!Susanne!Jill!Levine,!Barbara!Godard,!Carol!Maier,!and!Luise!von!Flotow.!For!an!
introduction!to!the!key!ideas!and!figures!of!this!approach,!see!Sherry!Simon’s!Gender'in'Translation!
and!Melissa!Wallace’s!“Writing!the!Wrongs!of!Literature.”!!
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“eccentric!yet!suggestive”!critical!proposal!of!Harold!Bloom!(qtd.!Chamberlain!467).!
In!The'Anxiety'of'Influence,!Bloom!suggested!that!the!artist!faces!his!predecessor!as!a!
“strong!equal,”!with!“father!and!son!as!mighty!opposites”!(11).!The!metaphors!of!
filial!dynamics!prominent!throughout!(Freud’s!“family!romance,”!8;!Laius!and!
Oedipus,!11;!and!so!on)—distinctly!gendered!in!their!own!right—are!echoed!in!
many!of!the!gendered!and!reproductive!theories!of!translation!examined!in!this!
chapter;!however,!the!critic’s!assertion!that!the!poetic!offspring!need!be!a'priori'a!
“strong”!creator!of!culture!inherently!able!to!stand!up!to!his!forebears!will!be!
scrutinized!in!the!pages!to!come.!In!fact,!one!of!my!central!claims!in!this!chapter!is!
that,!in!the!enactment!and!subversion!of!these!filial!dynamics!through!specific!
mobilizations!of!gendered!or!reproductive!tropes!of!translation!theory,!the!
contemporary!writers!examined!in!this!study!not!only!create!themselves!as!“mighty!
opposites”!to!the!authors!they!engage,!but!also!posit!these!intercultural,!intertextual!
relations!as!rhizomatic,!rather!than!linear,!phenomena!that!preclude!the!
hierarchical!dynamics!outlined!above.!In!so!doing,!these!writers!join!filial!deference!
with!parricidal!defiance!and!ultimately!generate!the!conditions!necessary!for!a!
reconfiguration!of!the!binary!categories!of!original!and!copy,!creation!and!
derivation.!!
In!the!context!of!contemporary!Latin!American!cultural!production,!the!
literary!begettings!suggested!above!often!bear!accents!of!monstrosity,!illegitimacy,!
and!excess,!particularly!when!translation!is!involved.!This!shadow!takes!a!variety!of!
forms:!among!these,!the!“tail”!affixed!to!one!of!Borges’!short!stories!by!an!
overzealous!Brazilian!translator!in!Luis!Fernando!Verissimo’s!Borges'e'os'
!
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orangotangos'eternos!(2000),!to!César!Aira’s!literary!double,!a!translator!who!
moonlights!as!scientist!with!a!unique!approach!to!cloning!in!El'congreso'de'
literatura'(1999).!Each!in!its!own!way,!these!texts!challenge!the!notion!of!linear!
textual!filiation!and!the!cultural!and!aesthetic!hierarchies!implied!therein!by!
threatening!“to!erase!the!difference!between!production!and!reproduction!which!is!
essential!to!the!establishment!of!power”!(Chamberlain!466),!or,!in!other!words,!by!
suggesting!that!the!fruits!of!traditional!models!of!intellectual!influence!have!rotted!
on!the!branch.!
The!discursive!negotiations!from!which!this!contemporary!gesture!emerges!
is!grounded!in!a!longstanding!tradition!of!appropriating!cultural!capital!held!by!the!
authors!of!the!metropolis.!This!is!certainly!true,!as!observed!in!the!previous!chapter,!
in!the!case!of!the!infamous!manipulation!and!misattribution!of!the!phrase!“On!ne!
tue!point!les!idées”!with!which!Sarmiento,!as!discussed!in!the!introduction!to!this!
study,!introduces!his!Facundo:'Civilización'y'barbarie.31!!As!we!recall,!Ricardo!Piglia!
describes!the!textual!intervention!as!“un!manejo!de!la!verdad,!ligado!a!la!vez!al!
error,!a!la!traducción,!al!plagio,!a!la!falsificación,!a!la!urgencia,!a!la!apropiación,!a!la!
libertad!ficcional,!a!la!necesidad!política”!(“Sarmiento”!29).!Sarmiento,!in!fact,!
proves!to!be!rather!liberal!in!his!treatment!of!his!intellectual!forbears!throughout!
the!Facundo,!both!in!the!phrase!cited!above!and!in!the!epigraphs!inserted!
throughout!his!treatise;!names!like!Fortoul,!Hugo,!Humboldt,!and!Head!buttress!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31!As!discussed!in!the!introduction,!this!connection!between!translation!and!politics!in!Sarmiento’s!
production!is!most!explicit!in'Mi'defensa!(1843)!and!Recuerdos'de'provincia!(1850).!For!further!
reading!and!the!full!discussion!of!Sarmiento’s!translational!manipulations,!see!pages!27U29!of!this!
dissertation.!
!
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Sarmiento’s!words,!ostensibly!lending!them!credibility.32!Thus,!in!Sarmiento!and!
beyond,!the!apparent!fidelity!in!a!quotation!situated!in!the!text!or!the!paratext!of!the!
epigraph!is!often!simply!a!matter!of!plausibility!and!may!conceal!a!significant!
intervention!on!the!part!of!the!citing!author.!Interestingly!enough,!tracing!our!way!
back!along!these!treacherous!lines!of!descent,!it!turns!out!that!a!notorious!
manipulator!of!quotations!figures!prominently!in!Sarmiento’s!intellectual!
formation:!Sir!Walter!Scott,!whose!writings!Sarmiento!translated!while!in!exile!in!
Chile,!apparently!took!great!pride!(or!at!least!showed!no!remorse)!at!the!liberties!he!
took!with!the!writings!of!others.33!Nonetheless,!whether!the!textual!desvíos!
described!above!are!the!result!of!the!displacement!that!denies!Sarmiento!recourse!
to!his!cherished!library,!of!barbaric!‘contamination’!(Ramos!68U72),!or!of!a!
conscious!intervention!in!and!subversion!of!the!cultural!archive!of!Europe!and!the!
United!States—the!outcome!is!the!same:!through!this!manipulation!of!his!source!
material,!Sarmiento!at!once!recognizes!the!discursive!authority!of!the!work!he!cites!
and!reconfigures!the!cultural!hierarchies!from!which!that!authority!is!derived.!This,!
I!would!argue,!is!the!true!“political!necessity”!of!the!gesture!as!posited!by!Piglia.!
Ultimately,!Sarmiento!uses!these!textual!deviations!as!a!means!of!setting!himself!
just!far!enough!outside!the!traditions!from!which!they!emerge!to!“create!the!
rhetorical!space!and!possibility!for!a!Spanish!American!discourse”!(Alonso!45).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32!For!more!on!Sarmiento’s!use!of!footnotes,!see!David!T.!Haberly’s!"Francis!Bond!Head!and!Domingo!
Sarmiento:!A!Note!on!the!Sources!of!Facundo."!
33!For!more!on!Walter!Scott’s!manipulation!of!quoted!material,!particularly!within!the!space!of!the!
epigraph,!see!Paratexts,!wherein!Gerard!Genette!(guardedly)quotes!Scott’s!assertion!that!the!“scraps!
of!poetry!which!have!been!in!most!cases!tacked!to!the!beginnings!of!chapters!in!these!novels!are!
sometimes!quoted!either!from!reading!or!from!memory,!but,!in!the!general!case,!are!pure!invention”!
(147).!For!mention!of!Sarmiento’s!translations!of!Scott,!see!Recuerdos'de'provincia!(153).!
!
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Along!these!lines,!and!as!discussed!at!greater!length!in!the!introduction,!
Borges!took!up!this!tradition!of!manipulation!and!appropriation!in!essays!like!“Las!
versiones!homéricas”!(1932)!and!“Los!traductores!de!las!1001!noches”!(1935),!both!
of!which!present!translations!as!original!works!in!their!own!right!that!often!exist!in!
violent!conflict!with!the!original!or!previous!versions,!and!in!the!“irreverence”!he!
claims!the!Latin!American!writer!is!able!to!treat!foreign!material.34!Borges,!whose!
own!translational!practice!bears!this!position!out,!thus!undermines!the!unilateral!
“genetic”!influence!of!the!privileged!original!text.!If!in!“Las!versiones,”!however,!the!
contact!between!iterations!(or!textual!generations)!gives!rise!to!mutually!
illuminating!readings,!this!dynamic!proves!somewhat!more!confrontational!in!“Los!
traductores,”!in!which!Borges!sets!Galland,!Burton,!and!Mardrus!alike!against!the!
translator!who!came!before,!positing!the!dynamic!between!them!as!one!of!Oedipal!
“aniquilación”!(107)!and!enmity!rather!than!collaboration!and!accretion.35!This!
Oedipal!dynamic!also!runs!through!the!translation!theory!of!the!Brazilian!poet!and!
critic!Haroldo!de!Campos,!who!would!express!this!generational!antagonism!still!
more!explicitly!in!terms!of!biological!reproduction.!Among!de!Campos’s!many!
neologisms!for!translation,!his!description!of!the!practice!as!“uma!desmemória!
parricida”!stands!out!for!its!rhetoric!of!filiation,!transgression,!and!violence.!As!Else!
Ribeiro!Pires!Vieira!renders!it!in!English,!“a!parricidal!disUmemory,”!the!hyphen!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34!See!also!the!discussion!of!the!1951!lecture!“El!escritor!argentino!y!la!tradición”!and!Borges’s!
translation!of!the!last!page!of!Ulysses!for!Proa!in!the!introductory!chapter!to!this!dissertation,!as!well!
as!Sergio!Waisman’s!Borges'and'Translation:'The'Irreverence'of'the'Periphery!(2005).!
35!This!rhetoric!of!violence!is!a!familiar!trope!in!translation!theory,!and!is!prominent!in!Luis!
Fernando!Verissimo’s!metafictional!murder!mystery,!Borges'e'os'orangotangos'eternos'(2000).!It!is!
explored!at!greater!length!in!the!pages!that!follow.!!
!
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asserting!“the!dual!positionality!of!de!Campos’s!vanguardist!theory!of!translation!in!
relation!to!tradition”!(“Liberating!Calibans”!97).36!!!
The!idea!is!reformulated!years!later!by!Emily!Apter,!whose!“Translation!is!an!
oedipal!assault!on!the!mother!tongue”!(xi)!establishes—despite!the!minor!slippage!
inherent!to!an!Oedipal!assault!on!anything!maternal—a!rich!connection!between!de!
Campos’s!formulation!and!Schleiermacher’s!anxiety!about!the!production!of!
Blendlinge,!syntactical!bastards!that,!as!though!they!were!raised!by!acrobats,!
violently!bend!their!Muttersprache!or!mother!tongue!to!“foreign!and!unnatural!
dislocations”!(47).37!!
The!discussion!of!translation!in!terms!of!gender!and!reproductive!dynamics,!
of!course,!can!be!traced!back!further!than!Schleiermacher’s!1813!address—namely,!
to!that!notorious!seventeenthUcentury!bon'mot!that!describes!translations!as!belles'
infidèles,!suggesting!that!they—like!women—can!either!be!beautiful!or!faithful,!but!
never!both;38!these!metaphorics!also!underlie!Walter!Benjamin’s!seminal!essay!“The!
Task!of!the!Translator”!(1923),!in!which!both!the!relationship!between!languages!
and!the!“form”!of!translation!itself!is!expressed!in!terms!of!kinship,!“multiplying!
genealogical!motifs!and!allusions![…]!to!the!transmission!of!a!family!seed”!(Derrida,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36!The!term!“desmemória!parricida”!appears!in!de!Campos’s!Deus'e'o'Diabo'no'Fausto'de'Goethe!(São!
Paulo:!Perspectiva,!1981).!Quoted!in!Pires!Vieira,!“Liberating!Calibans”!97.!!
37!On!the!matter!of!Blendlinge,!see!Pym!1995.!
38!The!notion!of!the!belles'infidèles!is!attributed!to!Nicolas!Perrot!d’Ablancourt!(1606U1664),!who!
used!it!in!defense!of!his!own!paraphrastic!translations!of!Classical!texts!(qtd.!Godayol!99).!Sherry!
Simon!offers!an!historical!overview!of!the!gendered!metaphors!of!translation!in!the!Western!
tradition!in!the!first!chapter!of!Gender'in'Translation.!
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“Des!Tours”!175).39!In!addition!to!the!oftenUrepeated!“kinship![of!languages,”!
Benjamin!also!describes!the!translation!as!the!“afterlife”![Überleben!/!Fortleben]!of!a!
text!and!argues!that!it!is!possible!to!trace!the!“descent”!of!major!works!by!the!effect!
they!have!on!“future!generations”![nachfolgenden'Generationen]!(255).!Then,!of!
course,!there!are!the!“birth!pangs”!(256)!generated!by!the!practice!of!translation—
though!these!are!pangs!of!language!itself!encountering!its!limit!through!translation,!
and!in!so!doing!revealing!the!“pure!language”![reine'Sprache]'that!unites!all!tongues,!
their!effects!are!felt!on!the!level!of!the!text!as!well.!More!recently,!José!Ortega!y!
Gassett!evoked!the!question!of!gender!and!fidelity!in!the!title!of!his!1937!article!
“Miseria!y!esplendor!de!la!traducción”—the!argument!of!which!is!inspired!largely!by!
Schleiermacher’s!remarks—by!its!nod!to!Honoré!de!Balzac's!Splendeurs'et'misères'
des'courtisanes.!
Whether!expressed!in!the!genteel!rhetoric!of!guardianship40!or!in!the!
sexualized!terms!of!conquest!mobilized!by!George!Steiner!in!his!description!of!
communication!as!at!once!a!form!of!“copulation”!(39)!and!translation,41!the!
metaphor!of!gender!and!sexual!reproduction,!the!variations!of!which!have!been!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39!Paul!de!Man!suggests!that!this!gendered!reading!of!Benjamin's!text!may!be!somewhat!exaggerated,!
though!not!invalid:!Derrida!worked!primarily!with!the!Gandillac!translation!of!Benjamin's!essay,!
which!puts!far!greater!stress!on!the!notion!of!the!Wehen!as!part!of!the!birthing!process!(Gandillac!
translates!them!as!"les!douleurs!obstétricales")!(85).!Zohn!also!adds!this!element!in!his!English!
translation,!calling!these!Wehen!"birth!pangs."!De!Man!suggests!that,!to!the!contrary,!"you!would!
have!to!translate!it!by!'death!pangs'!as!much!as!by!'birth!pangs,'!and!the!stress!is!perhaps!more!on!
death!than!on!life"!(85).!!
40!See!Chamberlain,!455U457.!
41!This!reading!is!reinforced!by!the!fact!that!the!second!phase!of!the!hermeneutic!motion—following!
trust—is!alternately!labeled!as!that!of!“aggression”!or!“penetration.”!Octavio!Paz!also!describes!
communication!as!being!always!already!a!form!of!translation!in!his!Traducción:'literatura'y'
literalidad!(1971).!
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presented!quite!effectively!by!Sherry!Simon!and!Pilar!Godayol,42!has!been!
entrenched!in!translation!theory!for!centuries.!Whichever!form!this!dynamic!takes,!
these!gendered!approaches!to!translation!repeat!the!hierarchical!structure!of!the!
“cultural!complicity!between!the!issues!of!fidelity!in!translation!and!in!marriage,”!
according!to!which!a!translation!is!publicly!tried!for!crimes!“an!original!(as!husband,!
father,!or!author)…!is!by!law!incapable!of!committing”!(Chamberlain!456).!As!such,!
the!metaphor!of!gender!is!intrinsically!tied!to!the!privileging!of!the!original!text!and!
the!protection!of!its!legal,!even!more!than!its!aesthetic,!rights!over!those!of!the!
translation,!though!it!also!serves!to!caution!against!the!monstrosity!or!illegitimacy!
of!translational!deviation.!
Several!recent!critical!approaches,!most!notably!Derrida’s!reading!of!“The!
Task!of!the!Translator”!and!Barbara!Johnson’s!“Taking!Fidelity!Philosophically,”!
both!found!in!the!groundbreaking!1985!collection!Difference'in'Translation,!attempt!
to!push!these!metaphors!in!the!direction!of!duality!and!indeterminacy—Derrida’s!
use!of!the!hymen!as!symbol!of!the!translation!contract!itself,!the!“promise!to!
produce!a!child!whose!seed!will!give!rise!to!history!and!growth”!(“Des!Tours”!191)!
that!exists!at!the!limit!between!promise!and!fulfillment,!is!one!prominent!example—
but!these!are!often!reabsorbed!outside!the!walls!of!the!Academy!by!the!entrenched!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42!“Over!time,”!Godayol!writes,!“there!have!been!different!models!of!sexual!relationships!in!
translation!discourses!such!as!that!of!the!author!(man)!with!the!translation!(woman),!that!of!the!
translator!(man)!with!the!translation!(woman),!the!friendship!between!the!translator!(man)!and!the!
author!(man)!characterized!by!the!paternal!attention!paid!by!both!to!the!translation!(woman),!the!
relationship!between!the!author!(man)!and!his!mother!tongue,!or!that!between!the!translator!(man)!
and!the!language!of!the!original!text!(woman)”!(Godayol!100).!To!this!extensive!list,!I!would!add!the!
combination!of!the!translator!(man)!with!his!own!mother!tongue!(woman)!suggested!by!
Schleiermacher,!and!later!Apter.!
!
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androcentrism!of!what!Chamberlain!describes!as!the!“politics!of!originality”!(463).43!
Nonetheless,!despite—or!perhaps!because!of—the!tenacity!of!this!conservative!
model!of!translation!as!gendered!reproduction,!many!of!the!contemporary!writers!
examined!in!this!study!engage!it!as!a!means!of!subverting!the!very!notion!of!
intellectual!influence!to!which!it!is!bound.!
!
I.!The!Misery!and!the!Splendor!
!
The!threat!of!monstrous!offspring!that!looms!over!Schleiermacher’s!remarks!on!
translation!is!at!the!heart,!or!rather!the!tail,!of!Luis!Fernando!Verissimo’s!Borges'e'os'
orangotangos'eternos,!a!loosely!epistolary!novel!rich!in!literary!references!and!
allusions!to!the!processes!of!coding!and!decoding!intrinsic!to!translation.!The!novel!
follows!Vogelstein,!a!translator!from!Porto!Alegre!who!happens!upon!a!story!by!
Borges!(then!unknown!to!him)!in!a!magazine!and!decides!to!translate!it!into!
Portuguese.!In!a!very!literal!and!straightforward!sense,!Vogelstein!embodies!the!
(feminized)!receptive!cultural!position!assigned!to!the!translator!within!the!
dichotomous!schema!of!strong!original!and!weak!derivation.!He!lives!“uma!vida!
enclausurada”!under!the!watchful!eye!of!his!overprotective!aunt,!which!he!describes!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43!Derrida’s!reading!of!“The!Task!of!the!Translator”!inserts!itself!into!a!sustained!reflection!on!the!
French!philosopher’s!part!regarding!the!implications!translation!holds!for!language!and!the!
construction!of!meaning!in!broader!terms.!For!Derrida,!the!very!fact!of!translation!is!the!result!of!
paternal!violence,!the!resentful!act!of!a!jealous!God!who!“open!the!deconstruction!of!the!tower![of!
Babel],!as!of!universal!language;!he!scatters!the!genealogical!filiation”!(“Des!Tours”!170).!He!goes!on!
to!say!that!God!“breaks!the!lineage,”!at'once!imposing!and!forbidding!translation.!This!“double!bind”!
is!analogous!to!Derrida’s!rhetorical!mobilization!of!the!hymen!(both!the!guarantee!and!the!collateral!
loss!of!a!marriage),!which!“outwits!and!outdoes!all!ontologies”!(226)!in!Dissemination.!!!
!
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as!being!“sin!aventuras!ni!asombro”!(14),!a!characterization!that!doubles!as!a!
reference!to!a!line!written!by!the!object!of!his!obsession,!Jorge!Luis!Borges.!
Vogelstein’s!romantic!life!is!limited!at!best,!but!he!claims!to!mind!little,!preferring!
the!company!of!books.!When!he!finally!does!couple!with!a!woman,!it!is!with!the!
organizer!of!the!literary!conference!to!which!he!has!traveled!to!meet!Borges;!her!
mysterious!manner!of!appearing!and!disappearing!from!the!scene,!coupled!with!the!
pattern!of!birthmarks!that!render!her!body!a!series!of!signs!to!be!interpreted,!like!so!
many!other!things!in!the!book,!suggest!that!exists!somewhere!between!reality!and!
the!legible!world!he!invents!during!his!visit!to!Buenos!Aires.44!!
The!novel!opens!with!the!account!of!the!events!behind!what!might!be!
described!as!Vogelstein’s!first!attempt!at!textual!paternity.!He!is!assigned!a!story!
from!Ellery'Queen’s'Mystery'Magazine!to!translate!for!the!Brazilian!publication!
Mistério,!a!piece!by!“um!tal!Jorge!Luis!Borges,!de!quem!eu![…]!nunca!ouivira!falar”!
(18).!Finding!the!piece!“ruim,!sem!emoção!e!confuso”!(18),!the!enterprising!young!
translator!takes!matters!into!his!own!hands,!intervening!in!the!story!to!“improve”!its!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
44!In!this!sense,!the!narrative!evokes!fairly!literally!the!model!of!the!translator!as!a!scrivener!
incapable!of!siring!a!work!of!his!own,!one!who!contents!himself!with!reproducing!the!literary!
progeny!of!others.!This!figuration!stands!in!stark!contrast!to!that!of!the!translator!in!Moacyr!Scliar’s!
short!story!“Notas!ao!pê!da!página”!(1995),!wherein!the!power!dynamic!between!author!and!
translator!is!inverted!precisely!through!the!figure!of!the!belle'infidèle—the!author’s!lover!and!his!text!
both!fall!victim!to!the!charisma!of!the!translator!they!have!invited!into!their!home.!Just!as!the!lover!
begins!to!spend!more!and!more!nights!in!the!guest!house,!so!too!is!the!discursive!space!of!the!page!
ceded!to!the!translator,!to!the!extent!that!the!text!he!was!brought!in!to!reproduce!is!instead!
selectively!described!by!him—nothing!remains!of!the!original!creation,!and!a!new!production!
supplants!the!expected!reproduction.!Despite!the!difference!in!their!tone,!however,!a!similar!dynamic!
is!at!work!in!Verissimo’s!text,!directed!not!at!a!lover!or,!ultimately,!a!single!text,!but!rather!at!the!
penetration!and!embodiment!of#Borges’s#body#of#work.#For#more#on#the#gender#dynamics#prominent#
in#this#story,#see#Rosemary#Arrojo,#“Tradução,#(in)fidelidade#e#gênero#num#conto#de#Moacyr#Scliar”#
(2004).!The!story!will!be!discussed!at!greater!length!for!its!treatment!of!the!physical!space!of!the!
page!in!a!later!chapter,!titled!“Writing!in!the!Margins.”!
!
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weak!ending!by!adding!“alguns!toques!tétricos!à!moda!de!Poe!à!trama!em!um!final!
completamente!novo,!surpreendente,!que!desmentia!tudo!o!que!viera!antes,!
inclusive!o!relato!do!autor”!(18).!This!addition,!like!Sarmiento’s!seminal!gesture,!
reconstitutes!the!original!author,!retroactively!setting!his!work!in!opposition!to!the!
rules!of!the!genre!and!turning!him!into!the!“pior!vilão!que!uma!história!policial!pode!
ter:!um!narrador!inconfiável”!(19).!In!response!to!Vogelstein’s!protestation!that!his!
interventions!improved!the!piece,!that!he!had!performed!the!duties!of!a!plastic!
surgeon!undertaking!a!minor!corrective!procedure,!‘Borges’!asserts!that,!instead!of!
tinkering!with!the!face!of!his!text,!Vogelstein!had!added!“um!rabo,!uma!‘cola’!
grotesca”!that!is!neither!elegant!nor!functional!(19).!!
Having!learned!by!this!point!whose!work!he!revised,!Vogelstein!is!mortified!
and!sets!out!to!make!amends;!after!several!unsuccessful!attempts!to!contact!the!
writer,!he!learns!that!‘Borges’!will!be!the!guest!of!honor!at!a!conference!on!the!work!
of!Edgar!Allen!Poe!in!Buenos!Aires!and!decides!to!track!him!down.!His!arrival!is!
marked!by!a!gruesome!murder!that!is!eventually!revealed!to!be!a!translation!in!its!
own!right!(intersemiotic!in!nature,!though!not!of!the!kind!described!by!Jakobson),!
complete!with!overUdetermined!evidentiary!signs!that!garble!the!hermeneutics!of!
the!scene.!
Before!moving!on!to!the!crime!itself,!it!is!worth!considering!the!textual!
manipulation!that!set!in!motion!this!violent!chain!of!events.!The!Portuguese!text!
bearing!the!grotesque!“tail”!to!which!‘Borges’!alludes!is,!quite!literally,!the!
monstrosity!born!of!an!unfaithful!translation!(one!might!even!say!an!incestuous!one,!
since!the!details!added!were!modeled!after!Poe,!who!inspired!the!work!of!both!the!
!
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real!and!the!fictionalized!Borges).!The!gesture!directly!contradicts!the!notion!that!
the!translator!is!slavishly!tied!to!the!original;!to!the!contrary,!in!his!angry!letter!the!
fictional!Borges!alludes!to!the!constitutional!arrogance!of!translators,!which,!as!it!is!
hardly!a!typical!indictment,!may!be!a!nod!on!Verissimo’s!part!to!the!Argentine!
writer’s!own!translational!activity.45!!
This!monstrous!tail!aligns!itself!with!what!we!have!seen!so!far!of!the!
reproductive!metaphor!of!translation.!It!has!grown,!after!all,!from!a!deviation!in!the!
textual!coupling!of!translation,!and!the!physical!form!attributed!to!it—which!might!
best!be!described!as!a!reverse!phallus—falls!squarely!within!the!metaphorics!of!the!
gendered!or!reproductive!trope.!As!Chamberlain!points!out,!“what!the!translator!
claims!for!‘himself’!is!precisely!the!right!of!paternity;!he!claims!a!phallus!because!
this!is!the!only!way,!in!a!patriarchal!code,!to!claim!legitimacy!for!the!text”!(466).!
Bearing!this!displaced!and!skewed!symbol!of!discursive!authority,!Vogelstein’s!
translation!upends!the!hierarchical!relation!that!attributes!all!authority!to!the!
“paternal”!original,!positing!the!translator!as!the!true!source!of!the!(after)!life!of!the!
text.!!
The!literary!Oedipal!attack!described!above!is!complemented!by!a!far!more!
literal!form!of!violence.!In!an!effort!to!temper!the!offense!of!his!translational!
intervention,!Vogelstein!stages!an!elaborate!homage!to!the!offended!Argentine!
writer!in!the!form!of!a!gruesome!murderUinsideUaUlockedUroom!shrouded!in!a!
mystery!designed!to!delight!his!literary!idol.!The!victim!is!the!German!scholar!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
45!As!many!critics—including!Sergio!Waisman!and!Efraín!Kristal—have!observed,!Borges!had!a!
tendency!to!manipulate!texts!to!conform!to!his!expectations!of!the!author!or!text.!In!addition!to!the!
treatment!of!Joyce’s!Ulysses!discussed!earlier,!Kristal!has!identified!several!points!of!divergence!from!
the!original!in!Borges’s!translation!of!Chesterton.!!
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Rotkopf,!who!has!a!talent!for!making!enemies!everywhere!he!goes,!and!has!publicly!
threatened!to!unmask!one!of!the!presenters!at!the!conference!as!a!fraud.!When!he!is!
found!in!a!pool!of!blood!in!front!of!his!floorUlength!hotel!room!mirror,!there!is!no!
shortage!of!suspects.!In!fact,!for!each!symbol!his!body!is!thought!to!form!with!its!
reflection!in!the!mirror!(first!an!X,!then!an!O,!followed!by!a!W,!an!M!and!a!
parallelogram),!a!new!murderer!is!declared.!Throughout!all!this,!Vogelstein!stands!
happily!by!the!side!of!the!fictional!Borges,!offering!suggestions!and!clues.!It!is!only!at!
the!end!of!the!novel!that!we!learn!that!he!has!staged!the!whole!thing—with!gestures!
toward!narrative!elements!from!the!work!of!Borges!(most!notably!“La!muerte!y!la!
brújula”)!and!Poe—translating!the!work!of!his!idol!into!a!grotesque!naturaleza'
muerta!composed!of!a!few!carefully!placed!playing!cards!(one!of!which!is!a!Jack!with!
the!eyes!gouged!out!in!a!nod!to!the!iconic!image!in!Sophocles),!three!knives!hidden!
at!different!sites!in!the!hotel!(evoking,!in!turn,!the!three!points!laid!out!by!Scharlach!
to!lead!Erik!Lönnrot!to!his!fate),!and!the!gory!shifting!signifier!of!the!murder!victim!
(which,!again,!maps!onto!the!Tetragrámaton!of!Borges’s!tale).!Here,!too,!we!see!an!
Oedipal!challenge!to!the!literary!Father:!whereas!Borges!laments!the!fact!that!he!has!
only!ever!wielded!el'fierro,!the!blade!as!material!associated!with!the!representation!
of!violence!on!the!page,!his!selfUappointed!protégé!takes!up!its!counterpart,!the!
active!vaivén!(85;!the!term!is!presented!in!Spanish!in!Verissimo’s!Portuguese!text,!
pointing!to!Borges’s!own!usage).46!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46!According!to!the!afterword!of!Hernán!Diaz’s!Borges,'Between'History'and'Eternity!(2012),!the!
writer!elaborated!on!the!term!“vaivén”!in!a!1967!interview!with!The'Paris'Review.!For!more!on!his!
remarks!regarding!this!image!of!the!“flash!of!the!knife,!the!sudden!flash,”!see!Díaz!161.!!
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The!Oedipal!plot!grows!thicker!still,!as!it!is!revealed!that!Rotkopf!is!no!
accidental!victim:!the!man!sacrificed!at!the!altar!of!literaryUfilial!piety!is,!in!fact,!
Vogelstein’s!biological!father,!who!left!his!mother!to!the!concentration!camps!in!
Germany!during!the!War.!Of!course,!following!the!rules!of!the!genre,!the!truth!about!
Vogelstein’s!parentage!is!not!revealed!until!the!very!end,!in!the!epistolary!“tail”!that!
the!fictional!Borges!is!afforded!by!his!repentant!translator.!!
Just!as!there!is!symmetry!between!Oedipal!assaults,!there!is!also!symmetry!
between!these!discursive!phalluses.!In!this!second!incarnation,!the!narrative!tail!
provides!a!solution!not!present!in!the!body!text,!and!at!the!same!time!reveals!yet!
another!form!of!re/productive!desvío!at!work!in!Verissimo’s!narrative:!the!false!
clues,!which!might!best!be!described!as!a!form!of!hermeneutic!onanism!insofar!as!
they!are!not!meant!to!generate!a!solution,!that!Vogelstein!plants!in!order!to!enrich!
and!extend!his!interactions!with!Borges.!Each!of!these!take!the!form!of!a!specific!
intentional!misreading!of!the!shape!made!by!Rotkopf’s!corpse!in!front!of!the!mirror!
in!his!hotel!room,!and!provide!the!organizing!principle!for!each!of!the!book’s!
sections.!Each!false!reading!of!the!body!in!the!mirror!brings!with!it!the!climax!of!a!
solution!that!is!quickly!revealed!to!be!the!product!of!a!false!memory!and!therefore!
outside!the!real!“work”!of!Cuervo,!the!police!inspector!whose!name—a!nod!to!the!
raven!so!iconic!in!the!work!of!Poe—bears!the!intertextual!and!translational!mark!of!
the!novel!as!a!whole.47!At!the!beginning!of!the!section!titled!“W,”!Vogelstein!gleefully!
announces!that,!“Na!noite!anterior,!enquanto!você!e!eu!conversávamos!sobre!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
47!The!fact!that!this!reference!is!made!in!Spanish!in!Verissimo’s!novel!further!reinforces!the!sense!
that!Borges!is!ultimately!the!organizing!principle!of!the!narrative.!
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hipotéticos!confressos!de!gnósticos!na!Pragado!século!XVI,!Cuervo!fazia!o!seu!
trabalho”!(78).!Though!these!communications!delight!our!translator!protagonist,!
they!bear!no!fruit!with!regard!to!the!solution!of!the!crime.!That!honor,!as!mentioned!
above,!does!not!fall!to!the!detective!in!charge!of!the!case,!but!is!instead!bestowed!
upon!the!letter!sent!by!the!fictional!Borges!that!provides!the!final!word!of!the!
narrative.!
In!its!capacity!to!undermine!and!reconstitute!authorial!voice,!the!novel’s!
second!tail!very!much!mirrors!its!first.!This!symmetry,!however,!ultimately!negates!
the!subversive!gesture!of!the!text!as!a!whole.!Just!like!the!young!Vogelstein!did!to!
his!protagonist,!in!the!textual!tail!he!affixes!to!the!Brazilian’s!account,!the!fictional!
Borges!reveals!Vogelstein!to!be!an!unreliable!narrator.!Though!he!has!left!clues!
throughout!his!narrative!suggesting!his!guilt,!Vogelstein’s!protestations!of!
innocence!are!invalidated!once!and!for!all!by!the!fictional!Borges,!who,!in!addition!to!
revealing!the!narrator!as!the!killer,!goes!on!to!challenge!the!veracity!of!several!of!the!
text’s!details.!The!final!words!of!the!novel,!in!fact,!are!spent!chiding!the!narrator!for!
his!lack!of!care.!As!‘Borges’!explains,!“a!minha!única!história!publicada!na!Mistério'
Magazine!saiu!em!1948,!quando,!a!não!ser!que!fosse!um!prodígio!de!precocidade,!
você!não!poderia!têUla!traduzido.!Mesmo!as!histórias!mais!fantásticas,!meu!caro!V.,!
requerem!um!mínimo!de!verossimilhança”!(130).!
It!is!the!fictional!version!of!Borges,!then,!who!has!the!authority!to!provide!the!
narrative’s!denouement!and!pass!judgment!on!the!manner!in!which!it!has!been!told,!
delivering,!in!all!senses,!the!definitive!version!of!the!story.!The!paternal,!canonical!
figure,!then,!embodies!both!the!source!of!the!story!and!the!final!word!on!the!events!
!
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contained!therein—on!a!metafictional!level,!by!being!an!author!in!the!Foucauldian!
sense!whose!body!of!work!is!recognizable!enough!to!be!easily!appropriated!and!
manipulated,!and!on!a!narrative!level,!both!by!creating!the!necessity!for!there!to!be!
a!story,!and!for!providing!the!form!in!which!it!will!be!realized.!As!such,!through!
Verissimo’s!text!flirts!with!the!prospect!of!a!paradigm!shift!that!undermines!or!
eradicates!the!privilege!of!the!original!through!the!empowerment!of!the!translator,!
its!mobilization!of!the!tropes!of!gender!and!textual!reproduction!remains!within!the!
bounds!of!the!slaveUmaster!dialectic!that!Chamberlain!criticizes!in!the!theory!of!
Serge!Gavronsky,!for!whom!“power!is!still!figured!as!a!male!privilege!exercised!in!
family!and!state!political!arenas”!(462).!!
Despite!the!complexity!of!the!game!elaborated!in!its!pages!and!the!promise!
of!its!title—grounded!not!only!in!the!solution!to!Poe’s!!“The!Murders!in!the!Rue!
Morgue”!(1841)!but!also!in!the!Infinite!Monkey!Theorem,!which!suggests!that!a!
monkey!sitting!eternally!at!a!keyboard!would!eventually!produce!the!collected!
works!of!Shakespeare,!the!title!would!seem!to!undermine!the!notion!of!authorial!
privilege—Borges'e'os'orangotangos'eternos!does!not!present!a!real!challenge!to!the!
phallocentric!binarism!criticized!by!Chamberlain!(462),!ultimately!reaffirming!a!
hierarchical!relation!between!author!and!translator.!At!first!glance!it!would!appear!
to!be!otherwise:!Vogelstein’s!translation!not!only!boasts!an!alternate!phallus!in!the!
form!of!a!narrative!“tail”—vaivén!in!hand,!it!also!overturns!the!notion!of!the!
translator!as!a!passive!recipient!of!cultureUasUexperience.!Nonetheless,!setting!aside!
Verissimo’s!playful!but!ultimately!deferential!relationship!to!Borgesian!poetics,!the!
subversive!gesture!of!the!novel’s!play!with!a!canonical!figure!is!undermined!by!the!
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fact!that!the!novel!establishes!this!claim!to!translational!agency!on!the!basis!of!an!
Oedipal!assault48!that!ultimately!perpetuates!an!inherently!phallogocentric—and,!
by!extension,!centrist—model!of!discursive!authority,!even!when!that!center!is!
situated!en'las'orillas,!to!borrow!a!phrase!from!Beatriz!Sarlo.!!
!
II.!Of!Bastards!and!Clones!
!
If!the!subversive!potential!of!the!reproductive!model!presented!by!Luis!Fernando!
Verissimo!is!ultimately!reabsorbed!by!intellectual!patriarchy!of!“First!Age”!gender!
metaphorics!(Godayol!99),!the!science!of!biogenetics!provides!another!arena!in!
which!to!contend!with!entrenched!discursive!hierarchies.49!In!The'Translation'Zone!
(2006),!Emily!Apter!presents!a!metaphor!of!textual!re/production!meant!to!subvert!
models!of!intellectual!filiation!that!posit!translation!as!a!secondary!practice!tied!to!
the!notion!of!(cultural)!dependency.!Rather!than!reading!translation!through!the!
lens!of!gender!politics,!Apter!hones!in!on!the!metaphor!of!biological!coding!and!
transfer!behind!the!technology!of!cloning!by!way!of!the!concept!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
48!In!the!Oedipal!quality!of!this!assault,!we!may!also!find!a!deferential!nod:!Borges!has!presented!
Oedipus!as!a!primal!detective!figure!(“Edipo!y!el!enigma”)—as!such,!the!mysterious!attack!on!the!
father!becomes!reabsorbed!in!the!narrative!logic!of!the!master!(see!also!Capano!93U94).!!
49!Though!her!study!does!not!engage!the!metaphor!of!cloning!explored!here,!Ulrike!Orloff!presents!an!
interesting!argument!about!the!relevance!of!new!reproductive!technologies!(NRTs)!to!the!discussion!
of!translation,!insofar!as!this!“mechanical”!reproduction!allows!us!to!move!away!from!gendered!
frameworks,!and!to!begin!to!think!of!translation!in!terms!of!the!rightful!custody!of!the!"best!provider!
of!care"!for!the!text.!According!to!Orloff,!“Because!of!NRTs!we!have!entered!into!an!actual!age!of!
'mechanical'!human!reproduction!…!Instead!of!being!based!on!the!ideal!of!automatic!rights,!duties!
and!responsibilities!caused!by!heterosexual!necessity!and!a!romantic/sentimental!ideology!of!
biological!kinship,!parenthood!can!be!based!on!the!notion!of!care"!(152).!
!
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pseudotranslation,!or!what!she!refers!to!as!“translation!with!no!original.”!While!on!a!
fundamental!level!pseudotranslation!invites!textual!analysis!expressed!in!terms!of!
fraud!and!veracity,!she!suggests,!it!might!also!be!“the!premier!illustration!of!
deconstructed!ontology!insofar!as!it!reveals!the!extent!to!which!all!translations!are!
unreliable!transmitters!of!the!original”!(212).!In!other!words,!pseudotranslation!is!
the!point!of!articulation!between!the!“connoisseur!wars”!surrounding!the!
identification!of!authorial!counterfeits!and!the!question!of!whether!a!translation,!by!
its!very!nature,!“is!born!not!from!a!‘real’!original!(an!authenticated!work!by!a!given!
author),!but!from!a!kind!of!‘test!tube’!of!simulated!originality”!(213).!The!
pseudotranslation,!as!a!textual!clone,!is!understood!to!take!genetic!material!from!a!
donor!tradition!and,!in!so!doing,!pass!itself!off!as!kin.!It!can!take!one!of!two!forms—
either!a!visible!or!explicit!forgery!that!reveals!the!hoax!itself!as!part!of!its!narrative!
or!paratextual!apparatus,!or!an!invisible!one!that!is!revealed!as!a!hoax!(or!not)!by!an!
outside!intervention.!!
The!explicit!or!visible!pseudotranslation,!which!relates!to!the!central!theme!
of!this!study!insofar!as!it!thematizes!with!its!power!to!undermine!the!stability!of!the!
literary!work,!has!a!long!and!illustrious!history;!the!novel!itself!could!be!said!to!be!
born!of!it,!as!those!who!consider!the!Quixote!to!be!the!genre’s!foundational!text!
would!argue.!It!shares!this!destabilizing!force!with!a!closely!related!form!of!textual!
masquerade:!the!ghostwritten!text.!While!the!pseudotranslation!mobilizes!a!series!
of!authorial,!cultural!or!generic!codes!in!the!production!of!apocrypha!under!the!sign!
of!interlinguistic!translation,!the!ghostwritten!text—also!apocryphal—works!within!
a!single!language,!and!could!be!described!as!a!form!of!“plagiarism!with!permission”!
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(Genette!47).!Despite!this!difference,!both!practices!are!made!possible!by!(and!
either!reinforce!or!render!untenable!in!turn)!the!signifying!power!of!the!authorU
sign:!in!the!case!of!pseudotranslation,!the!work!is!attributed!to!either!a!known!
author,!or!an!invented!one!whose!name!has!been!carefully!calibrated!to!evoke!a!
particular!effect.50!As!long!as!the!ruse!is!not!revealed,!the!individual!or!broader!
tradition!to!which!that!authorUsign!belongs!remains!intact.!
Complications!arise,!of!course,!when!the!ruse!is!rendered!explicit,!as!is!the!
case!in!musician!and!writer!Francisco!‘Chico’!Buarque!de!Hollanda’s!Budapeste!
(2003).!The!novel!follows!the!professional!ghostwriter!José!Costa,!who—like!the!
translators!featured!throughout!this!study—“sempre!estive!destinado!à!sombra”!
(16),!but!whose!words!are!regularly!credited!to!the!President!of!the!Federation!of!
Industries,!the!Minister!of!the!Federal!Supreme!Court,!and!the!Cardinal!Archbishop!
of!Rio!de!Janeiro!(16)—that!is,!to!the!voices!that!determine!and!preserve!the!
structure!of!society.!Far!from!feeling!subordinated!by!this!arrangement,!José!derives!
from!it!a!perverse!pleasure—or,!as!he!says,!a!“prazer!nervoso,!um!tipo!de!ciúme!ao!
contrário.!Porque!para!mim,!não!era!o!sujeito!quem!se!apossava!da!minha!escrita,!
era!como!se!eu!escrevesse!no!caderno!de!ele![…]!eu!men!sentia!tendo!um!caso!com!
mulher!alheia”!(17U18).!Not!only!is!this!apocryphal!composition!presented!as!having!
a!retroactive!effect!on!its!supposed!source,!the!uncertain!provenance!of!a!text!is!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
50!Genette!calls!this!the!“pseudonym!effect,”!suggesting!that:!!
The!names!‘Tristan!Klingsor”!or!“SaintUJohn!Perse”!may,!in!a!reader’s!mind,!induce!one!or!
another!effect!of!glamour,!archaism,!Wagnerisanism,!exoticism,!or!what!have!you,!which!will!
influence!the!way!he!reads!the!work!of!Léon!Leclerc!or!Alexis!Léger,!even!if!he!is!wholly!
unaware!of!the!conditions!(‘motives,’!‘manners’)!of!the!choice!of!pseudonym!and,!even!more,!
if!he!takes!the!pseudonym!for!the!author’s!real!name.!(48U49)!
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again!expressed!in!terms!of!sexual!infidelity.!This!time,!the!ghostwriter!is!the!
interloper!who!destabilizes!the!linear!flow!of!intellectual!influence!according!to!
which!one!individual!creates!a!work!that!in!turn!inspires!another!work!by!another!
individual,!and!so!on.!By!doing!so!in!a!highly!visible!way!(visible,!at!least,!for!the!
reader),!Buarque’s!novel,!like!others!that!foreground!the!shadowy!practice,!
dissipates!the!discursive!authority!that!is!both!ghostwriting’s!guarantee!and!its!
charge.!!
On!a!layover!in!the!novel’s!eponymous!city,!José!falls!in!love!with!the!
Hungarian!language—rumored!to!be!the!only!tongue!that!the!Devil!respects!(6).!
This!romance,!like!the!one!he!develops!with!the!woman!who!teaches!him!the!
language,!comes!at!a!cost:!José!finds!bits!of!his!old!life!slipping!away:!not!
insignificantly,!he!is!renamed!Zsozse!Kósta!to!accommodate!the!phonetics!of!his!
adopted!tongue.51!This!transition!extends!to!his!professional!life,!as!well:!when!José!
arrives!back!in!Brazil,!he!finds!that!his!place!in!the!shadows!of!public!discourse—
that!is,!his!job!at!a!firm!specializing!in!this!form!of!consensual!plagiarism—has!been!
usurped!by!another.!Returning!to!his!old!office,!he!finds!that!his!partner!has!trained!
a!young!man!not!just!to!do!what!he!does,!but!in!fact!to!do!so!in!exactly!the!same'way!
that!he!does!it;!what!is!more,!the!young!man!has!adopted!his!style!of!dress!and!
physical!mannerisms.!José!does!his!best!to!ignore!the!newcomer,!but!curiosity!gets!
the!better!of!him.!“Fui!olhar,”!writes!Buarque,!“e!era!matéria!recente!assinada!pelo!
presidente!de!Academia!Brasileira!de!Letras,!para!quem!por!acaso!eu!nunca!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
51!Martín!Gaspar!offers!an!insightful!reading!of!this!“translation”!of!the!protagonist!in!his!dissertation!
“La!condición!traductora”!(121U138).!!
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escrevera,!e!só!podia!ser!coisa!do!rapaz.!Li!a!primeira!linha,!reli!e!parei,!tive!de!dar!o!
braço!a!torcer;!eu!não!saberia!introduzir!aquele!artigo!senão!com!aquelas!palavras.!
Fechei!os!olhos,!achei!que!poderia!adivinhar!a!frase!seguinte,!e!lá!estava!ela,!tal!e!
qual”!(24U25).!
As!in!the!selection!above,!the!client!in!question!is!one!of!the!Brazilian!elite:!
none!other,!in!fact,!than!the!President!of!the!Brazilian!Academy!of!Letters.!Again,!the!
mobilization!of!the!ghostwriter!as!a!figure,!much!like!the!revelation!of!the!hoax!
behind!a!pseudotranslation,!has!a!destabilizing!hermeneutic!effect!that!extends!
beyond!the!text,!undermining!the!body!of!work!(the!oeuvre!of!a!known!author,!a!
particular!genre!or!period,!or!an!institution!as!a!whole)!into!which!it!inserts!itself.!In!
this!case,!the!entity!called!into!question!is!none!other!than!the!emblem!of!cultural!
consecration,!the!Academy!of!Letters—the!most!visible!representative!of!which!
should,!of!all!people,!be!capable!of!writing!his!own!addresses.!In!the!passage,!José!
stands!at!the!threshold!between!the!ghostwriter!and!the!ghostwritten;!the!words!he!
would!have!written!on!behalf!of!another!were,!instead,!written!(without!attribution,!
a!detail!that!necessarily!confuses!their!origin)!by'another!as'though'they'had'been'
written'by'him.52!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
52!The!implications!of!José’s!reduplication!in!the!form!of!this!young!man!and!the!others!that!follow!
are!explored!further!toward!the!end!of!this!section.!Additionally,!it!bears!mention!that!the!experience!
of!reading!his!replacement’s!words,!described!by!Buarque!as!“aflictivo![…]!uma!agonia,”!offers!one!
point!of!articulation!between!the!ghostwriter!and!the!translator,!insofar!as!it!is!reminiscent!of!the!
violence!present!in!Borges’s!description!of!the!unspoken!antagonism!between!the!generations!of!
translators!who!worked!on!the!Arabian'Nights.!Each,!according!to!Borges,!wrote!against'the!one!who!
came!before!in!an!attempt!not!only!to!replace,!but!indeed!to!annihilate![aniquilar]!his!predecessor!
(Traductores'107).!José’s!response!to!this!“agony”—to!seclude!himself!inside!a!supply!closet!at!the!
margins!of!the!office—resonates!too!with!certain!translational!metaphors,!most!significantly!the!
spatial!dimensions!of!the!representation!of!the!translator!explored!in!chapter!three.!!
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César!Aira’s!Parmenides'(2006)!is!another!recent!novel!to!feature!a!
ghostwriter!drawn!out!of!the!shadows.!Taking!to!an!extreme!the!subversive!gesture!
of!Buarque’s!novel,!which!suggests!that!much!of!Brazil’s!public!discourse!was!
commissioned!and!produced!as!any!other!merchandise!would!be,!Aira!sets!his!
sights!on!Ancient!Greece!to!play!with!the!idea!that!the!work!of!the!eponymous!
philosopher!was!in!fact!composed!by!an!impoverished!poet!who!took!the!job!to!
make!ends!meet.!Thus!rocking!the!cradle!of!Western!thought,!Aira!asks!what!
happens!to!our!notion!of!intellectual!lineage!if!its!foundations!are!shown!to!be!set!in!
unsteady!ground.53!
This!miseDenDscène!of!literary!forgery!is!also!prominent!in!the!work!of!Mario!
Bellatin,!one!of!the!writers!featured!in!this!study.54!Several!of!his!bestUknown!works!
play!with!the!notion!of!the!false!translation,!and!even!with!the!notion!of!the!false!
original.!In!a!realUlife!performace!of!the!literary!production!of!one!of!his!own!
characters—Shiki!Nagaoka,!who!writes!his!texts!“en!inglés!o!francés!para!luego!
pasarlos!a!su!lengua!materna”!so!that!“todo!lo!que!saliera!de!su!pluma!pareciera!una!
traducción”!(Shiki!13)—Bellatin!claims!to!have!signed!a!contract!with!the!French!
publishing!house!Gallimard!to!the!effect!that,!rather!than!selling!them!the!rights!to!a!
work!already!published!in!Spanish,!he!would!send!them!an!unpublished!work!to!
translate.!The!translator!was!to!destroy!the!original!after!rendering!it!in!French!and,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53!Valeria!Luiselli’s!Los'ingrávidos!(2011)!also!treats!this!subject!thematically:!the!(female)!translator!
protagonist!of!the!novel!fabricates!a!small!archive!of!writing!by!Gilberto!Owen,!and!is!later!caught.!
54!A!more!robust!discussion!of!Bellatin’s!oeuvre!appears!in!the!fourth!chapter!of!this!study,!“Writing!
in!the!Margins,”!in!which!his!unique!approach!to!intellectual!lineage!and!untranslatability!is!studied!
through!his!mobilization!of!the!peripheral!spaces!of!the!page!in!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami!
(2000).!
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were!the!text!ever!to!make!it!into!the!Latin!American!market,!it!would!do!so!only!as!
a!translation!from!the!Gallimard!edition.55!He!recently!repeated!the!gesture!(with!
variations)!in!the!Buenos'Aires'Review,!working!with!his!longUtime!translator!and!
collaborator!David!Shook!on!the!“prophetic!translation”!of!a!story!titled!“Writing!
Lessons!for!the!Deaf!and!Blind.”!In!the!email!correspondence!between!Bellatin!and!
Shook!that!accompanies!the!story,!the!two!discuss,!in!the!future!tense,!the!finer!
points!of!the!text!that!Bellatin!would!in!theory,!at!some!point,!write.56!In!both!these!
instances,!Bellatin!situates!himself!as!an!authorUsign!that!shapes!the!meaning!of!
each!text!despite!playing!an!overtly!dubious!role!in!its!creation.57!!
Pseudotranslation!figures!prominently!in!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami'
(2000)!and!Shiki'Nagaoka:'una'nariz'de'ficción!(2001),!as!well.!The!former,!as!will!be!
discussed!in!greater!detail!in!chapter!four,!is!explicitly!presented!as!a!work!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
55!Rohter,!Larry.!“A!Mischievous!Novelist!with!an!Eye!and!an!Ear!for!the!Unusual.”!The'New'York'
Times,!9!August!2009.!
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/10/books/10bellatin.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0!(Last!accessed!
17!April!2013)!
56!The!variation!mentioned!above!is!that,!in!this!case,!the!first!manifestation!of!the!text!is!penned!by!
Shook,!not!Bellatin.!This!conceit!is!illustrated!in!their!first!exchange:!
Shook:!Te!adjunto!las!primeras!800!palabras,!más!o!menos,!de!mi!traducción!de!Lecciones'de'
Escritura'para'Personas'Ciegas'y'Sordas.!¿Cuando!escribirás!la!obra,!querrás!decir!con!el!
título!que!los!estudiantes!son!ciegos!y!sordos,!al!estilo!Helen!Keller,!o!que!algunos!son!ciegos!
y!otros!son!sordos?![…]!
Bellatin:!Unos!sordos,!otros!ciegos,!pero!quien!cuenta!el!relato!es!sorda!y!ciega!con!un!
aparato!por!el!cual!logra!oír!algo!que!le!transmite!por!medio!de!la!computadora!a!un!aparato!
braille!electrónico!a!su!hermano!que!sí!es!ciego!y!sordo!de!a!de!veras....!!
57!While!this!might!not!be!clear!in!the!French!edition!of!the!work,!it!would!certainly!be!so!when!the!
Spanish!edition!was!released,!credited!to!Bellatin!but!in!translation!from!the!French.!The!gesture!is!
equally!explicit!in!the!case!of!Shook’s!prophetic!translation,!which!was!conceived!from!the!start!as!a!
twoUpart!piece!comprised!of!the!story!and!the!emails!that!reveal!the!game.!
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translated!into!Spanish,!complete!with!a!secondary!title!in!Japanese,58!references!to!
major!figures!of!Japanese!literature,!and!interventions!from!the!work’s!“translator”!
in!the!footnotes!and!a!series!of!addenda!to!the!work.!Very!much!in!keeping!with!the!
textual!practices!explored!in!this!study,!the!interventions!of!the!novel’s!
pseudotranslator!are!used!not!to!elucidate!the!body!text,!but!to!undermine!its!
hermeneutic!stability!from!the!marginal!spaces!of!its!paratext.!!
The!case!of!Shiki'Nagaoka,!the!protagonist!of!which!is!a!translator!in!his!own!
right,!is!somewhat!different:!at!the!limit!of!Douglas!Robinson’s!definition!in!the!
Routledge'Encyclopedia'of'Translation'Studies!(2009)!of!a!pseudotranslation!as!a!text!
“whose!status!as!‘original’!or!‘derivative’!is,!for!whatever!social!or!textual!reason,!
problematic”!(183),!Shiki!borrows!its!central!premise—the!extraordinary!nose!of!its!
protagonist—from!a!story!by!one!of!Japan’s!most!famous!writers,!“Hana,”!or!“The!
Nose,”!written!in!1916!by!Ryunosuke!Akutagara!(1892U1927),!which!in!turn!was!
based!on!a!thirteenthUcentury!tale.59!Far!from!concealing!the!provenance!of!the!text,!
Bellatin!cites!its!sources!in!the!book’s!epigraph!and!reproduces!them!in!the!
appendix.!In!this!sense,!Shiki'could!be!understood!as!a!translation!of!these!works,!
but!it!is!also!presented!as!a!literary!biography,!a!description!that!renders!the!book!a!
work!of!nonUfiction!derived!from!fictional!material,!and!thereby!complicates!not!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
58!In!the!subtitle,!“Oto!noUMurakami!monogatari,”!the!term!“monogatari”!evokes!the!epic!tradition!of!
the!Tale'of'Genji'(Genji'monogatari),!to!which!Bellatin!makes!other!references!throughout!the!text.!
59!In!this!sense,!Bellatin’s!gambit!is!not!unlike!the!one!behind!Ricardo!Piglia’s!(in)famous!literary!
ruse,!Nombre'falso!(1975).!This!gesture!also!places!Shiki!at!the!heart!of!the!discussion!of!intellectual!
influence!with!which!this!chapter!opened.!!
!
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only!its!status!as!an!original!text,!but!also!its!relationship!to!the!generic/genetic!
codes!it!reproduces.60!!
In!this!way,!Bellatin’s!projects!exemplify!Apter’s!notion!of!the!translational!
intervention!that!calls!into!question!the!category!of!originality!as!a!whole.!It!is!
worth!noting!that!both!of!Bellatin’s!more!“traditional”!pseudotranslations!invoke!
the!Japanese!literary!tradition,!just!like!Apter’s!case!study:!Kenneth!Rexroth’s!alter!
ego,!a!female!Japanese!poet!named!Marichiko.!Both!Bellatin!and!Rexroth!produce!
their!texts!according!to!a!set!of!wellUknown!models!of!style!and!content!clearly!
differentiated!from!their!counterparts!in!western!letters;!this!allows!their!works!to!
“pass”!as!translations.!In!this!sense,!both!are!performing!what!is!described!as!the!
“cloning!of!a!code”!rather!than!the!reproduction!of!a!work;!as!“a!‘code!of!codes,’”!
Apter!writes,!“translation!becomes!definable!as!a!cloning!mechanism!of!textual!
transference!or!reproducibility!rather!than!as!a!discrete!form!of!secondary!
textuality!predicated!on!an!“auratic”!original”!(Apter!213).!!
Yet,!despite!the!disruptive!intent!behind!Apter’s!reading!of!“The!Task!of!the!
Translator”!through!“The!Work!of!Art!in!the!Age!of!Mechanical!Reproduction,”!the!
metaphor!of!translation!as!a!process!of!cloning—the!blueprinting!and!coding!of!
cultural!material—ultimately!hinges!on!a!fairly!conservative!understanding!of!
translation.!Hints!of!this!underlying!conservatism!appear!in!the!theory’s!a!priori,!
that!is,!that!the!“implied!ethics!of!translation!presupposes!a!contract!holding!
between!reader!and!translator!whereby!the!former!assumes!the!good!faith!effort!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
60!Martín!Gaspar,!for!his!part,!describes!the!narrative!strategy!of!Shiki'Nagaoka!explicitly!as!cloning!
(171).!
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the!latter!to!deliver!an!authentic!copy!of!the!original”!(220).!Though!this!notion!of!
the!“authentic!copy”—the!translation!as!a!glass!pane!through!which!the!original!can!
be!seen61—may!still!be!a!widely!held!assumption,!it!is!highly!problematic!in!ethical!
and!theoretical!terms,!as!it!implies!a!very!narrow!conception!of!translational!
fidelity.!!
Though!the!examples!of!psuedotranslation!cited!by!Apter!exhibit!absolute!
freedom!in!terms!what!they!propose!translation!is!and!can!be,!and!in!the!creative!
liberties!that!invoking!the!practice!allows,!the!importance!of!rendering!biogenetic!
code!exactly!in!the!science!of!cloning!is!left!largely!uncommented.!This!central!
quality!of!cloning!threatens!to!shift!the!model!as!a!whole!in!a!decidedly!originalU
centric!direction.!On!a!basic!level,!cloning!is!the!science!of!making!genetic!material!
take!root!in!essentially!any!host—a!host!body!divested!of!its!original!genetic!
identity,!no!small!concern!in!the!discussion!of!cultural!politics—and!develop!into!a!
functional!organism!genetically!identical!to!its!“parent,”!the!source!of!its!genetic!
material.!As!such,!the!metaphor!raises!the!question!not!only!of!what!happens!when!
this!“cloned”!material!is!inserted!into!its!new!environment!(the!issue!Apter!explores!
through!the!Rexroth’s!pastiche!in!The'Phoenix'and'the'Tortoise),!but!also!that!of!
where!the!notion!of!translational!deviation—in!the!positive,!productive,!
transcreational!sense—comes!in.!As!anyone!with!any!exposure!to!mainstream!
representations!of!cloning!will!attest,!bad!things!happen!when!creativity!is!
introduced!into!the!process!of!rendering!these!types!of!codes.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
61!Norman!Shapiro,!quoted!in!Venuti!1995.!
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This!is!not!to!say!that!cloning!is!a!poor!metaphor!for!translation.!Quite!the!
contrary:!it!is!not!only!evocative,!but!also!supported!by!several!key!points!of!contact!
between!the!two!practices.!Among!these!is!the!notion!of!the!continued!life!(NachD!or!
Fortleben,!in!Benjamin’s!account)!of!the!organism!or!text!achieved!by!biogenetics!or!
translation,!respectively—“a!way!to!ensure!a!kind!of!immortality”!(Nelkin!and!
Lindee!85).62!There!is!also!the!anecdotally!interesting!but!coincidental!similarity!
between!the!four!stages!of!cloning!(fragmentation,!ligation,!transfection—the!
insertion!of!the!DNA!into!the!host!cell—and!selection)!and!the!quadripartite!
“hermeneutic!motion”!(trust,!aggression/penetration,!embodiment,!and!restitution)!
by!which!George!Steiner!explains!translation!(the!analogy!is!particularly!
pronounced!in!stages!two!and!three).!Finally,!as!mentioned!above,!there!is!
significant!overlap!between!the!prevailing!model!for!evaluating!translations!based!
on!their!fidelity!to!a!privileged!original!and!the!assessment!of!deviations!in!the!
biogenetic!coding!process,!which!are!said!to!yield!results!that!appear!“like!science!
fiction!come!true”!(Kolata);!both!present!monstrous!forms!all!the!more!horrifying!
for!the!way!in!which!they!simultaneously!suggest!and!profane!the!bodies!they!were!
meant!to!faithfully!reproduce,!as!epitomized!by!the!grotesque!‘tail’!produced!by!an!
unfaithful!rendering!in!Verissimo’s!novel.!
Though!the!rhetoric!of!cloning!employed!in!the!context!of!translation!runs!
the!risk!of!inviting!evaluations!grounded!in!the!notion!of!fidelity!to!a!privileged!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
62!This!connection!is!pointed!out!by!Apter,!as!well!(225),!though!it!is!immediately!subordinated!to!the!
matter!of!textual!reproducibility,!an!extension!of!the!question!of!translatability!that!drives!much!of!
her!scholarly!inquiry.!My!proposed!reading!of!the!metaphor!moves!away!from!the!rhetoric!of!
mechanization!favored!by!Apter!and!toward!an!analysis!of!the!metaphorical!implications!of!this!sort!
of!proliferation.!
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original,!at!least!one!contemporary!Latin!American!writer!has!managed!to!turn!this!
model!on!end.!In!his!1999!novel!El'congreso'de'literatura,!César!Aira!uses!the!
looming!association!of!deviation!with!monstrosity!(in!genetic!cloning!as!in!
translation)!in!a!productive!way!to!transform!the!hierarchical!model!of!intellectual!
lineage!explored!in!the!first!section!of!this!chapter!into!the!nonUhierarchical!logic!of!
proliferation!and!iteration.!Although!the!trope!of!cloning!threatens!to!impose!
restrictions!on!creative!deviation!in!translation!in!a!way!that!not!even!the!gendered!
model!of!biological!reproduction!does,!it!also!presents!a!radically!iterative!model!
characterized!by!proliferation!rather!than!by!linear!descent.!In!the!case!of!a!‘true’!
clone,!there!is!no!way!to!differentiate—and!therefore!to!establish!a!hierarchy—
between!the!original!and!its!versions.!In!the!case!of!a!‘monstrous’!clone,!the!deviant!
progeny!not!only!shortUcircuit!the!genealogical!system,!they!often!also!overwhelm!
their!source.63!This!is!significant!on!a!literary!level,!in!the!sense!that!each!of!these!
models!presents!an!alternative!to!the!image!of!the!translated!texts!as!simply!
derivative!of!the!original.!!
El'congreso'de'literatura!opens!with!a!prologue!that!offers!an!explanation!of!
“el!comienzo!que!hizo!posible!que!hubiera!una!historia”!(27),!that!is,!the!way!its!
translator!protagonist!comes!into!the!fortune!that!solves!his!solvency!problem!and!
allows!him!to!realize!the!plan!on!which!the!novel!centers.!As!is!the!case!with!much!
of!Aira’s!work,!the!plot!can!be!summarized!in!a!few!lines,!though!its!details!would!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
63!The!popular!imaginary!version!of!this!phenomenon!comes!to!mind!in!the!form!of!a!bigUbudget!
clone!apocalypse,!but!there!are!other!ways!to!understand!it.!In!Aira’s!text,!for!example,!the!product!of!
this!monstrous!cloning!is!not!the!source!material!itself!(a!silk!tie),!but!the!producer!of!that!material!
(the!silkworm).!This!gesture!shortUcircuits!notions!of!cultural!derivativeness!and!aligns!the!
monstrous!clone!with!creation,!in!a!manner!evocative!of!Borges!or!Haroldo!de!Campos.!!
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take!volumes!to!fully!explore.!The!narrator,!who!is!at!once!a!writer,!translator,!and!
mad!scientist,!has!long!wanted!to!clone!a!!‘great!genius’!(it!is!crucial!that!his!subject!
be!a!genius,!because!he!wants!to!follow,!rather!than!lead,!the!legions!of!his!creation).!
He!sets!his!sights!on!Carlos!Fuentes,!who!will!be!speaking!at!a!literary!conference!in!
Venezuela,!and!creates!a!special!biological!device!based!on!the!DNA!of!a!wasp!to!
extract!genetic!material!from!the!writer.!The!plan!goes!terribly!awry,!however,!
when!the!wasp!takes!a!sample!from!Fuentes’s!necktie!and!the!narrator!unwittingly!
unleashes!legions!of!enormous!blue!silkworms!that!descend!on!the!site!of!the!
conference,!leaving!a!trail!of!destruction!in!their!wake.64!!
In!the!broadest!sense,!El'congreso'de'literatura'explores!the!question!of!
servile!relations!to!literary!models.!The!central!premise!of!narrator’s!desire!to!
create!an!army!of!clones!he!can!follow!rather!than!lead!is!funny!precisely!for!the!
way!it!puts!scientific!industriousness!at!the!service!of!intellectual!passivity.!This!
reading!is!reinforced!by!the!complement!to!this!dream!of!homogenous!proliferation:!
the!fact!that!the!narrator’s!success!at!unraveling!the!mystery!of!the!Hilo!de!Macuto!
(the!source!of!his!sudden!wealth)!is!credited!not!to!any!particular!intelligence!on!his!
part,!but!rather!to!his!unique!“conformación!mental”!(16),!which!happens!to!be!
uniquely!well!suited!to!the!task!at!hand.!Statistically,!he!claims,!it!would!be!difficult!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
64!This!sequence!represents!a!deliberate!nod!to!the!Foucaldian!concept!of!the!authorUfuntion,!which!
blurs!the!boundaries!of!the!text,!existing!outside!it!but!determining!the!range!of!possible!
interpretations!of!the!work,!as!well!as!the!future!discourse!that!can!come!of!it.!As!Aira!wryly!asserts,!
“En!realidad,!no!podía!culparla…!¿Cómo!iba!a!saber!ese!pobre!instrumento!clónico!descartable!dónde!
terminaba!el!hombre!y!empezaba!su!ropa?!Para!ella!era!todo!lo!mismo,!era!todo!‘Carlos!Fuentes.’!Al!
fin!de!cuentas,!no!era!distinto!lo!que!pasaba!con!los!críticos!y!profesores!que!asistían!al!congreso,!que!
se!habrían!visto!en!dificultades!para!decir!dónde!terminaba!el!hombre!y!dónde!empezaban!sus!
libros”!(111).!In!the!context!of!the!present!study,!this!satirical!aside!inserts!itself!into!Aira’s!larger!
engagement!and!dismantlement!of!the!structures!of!discursive!authority!through!the!metaphor!of!
cloning.!!
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to!find!another!person!who!has!read!both!Bogdanov’s!Philosophy'of'Living'
Experience!and!Estanislao!del!Campo’s!satire,!Fausto.!Add!to!that!a!third!book,!and!
then!a!fourth,!“y!ya!puedo!tener!la!seguridad!de!estar!solo.!Y!yo!no!he!leído!cuatro!
libros;!han!sido!miles!los!que!el!azar!o!la!curiosidad!han!traído!a!mis!manos”!(16).!
The!solution,!along!with!the!benefits!that!accompany!it,!is!born!directly!of!this!
particularity.!It!is!at!this!point!that!this!larger!question!of!creative!originality!
dovetails!with!the!leitmotif!of!cloning,!particularly!insofar!as!the!latter!is!presented!
consciously!and!explicitly!as!a!metaphor!of!translation.!And!yet,!though!this!conceit!
would!imply!an!underlying!conservatism!to!Aira’s!stance!regarding!translation,!his!
specific!use!of!cloning!as!a!metaphor!reveals!a!radically!different!perspective.!!
This!is!not!Aira’s!only!novel!that!addresses!the!subject!of!translation:!in!
addition!to!the!recent!La'Princesa'Primavera'(2003),!El'juego'de'los'mundos!(2000),!
takes!place!in!a!world!in!which!literature!has!been!replaced!by!its!“translation”!into!
strings!of!phoneticallyUgrounded!images,!that!then!need!to!be!reUtranslated!into!
narrative!form.!And!yet,!translation!is!of!a!structural!importance!in!El'congreso'de'
literatura!in!a!way!uncommon!even!for!a!writer!as!invested!in!metafictional!gambits!
(and!one!who!is,!or!was,!a!translator!in!his!own!right,!as!well).65!!
From!the!outset,!the!narrator!identifies!himself!as!a!translator,!and!this!
vocation!is!presented!as!a!fundamental!element!of!both!the!plot!and!the!manner!in!
which!the!narrative!unfolds.!In!the!brief!novel’s!“primera!parte,”!the!lagging!interest!
in!literature—particularly!in!translated!works—that!is!the!cause!of!his!financial!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
65!Aira!discusses!his!experience!translating!works!both!of!both!high!and!low!literary!merit!in!a!2009!
interview!with!Pablo!Duarte!for!the!Mexican!publication!Letras'Libres!in!November!of!2009.!!
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straits!is!identified!as!a!direct!result!of!the!financial!crisis!that!shook!the!Argentine!
economy!at!the!end!of!the!twentieth!century!and!in!the!early!years!of!the!twentyU
first,!demonstrating!a!conscious!connection!between!the!thematic!material!of!the!
novel!and!the!historicoUeconomic!moment!from!which!it!emerged.!Beyond!this!
insistence!on!the!subjective!position!of!the!translator—a!gesture!that!appears!time!
and!again!in!these!works—Aira!presents!the!composition!of!the!narrative!as!being!
fundamentally!influenced!by!the!practice.!In!fact,!he!refers!to!the!narrative!as!a!
series!of!“translations”!(in!precisely!this!way,!in!scare!quotes,!throughout!the!text).!!
[Creo]!que!lo!más!conveniente!será!!remontarme!al!comienzo.!Pero!no!el!
comienzo!de!esta!historia,!sino!el!anterior,!el!comienzo!que!hizo!posible!que!
hubiera!una!historia.!Para!lo!cual!es!inevitable!cambiar!de!nivel,!y!empezar!
por!la!Fábula!que!constituye!la!lógica!del!relato.!Después!tendré!que!hacer!la!
“traducción”,!pero!como!hacerlo!completamente!me!llevaría!más!páginas!de!
las!que!me!he!impuesto!como!máximo!para!este!libro,!iré!“traduciendo”!sólo!
donde!sea!necesario;!donde!no!sea!así,!quedarán!fragmentos!de!Fábula!en!su!
lengua!original!...!la!Fábula!a!su!vez!toma!su!lógica!de!una!Fábula!anterior,!en!
otro!nivel!más!de!discurso,!del!mismo!modo!que!del!otro!lado!la!historia!
sirve!de!lógica!inmanente!de!otra!historia,!y!así!al!infinito.!(27)!
!
This!conceit,!justified!as!a!means!of!keeping!the!work!to!a!manageable!length!and!in!
which!Mikhail!Bakhtin’s!notion!of!heteroglossia!is!clearly!perceptible,!posits!a!preU
existing!narrative!that!the!narratorUwriter!is!to!convey,!the!nature!of!which!is!such!
that!it!cannot!all!be!apprehended!within!a!single!register,!but!rather!manifests!itself!
as!an!amalgam!of!“original”!and!“translated”!text!in!a!discursive!hodgepodge.!To!
borrow!an!image!from!the!lore!of!bioUmanipulation,!it!is!a!tale!fashioned!after!
Frankenstein’s!monster.!!
The!first!of!these!“translations”!reveals!that!the!writerUtranslator!who!is!the!
protagonist!of!the!introductory!section!and!narrates!the!work!is!also!the!mad!
scientist!described!in!the!first!chapter.!After!laying!out!the!mad!scientist’s!plan!in!a!
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section!that!begins!with!the!words,!“Había!una!vez”!(28)!in!perfect!fable!pitch!and!
uses!a!remote!third!person!to!describe!a!mad!scientist’s!plan!to!clone!a!genius!and!
the!challenges!that!arise!in!the!selection!of!a!subject,!the!narrator!abruptly!asserts,!
“Aquí!debo!hacer!una!primera!traducción!parcial.!El!‘Sabio!Loco’,!por!supuesto,!soy!
yo”!(36).!This!revelation!establishes!a!line!of!symmetry!along!the!axis!of!the!
narrator!as!writer,!and!thus!the!vehicle!by!which!these!exploits!are!chronicled,!with!
his!career!as!a!translator!(before!coming!into!a!fortune!in!the!prologue,!this!was!the!
way!he!paid!his!expenses!and!underwrote!his!experiments),!and!his!scientific!
pursuits!situated!on!either!side.!The!two!vocations!are!often!considered!in!terms!of!
one!another!but,!having!just!explored!a!few!of!the!inflections!of!translation!in!the!
novel,!it!would!be!worthwhile!to!examine!the!formulation!of!cloning!that!appears!
throughout.!!
Carlos!Fuentes,!it!turns!out,!is!not!our!protagonist’s!first!attempt!at!
biogenetic!reproduction.!To!the!contrary,!the!matter!has!occupied!his!mind!for!some!
time:!even!before!he!started!his!experiments!aimed!at!reproducing!living!subjects!
(these!produced!mixed!results!early!on),!he!wrote!a!play!about!the!matter.!This!play!
is,!conveniently,!staged!during!the!conference!itself,!and!centers!on!what!the!
narrator!describes!as!history’s!first!case!of!cloning:!the!story!of!Adam!and!Eve.!This!
story,!he!claims,!reduces!all!of!humanity!to!a!single!genetic!pair!and,!thus,!“da!pie!
por!sí!sola!a!la!genética”!(71).!Consistent!with!the!themes!explored!in!this!chapter,!
this!seminal!history!is!complicated!by!the!introduction!of!a!new!element:!Adam!has!
a!wife!at!home!who,!though!never!seen!on!stage,!interferes!with!his!love!for!Eve.!
Unsurprisingly,!this!conceit!proves!to!be!(onto)logically!thorny.!Admitting!that!he!
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does!not!know!how!to!resolve!“el!difícil!problema!que!presentaba!este!argumento,”!
the!narrator!observes!that!“si!Adán!y!Eva!eran!respectivamente!el!único!hombre!y!la!
única!mujer!en!el!planeta,!entonces!la!esposa!de!Adán,!la!esposa!ausente!cuya!
existencia!le!impedía!vivir!su!amor!con!Eva,!no!era!otra!que!la!misma!Eva”!(80).!
In!other!words,!through!his!play!the!translatorUmad!scientist!reimagines!the!
lines!of!human!filiation!and,!in!so!doing,!jumbles!them!at!their!point!of!origin.!Not!
only!is!cloning!presented!as!the!original!form!of!reproduction—the!genetic!sample!
taken!from!the!rib!to!create!another!being!in!the!image!of!the!first—the!sexual!
reproduction!of!this!original!pair,!the!secondary!form!by!which!all!of!humanity!is!
thought!to!have!come!into!being,!is!radically!destabilized.!By!multiplying!this!most!
entrenched!point!of!origin!(in!Western!thought),!and!therefore!rendering!it!unstable!
and!diffuse,!the!novel!proposes!a!second!history!of!humanity!parallel!to!the!first!
that,!while!not!usurping!its!place,!precludes!the!linear!logic!of!descent!that!governs!
it.!In!fact,!this!destabilizing!gesture!is!all!the!more!effective!because!it!does!not!
overwrite!its!forerunner,!but!rather!exists!alongside!it!in!an!evocative!state!of!“and.”!
Again,!infidelity!generates!hermeneutic!instability.!
In!this!way,!we!return!to!the!pivot!point!of!the!question!of!fidelity—which,!as!
demonstrated!above,!is!central!to!both!translation!and!biogenetics.!Gina!Kolata!
describes!the!process!of!cloning!in!this!way:!“scientists!slip!a!cell!from!an!adult!into!
an!egg!with!its!genetic!material!removed.!The!egg!then!reprograms!the!adult!cell’s!
genes!so!that!they!are!ready!to!direct!the!development!of!an!embryo…!to!a!newborn!
that!is!genetically!identical!to!the!adult!whose!cell!was!used!to!start!the!process.!No!
one!knows!how!the!egg!reprograms!an!adult!cell's!genes”!(qtd.!Apter!222).!In!other!
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words,!and!as!Apter!points!out,!the!genetic!code!of!the!donor!is!literally!moved!from!
one!hostUcontext!to!another!through!a!process!of!decoding!and!recoding.!Though!the!
science!journalist’s!choice!of!words!is!telling—the!process!of!“slipping”!is!far!more!
fraught!than!it!would!appear,!occurring!in!three!stages!that!involve!the!isolation,!
and!often!recombination,!of!the!genetic!donor’s!DNA—far!more!telling!is!the!point!
at!which!the!statement!is!sliced!and!spliced!into!Apter’s!own!discourse.!The!final!
sentence!of!the!above!description!is,!in!full:!“No!one!knows!how!the!egg!reprograms!
an!adult!cell's!genes,!but![that!reprogramming!stage],!scientists!think,!is!the!source!
of!the!cloning!calamities!that!can!occur”!(Kolata!1).!The!article!that!Apter!cites!is,!in!
fact,!about!the!medical!and!ethical!risks!that!plagued!the!field!of!bioengineering,!and!
the!threat!of!monstrous!and!often!fatal!deviations!that!tended!to!occur!during!the!
recoding!phase!in!the!early!years!of!the!millennium,!at!a!time!when!“fewer!than!
three!percent!of!all!cloning!efforts”!succeeded.!!!
Deviation!also!looms!large!over!Aira’s!novel,!as!will!be!shown;!however,!this!
deviation!is!ultimately!positive,!and!ultimately!the!key!to!the!theory!of!translation!
developed!through!the!narrative.!It!is!revealed!early!on!that!the!products!of!the!
Sabio'Loco’s!experiments!are,!paradoxically,!"clones!no!parecidos"!(28).!The!
paragraph!cited!above,!which!introduces!the!logic!of!the!fable!with!the!opening!line!
“Había!una!vez,”!describes!a!scientist!not!yet!identified!as!“mad”!who!“había!llegado!
al!punto!de!poder!reproducir!a!voluntad!individuos!enteros!en!cantidades!
indefinidas.”!It!goes!on!to!assert!that!“el!éxito!era!invariable,!aunque!al!pasar!a!los!
seres!humanos!los!clones!resultantes!cambiaron!sutilmente!de!naturaleza:!eran!
clones!no!parecidos.!Superó!el!desaliento!producido!por!esta!variación!diciéndose!
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que!al!fin!de!cuentas!la!percepción!de!parecidos!es!algo!muy!subjetivo,!siempre!
cuestionable.!De!lo!que!no!tenía!dudas!era!de!que!sus!clones!eran!genuinos,!legiones!
de!Uno!cuyo!número!podía!multiplicar!cuantas!veces!quisiera”!(28).!
The!passage!raises!two!key!issues.!The!first!is!the!category!of!the!nonU
identical!clone!that!is,!nonetheless,!a!“success.”!In!fact,!describing!the!‘wasp’!
designed!to!extract!DNA!from!Carlos!Fuentes,!the!narrator!asserts!that!the!
identification!of!the!clone!with!its!genetic!donor!is!an!abusive!oversimplification—!
“Hablar!de!'avispa',!o!de!'insecto',!como!lo!hago,”!he!insists,!“es!una!simplificación!
abusiva"!(53U54),!given!the!clone’s!miniscule!scale!and!composite!physical!form.!
What!is!the!status!of!these!duplicatesUwithUaUdifference?!In!the!context!of!a!science!
that!generates!fears!of!genetic!essentialism,!or!the!idea!that!the!complex!qualities!
and!behaviors!of!a!human!being!could!be!reduced!to!a!string!of!code!(Nelkin!and!
Lindee!84),!what!is!this!element!that!escapes!the!coding!process!and!is!either!gained!
or!lost!in!transmission?!Aira!offers!no!answer!regarding!the!specific!nature!of!this!
difference,!but!the!premise!is!no!less!telling!for!this!silence.!It!is!this!quality!of!
differenceUwithinUsimilarity!that!reveals!the!connection!between!the!clones!and!the!
translations!for!which!they!serve!as!a!metaphor,!and!which!offers!a!hint!of!the!
subversive!implications!of!this!model.!!!
The!second!of!these!issues!is!that!of!the!criteria!by!which!identity!between!
iterations!is!evaluated.!The!fact!that!this!evaluation!is!deemed!“always!
questionable”—Aira,!moreover,!does!not!specify!whether!it!is!questionable!on!the!
level!of!the!detail!or!whether!he!is!referring!to!the!comparison!as!a!whole—implies!
that!likeness!is!inherently!a!trick!of!the!eye,!a!matter!of!perspective.!Carried!over!to!
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the!context!of!translation,!this!statement!effectively!dismantles!the!notion!of!fidelity,!
suggesting!that!its!appearance!is!due!not!to!any!objectively!verifiable!
correspondence!between!languages,!but!rather!is!a!matter!of!perception,!historically!
and!culturally!contingent.!Thus!uncoupled!from!the!notion!of!a!definitive,!albeit!
unattainable,!duplication!of!the!original,!translation!is!freed!to!make!experiments!of!
its!own.!In!other!words,!it!could!be!said!that!Aira’s!is!a!model!that!posits!
untranslatability!(in!a!universal!sense,!rather!than!with!specific!reference!to!a!term!
or!concept)!as!the!condition!of!possibility!of!translation.!
This!overlap!between!cloning!and!translation!appears!throughout!El'
congreso'de'literatura.!At!one!point,!the!narratorUtranslatorUmad!scientist!reflects!on!
the!inner!workings!of!his!mind,!and!in!doing!so!reveals!one!such!point!of!
convergence.!His!mental!hyperkinesis,!he!observes,!manifests!itself!as!"mecanismos!
retóricos!o!cuasi!retóricos"!that!become!distorted!in!a!unique!way!as!a!result!of!the!
speed!at!which!thoughts!form!and!press!their!way!to!the!forefront!of!his!
consciousness.!This!distortion!is!described!in!terms!of!the!rhetorical!figure!of!the!
metaphor,!which!is!etymologically!linked!to!translation.!Everything,!he!says,!“es!
metáfora!en!la!microscopía!hiperkinética!de!mi!psiquis,!todo!está!en!lugar!de!otra!
cosa![...]!Bajo!mi!lupa!interior,!o!dentro!de!ella,!cada!pensamiento!en!su!anamorfosis!
retórica!toma!la!figura!de!un!clon,!una!identidad!sobredeterminada"!(43).66!!
Employing!what!might!be!described!as!a!shifted!Saussurian!model!of!
relational!signification!(according!to!which!each!signifier!is!dislodged!and!distorted!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
66!!The!confluence!of!metaphor!and!translation,!the!idea!of!one!thing!taking!the!place!of!another,!
though!etymologically!sound!exists!in!tension!with!the!metonymic!reading!of!translation!explored,!
through!Benjamin’s!figure!of!the!broken!vessel,!in!the!following!chapter.!Nonetheless,!these!two!
models!are!mutually!illuminating.!
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by!the!speed!of!thought!in!an!identical!way,!allowing!for!the!differential!system!as!a!
whole!to!maintain!its!shape)!Aira!renders!the!etymological!origins!of!the!figure!of!
metaphor—the!Greek!metapherein,!or!bearing!across!of!a!term!or!image!into!
another!space!(which!articulates!neatly!with!the!Latin!translatio!and,!ultimately,!the!
modern!terms!translation,!traducción!and!the!other!Romance!language!variants!
derived!from!the!Latin!traducere,!übersetzen,!and!so!on)67—in!a!literal!way,!
emphasizing!the!displacement!of!individual!terms!from!one!conceptual!space!to!
another.68!He!goes!on!to!establish!a!connection!between!this!translational!notion!of!
metaphor!and!that!of!cloning,!suggesting!that!the!distortion!itself!endows!each!term!
with!an!“overUdetermined!identity,”!much!like!that!of!a!clone.!
The!implications!of!the!way!translation!and!cloning!operate!independently!
and!as!metaphors!for!one!another!within!the!literary!system!of!El'congreso'de'
literatura!thus!begin!to!come!into!focus.!At!first!glance,!the!metaphor!of!translation!
as!cloning!might!appear!to!have!an!intrinsic!subversive!potential!in!the!form!of!its!
insistence!on!homogeneity:!after!all,!if!the!copy!really!is!indistinguishable!from!the!
original,!could!it!not—along!with!all!subsequent!copies—be!confused!with!it,!
producing!a!hallUofUmirrors!effect!that!disallows!one!iteration!to!be!privileged!over!
another?!However,!though!this!might!hold!true!in!biogenetics,!in!which!the!genetic!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
67!Interestingly,!one!of!the!original!uses!of!the!term!was!to!discuss!botanical!grafting—a!practice!not!
unlike!cloning!insofar!as!it!entails!the!quantitative!proliferation!of!a!single!biological!entity,!as!
opposed!to!the!sexualUreproductive!model,!which!involves!the!selection!and!combination!of!genetic!
material.!For!more!on!the!etymology!and!modern!uses!of!the!term!“translatio,”!see!Umberto!Eco’s!
Experiences'in'Translation!(74U75).!
68!The!following!chapter,!which!focuses!on!questions!of!linguistic!commensurability,!addresses!the!
notion!of!translation!as!metaphor!in!greater!detail!and!explores,!through!Benjamin’s!essay!“The!Task!
of!the!Translator,”!the!implications!of!reading!translation,!alternatively,!as!metonymy.!
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material!of!the!host!cell!is!neutralized,!allowing!the!transplanted!DNA!to!reproduce!
itself!without!interference!(in!the!same!“language”!in!which!it!originally!appeared,!it!
should!be!noted),!the!fact!that!translation!involves!a!displacement!from!one!cultural!
and!linguistic!context!to!another!means!that!such!indistinguishability!among!
iterations!is!impossible.!Given!this,!the!variation!or!deviation!that!is!necessarily!a!
part!of!any!translation!falls,!in!the!cloning!model,!on!the!side!of!monstrosity,!
assigning!the!translation!itself!a!secondary!status.!If!cloning!is!going!to!provide!a!
positive!model!of!translation,!one!that!valorizes!the!variations!inherent!to!the!
process,!it!will!have!to!be!in!a!form!conceived!anew.!!
This!alternate!conceptualization!of!cloning,!and!therefore!of!translation,!is!
precisely!what!El'congreso'de'literatura!proposes.!!In!the!novel,!deviation!is!a!
constitutive!part!of!the!cloning!process,!and!does!not!imply!a!failure!of!any!kind—
we!recall!that!the!mad!scientist!considers!his!“clones!no!parecidos”!to!be!part!of!his!
“invariable”!success.!The!legion!of!“monstruos”!(104,!123)!that!descends!upon!the!
city!of!Mérida,!where!the!conference!takes!place,!is!not!the!result!of!an!experiment!
gone!awry,!but!is!rather!the!intended!outcome!of!the!cloning!process!(or!Aira’s!
version!of!it,!at!least).!“Lo!veía!con!una!claridad!meridiana,”!he!writes,!“la!célula!de!
la!seda!contenía!el!ADN!del!gusano!que!la!había!producido,!y!el!clonador,!
funcionando!a!la!perfección,!no!había!hecho!más!que!descodificar!y!recodificar!la!
información”!(111U112).!Monstrosity,!in!other!words—which!is,!in!biogenetics!as!in!
translation,!the!result!of!variations!in!the!transmission!of!a!code—does!not!exist!in!
opposition!to!the!“success”!of!the!venture,!in!Aira’s!view.!!
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The!fact!that!it!is!silkworms!that!are!generated!by!this!process!is!also!
significant,!in!and!of!itself.!Rather!than!an!army!of!derivative!Fuentes!clones,!or!a!
massive!skein!of!blue!silk!(far!less!interesting,!from!a!narrative!perspective),!the!
cloning!device,!“functioning!perfectly,”!lets!loose!a!horde!of!creatures!that!are!
creators!in!their!own!right.!The!genetic!translation!of!Carlos!Fuentes,!which!could!
have!represented!the!height!of!intellectual!passivity!(in!fact,!the!mad!scientist’s!
stated!goal!at!the!outset!was!to!create!an!army!of!geniuses!he!could!follow,!rather!
than!lead),!becomes!a!parallel!figure!of!production,!rather!than!the!echo!of!a!
reproduction.!In!this!sense,!Aira’s!understanding!evokes!Haroldo!de!Campos’s!
concept!of!transcriação,!according!to!which!an!original!lends!itself!to!the!creation!of!
a!new!work!in!a!new!context,!rather!than!simply!being!“ferried”!from!place!to!place.!
Moreover,!the!description!of!these!silkworms!corresponds!to!a!motif!present!
in!many!of!Aira’s!novels,!and!casts!the!translational!metaphor!they!embody!in!a!new!
light.!As!Reinaldo!Laddaga!has!observed,!Aira!often!gravitates!toward!the!miniature.!
In!Espectáculos'de'realidad'(2007),!Laddaga!hones!in!on!what!Aira!himself!identifies!
in!the!work!of!the!writer!and!cartoonist!Copi!(Raúl!Damonte!Botana,!1939U1987)!as!
a!“pasión!por!miniaturizar”!(116),!and!explores!its!relevance!to!Aira’s!own!writing.!
This!miniaturization!is!defined!as!the!invocation!of!“detalles!precisos,!tan!nítidos!y!
articulados!como!pipas!de!opio”—in!the!service!of!presenting!“un!mundo!remoto!o!
próximo!como!exótico,!pero!también!mostrarlo!como!absolutamente!denso,!
recargado”!(116).69!Enormous!as!they!are,!the!silkworms!that!the!narrator!of!El'
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
69!Aira!shares!this!enthusiasm!for!the!miniature!with!Walter!Benjamin,!it!would!seem;!as!Hannah!
Arendt!asserts!in!her!introduction!to!Illuminations,!Benjamin!“had!a!passion!for!small,!even!minute!
things!…!For!him!the!size!of!an!object!was!in!an!inverse!ratio!to!its!significance!…!The!smaller!the!
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congreso'de'literatura!unleashes!on!Mérida!are!no!different:!observing!one!of!the!
many,!he!remarks!that,!despite!its!size,!it!“[seguía]!siendo!una!miniatura!"!(123);!
they,!like!all!clones,!recreate!“en!pequeño!toda!la!geología!de!la!evolución!de!la!vida”!
(37).!I!would!argue!that!it!is!in!precisely!this!density!that!the!clone!represents!“una!
identidad!sobredeterminada"!(43).!!
The!other!translational!narrative!mentioned!in!this!section,!El'juego'de'los'
mundos,!in!turn!sheds!light!on!the!“absolute!density”!of!the!miniature!and!its!
corresponding!concept,!the!overUdetermination!of!the!clone’s!identity.!(We!should!
not!lose!sight!of!the!pun,!in!Spanish!and!English!alike,!which!points!to!the!overlap!
exemplified!by!the!clone!between!the!set!of!traits,!behaviors,!and!allegiances!that!
make!up!what!is!typically!described!as!an!“identity,”!and!the!condition!of!being!
identical,!so!great!a!part!of!the!identity!of!the!clone).!In!that!novel,!as!mentioned!
above,!all!written!works!have!been!intersemiotically!“translated”!into!a!visual!
register:!narratives!are!now!composed!of!single!strings!of!images!that!flash!before!a!
reader’s!eyes!and!then!have!to!be!pieced!back!together!to!form!a!story.!These!
images,!however,!are!not!ideograms!or!pictorial!representations!of!the!events!of!the!
narrative;!instead,!they!are!depictions!of!individual!phonetic!units,!based!on!the!way!
the!narrative!would!sound!when!read!aloud.!!
“Cuando!se!pasó!toda!la!literatura!a!estos!medios,”!the!narrator!of!El'juego'de'
los'mundos!explains,!“se!lo!hizo!en!imágenes.!Los!programas!trasformaron!las!
palabras!en!imágenes,!una!por!una!(no!se!hizo!por!frases)!y!hasta!fragmentando!las!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
object,!the!more!likely!it!seemed!that!it!could!contain!in!the!most!concentrated!form!everything!else”!
(11U12).!
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palabras!si!resultaba!conveniente!…!Como!los!textos!originales!no!se!conservaron,!
no!hay!modo!de!saber!si![las!máquinas!lo]!hicieron!bien!o!mal.!Aunque!la!idea!es!que!
alguien!con!paciencia!y!genio!suficientes!podría!efectuar!la!reconstrucción!(no!sé!
cómo,!realmente)”!(25).!The!reader!becomes,!in!effect,!a!translator,!insofar!as!he!or!
she!is!forced!to!transfer!these!images!back!into!a!linguistic!register,!deciding!which!
sound!units!to!pair!with!which!other!sound!units!to!make!words!(these!units!are!not!
parsed!in!their!presentation).!The!fact!that!it!can!be!inferred,!from!the!final!line!of!
the!passage,!that!none!of!these!interpretations!has!managed!to!reconstruct!the!
original!story!(though,!as!above,!the!attempt!to!verify!the!identity!between!the!
original!and!any!of!its!versions!seems!“questionable”!at!best),!means!that!all!
versions!are!unique!creations!that!exist!in!a!nonUdependent!relationship!to!an!often!
tenuous,!if!not!entirely!vanished,!origin.!As!such,!El'juego'de'los'mundos'also!
presents!translation!as!a!parallel!form!of!creation,!and!in!so!doing,!illuminates!the!
idea!of!the!density!of!the!translationUclone.!I!would!argue!that,!given!that!variation!is!
presented!here!as!an!integral!part!of!the!translation!process,!each!iteration!contains!
or!at!least!suggests!the!unrealized!possibility!of!its!alternate!manifestations.70!
In!the!context!of!El'congreso'de'literatura,!in!which!cloning!and!translation!
are!presented!as!two!sides!of!the!same!coin,!this!density!is!also—and!most!
importantly—quantitative,!a!measure!of!pure!proliferation.!The!silkworms!of!the!
novel’s!denouement!represent!a!nonUhierarchical!multiplicity,!and!it!is!precisely!
here!that!the!metaphor!of!translation!as!cloning!comes!full!circle,!deliberately!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
70!In!a!sense,!this!is!an!adaptation!of!Benjamin’s!notion!of!translatability,!in!which!the!original!text!is!
dense!with!the!possibility!of!its!future!iterations.!The!principal!difference,!of!course,!is!that!it!is!the!
translation!that!is!credited!with!this!density,!though!this!does!not!contradict!the!logic!of!Aira’s!
system,!in!which!translations!are!in!their!own!way!original!works.!
!
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systematically!emptying!out!the!notion!of!an!authoritative!point!of!origin!from!
which!multiple!versions!descend.71!!
Honing!in!on!this!aspect!of!the!metaphor,!there!is!much!that!evokes!the!
figure!of!the!rhizome!developed!by!Gilles!Deleuze!and!Félix!Guattari,!particularly!in!
its!principle!of!multiplicity.!Like!the!silkworms!that!descend!upon!Mérida!from!all!
directions,!the!multiplicity,!a!substantive!entity!in!and!of!itself,!has!“neither!a!subject!
nor!an!object,!only!determinations,!magnitudes,!and!dimensions”!(8).!This!fact,!
coupled!with!another!of!the!rhizome’s!foundational!principles,!that!of!heterogeneity,!
offers!one!way!of!understanding!(or!at!least!illuminating)!one!of!the!central!
paradoxes!of!Aira’s!model:!that!of!the!“clones!no!parecidos.”!According!to!this!
principle,!a!system!(language,!in!the!example!given!by!Deleuze!and!Guattari)!is!not!
to!be!understood!as!a!single,!homogenous!entity,!but!rather!as!an!“essentially!
heterogeneous!reality”!(7)!characterized!by!a!constant!flow!of!visibilities,!a!constant!
negotiation!of!power!relations.!In!this!sense,!the!nonUidentical!clones!form!a!
cohesive!system!with!the!genetic!donor!from!which!they!emerge!in!which!not!all!
elements!are!necessarily!identical,!but!in!which!each!element!can!connect!with!
along!an!infinite!variety!of!lines.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
71!Another!example!of!this!model!of!multiplicity!can!be!seen!in!the!short!story!“Las!dos!muñecas,”!
part!of!the!1998!collection!La'trompeta'de'mimbre.!In!the!story,!Eva!Perón!has!two!perfect!miniatures!
made!of!herself,!in!order!to!make!more!public!appearances.!Like!the!silkworms!in!El'congreso'de'
literatura,!the!“dolls”!are!perfect!nonUidentical!replicas:!they!are!“asombrosamente!pequeñas,!pero!
las!medidas!estaban!bien!tomadas,!y!respondían!hasta!el!último!milímetro!al!modelo”!(152).!Though!
the!exuberant!audience!at!the!events!gives!no!sign!of!recognizing!the!trick!(the!crowds,!thrilled!by!
the!presence!of!Evita,!“la!agigantaban”![152],!compensating!for!the!difference!in!scale),!the!force!and!
meaning!of!Evita’s!physical!presence!(her!status!as!unifying!origin!of!a!political!movement!and!a!
cultural!imaginary)!is!diffused!in!the!eyes!of!the!reader.!
!
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The!contrasting!notion!of!the!strong!principal!unity!utilized!by!Deleuze!and!
Guattari,!which!the!rhizome!exposes!and!supplants,!maps!neatly!back!onto!
conservative!models!of!translation!proper:!the!figure!of!the!“Tree!or!Root!as!an!
image”!that!“endlessly!develops!the!law!of!the!One!that!becomes!two,!then!of!the!
two!that!become!four”!(5)!aligns!itself!with!those!models!that!privilege!the!original!
text!over!its!subsequent!iterations,!which!are!in!turn!necessarily!viewed!as!
derivative.!Even!when!they!are!praised!for!being!creative,!adventurous,!or!
innovative,!they!are!still!subject!to!evaluation!according!to!criteria!determined!by!
the!original!(always!a!questionable!undertaking,!as!seen!above).!!
Not!so!in!the!rhizomatic!model!of!translation!presented!by!Aira!through!his!
particular!approach!to!the!metaphor!of!cloning,!which!shifts!this!entire!evaluative!
system!off!its!axis.!More!accurately,!it!does!away!with!the!idea!of!an!axis!entirely;!
the!point!or!origin!is!impossible!to!locate!because!any!and!every!iteration!can!be!the!
origin!of!any!other.!Indeed,!the!rhizome!presents!a!nonUlinear!alternative!to!
“arborescent!pseudomultiplicities…hierarchical!systems!with!centers!of!significance!
and!subjectification”!(8U16)—systems!that,!despite!appearances,!are!dominated!by!
the!hierarchical!logic!of!the!“strong!principal!unity”!embodied!by!the!rootUtree!(5).!
Instead,!it!presents!these!(cultural)!relations!as!alliances,!conjunctions:!“The!tree!is!
filiation,!but!the!rhizome!is!alliance,!uniquely!alliance.!The!tree!imposes!the!verb!‘to!
be,’!but!the!fabric!of!the!rhizome!is!conjunction,!‘and!…!and!…!and’”(25).!Rather!than!
paying!homage!to!an!authoritative!intellectual!progenitor,!and!in!so!doing,!becoming!
rooted!in!a!fixed!(subaltern)!position!on!the!spectrum!of!discursive!authority,!the!
rhizomatic!text!forms!multiple,!dynamic!alliances.!It!is!in!this!sense,!too,!that!Aira’s!
!
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“clones!no!parecidos”!can!be!considered!successes:!the!measure!of!their!value!has!
been!uncoupled!from!questions!of!fidelity!to!a!privileged!original!entity.!
Chico!Buarque!uses!a!similar!form!of!multiplication!to!dispel!the!principal!
unity!behind!cultural!and!discursive!authority!in!Budapeste.!Picking!up!where!the!
quotation!at!the!beginning!of!this!chapter!left!off,!as!José!Costa!looks!over!a!text!
produced!by!the!young!man!trained!to!write!just!as!he!would!have—trained,!that!is,!
to!be!a!ghostwriter!for!a!ghostwriter—he!finds!that!the!work!the!young!man!did!for!
the!President!of!the!Brazilian!Academy!of!Letters!is!phrased!exactly!as!he!would!
have!written!it,!from!the!title!on.!!
Era!ter!um!plagiário!que!me!antecedesse,!ter!um!espião!dentro!do!crâneo,!um!
vazamento!na!imaginação…!logo!foi!contratado!outro!rapaz,!e!outro,!e!a!
todos!o!Álvaro!lograva!impor!meu!estilo…!Quando!me!vi!cercado!de!sete!
redatores,!todos!de!camisas!listradas!como!as!minhas,!com!óculos!de!leitura!
iguais!aos!meus,!todos!com!meu!penteado,!meus!cigarros!e!minha!tosse,!me!
mudei!para!um!quartinho!que!estava!servindo!de!depósito,!atrás!da!sala!de!
recepção…!me!deprimiam,!eu!já!tinha!a!impressão!de!estar!imitando!meus!
êmulos.!(24U25)!
!
While!Aira’s!suggestion!that!Eve!was!not!the!only!woman!in!Adam’s!life!splintered!
the!origin!of!humanity!into!a!tenuous!stalemate!between!disparate!genetic!
histories—disparate!histories!of!genesis—in!Buarque’s!hands,!this!reduplication!
becomes!a!destabilizing!operation!of!a!second!order.!Having!already!undermined!
the!discursive!authority!of!certain!pillars!of!Brazilian!society!by!positing!that!their!
public!voices!are!thrown!by!the!unsung!ventriloquists!of!the!creative!proletariat,!
and!thus!divided!the!authorUsign!between!the!content!from!which!it!claims!to!
emerge!and!the!performance!and!propagation!that!is!actually!its!essence,!Buarque!
splinters!the!shadowy!subject!of!the!ghostwriter!in!such!a!way!that!it!becomes!
effectively!impossible!to!say!who!actually!produced!one!of!these!commissioned!
!
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texts.72!The!young!men!who!occupy!Costa’s!office,!while!not!biogenetically!
engineered,!are!no!less!his!clones:!not!only!are!they!trained!to!emulate!his!writing—
which!they!do!so!effectively!that!Costa!feels!he!is!copying!them,!tangling!the!lines!of!
intellectual!influence!on!another!level!entirely—they!also!make!themselves!
indistinguishable!from!him!in!appearance,!as!well!(a!nod,!perhaps,!to!the!visibility!
Buarque!lends!to!these!typically!invisible!figures).!!
Reading!translation!through!the!figure!of!the!rhizome,!as!Aira’s!use!of!the!
metaphor!of!cloning!allows!us!to!do,!also!means!reconsidering!the!relation!any!given!
iteration!of!a!work!can!bear!to!the!original,!along!with!the!status!of!that!original,!in!
the!most!general!terms.!The!understanding!of!this!relation!typically!follows!a!
Benjaminian!logic!according!to!which!a!translation,!though!joined!to!the!original!as!
part!of!its!afterlife,!does!not!exert!a!constitutive!force!on!its!forebear,!because!“no!
translation,!however!good!it!may!be,!can!have!any!significance!as!regards!the!
original”!(254).!A!rhizomatic!translation,!however,!evokes!the!“relative,!always!
connected”!(10)!movements!of!deterritorialization!and!reterritorialization!
illustrated!by!the!interaction!of!the!orchid!and!the!wasp;!the!orchid!is!
deterritorialized!as!it!forms!an!image!of!the!wasp!to!foster!pollination,!the!wasp!is!
deterritorialized!as!it!forms!part!of!the!orchid’s!reproduction—each!in!their!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
72!In!this!sense,!the!scenario!evokes!Bloom’s!notion!of!Apophrades,!or!the!“return!of!the!dead”!that!
confuses!intellectual!filiation,!as!described!in!The'Anxiety'of'Influence:!
I!take!the!word!from!the!Athenian!dismal!or!unlucky!days!upon!which!the!dead!returned!to!
reinhabit!the!houses!in!which!they!had!lived.!The!later!poet…holds!his!own!poem!so!open!
again!to!the!precursor's!work!that!at!first!we!might!believe!the!wheel!has!come!full!circle!
…[but]!the!uncanny!effect!is!that!the!new!poem's!achievement!makes!it!seem!to!us,!not!as!
though!the!precursor!were!writing!it,!but!as!though!the!later!poet!himself!had!written!the!
precursor's!characteristic!work.!(15U16)!
For!more!on!this!“Revisionary!Ratio,”!see!Bloom,!139U156.!
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respective!actions!reterritorializes!the!other.!Not!only!is!this!rhizomatic!model!nonU
hierarchical,!then,!it!also!overwrites!the!notion!that!the!translation!bears!no!
importance!to!the!original,!suggesting!instead!a!constant!state!of!
reconceptualization!through!recontextualization.73!In!Aira’s!own!words,!the!full!
potential!of!an!idea!is!not!realized!through!multiplication,!but!is!rather!the!result!of!
“el!pasaje!a!otro!cerebro”!(32).!It!is!not!faithful!repetition!(in!translation,!the!
problematic!holy!grail!of!the!transparent!pane!through!which!to!glimpse!the!
original)!that!brings!out!its!value,!but!rather!the!oftenUmaligned!mechanisms!of!
variation!itself,!a!gestation!in!the!mind!of!the!other,!which!turn!the!reproduction!of!
texts,!beings,!and!ideas!alike!into!a!creative,!reciprocally!enriching,!endeavor.74!!
!
By!way!of!a!final!observation!regarding!the!metaphors!of!gender!and!filiation!
addressed!through!different!figures!of!textual!reproduction,!it!is!worth!noting!that!
all!the!practices!examined!here—the!miseDenDscène!of!ghostwriting,!the!
manipulation!of!epigraphs,!pseudotranslation,!and!the!mobilization!of!metaphors!of!
sexual!and!biogenetic!reproduction—engage!the!notion!of!intellectual!lineage!and,!
in!the!process,!subvert!the!phallogocentric!privileging!of!the!original!over!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
73!The!way!in!which!Deleuze!and!Guattari!describe!this!process!brings!us!full!circle!to!join!Apter’s!
metaphorical!use!of!cloning!to!characterize!the!pseudotranslation!with!the!absolute!density!of!the!
cloneUminiature!in!Aira.!“It!could!be!said!that!the!orchid!imitates!the!wasp,!reproducing!its!image!in!a!
signifying!fashion,”!they!write,!“[but!at]!the!same!time,!something!else!entirely!is!going!on:!not!
imitation!but!the!capture!of!code,!surplus!value!of!code,!an!increase!in!valence,!a!veritable!becoming”!
(10).!Rather!than!imitation,!these!are!generative!processes!of!extraction!and!reproduction!at!work.!
74!Aira!seems!to!be!employing!a!slightly!different!concept!of!the!clone!(and!its!attendant!processes)!
here:!uncharacteristically,!the!figure!of!the!clone!is!used!to!illustrate!homogeneity!rather!than!the!
felicitous!or!calamitous,!but!always!at!least!nominally!creative,!image!of!cloning!presented!
throughout!the!narrative.!Despite!this!slippage,!which!might!be!attributed!to!Aira’s!aleatory!
compositional!style,!the!passage!as!a!whole!illustrates!nicely!the!idea!of!reciprocal,!nonUhierarchical!
enrichment!explored!in!the!latter!half!of!this!section.!!
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supposedly!derivative!translation.!It!is!no!coincidence!that!three!of!the!novels!
examined!herein!take!place,!in!full!or!in!part,!at!literary!conferences!(or,!in!
Buarque’s!case,!a!professional!conference!for!ghostwriters).!Recognizing!the!fact!
that!this!conceit!facilitates!the!encounters!with!the!renowned!writers!that!move!
these!plots!along,!the!institutional!aspect!of!this!environment!resonates!with!the!
themes!of!intellectual!influence,!discursive!authority!and!the!appropriation!thereof,!
and!the!globalization!of!culture!in!which!the!translator!serves!as!both!a!vehicle!and!
a!point!of!resistance.!It!also!bears!mention!that!both!Verissimo’s!and!Aira’s!texts!
prominently!feature!a!fictional!version!of!a!canonical!literary!figure!in!a!way!that,!
while!not!doing!away!with!the!entrenched!notion!of!the!author!or!the!systems!that!
attend!it,!manages!to!destabilize!the!apparatus!that!attends!these!figures.!Ultimately,!
by!inventing!bibliographic!or!biographic!material!(Verissimo’s!narrator!is!corrected!
by!his!version!of!‘Borges’!for!falsely!attributing!to!him!the!very!text!that!he!also!
misrepresents!in!translation;!Aira’s!novel!presents!the!pseudoUbiographical!scenario!
of!Carlos!Fuentes!fleeing!the!scene!of!an!illUfated!literary!conference!in!a!hired!car)!
the!texts!here!examined!add!a!valence!of!indeterminacy!to!the!monolithic!sign!of!the!
author!in!a!way!that!opens!up!a!space!for!reading,!writing,!and!other!translational!
practices!grounded!not!in!the!idea!of!influence!or!derivation,!but!multiplicity!and!
reciprocal!intellectual!and!aesthetic!generation.!!
!
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CHAPTER!THREE!
Foreign!Correspondence:!The!Politics!of!Untranslatability!
!
Homonymie!n’est!pas!synonymie.!
!
—!Maxime!Koessler!
!
Friendship!engages!translation!in!the!untranslatable.!
!
—!Jacques!Derrida!
!
In!the!pages!of!Shiki'Nagaoka:'una'nariz'de'ficción!Mario!Bellatin!describes,!with!the!
“histeria!fría”!that!characterizes!his!prose,!the!literary!output!of!his!eponymous!
protagonist.75!In!addition!to!several!translations!and!“una!larga!novella!que!por!
alguna!razón!tuvo!la!intención!de!convertir!en!la!versión!masculina!del!Genji'
monogatari!o,!más!contemporáneamente!y!en!contra!de!su!voluntad,!una!versión!
nacional!de!La'búsqueda'del'tiempo'perdido”!(18),!Shiki!Nagaoka!has!produced!a!
masterpiece!that!“lamentablemente!no!está!redactado!en!ninguna!lengua!conocida”!
(33).!Fortunately,!however,!the!fact!that!“el!último!libro!de!Nagaoka!Shiki!no!se!
pueda!traducir!no!es!impedimento!para!su!circulación,!pues!lleva!varias!ediciones!
publicadas.!No!sólo!se!ha!editado!en!su!país!sino!también!en!el!extranjero”!(39).!
Through!this!description,!Bellatin!uses!the!concept!of!the!untranslatable!as!a!means!
of!scrutinizing!the!consecration!of!cultural!goods:!if!the!work!cannot!be!read,!how!
can!it!circulate!freely!in!multiple!linguistic!and!literary!systems,!or!be!deemed!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
75!The!description!is!taken!from!“El!problema!Bellatin”!by!Alan!Pauls.!Shiki'Nagaoka,!mentioned!in!
the!previous!chapter,!originated!as!a!literary!hoax!when!Bellatin!was!pressed!to!cite!a!creative!
influence!and!ended!up!inventing!an!understudied!Japanese!writer!with!such!a!startling!proboscis!
that!many!though!him!to!be!a!fictional!character.!Which,!of!course,!he!was—not!only!in!Bellatin’s!text,!
but!in!the!Japanese!literary!tradition!dating!back!to!the!thirteenth!century.!
!
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“fundamental,”!as!it!is!described?!Though!it!does!so!with!tongue!planted!firmly!in!
cheek,!Bellatin’s!description!thus!raises!questions!about!translation,!its!limits,!and!
its!relation!to!untranslatability;!it!is!from!this!angle!that!I!would!like!to!approach!the!
second!translational!trope!that!frames!my!study.!
In!the!previous!chapter,!I!proposed!a!notion!of!translational!autonomy!based!
on!a!rhizomatic!model!of!textual!reproduction!that!eschews!the!fundamentally!
hierarchical!concepts!of!fidelity!and!influence!to!posit!translation!as!a!reciprocal,!
creative!process.!The!present!chapter!will!likewise!examine!the!way!the!figure!of!the!
translator!is!mobilized!in!contemporary!Latin!American!fiction!to!challenge!the!
subordinate!position!of!the!translation!and!the!uneven!distribution!of!cultural!
capital!that!attends!it,!this!time!by!focusing!on!the!notion!of!linguistic!
incommensurability—untranslatability,!in!a!broad!sense—and!the!way!in!which!it!
both!demands!an!understanding!of!translation!as!a!creative!act!and!advocates!for!a!
practice!of!reading!grounded!in!the!valorization!of!alterity!and!cultural!specificity.!!
This!defense!of!cultural!specificity!follows!from!a!widespread!assertion!of!the!
right!to!untranslatability,!a!term!that!found!itself!back!in!the!humanistic!limelight!
with!the!publication!of!Barbara!Cassin’s!Vocabulaire'Européen'des'Philosophies!in!
2004.76!Cassin’s!compendium!and!its!English!counterpart!have!garnered!significant!
attention!of!late,!not!only!for!the!detailed!readings!the!works!perform!on!a!wide!
range!of!philosophical!keywords,!but!also!for!the!formulation!of!untranslatability!on!
which!the!project!is!based.!According!to!Cassin,!the!untranslatable!is!not!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
76!The!Vocabulaire!was!published!in!English!as!The'Dictionary'of'Untranslatables!in!2013;!all!
translations!and!new!material!added!were!under!the!editorial!supervision!of!Emily!Apter!and!Jacques!
Lezra.!Future!references!to!the!work!will!be!to!the!English!edition.!
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foreclosure!of!translation,!a!term!that!can!never!be!translated;!it!is,!instead,!those!
terms!that!never'stop!being!translated,!that!which!“one!keeps!on!(not)!translating”!
(xvii).!In!the!introduction!to!the!Dictionary,!for!example,!Cassin!stresses!the!
historical!and!etymological!reflections!demanded!by!the!foregrounding!of!
differences!in!usage!and!sense!across!languages!and!cultures.!“Does!one!understand!
the!same!thing!by!‘mind’!as!by!geist!or!esprit,”!she!writes,!“is!pravda!‘justice’!or!
‘truth’?”!(xvii).!Borrowing!from!translation’s!metaphors!of!importation!and!
exportation,!the!untranslatable!is!the!good!that!never!reaches!its!destination.!
It!is!this!model!of!untranslatability!that!Emily!Apter!adopts!in!her!analysis!of!
cultural!exchange!and!its!discontents,!Against'World'Literature!(2014).!According!to!
Apter,!the!“Untranslatable”!(tellingly!capitalized!as!a!proper!noun!throughout),!
should!not!be!understood!as!“pure!difference!in!opposition!to!the!always!
translatable!(rightly!suspect!as!just!another!nonUcoeval!form!of!the!romantic!
Absolute,!or!fetish!of!the!Other,!or!myth!of!hermeneutic!inaccessibility)!but!as!a!
linguistic!form!of!creative'failure'with!homeopathic!uses”!(20,!my!italics).!!
Though!the!use!of!the!word!“failure”!in!the!above!quotation!has!generated!
debate!among!scholars!in!the!field!for!the!way!it!holds!the!translation!accountable!
“for!crimes!an!original!could!not!commit,”77!my!interest!in!qualifying!the!term!has!
little!to!do!with!this!normative!concern.78!The!issue!I!would!raise!with!regard!to!this!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
77!This!was!a!central!topic!of!conversation!among!the!participants!of!the!ACLA!2014!panel,!“The!Right!
to!Translation,”!organized!by!David!Gramling!and!Aron!Aji.!The!quotation!is!drawn!from!Lori!
Chamberlain’s!“Gender!and!the!Metaphorics!of!Translation”!(456).!
78!Creative!failure!in!translation,!after!all,!is!aligned!with!several!major!nonUEuropean!theories!of!
translation:!the!notion!of!productive!deviation!figures!prominently!in!the!theories!of!Borges!and!is!
the!at!the!core!of!the!concept!of!transcriação,!Haroldo!de!Campos’s!radical!valorization!of!
unfaithfulness!in!linguistic!and!cultural!transfer.!
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“failure”!is,!instead,!that!the!use!of!the!term!implies!there!can!be!some!kind!of!
translational!“success”!in!which!no!inflection!or!nuance!is!lost!in!a!relation!of!perfect!
equivalence!that!would,!in!turn,!forestall!future!reconsiderations!of!the!word!
pairing.!This!kind!of!success!would!be!dangerous!indeed,!in!that!it!would!remove!
historical!specificity!from!the!linguistic!and!cultural!considerations!that!go!into!
translation!and!its!analysis,!when!reality!is!just!the!opposite:!the!connotation,!and!
sometimes!denotation,!of!a!word!can!change!from!one!generation!to!the!next,!even!
sometimes!within!the!lapse!of!a!few!years.!I!will,!then,!limit!the!definition!of!
translation!failure!as!it!is!used!later!in!this!chapter!to!those!instances!in!which!a!
translator!is!not!aware!of,!or!cannot!defend,!a!translational!choice,!or!when!the!
entire!translational!process!collapses!upon!itself,!generating!not!a!series!of!versions!
but!rather!a!monolithic!silence.!!
Taking!Cassin’s!and!Apter’s!formulations!as!a!point!of!departure,!I!argue!for!
the!right!to!untranslatability!not!only!for!a!specific!term!or!work,!not!for!a!specific!
category!of!discourse,!but!instead!for!the!way!we!think!about!translation!as'a'
whole.79!In!this!way,!I!will!show!how!the!concept!of!untranslatability!has!the!
potential!to!activate!a!practice!of!reading!across!languages!and!cultures!that!takes!
into!consideration!the!series!of!decisions!behind!even!the!most!apparently!
straightforward!cases!of!this!passage.!In!the!following!pages,!I!approach!this!
dynamic!through!a!focused!exploration!of!the!chasm!that!separates!lexical!pairs!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
79!One!of!the!potential!dangers!of!the!Vocabulaire’s!approach,!as!will!be!discussed!in!the!context!of!J.C.!
Catford’s!notion!of!cultural!untranslatability,!is!the!implication!that!somewhere!outside!the!set!
defined!by!the!project!(in!this!case,!the!philosophical!keyword)!is!a!range!of!terms!that!are,!in!fact,!
“translatable,”!that!is,!which!achieve!complete!transfer!from!one!language!and!cultural!context!to!
another.!!
!
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known!as!cognates,!generally!considered!to!be!“equivalent”!across!languages.80!
Following!a!brief!introduction!to!certain!key!formulations!and!precursors!of!the!
concept!of!untranslatability,!I!analyze!the!mobilization!of!this!concept!in!fictions!
that!feature!the!breakdown!of!translation!in!the!transfer!of!cognates!and!explore,!
through!the!idea!of!the!cognate!as!“false!friend”!and!Derrida’s!writings!on!the!
politics!of!friendship,!the!implications!of!asserting!the!limits!of!translation!in!cases!
where!interlingual!transfer!would!seem!least!problematic.!
The!study!of!contemporary!Latin!American!fiction!proves!especially!
illuminating!in!this!regard,!as!a!longstanding!tradition!of!translation!has!shaped!the!
region,!beginning!with!what!Mary!Louise!Pratt!has!called!the!“highUcontrast,!highU
stakes!dramas!of!alterity”!(25)!of!colonial!encounters,!through!the!ideological!
operations!of!national!consolidation!after!the!Wars!of!Independence.!Translation,!
and!the!negotiation!of!discursive!power!that!the!practice!implies,!has!been!no!less!
important!to!the!cultural!and!critical!production!of!the!region.!Directly!related!to!the!
idea!of!linguistic!incommensurability,!translation!has!been!widely!theorized!as!the!
creation!of!a!parallel!original!work!that!engages!the!source!text!to!varying!degrees.!
In!addition!to!the!writings!of!Octavio!Paz!on!cultural!untranslatability!that!will!be!
discussed!at!greater!length!below,!there!is!Borges’s!famous!assertion!that!“el!
concepto!de!texto!definitivo!no!corresponde!sino!a!la!religión!o!al!cansancio”!
(“Versiones”!130)!and!Augusto!and!Haroldo!de!Campos!in!Brazil,!who!respectively!
coined!the!terms!“intradução”!and!“transcriação”—the!first!stressing!the!processes!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
80!As!Octavio!Paz!and!George!Steiner,!among!others,!have!suggested,!this!claim!could!be!extended!to!
multiple!meanings!of!the!same!term!within'the'same'language,!as!well,!though!a!detailed!exploration!
of!this!notion!is!beyond!the!scope!of!this!study.!
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of!importation!and!framing!through!its!play!with!the!word!“introduction,”!and!the!
second!emphasizing!the!creative!aspect!of!the!practice.81!Over!the!years,!this!
insistence!on!the!creative!aspect!of!translation!has!engaged,!perhaps!more!than!any!
other!issue,!the!notion!that!western!Europeans,!as!bearers!of!the!classical!tradition,!
had!a!monopoly!on!culture!and!the!discourse!surrounding!it,!a!notion!that!is!most!
clearly!expressed!in!the!formulation!of!the!dynamic!between!center!and!periphery!
prevalent!in!the!twentieth!century!and!still!present!in!the!twentyUfirst.!As!will!be!
shown,!the!widespread!integration!into!critical!discourse!of!the!concept!of!
untranslatability!not!only!presents!an!alternative!to!these!imbalanced!dynamics!of!
cultural!exchange,!but!also!posits!a!new!model!of!literary!analysis!conceived!in!
planetary!terms.!!
The!contemporary!works!I!examine!here!stake!a!similar!claim!for!the!
quotidian!and!pervasive!nature!of!the!untranslatable;!furthermore,!several!do!so!by!
recourse!to!the!same!linguistic!phenomenon:!the!cognate.!The!cognate,!as!the!point!
at!which!two!languages!would!appear!to!offer!the!least!resistance!to!transfer,!or!
even!to!always!already!have!effected!that!transfer,!presents!a!key!point!of!
articulation!between!translatability!and!untranslatability.!Framed,!as!throughout,!by!
precursors!from!the!region’s!literary!tradition,!my!analysis!of!the!political!weight!of!
untranslatability!will!focus!on!three!novels!written!around!the!turn!of!the!twentyU
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
81!Augusto!de!Campos!elaborates!quite!clearly!upon!the!idea!of!“intradução,”!developed!during!the!
70s!and!80s!when!the!poet!was!especially!active!as!a!translator,!in!an!interview!on!the!Goethe!
Institut!website!(http://www.goethe.de/wis/bib/prj/hmb/the/das/pt3289334.htm);!the!concept!of!
“transcriação”!appears!in!Haroldo!de!Campos’s!Deus'e'o'Diablo'no'Fausto'de'Goethe!(1981).!As!
mentioned!elsewhere!in!this!study,!Else!Ribeiro!Pires!Vieira!has!written!extensively!and!insightfully!
about!the!contributions!of!the!brothers!de!Campos!to!translation!theory.!See,!for!example,!
“Liberating!Calibans”!in!Bassnett!and!Trivedi’s!Postcolonial'Translation:'Theory'and'Practice!(1999).!
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first!century:!Pablo!De!Santis’s!La'traducción!(1998),!Salvador!Benesdra’s!El'
traductor!(1998),!and!Alan!Pauls’s!El'pasado!(2003),!the!latter!two!of!which!feature!
translation!failure!in!the!transmission!of!a!cognate!(in!the!case!of!Pauls’s!translatorU
protagonist,!this!failure!is!catastrophic).!Ultimately,!I!argue,!these!works!show!
translation!and!untranslatability!as!two!facets!of!the!same!phenomenon.!
This!insistence!on!understanding!translation!through!the!notion!of!
untranslatability!is,!again,!an!insistence!on!cultural!specificity—a!notion!that!has!
clear!political!implications!in!the!globalizing!age!of!World!Literature!with!a!capital!
W,!a!capital!L,!and!a!reliance!on!the!“reflexive!endorsement!of!cultural!equivalence!
and!substitutability”!(Against'2).!A!conscious!appreciation!of!translation!as!part!of!
this!broader!dynamic!counterbalances!this!tendency!by!reinforcing!the!assertion!
made!by!Octavio!Paz!that!the!practice!“no!es!una!operación!tendiente!a!mostrar!la!
identidad!última!de!los!hombres!sino!que!es!el!vehículo!de!sus!singularidades”!(8).!!
!
I.!A!Few!Notes!on!(Un)Translation!
!
Before!delving!into!close!readings!of!these!recent!novels!and!the!discussion!of!the!
political!implications!of!understanding!translation!through!the!concept!of!
untranslatability,!I!will!briefly!explore!what!the!term!has!meant!and!come!to!mean.!
Though!Cassin’s!Vocabulaire!and!Apter’s!recent!work!have!reinvigorated!the!
discussion!of!the!untranslatable!across!disciplines,!the!concept!has!a!long!history!in!
the!field!of!translation!theory,!and!deep!roots!in!Linguistics.!Over!and!against!the!
universalist!model!that!assumes!analogic!relations!across!cultures!among!language!
!
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structures!and!the!experiences!they!convey,!meaning!that!the!terms!to!express!these!
experiences!line!up!more!or!less!neatly!from!one!language!to!another,!monadist!
theories!of!linguistic!relativity!suggest!that!whatever!structural!commonalities!do!
exist!are!overshadowed!by!the!formative!effect!that!language!has!on!cognition.!
Leibniz!asserted!as!early!as!1697!that!language!was!not!merely!the!means!by!which!
thought!and!experience!were!expressed,!but!was!rather!their!“determining!
medium”!(Steiner!76);!in!the!early!nineteenth!century,!Wilhelm!von!Humbolt!
deepened!this!union!of!linguistic!and!subjective!singularity,!arguing!that!language!
generated!a!culturally!specific!Weltansicht!or!worldview.82!The!notion!of!a!linguistic!
basis!for!cultural!untranslatability!also!informs!Borges’s!“La!busca!de!Averroes,”!in!
which!the!eponymous!philosopher—working!from!“la!traducción!de!una!
traducción”!(El'Aleph'106)—struggles!to!understand!the!terms!“comedy”!and!
“tragedy”!because!his!cultural!heritage!offers!no!conceptual!framework!for!staged!
drama.!!
For!Benjamin!Lee!Whorf!in!the!midU1950s,!this!cultural!and!subjective!
specificity!hinges!on!the!fact!that!“the!world!is!presented!in!a!kaleidoscopic!flux!of!
impressions!which!has!to!be!organized!by!our!minds—and!this!means!largely!by!the!
linguistic!systems!in!our!minds.!We!cut!nature!up,!organize!it!into!concepts,!and!
ascribe!significances!as!we!do,!largely!because!we!are!parties!to!an!agreement!to!
organize!it!in!this!way—an!agreement!that!holds!throughout!our!speech!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
82!Steiner!describes!Humboldt’s!contributions!to!this!line!of!thinking!at!length!(82U89),!drawing!
primarily!from!his!preface!to!Aeschylos’s'Agamemnon'metrisch'übersetzt!(1816).'
!
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community”!(213).83!In!this!sense,!even!in!those!moments!when!naming!is!at!its!
most!deictic:!when!the!object!named!is!present!before!the!speakers!of!two!different!
languages,!the!connotation!of!the!object’s!varied!names!(assuming!each!language!
called!to!name!this!object!already!has!a!name!for!it)!will!always!refer!to!different!
things,!constellations!of!related!but!nonUidentical!meanings.!This!is!just!as!true,!as!
will!be!discussed!at!length!below,!when!these!names!are!identical,!or!nearly!so.!!
Taking!the!short!step!from!linguistic!relativism!to!the!notion!of!
untranslatability!as!such,!in!the!midU1960s!J.C.!Catford!presented!a!twofold!model!of!
the!concept!that,!in!addition!to!the!linguistic!untranslatables!he!identifies!largely!in!
terms!of!puns!and!wordplay,!presents!a!model!of!cultural!untranslatability!
according!to!which!it!is!the!qualitative!differences!between!mundane!referents!(he!
gives!the!example!of!a!bathroom),!and!not!philosophical!keywords,!that!present!the!
greatest!difficulty!to!translation.!Abstract!or!philosophical!terms!like!“truth,”!
“justice,“!and!“democracy,”!he!argues,!present!little!challenge!to!the!translator!
because!they!belong!to!a!category!of!universal!thought.84!Though!Catford’s!model!is!
problematic!in!its!reluctance!to!problematize!what!it!considers!to!be!“universals,”!as!
well!as!in!its!opposition!of!translation!and!untranslatability,85!it!is!helpful!in!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
83!This!idea!is!echoed!in!Theo!Herman’s!assertion!that!“Man!may!be!a!language!animal,!but!he!is!
never!a!language!animal!in!a!general!or!abstract!sense.!We!always!inhabit!a!specific!language”!
(“Translation’s!Other”!2).!For!more!on!the!WhorfUSapir!hypothesis!of!linguistic!relativity,!see!Basel!
AlUSheikh!Hussein’s!recent!article!in!Theory'and'Practice'in'Language'Studies.!!
84!Michael!Wood!would!disagree!with!this!Catford!on!this!point,!as!is!discussed!in!the!following!
section!on!universalist!“true”!cognates.!
85!I!agree!with!Susan!Bassnett’s!critique!that!Catford!“does!not!go!far!enough!in!considering!the!
dynamic!nature!of!language!and!culture,![and!so]!invalidates!his!own!category!of!cultural'
untranslatability.!In!so!far!as!language!is!the!primary!modelling!system!within!a!culture,”!she!
continues,!“cultural!untranslatability!must!be!de'facto!implied!in!any!process!of!translation”!
!
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thinking!concretely!about!the!pervasiveness!and!quotidian!nature!of!
untranslatability!insofar!as!it!provides!a!mirror!image!of!Cassin’s!untranslatable!set,!
thereby!broadening!its!scope.!!
However,!rather!than!cultivating'the'untranslatable!as!such,!I!am!looking!for!
the!theoretical!point!of!articulation!between!untranslatability!and!its!supposed!
other,!a!formulation!that!reveals!the!symbiotic!relation!between!translation!and!
untranslatability.!In!so!doing,!I!might!begin!with!George!Mounin’s!assertion!that!
“communication!through!translation!can!never!be!completely!finished,!which!also!
demonstrates!that!it!is!never!wholly!impossible,!either”!(qtd.!Bassnett!42),!which!
suggests,!in!other!words,!that!it!is!because!translation!“fails”!that!it!can!exist!at!all.!
The!coincidence!with!Cassin’s!formulation!is!revealing:!both!translation!and!
untranslatability!are!conceived!in!terms!of!infinite!iteration,!both!are!perceived!as!
being!at!their!greatest!in!their!imperfection,!in!their!resistance!to!unitary!resolution.!!
This!symbiosis!between!translation!and!untranslatability!also!marks!an!oftU
cited!passage!from!Derrida’s!Monolingualism'of'the'Other86!that!deals,!at!once!
precisely!and!obliquely,!with!the!(un)translatability!of!everything!and!nothing.!
“Nothing!is!untranslatable,”!Derrida!writes,!in!Patrick!Mensah’s!translation:!
But!the!“untranslatable”!remains—should!remain,!as!my!law!tells!me—the!
poetic!economy!of!the!idiom,!the!one!that!is!important!to!me,!for!I!would!die!
even!more!quickly!without!it,!and!which!is!important!to!me,!myself!to!myself,!
where!a!given!formal!“quantity”!always!fails!to!restore!the!singular!event!of!
the!original,!that!is,!to!let!it!be!forgotten!once!recorded,!to!carry!away!its!
number,!the!prosodic!shadow!of!its!quantum!…!From!the!moment!this!
economic!equivalence—strictly!impossible,!by!the!way—is!renounced,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(Translation'Studies'40).!Nonetheless,!his!model!does!bring!an!alternate!set!of!untranslatables!into!
the!discussion.!
86!Published!in!French!as!Le'monolinguisme'de'l’autre!in!1996,!and!in!English!in!1998.!
!
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everything!can!be!translated,!but!in!a!loose!translation,!in!the!loose!sense!of!
the!word!“translation”!…!In!a!sense,!nothing!is!untranslatable,!but!in!another!
sense,!everything!is!untranslatable;!translation!is!another!name!for!the!
impossible.!(76)!
!
In!Derrida’s!formulation,!the!untranslatable!is!first!conceived!as!“l’économie!
poétique”!(100)!that!which!is!maintained!or!conserved!in!an!irreducible!form.!The!
economic!metaphor!then!shifts!to!stand!in!for!linguistic!commensurability:!it!
becomes!an!exchange!rate!between!signifying!systems!that!allows!for!transfer!with!
no!remainder,!“un!mot!pour!un!mot”!(101).!This!équivalence'économique—“strictly!
impossible”!in!Derrida’s!estimation,!and!undesirable!for!all!the!reasons!outlined!
above—nonetheless!resonates!with!the!discussion!of!the!circulation!of!cultural!
goods!and!the!place!of!the!subject!in!the!dynamics!of!discursive!power!that!attend!it.!!
The!axis!of!this!shift!between!these!two!economies—one!that!closely!guards!
meaning,!one!that!offers!it!up!to!the!market—is!the!slippage!between!importance!
and!importation!possible!in!the!French!verb!importer!but!which!is,!ironically,!lost!in!
the!English!translation.87!In!the!context!of!a!work!oriented!specifically!toward!the!
politics!of!language!and!subject!formation!under!its!law,!Derrida!asserts!that!not!
only!does!the!untranslatable!matter!(importer)!to!him,!it!can!also!be!understood!as!
that!which!imports!(importer)!him!to!himself;!it!is!“qui!m’importe,!moiUmême!à!moiU
même”!(101).!Embedded!in!this!second!meaning!is!the!notion!that!language,!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
87!This!reading!of!the!multiple!valences!of!the!verb!importer!is!indebted!to!a!paper!given!by!Jacques!
Lezra!at!the!Theory!Reading!Group!Colloquium!“Theory,!Translation,!Universality”!at!Princeton!
University!on!April!25,!2014.!It!bears!mention!that!also!lost!to!readers!of!the!English!edition!is!the!
presentation!of!the!passage!on!the!physical!space!of!the!page:!in!the!Gallimard!edition,!Derrida’s!
ruminations!on!untranslatability!are!nearly!eclipsed!by!a!footnote!that!begins!several!pages!before!
and!deals,!among!other!things,!with!the!internal!fissures!inherent!to!any!“natural”!language.!In!both!
form!and!content,!then,!the!note!reinforces!the!ruminations!of!the!body!text!and!forces!a!process!of!
“loose!translation”!between!them.!
!
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more!precisely!the!untranslatable,!has!the!capacity!to!denaturalize!identity!(the!
inverse,!one!could!say,!of!the!processes!of!subjective!formation!through!language!
proposed!by!the!linguistic!relativists)!in!a!process!that!divides,!distances,!and!then!
presents!the!self!to!oneself.!Though!tied!to!the!importation!of!the!global!market,!the!
economy!is!indeed!poetic!in!the!sense!of!being!constructive:!this!distancing!
movement!contains!within!it!the!seed!of!a!mode!of!reading!grounded!in!subjective!
and!cultural!singularity,!as!I!will!show!in!the!coming!pages.!
Once!the!economy!of!equivalence!is!abandoned!and!the!definition!of!
translation!is!released!to!the!loose!translation!of!itself—“dans!une!traduction!lâche!
au!sens!lâche!du!mot!‘traduction’”!(102)—the!practice!becomes!at!once!possible!and!
the!complement,!if!not!the!synonym,!of!the!untranslatable.88!With!these!respective!
valorizations!of!iteration!and!approximation,!both!Derrida!and!Mounin!present!
untranslatability!as!more!than!an!illuminating!exception:!it!becomes!the!condition!
of!possibility!of!translation!itself,!insofar!as!it!is!the!recognition!of!the!provisional!
nature!of!any!translation!that!allows!it!to!serve!as!a!proxy!for!the!original.!To!
reformulate!an!assertion!from!Apter’s!earlier!book,!everything!is!translatable!
because!nothing!is!translatable!(Translation'Zone'4)—the!two!ideas!cannot!be!
separated.!The!concept!of!untranslatability!thus!becomes!an!essential!part!of!what!
makes!translation!a!vital!(in!both!senses!of!the!word)!literary!form.!It!drives!both!
translators!and!careful!readers!to!consider!the!specific!historical,!social,!and!cultural!
conditions!of!the!moment!in!which!a!work!is!created,!perhaps!even!more!so!than!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
88!The!idea!that!translation!and!untranslatability!are,!in!fact,!one!and!the!same!is!suggested!by!Paul!
de!Man!(with!reference!to!Derrida’s!reading!of!“The!Task!of!the!Translator”!in!an!imperfect!French!
translation)!in!the!final!chapter!of!The'Resistance'to'Theory!(80).!
!
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would!a!reader!of!an!original!text,!at!the!same!time!as!it!calls!for!new!translations!to!
be!created!in!response!to!evolving!linguistic!sensibilities.!!
The!perpetual!reevaluation!and!renovation!inherent!to!this!formulation!of!
(un)translatability!is!notable!in!the!work!of!Juan!José!Saer!(1937U2005),!a!writer!of!
no!small!importance!to!the!writers!examined!in!this!chapter,!whose!work!is!marked!
by!obsessive!revision—both!in!terms!of!the!precision!of!its!prose!and!in!its!tendency!
to!go!back!over!phrases!and!ideas—clarifying,!correcting,!and!expanding!upon!the!
story!while!often!whittling!away!at!the!instrument!of!its!telling.!This!is!certainly!the!
case!in!Saer’s!1969!novel!Cicatrices,!written!about!a!murderUsuicide!that!took!place!
several!years!earlier.!In!Saer’s!fictional!version!of!the!event,!former!union!activist!
Luis!Fiore!has!a!very!public!fight!with!his!wife!on!May!Day!and!shoots!her!twice!in!
the!parking!lot!of!a!local!bar,!and!then!kills!himself!during!the!investigation!of!his!
case.!There!is!no!question!as!to!his!guilt,!no!suspenseful!crossUcountry!pursuit.!
Cicatrices!is!a!novel!that!asks!not!what!happened,!but!how!it!did,!coiling!back!on!
itself!in!a!series!of!divergent!accounts,!as!each!chapter!brings!the!narrative!one!
revolution!closer!to!the!crime!that!draws!its!narrative!threads!together.!
Within!this!relativizing!and!fragmented!account,!the!vignette!that!frames!
Saer’s!narrative!strategy!and!aligns!it!with!the!problem!of!translation!centers!on!
Ernesto!López!Garay,!the!judge!assigned!to!the!Fiore!case.89!Garay!is!an!amateur!
translator!on!the!side,!his!two!occupations!dovetailing!on!a!metaphorical!level!at!the!
point!where!the!hermeneutics!of!evidentiary!and!linguistic!analysis!coincide.!Garay!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
89!Ernesto!is!a!relative!of!Pichón!Garay,!a!recurring!figure!in!the!“universo'saeriano”!(Limonero!5).!For!
more!on!the!complex!and!consistent!literary!world!created!by!Saer,!see!Graciela!Montaldo’s!critical!
study!of!El'limonero'real'(1986).!
!
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has!been!working!obsessively!on!a!translation!of!Oscar!Wilde’s!The'Picture'of'Dorian'
Gray.!Having!made!his!way!to!his!office!through!a!city!teeming!with!what!he!
repeatedly!calls!“gorilas,”!Garay!immediately!retreats!into!the!haven!of!translation.!
Immediately!striking!is!the!level!of!detail!with!which!Saer!describes!the!page!on!
which!Garay!sets!to!work;!the!image!presents!the!book!as!being!marked!
diachronically!by!the!context!of!its!production!in!English!and!the!intervention!of!its!
wouldUbe!translator!into!Spanish.!Settling!in!at!his!desk!with!his!pens,!pencils,!and!a!
massive!dictionary,!Garay!opens!Wilde’s!text!to!the!place!where!he!left!off:!
La!página!de!la!izquierda,!señalada!al!pie,!en!el!centro,!con!el!número!ciento!
ocho,!aparece!llena!de!marcas!de!lápiz!y!birome!de!todos!colores.!Algunas!
palabras!están!encerradas!en!un!círculo,!con!una!llamada!hacia!el!margen!
blanco!consistente!en!una!línea!nerviosa!que!acaba!en!alguna!palabra!en!
castellano!o!algún!otro!signo.!Otras!palabras!aparecen!subrayadas!con!tinta!
roja!o!verde.!Uno!de!los!párrafos,!hacia!el!final!de!la!página,!aparece!
destacado!con!una!línea!roja,!vertical,!que!lo!acompaña!en!el!margen!
izquierdo.!La!otra!página,!la!derecha,!signada!con!el!número!ciento!nueve,!
sólo!está!marcada!hasta!el!primer!párrafo.!(184)!
!
The!paratextual!marks!of!the!editorial!and!printing!process!(specifically,!the!book’s!
pagination)!are!presented!alongside!the!marks!of!the!translator’s!intervention,!
drawing!attention!to!Garay’s!place!in!this!textual!system,!and!also!to!the!text!at!a!
specific!time'and'place.!Remarkably,!no!hierarchy!is!established!between!the!two!
forms!of!demarcation:!the!physical!space!of!the!page,!thus!described,!becomes!a!
map!of!the!textual!interventions!that!make!up!the!life!and!afterlife!of!the!text,!in!
such!a!way!that!it!also!grounds!the!play!and!misalignments!between!languages!in!an!
assertion!of!cultural!specificity.!!
Garay’s!translation!illustrates!this!last!point.!The!same!descriptive!attention!
is!paid!to!his!notebook!and!the!draft!of!the!translation!that!occupies!its!pages,!yet!
!
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whereas!Garay’s!annotations!in!the!original!point!more!than!anything!to!the!image!
of!an!active!translator!in!dialogue!with!his!source!text,!the!notes!in!his!Spanish!
version!posit!a!deep!connection!between!translation!and!untranslatability!that!lends!
itself!to!a!reading!practice!grounded!in!the!appreciation!of!the!specific!
circumstances!under!which!each!version!was!produced,!and!all!the!alternatives!that!
were!abandoned!in!the!process!of!creating!the!published!work.!!
After!reviewing!his!earlier!work,!Garay!sets!in!on!the!next!sentence!to!be!
translated.!He!reads,!in!the!English:!“Three!o’clock!struck,!and!four,!and!the!half!
hour!rang!its!double!chime,!but!Dorian!Gray!did!not!stir.!He!was!trying!to!gather!up!
the!scarlet!threads!of!his!life,!and!to!weave!them!into!a!pattern”!(185),!and!then!he!
begins.!
Con!la!lapicera!a!bolilla!de!color!rojo!marco!en!el!libro!la!palabra!“chime”.!
Dice!“armonía”,!“clave”,!“juego!de!campanas”,!“repique”,!“sonar!con!armonía”,!
repicar”,!“concordar”.!Busco!después!la!palabra!“stir”.!Dice!“removerse”,!
“agitar”,!“revolver”,!incitar”,!“moverse”,!“bullir”,!“tumulto”,!“turbulencia”.!
Después!paso!a!la!letra!“t”!y!busco!la!palabra!“threads”.!Dice!“hilo”,!“fibra”,!
“enhebrar”,!“atravesar”.!(186)!
!
For!each!word!Garay!looks!up!in!the!dictionary,!his!translation!process!always!
presented!in!terms!of!his!physicality!and!his!movements!between!text,!dictionary!
and!notebook,!a!vertiginous!array!of!synonyms!and!related!lexical!forms!fans!out!
before!him.!“Stir,”!to!name!just!one!example,!presents!six!verbal!and!two!nominal!
forms,!challenging!Paz’s!claim!that,!in!prose!as!opposed!to!poetry,!“la!significación!
tiende!a!ser!unívoca”!(14).!!
As!Garay!continues,!his!physical!presence!and!active!interventions!in!the!text!
still!a!central!focus!of!Saer’s!description,!literal!and!metaphorical!usage!also!
intertwine,!creating!a!hallUofUmirrors!effect!within!this!translational!miseDenDabyme.!
!
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“Dejo!la!lapicera!de!bolilla!de!color!rojo!y!agarro!la!negra,”!begins!Garay.!“Escribo:!
‘Dieron!las!tres!y!después!las!cuatro,!y!después!la!media!hora!hizo!sonar!su!doble!
repique!(teo)!(campanada),!pero!Dorian!Gray!no!se!movió.!Estaba!tratando!de!
reunir!(juntar)!(amontonar)!(hilvanar)!(enhebrar)!(atravesar)!los!hilos!(pedazos)!
(fragmentos)!escarlatas!(rojos)!(rojizos)!de!su!vida,!y!darles!una!forma’”(186).!
Though!this!description!is!similar!to!the!one!that!immediately!precedes!it,!in!
that!it!shows!certain!terms!fanning!out!into!a!range!of!alternatives,!there!is!a!subtle!
difference!in!the!treatment!of!this!lexical!splitting:!the!move!from!dictionary!to!
translational!draft!adds!new!layers!of!complexity!and!divergence,!ranging!from!a!
term’s!phonetic!characteristics!and!register!(repique/teo),!to!the!image!it!generates!
(hilos/pedazos/fragmentos)!or!its!degree!of!emphasis!(escarlatas/rojos/rojizos).!In!
this!way,!Saer!formulates!translation!as!a!process!of!opening'up!meanings,!rather!
than!closing!them!off!within!the!limiting!economy!of!equivalence.90!Even!if!Garay!
were!to!“finish”!his!translation,!selecting!one!word!from!among!the!many!options!he!
has!left!himself,!the!latent!possibility!of!all!those!ultimately!rejected!in!his!version!
will!haunt!the!text,!quietly!demanding!that!another!hand!take!up!the!task.!Saer’s!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
90!A!similar!sense!of!linguistic!vertigo!marks!Saer’s!El'entenado!(1982),!though!in!this!case!the!sense!
of!estrangement!arises!not!from!the!contact!between!languages,!but!rather!within!a!single!linguistic!
system.!The!novel!centers!on!a!young!orphan!who!secures!work!aboard!an!illUfated!ship!bound!for!
the!New!World;!when!the!crew!is!attacked!by!an!indigenous!tribe!on!a!distant!shore,!the!narrator!is!
one!of!the!few!who!are!left!to!learn!how!to!live!among!them.!Part!of!this!process!involves!an!
intensive,!and!often!perplexing,!immersion!in!the!“lengua!imprevisible,!contradictoria”!(172)!of!the!
tribe,!and!the!interpretation!of!one!term!in!particular:!the!pervasive!“defDghi,”!which!is!perceived!for!
the!vast!majority!of!the!novel!only!as!“sonidos!rápidos!y!chillones”!(33),!the!repetition!of!this!
description!reinforcing!the!impenetrability!of!the!utterance.!This!radically!foreign!expression!is,!
nonetheless,!composed!of!profoundly!familiar!raw!materials:!six!consecutive!letters!of!the!Roman!
alphabet.!In!this!way,!Saer!defamiliarizes!the!linguistically!mundane!and!insists!on!the!otherness!
inherent!to!language!use,!even!in!the!case!of!intralingual!exchange.!This!defamiliarizing!gesture,!
which!posits!a!certain!untranslatability!even!within!a!single,!familiar!language!system,!is!taken!up!
decades!later!by!Pedro!Mairal,!in!whose!El'año'del'desierto!(2005)!a!corporate!translator!is!forced,!as!
society!devolves!around!her,!to!grapple!with!increasingly!unfamiliar!versions!of!Spanish.!
!
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description!willfully!suspends!that!moment!of!choice,!putting!the!emphasis!on!the!
range!of!options!each!translated!term!presents—that!is,!on!the!impossibility!of!
fixing!a!single,!definitive!meaning.!In!so!doing,!Saer!presents!translation!not!only!as!
an!intrinsically!creative!practice!shaped!by!a!particular!individual!at!a!particular!
place!and!time,!but!also!as!a!form!of!cultural!production!grounded!in!reassessment!
and!revision,!rather!than!in!the!notion!of!the!definitive!version;!furthermore,!this!
assertion!is!made!precisely!on!the!level!of!the!word,!through!the!insistence!on!
multiplicity!and!provisional!approximation!over!and!against!equivalence.!!!!
!
II.!Fragments!of!a!Vessel!
!
The!idea!here!pursued,!that!is,!that!untranslatability!is!an!intrinsic!part!of!
translation!as!a!whole!and!not!only!in!a!set!of!specific!cases,!is!also!at!the!heart!of!
Walter!Benjamin’s!seminal!text!“The!Task!of!the!Translator”!(1923).!In!the!essay,!
which!served!as!the!introduction!to!the!critic’s!translation!of!Baudelaire’s!Tableaux'
Parisiens,!Benjamin!suggests!that!all!translations!are!untranslatables!in!their!own!
right,!in!no!small!part!due!to!the!difference!in!the!relationship!between!original!and!
translation!with!respect!to!the!language!in!which!they!are!expressed:!whereas!
“content!and!language!form!a!certain!unity!in!the!original,!like!a!fruit!and!its!skin,”!
the!language!of!a!translation!hangs!loosely!from!its!content,!“like!a!royal!robe!with!
ample!folds”!(258).!This!somewhat!abortive!vision!of!untranslatability!is!presented,!
however,!in!the!context!of!one!aligned!with!the!notion!of!a!translational!right!to!
untranslatability!grounded!in!the!relation!not!between!texts,!but!rather!between!
!
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languages.!As!Benjamin!asserts,!anticipating!Octavio!Paz’s!observation!that!“el!sol!
que!canta!el!poema!azteca!es!distinto!al!sol!del!himno!egipcio,!aunque!el!astro!sea!el!
mismo”!(8)!by!way!of!a!most!quotidian!example:!“In!the!words!Brot!and!pain,!what!
is!meant!is!the!same,!but!the!way!of!meaning!it!is!not.!This!difference!in!the!way!of!
meaning!permits!the!word!Brot'to!mean!something!other!to!a!German!than!what!the!
word!pain!means!to!a!Frenchman,!so!that!these!words!are!not!interchangeable!for!
them”!(257).!Through!the!notion!of!the!way!of!meaning!(Art'des'Meinens),!Benjamin!
illustrates!the!way!translation!brings!the!social!and!cultural!nuances!of!a!language'
into!play!with!every!word—one!of!the!central!premises!of!the!model!of!
untranslatability!discussed!above.91!Though!the!terms!Brot'and!pain'denote!more!or!
less!the!same!substance,!their!connotations!are!radically!different.!This!difference,!
of!course,!is!often!glossed!over!(rather!than!glossed)!in!the!interest!of!expediency—
that!is,!the!cultural!untranslatability!of!the!terms!is!overlooked!in!order!for!
translation!(and!all!the!social,!political,!and!economic!transactions!that!depend!on!
it)!to!take!place.!!
Benjamin’s!model!of!translation,!then,!is!one!that!renders!problematic!even!
supposedly!simple!linguistic!transfers.92!The!translator,!he!goes!on!to!argue,!should!
not!aspire!to!the!untenable!aim!of!finding!identical!terms!in!the!target!language,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
91!This!reading!diverges!slightly!from!that!of!Samuel!Weber,!who,!in!Benjamin’s'—abilities!(2008),!
takes!a!more!structuralist!approach!to!the!notion!of!the!modus'significandi!(71U72).!
92!Moreover,!as!Paul!de!Man!suggests,!interUlinguistic!transfer!is!futher!complicated!by!the!fact!that!it!
is!impossible!not!to!be!swayed!by!the!additional!layer!of!associative!interference!generated!by!this!
juxtaposition.!In!de!Man’s!reading,!the!Brot'evokes!Hölderlin’s!Brot'und'Wein,!which!then!echoes!
back!onto!the!French,!which!presents!an!entirely!different!connotation!for!pain'et'vin,!cheapening!the!
image!substantially.!This!complication!extends!to!the!intralinguistic!construction!of!meaning,!as!well:!
the!presence!of!the!sign!in!another!language!generates!interference!in!the!meaning!of!the!first!(87).!
!
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because,!“just!as!fragments!of!a!vessel,!in!order!to!be!articulated!together,!must!
follow!one!another!in!the!smallest!detail,!but!need!not!resemble!one!another,!so,!
instead!of!making!itself!similar!to!the!meaning![Sinn]!of!the!original,!the!translation!
must!rather,!lovingly!and!in!detail,!in!its!own!language,!form!itself!according!to!the!
manner!of!meaning![Art'des'Meinens]!of!the!original,!to!make!both!recognizable!as!
the!broken!part!of!a!greater!language”!(Jacobs!“Monstrosity”!762).!!I!have!cited!Carol!
Jacobs’!translation!here!because!Harry!Zohn’s!version,!by!far!the!most!widely!used!
in!English,!diverges!from!the!German!on!a!key!point:!the!translation!of!the!term!
folgen.!Whereas!Jacobs!stays!close!with!her!choice!of!“follow,”!Zohn!opts!for!
“match,”!effacing!precisely!that!which!makes!Benjamin’s!proposal!unique.!Rather!
than!understanding!translation!as!metaphor—as!its!etymology!would!
encourage93—Benjamin’s!choice!of!the!term!folgen!assumes!no!identity!between!the!
terms.!As!Paul!de!Man!observes,!it!is!“a!metonymic,!a!successive!pattern,!in!which!
things!follow,!rather!than!a!metaphorical!unifying!pattern!in!which!things!become!
one!by!resemblance”!(90).!!
!
This!notion!of!metonymy!in!the!context!of!translation—nonUidentical!pieces!
combining!to!signal,!though!never!fully!recreate,!the!pure!language!of!the!reine'
Sprache—is!central!to!the!present!argument.!In!the!mobilization!of!this!rhetorical!
figure,!Benjamin!takes!linguistic!incommensurability—untranslatability!in!the!
broadest!sense—as!a!condition!and!central!feature!of!translation!proper.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
93!De!Man!83.!!
!
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Among!the!many!contemporary!Latin!American!writers!who!engage!
translation!on!a!thematic!level!in!their!work,!one!who!adopts!the!imagery!of!
Benjamin’s!seminal!essay!in!a!strikingly!literal!fashion!is!Pablo!De!Santis,!whose!La'
traducción!(1998)!traces!a!series!of!macabre!and!symbolically!charged!murders!
during!a!translator’s!conference!in!Puerto!Esfinge,!a!deserted!port!town!at!the!end!
of!the!inhabited!world!whose!name!anticipates!the!mysteries!it!contains.!Already!in!
the!opening!paragraph!of!the!book,!De!Santis!announces!the!work’s!invocation!of!
translation!theory!in!general,!and!of!Benjamin’s!essay!in!particular.!Of!a!ceramic!
paperweight!that!the!novel’s!narrator!keeps!on!his!desk,!a!souvenir!in!the!shape!of!
Puerto!Esfinge’s!famous!lighthouse,!De!Santis!writes:!“La!superficie!del!faro!está!
cubierta!de!estrías,!porque!ayer,!al!acomodar!los!originales!de!una!traducción,!el!
faro!se!cayó!del!escritorio.!Con!paciencia,!uní!los!pedazos:!quien!haya!intentado!
rearmar!un!jarrón!roto,!sabe!que,!por!minucioso!que!sea!su!empeño,!hay!fragmentos!
que!nunca!aparecen”!(11).!!
In!this!image!of!the!shattered!tower,!the!description!evokes!the!tower!of!
Babel!and,!with!it,!the!reine'Sprache!that!was!lost!when!it!fell.!The!intertextual!
presence!of!“The!Task!of!the!Translator”!is!reinforced!by!the!fact!that!it!is!a!“jarrón!
roto”!that!the!narrator!uses!to!characterize!his!difficulty!in!putting!the!object!back!
together.!Taking!into!account!these!explicit!connections!with!Benjamin’s!essay,!the!
second!sentence!of!the!above!quotation!is!particularly!interesting.!Not!only!does!the!
lighthouse!bear!the!permanent!marks!of!its!fall,!there!are!pieces!that!never!appear!
as!the!narrator!makes!his!repairs,!leaving!permanent!gaps!in!its!form.!In!this!sense,!
De!Santis!not!only!integrates!Benjamin’s!translational!metaphor!of!the!broken!
!
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vessel,!and!the!metonymic!relationship!between!languages!that!the!image!suggests,!
into!his!narrative;!in!the!gaps!and!marks!that!remain!on!the!surface!of!the!
lighthouse,!he!also!asserts!the!impossibility!of!arriving!at!Benjamin’s!messianic!
notion!of!linguistic!plenitude!and,!ultimately,!the!linguistic!and!cultural!stasis!that!
would!attend!it.!!
Given!the!implicit!resistance!to!translational!equivalence!embedded!in!these!
references!to!Benjamin,!it!is!hard!to!overlook!De!Santis’s!choice!to!have!his!
translatorUprotagonist’s!commemorative!lighthouse!(tower!of!Babel)!break!
precisely!in!the!act!of!“acomodar”!the!original!of!a!recent!project,!as!though!it!were!
an!excessive!accommodation!of,!or!adherence!to,!the!original!that!causes!the!
accident!in!the!first!place!(in!Spanish,!the!verb!means!both!“to!accommodate”!and!
“to!place,”!which!means!that!the!pun!is!perfectly!natural!in!the!context).!!
De!Santis!goes!on!to!make!the!argument,!through!the!voice!of!Puerto!
Esfinge’s!police!commissioner,!that!it!is!the!inefficiencies!of!language!that!make!its!
use!so!worthwhile.!In!a!novel!in!which!a!translator!is!presented!as!a!detective!of!
sorts,!the!police!superintendent!is!a!bit!of!a!philosopher!of!language,!as!well.!When!
De!Blast!tells!the!superintendent!about!the!perfect!language!that!existed!before!the!
tower!of!Babel!fell,!the!latter!responds:!“Si!tuviéramos!que!nombrar!las!cosas!una!
sola!vez,!si!bastara!una!palabra!para!aclararlo!todo,!la!vida!en!este!pueblo!sería!
espantosa!…!¿Sabe!cuál!es!la!única!lengua!perfecta?!La!que!ayuda!a!matar!el!tiempo”!
(142).!The!assertion!is!grounded!in!the!notion!that!language!is!inherently,!and!
essentially,!plural;!picking!up!the!(scarlet)!thread!of!Saer’s!description!of!
translation,!the!very!thing!that!makes!language!use!in!general,!but!particularly!
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language!use!in!translation,!so!challenging,!threatening!to!derail!communication!at!
times,!is!the!series!of!incommensurable!nuances!within!and!between!languages!that!
not!only!make!the!world!an!inhabitable!place,!but!also!define!translation!as!a!vital,!
everUevolving!process.!
!
III.!The!Problem!with!False!Friends!
!
This!integrated!understanding!of!translation!and!untranslatability—the!notion!that!
the!infinite!iterations,!the!contextualization!and!relativization!of!meaning!associated!
with!the!untranslatable!is!not!a!limit!case,!but!rather!an!essential!part!of!translation!
itself—brings!us!to!the!cognate!and!its!mobilization!in!two!works!of!contemporary!
Latin!American!fiction:!Salvador!Benesdra’s!El'traductor!and!Alan!Pauls’!El'pasado.!
Through!a!reading!of!the!way!these!two!texts!thematize!translation!failure!at!the!
point!where!translation!appears!not!only!most!possible,!but!indeed!hardly!
necessary,!I!will!argue!for!the!integration!of!untranslatability!into!the!production!
and!reading!of!translations!as!a!movement!toward!what!Gayatri!Spivak!has!
described!as!a!planetary!understanding!of!culture,!a!valorization!of!alterity!and!
specificity!over!and!against!the!homogenizing!force!of!globalization.!!
Though!virtually!unstudied!in!this!context,!the!linguistic!phenomenon!of!the!
cognate!is!critical!for!thinking!about!translation!and!its!relation!to!untranslatability.!
Often!relied!upon!as!a!teaching!tool!in!second!language!acquisition,!the!cognate!also!
presents!a!series!of!linguistic!pitfalls!and!roadblocks!that!threaten!both!translation!
and!interpersonal!communication!when!orthographic!and!phonetic!similarity!
!
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conceal!significant!variance!in!the!meaning!of!two!terms.94!These!cases!of!illusory!
affinity,!first!assigned!the!iconic!appellation!of!“faux!amis”!by!Maxime!Koessler!in!
1926,!are!defined!as!those!misleading!terms!that!share!an!outward!orthographic!or!
phonetic!resemblance,!but!which!do!not!mean!the!same!thing.!These!ubiquitous!
linguistic!traps!complicate!the!interlingual!transfer!of!cultural!goods!and!thus!have!
farUreaching!implications!for!the!dynamics!of!the!global!market!and!the!discursive!
hierarchies!that!attend!it;!in!turn,!this!quality!is!reflected!in!a!significant!body!of!
contemporary!fiction.!
Ricardo!Zevi,!the!translator!protagonist!of!Salvador!Benesdra’s!El'traductor,!
published!posthumously!in!1998,!is!no!stranger!to!the!dynamics!of!globalized!
culture.!When!Turba—the!small,!leftUleaning!publisher!for!which!he!works!as!an!inU
house!translator—is!absorbed!by!a!large,!politically!conservative!international!
media!conglomerate,!Zevi’s!work!is!outsourced!to!less!experienced!employees!
chosen!by!the!corporation.!In!a!conceit!that!evokes!not!only!the!translator’s!status!
within!the!literary!cultural!field,!but!also!that!of!the!“peripheral”!market!in!which!
Zevi!plies!his!trade,95!our!protagonist!is!pushed!further!and!further!toward!the!
margins!of!the!acquired!company’s!activities.'Despite!his!frustration!at!the!situation,!
when!a!new!translator!named!Celeste—an!appellation!that,!not!coincidentally,!
evokes!the!blue!of!Argentina’s!national!flag—is!brought!in,!Zevi!attempts!to!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
94!For!more!on!the!uses!and!dangers!of!cognates!in!the!language!classroom,!and!even!homophony!
within!the!same!language!system!(British!and!North!American!English,!for!example),!see!the!work!of!
María!Luisa!Roca!Varela!and!Rubén!Chacón!Beltrán.!
95!As!asserted!before,!my!use!of!the!term!“peripheral”!does!not!constitute!an!endorsement!of!the!
hierarchies!and!intercultural!dynamics!it!implies;!however,!the!term!is!still!widely!employed!in!the!
discussion!of!cultural!geopolitics;!because!these!novels—Benesdra’s!in!particular—explicitly!address!
these!asymmetries,!it!seems!fitting!to!include!the!terms!in!which!they!are!so!often!expressed.!
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establish!rapport!with!her,!offering!advice!on!the!most!common!pitfalls!of!their!
profession:!that!of!succumbing!to!what!Granger!and!Swallow!have!called!“the!fatal!
attraction!of!the!cognate”!(114).!“Están!todas!las!trampas,”!he!says,!“de!la!falsa!
similitud,!que!entre!lenguas!romances!son!fatales.!¿Sabes!cuántas!chantas!traducen!
el!pois'não!brasileño!por!pues!no,!aunque!es!exactamente!el!contrario,!o!el!stare'
stanco!italiano!por!estar!estancado,!en!lugar!de!cansado?!En!francés!tenés!de!estas!
trampas!a!carradas.!Te!juro!que!en!una!novela!he!leído!cómo!un!personaje!se!
apoyaba!sobre!su!‘orejero’!en!lugar!de!su!almohada,!porque!el!tipo!que!lo!tradujo!se!
consideró!suficientemente!intuitivo!para!no!necesitar!consultar!oriller!en!un!
diccionario”!(323).!Here!we!have!an!example!of!translation!failure!in!the!flat!sense:!
it!is!failure!in!the!sense!that!does!not!push!us!toward!an!infinite!series!of!
reconsiderations!and!recontextualizations,!but!rather!hits!a!false!note!and!keeps!
playing,!keeping!time!with!the!feverish!pace!of!production!even!as!the!product!itself!
is!devalued!by!this!expediency.!!
Shortly!thereafter,!when!Celeste!is!promoted!past!him!at!Turba,!Zevi!returns!
to!the!topic!of!the!false!cognate,!not!as!a!means!of!establishing!professional!
solidarity,!but!rather!as!an!emblem!of!everything!that!is!wrong!with!the!publishing!
industry,!the!intellectual!goods!it!produces,!and!the!national!intellects!these!both!
depend!on!and!condition.!“Por!fin!entendía,”!writes!Benesdra,!“cómo!en!un!país!
donde!hay!un!conocimiento!masivo!de!las!lenguas!extranjeras!podían!todavía!—y!
por!épocas!cada!vez!más—!editarse!libros!donde!bagnole!no!era!auto!sino!
bañadera”!(356).!In!other!words,!the!problem!with!the!publishing!industry!in!
Argentina!is!the!industry!itself,!particularly!insofar!as!it!is!increasingly!governed!by!
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the!mandate!of!expediency!set!out!when!a!multinational!organization,!in!this!case!a!
media!conglomerate,!takes!over—in!another!case!of!a!translator!protagonist!who!is!
firmly!grounded!in!a!specific!historical!context,!this!phenomenon!marked!the!
presidency!of!Carlos!Menem!(1989U1999),!during!which!largeUscale!privatization!
and!foreign!investment!shaped!the!country’s!economy!and!cultural!landscape—and!
replaces!a!local!sensibility!with!an!acute!attention!to!the!bottom!line.!Though!there!
is!no!shortage!in!Argentina!of!individuals!capable!of!producing!better!translations,!
the!corporate!pressure!to!produce!efficiently!that!keeps!the!global!market!
functioning,!coupled!with!a!general!sense!of!indifference,!leads!to!incomplete!and!
irresponsible!translations.!Translation!failure!is,!in!this!case,!not!only!a!linguistic,!
but!also!a!political!and!economic!matter.!!
The!danger!in!this!particular!form!of!expediency,!as!before,!is!one!of!overU
identification,!of!fabricating!similarities!between!linguistic!and!cultural!systems!and,!
in!the!process,!collapsing!the!singularity!of!each.!This!danger,!furthermore,!is!
greatest!when!the!languages!are!most!similar:!the!affinity!between!Romance!
languages!breeds!these!conflations!in!Benesdra’s!text,!whereas!languages!with,!for!
example,!different!alphabets!would!be!less!prone!to!these!kinds!of!abuses,!precisely!
because!the!distance!that!separates!them!forces!a!heightened!sensitivity!to!the!
cultural!context!of!the!term!or!phrase!in!both!source!and!target!text,!over!and!
against!the!siren’s!song!of!familiarity!and!its!culturally!imperialist!connotations.!We!
will!return!to!the!fundamental!importance!of!this!sense!of!remove!in!the!following!
pages.!!
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Ultimately,!beyond!the!challenges!these!misleading!cognates!or!“false!
friends”!present!to!the!translator!on!a!technical!or!linguistic!level,!they!also!testify!to!
the!irreducibility!of!these!systems!over!and!against!the!illusion!of!smooth!
intercultural!transfer—“the!imposition!of!the!same!system!of!exchange!
everywhere,”!as!Spivak!describes!it!(Discipline'72)—that!is!the!hallmark!of!
globalization.!There!is!also!a!clear!parallel!to!be!drawn!between!the!assumption!of!
equivalence!based!on!superficial!similarity!and!the!imperialist!tendency!toward!
what!Lawrence!Venuti!has!described!as!“domestication,”!that!is,!the!attempt!to!
make!the!translation!seem!a!natural!part!of!the!target!language!literary!system.96!
Much!like!the!systemic!institutional!pressures!described!by!Venuti,!which!manifest!
predominantly!as!an!editorial!and!critical!imperative!to!render!foreign!texts!in!
accordance!with!the!target!culture’s!aesthetic!and!ideological!landscape,!the!(often!
unconscious)!conflation!of!terms!across!languages!inevitably,!violently,!forces!the!
source!language!to!mold!itself!to!the!target!language,!rather!than!the!other!way!
around.!Benesdra’s!novel!alerts!us!to!the!aesthetic,!and!indeed!the!political,!risks!
inherent!to!this!excessive!identification.!
!
IV.!The!Problem!with!True!Friends! !
!
Though!the!encounter!with!false!cognates!in!Benesdra’s!novel!provides!a!vivid!
cautionary!tale!about!the!pitfalls!of!expediency!and!the!darker!side!of!a!globalized!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
96!This!concept!is!drawn!from!Schleiermacher’s!opposing!methods!of!translating!(1813),!which!
involve!either!bringing!the!text!to!the!reader!(presenting!it!according!to!dominant!models!in!the!
target!culture)!or!bringing!the!reader!to!the!text!(pressing!the!limits!of!conventional!expression!in!
the!target!language).!
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publishing!industry!(of!globalization!in!general,!I!would!argue),!there!is!nothing!
particularly!surprising!about!the!scenes!reproduced!above.!As!I!mentioned!earlier,!
false!cognates!have!been!widely!studied!as!linguistic!traps;!it!is!not!much!of!a!
conceptual!leap!to!assert!that!they!pose!a!similar!difficulty!for!the!translational!
processes!that!make!possible!the!circulation!of!cultural!goods.!Yet!whereas!
Benesdra’s!translator!protagonist!hones!in!on!what!might!be!described!as!an!
excessive!sense!of!translatability,!a!tooUquick!impulse!toward!equivalence!often!
grounded!in!carelessness,!Alan!Pauls’s!depiction!of!translation!failure!in!El'pasado!
(2003)!tends!toward!a!radical!notion!of!nonUequivalence,!through!a!translational!
caesura!reminiscent!of!Michael!Cronin’s!notion!of!“blockage”—that!moment!in!
which!the!“word!or!the!expression!or!the!equivalent!allusion!will!not!come,!the!
textual!whole!does!not!seem!the!right!fit!and!try!as!you!might,!there!seems!to!be!no!
way!out,!the!words!refuse!to!come!to!your!rescue”!(93).!While!for!Cronin!this!
blockage!is!one!of!the!common!experiences!for!translators,!the!case!of!Pauls’s!
translator!protagonist!is!striking!because!it!centers!on!a!true!cognate,!as!far!as!such!
a!thing!can!be!said!to!exist;!in!so!doing,!Pauls’s!novel!calls!into!question!an!entire!
way!of!thinking!about!linguistic!transfer!and!the!circulation!of!ideas!and!cultural!
objects.!!!
In!El'pasado,!a!young!translator!named!Rímini—whose!star!is!on!the!rise!
despite!the!selfUdestructive!habits!he!energetically!embraces!after!separating!from!
his!longUtime!girlfriend,!Sofía—is!hired!to!interpret!for!Jacques!Derrida,!who!is!
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passing!through!Buenos!Aires!to!give!a!lecture!at!one!of!the!city’s!many!theaters.97!
The!event!goes!brilliantly!until!Derrida!decides!to!tell!an!anecdote!about!a!
Kafkaesque!experience!he!once!had!involving!the!Czech!police!force,!a!suitcase,!and!
an!accusation!of!drug!trafficking.!Rímini,!unable!to!call!up!the!word!valija—a!
common!term!in!Spanish,!and!almost!phonetically!identical!to!the!French!term—as!
a!translation!for!valise!suffers!a!breakdown!on!the!stage,!bringing!his!promising!
career!to!an!abrupt!end!(or,!at!least,!to!the!start!of!a!traumatic!sabbatical).!As!Pauls!
describes!the!scene:!
al!oír!la!palabra!valise!Rímini!sintió!otra!vez!el!crujido!del!Coliseo,!tuvo!la!
impresión!de!que!una!fuerza!extraña!lo!alejaba!de!todo!y!la!voz!del!filósofo,!
hasta!entonces!diáfana!como!un!cristal,!se!le!volvió!completamente!
impenetrable.!No!pudo!seguir.!Forcejeó!con!el!filósofo!larga,!
interminablemente,!tratando!de!que!admitiera!que!valise!era!otro!de!los!
inspirados!neologismos!en!los!que!se!especializaba,!y!cuando!el!filósofo!
decidía!soslayar!la!interrupción!y!siguió!adelante!con!la!conferencia,!Rímini!
se!encontró!perdido!en!un!bosque!de!sonidos!misteriosos!y!lanzó!un!débil!
grito!de!pánico.!(236)!
!
Rímini’s!experience!pushes!Cronin’s!notion!of!“translator’s!block”!from!an!
innocuous,!if!inconvenient,!lack!of!words!toward!what!Beverly!Curran!describes!as!a!
“pained!silence!or!stutter”!(236)!that!registers!not!only!a!linguistic!impasse,!but!also!
the!“effects!of!history”!that!mark,!or!mar,!the!translator’s!tongue.!!
In!contrast!to!the!litanies!drawn!from!Benesdra’s!El'traductor'about!the!
perils!of!false!cognates,!in!this!case!it!is!a!pair!of!terms!generally!considered!to!be!
“true”!cognates!that!sparks!this!breakdown!of!linguistic!transfer!(and,!indeed,!of!the!
translator!himself).!The!experience!resonates!with!Michael!Wood’s!description!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
97!Translation!is!a!recurring!theme!in!Pauls’s!fiction:!in!addition!to!Historia'del'Pelo!(2010),!which!is!
briefly!discussed!below,!the!plot!of!his!1994!novel!Wasabi!involves!the!publication!of!the!young!
narrator’s!novel!in!French!translation.!!
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the!vast!distances!between!the!homonymic!French!and!English!versions!of!justice!
that!he!encountered!while!translating!the!term!for!the!Dictionary,98!all!the!more!
confounding!because,!in!addition!to!looking!and!sounding!the!same,!the!two!terms!
would!appear!to!refer!to!an!idea!that!“has!or!ought!to!have!its!counterpart!in!any!
language!we!can!imagine.”99!In!neither!case!do!homophony,!or!near!homophony,!
and!symbolic!approximation!add!up!to!equivalence.!Rímini’s!case!of!linguistic!
vertigo,!moreover,!suggests!that!these!moments!of!untranslatability!are!not!limited!
to!weighty!philosophical!terms,!and—through!a!description!that!explicitly!engages!
Benjamin’s!model!of!translation—that!this!lack!of!equivalence!is!an!important!part!
of!the!vitality!of!translation!as!a!form.!
Through!its!many!references!to!the!canon!of!translation!studies,!including!
but!not!limited!to!the!invocation!of!Derrida!as!a!character!in!this!pivotal!scene,!the!
novel!presents!equivalence!as!fundamentally!untenable,!a!desire!for!unity!that!is!
endlessly!deferred.!Fittingly,!then,!Benjamin’s!theory!of!linguistic!and!cultural!
transfer!is!also!present.!At!the!outset!of!his!translational!breakdown,!Rímini!
becomes!acutely!aware!of!his!physical!context,!shifting!his!attention!from!the!
abstract!exchange!of!words!taking!place!on!stage!to!the!“crujido”!or!rustling!that!
emanates!from!the!theater’s!audience.!This!detail!not!only!situates!the!translator!in!
a!particular!moment!in!time!and!space,!in!a!gesture!reminiscent!of!several!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
98!Though!Koessler’s!dictionary!of!“faux!amis”!includes!an!entry!for!“Justice,”!its!lexical!analysis!is!
limited!to!the!additional!English!use!of!the!term!to!mean!“judge,”!and!does!not!address!the!nuances!
mentioned!by!Wood!(220).!
99!This!assertion,!which!contradicts!Catford’s!notion!of!philosophical!universality,!appears!in!Apter’s!
introduction!to!the!Dictionary'of'Untranslatables!and!in!a!brief!text!written!by!Wood!for!The'
Huffington'Post.!
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important!works!of!postUcolonial!translation!theory,100!it!also!insists!on!the!
translator’s!consciousness!of!this!positionality!as!that!which!initially!disrupts!the!
contractual!performance!of!language!transfer.!In!its!references!to!impermeability!
and,!of!course,!in!the!image!of!the!“forest!of!mysterious!sounds,”!Pauls’s!description!
also!evokes!the!metaphor!of!the!“language!forest”!that!Benjamin!uses!to!describe—
in!topographical!terms—the!difference!between!an!original!and!its!translation.!The!
latter,!he!claims,!“finds!itself!not!in!the!center!of!the!language!forest!but!on!the!
outside!facing!the!wooded!ridge;!it!calls!into!it!without!entering,!aiming!at!that!
single!spot!where!the!echo!is!able!to!give,!it!its!own!language,!the!reverberation!of!
the!work!in!the!alien!one”!(258U59).!Through!this!metaphor,!we!return!to!the!notion!
of!the!metonymic!quality!of!translation!in!Benjamin’s!formulation!(and,!indeed,!the!
foundation!for!his!famous!translative!Nachleben),!though!the!idea!is!cast!more!
subtly!this!time:!from!an!external!point,!the!translation!is!aimed!at!a!dense!tangle!of!
multivalent!terms,!each!imbued!with!a!set!of!culturallyUdetermined!connotations!
that,!if!laid!out!on!the!page,!would!look!much!like!the!annotated!jumble!of!Wilde!
spread!out!across!Ernesto!Garay’s!desk.!The!translation,!however,!will!only!be!able!
to!resonate!with!one,!or!possibly!two,!of!these!meanings,!which!means!that!the!echo!
that!comes!out!will!never!match!the!sound!that!went!in.!The!benefit!of!the!loss!
implied!in!this!arrangement!is,!for!Benjamin,!the!rebirth101!of!the!work!in!a!new!
historical,!cultural,!and!linguistic!context!and,!subsequently,!the!possibility!this!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
100!See!Tejaswini!Niranjana’s!1991!study!Siting'Translation.!
101!Again,!according!to!de!Man,!the!Wehen'of!this!rebirth!should!be!understood!just!as!much!in!terms!
of!death!as!life.!De!Man!observes!that!Benjamin!“constantly!uses”!the!term!überleben,!which!he!
defines!as!living!beyond!one’s!own!death.!“The!translation,”!he!continues,!“belongs!not!to!the!life!of!
the!original,!the!original!is!already!dead,!but!the!translation!belongs!to!the!afterlife!of!the!original,!
thus!assuming!and!confirming!the!death!of!the!original!(85).!
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translational!partiality!creates!for!future!iterations;!all!of!which!will!be!likewise!
incomplete,!and!all!of!which!will!draw!attention!to!this!incompleteness!by!forming!
part!of!a!constellation!of!texts!oriented!toward,!but!never!reaching,!the!linguistic!
unity!of!the!reine'Sprache.!!
A!different!moment!in!the!limelight!offers!further!insight!into!Rímini’s!
translational!block.!In!his!exploration!of!the!political!weight!of!translation!through!
an!analysis!of!its!mechanized!manifestations,!by!way!of!a!nimble!reading!of!
Shakespeare’s!A'Midsummer'Night’s'Dream,!Jacques!Lezra!points!to!a!central!
paradox!in!the!discussion!of!these!homonymic!“friends”—true!and!false!alike,!
because!they!are,!indeed,!alike.!!At!the!start!of!the!play’s!third!act,!we!find!Bottom!
and!Quince!in!the!midst!of!(backU)!translating!those!“things!in!this!comedy!of!
Pyramus!and!Thisby!that!will!never!please”!(III.i!8U9)!by!inventing!prologue!upon!
prologue!that!impose!a!layer!of!unreality!onto!their!imagined!audience’s!willingly!
suspended!disbelief.!Bottom!exits,!followed!by!Puck,!and!returns!“translated”!(in!the!
words!of!Quince),!bearing!the!head!of!an!ass.!!
Given!the!play’s!insistence!on!translation,!it!is!logical!that!it!should!appear!in!
one!of!the!contemporary!narratives!that!mobilize!the!practice!thematically.!One!of!
the!first!things!the!reader!of!Pauls’s!Historia'del'pelo!(2010)!learns!about!the!novel’s!
translator!protagonist!is!that,!during!his!employ!with!a!small!municipal!stage!
company,!he!is!asked!to!recreate!Bottom!and!Quince’s!original!translational!gesture!
by!replacing!those!things!that!“will!never!please”!the!troupe’s!adolescent!
audience—in!this!case,!the!“versos!soberbios”!of!the!original—with!“la!fruta!
abrillantada!de!siempre,!chistecitos,!referencias!a!la!actualidad!local,!canciones!
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ridículas”!(11)—not!a!prologue,!then,!but!a!related!gesture!of!localization!aimed!at!
appeasing!an!imagined!public.!In!both!El'pasado!and!Historia'del'pelo,!Pauls’s!
invocation!of!the!stage!highlights!the!tension!between!the!private!“trance”!his!
translator!enters!when!he!works,!and!the!very!public!displays!of!the!theater!world!
(11U13),!along!with!the!artificial,!slippery!nature!of!language—a!subject!central!to!
Shakespeare’s!text,!as!well.!!
Back!in!the!enchanted!wood,!when!his!fellow!performers!flee!at!the!sight!of!
him,!Bottom!accuses!them!of!trying!to!frighten!or!“make!an!ass”!of!him!(III.i!105),!
and!breaks!into!song!to!announce!their!failure!(or,!rather,!to!manage!his!fear).!The!
lyrics!run!through!a!litany!of!birds!before!alighting!on!the!cuckoo,!“Whose!note!full!
many!a!man!doth!mark,!/!and!dares!not!answer!nay”!(III.i!119U20).!As!Lezra!reads!
the!scene:!“A!man!‘!dare!not’!!‘neigh,’!because!he!understands!a!‘!neigh,’!whatever!it!
may!designate!in!Ass,!to!be!uttered!in'Ass,!and!to!designate!collectively!the!natural!
language!I!am!calling,!rudely!and!mechanically,!Ass.!To!answer!‘nay’!is!to!‘neigh,’!or!
to!be!an!Ass:!the!‘neighUness’!of!‘neigh’!removes!‘nay’!from!the!language!human!
animals!can!use!without!losing!their!humanity,!in!whole!or—like!Bottom—in!part”!
(Translation'7).!!Indeed,!were!Bottom!to!be!called!by!the!cuckoo,!to!answer!“nay”!
would!mean!being!doubly!an!ass:!first,!in!the!denial!of!an!infidelity!announced,!and!
second,!as!a!result!of!homophonic!interference.!!
Once!translated!into!a!hybrid!being,!Bottom’s!“nay”!becomes!
indistinguishable!from!a!“neigh”!in!his!other!(unrecognized)!tongue.!In!fact,!much!of!
the!humor!of!the!scene!rests!on!these!double!entendres,!this!string!of!physical!and!
unwitting!translations.!To!complicate!matters!further,!the!neighUnay!homonym!
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could!be!understood!as!what!Granger!and!Swallow!call!“partially!deceptive”!
cognates,!that!is,!terms!that!semantically!both!overlap!with!and!differ!from!their!
homonymic!counterparts,!and!which!are,!therefore,!“undoubtedly!more!
treacherous”!than!completely!false!cognates!(109).!This!is!due!to!the!fact!that!the!
“neigh”!expressed!in!Ass—which!could!also!be!a!human!“nay”—could!mean!either!a!
“nay”!in!Ass,!or!anything!else!in!that!language.!The!two!terms!overlap!but!do!not!
coincide!across!their!different!ways!of!meaning.!!
The!incidental!kinship!generated!by!homophony!thus!contains!its!own!
translational!blockage:!precisely!because!the!utterance!exists!in!both!Human!and!
Ass—and!because!it!represents!a!point!at!which!the!two!are!impossible!to!
differentiate,!given!the!original!oral!presentation!of!the!play—it!produces!its!own!
interference,!rendering!itself!an!unspeakable!node!within!language,!not!unlike!the!
one!described!by!Michel!Serres!in!his!analysis!of!the!term!hôte.!According!to!Serres,!
the!linguistic!remainder!by!which!the!term’s!dual!meaning!complicates!the!relation!
between!guest!and!host,!creates!one!of!many!“black!spots!in!language”!in!which!it!is!
impossible!to!distinguish!not!only!meaning,!but!directionality,!conflating!sender!and!
receiver!(Parasite!16).!In!Serres’s!example,!moreover,!it!is!not!only!the!denotations!
and!connotations!of!superficially!similar!terms!that!prove!unwieldy,!masking!a!vast!
chasm!of!cultural!difference!(as!in!the!case!of!both!true!and!false!cognates,!terms!
which!I!use!now!as!markers,!though!the!distinction!between!them!has!begun!to!
unravel,!productively);!it!is!also!a!question!of!linguistic!proliferation,!a!plurality!of!
referents!that!stretch!their!shared!phonemes!to!a!breaking!point.!
!
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This!simultaneous!multiplication!and!evacuation!of!meaning!becomes!
something!of!a!symbolic!refrain!in!El'pasado,!beginning!with!the!valiseDvalija!
episode.!Throughout!the!rest!of!the!novel,!bags!are!almost!invariably!depicted!as!
overflowing,!tearing,!or!opening!up!at!the!seams.!Not!long!after!the!incident!
involving!what!he!and!his!girlfriend!Carmen!(who!was!working!alongside!him!that!
day)!took!to!calling!his!“precoz!Alzheimer!lingüístico”!(282),!Rímini!has!a!second!
panic!attack!during!one!of!his!rare!outings.!After!lunch!one!afternoon,!the!couple!
decides!to!see!a!movie!downtown.!When!a!technical!glitch!eliminates!the!subtitles,!
Rímini!notices!that!not!only!has!he!been!watching!a!French!film,!but!also,!to!his!
dismay,!that!he!is!unable!to!follow!the!dialogue!on!his!own,!though!he!made!a!living!
translating!the!language!not!long!before:!!
Supo!entonces!que!todo!lo!que!había!entendido!hasta!ese!momento!lo!había!
entendido!gracias!al!subtitulado.!Sin!él,!a!solas!con!las!voces!que!hablaban,!
que!seguían!hablando!en!francés,!Rímini!descubría!que!la!lengua!ya!no!le!
decía!absolutamente!nada!…!Rímini!miró!a!Carmen.!Su!cara!impasible!lo!
desesperó.!“¿Cómo…?”!Era!obvio.!Carmen!entendía!sin!necesidad!de!leer.!El!
huérfano!era!él;!él,!sólo!él,!era!el!que!lo!perdía!todo.!Se!levantó,!eludió!unas!
rodillas,!una!valija!abierta,!un!paraguas,!corrió!por!el!pasillo!…!y!diez!
segundos!después,!abrazado!a!su!hijo!dormido,!lloraba!a!gritos!en!uno!de!los!
compartimientos!del!baño.!(285)!
!
No!stranger!to!the!visual!language!of!film,102!Pauls!inserts!a!cameo!in!his!
protagonist’s!retreat!from!the!site!of!a!second!linguistic!humiliation;!the!reader,!
having!just!been!reminded!of!the!cause!of!Rímini’s!consternation!cannot!help!but!
catch!the!reference!of!the!valise,!open!like!a!wound!on!the!floor!of!the!theater.!
Having!established!this!allusion,!Pauls!repeats!it!over!the!course!of!the!novel,!with!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
102!Pauls!has!also!written!an!extensive!corpus!of!film!criticism!and!several!scripts!for!film!and!
television,!including!La'era'del'ñandú!(1987),!Sinfín!(1988)!y!Vidas'privadas!(2001).!
!
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variations.!Most!notable!among!these!are!the!image!of!Sofía’s!father’s!lover,!Ida,!
trying!to!wrestle!a!riding!crop!and!a!few!leather!accessories!back!into!the!valija!she!
drops!in!her!flight!from!Rímini’s!shouted!greeting!(473)!and!that!of!Sofía’s!first!
glimpse!of!the!young!protagonist,!who!had!already!begun!his!life!as!a!translator!(he!
is!described!as!spending!sunny!Sunday!afternoons!indoors,!devouring!books!“con!su!
voracidad!de!traductor”![117]!while!his!classmates!played!in!the!park),!carrying!
“una!valija!desbordante!de!libros”!(489).!In!the!context!of!our!present!discussion!of!
untranslatability!and!the!metonymic!conception!of!language,!these!images!suggest!
an!excess!inherent!to!language!precisely!at!the!INUarticulation—both!the!failure!to!
speak!and!the!failure!to!join—of!valise!and!valija,!the!referent!itself!a!symbol!of!
containment.!At!these!points!more!explicitly!than!perhaps!anywhere!else,!the!
narrative!of!translation!failure!draws!attention!to!a!linguistic!equation!that!will!
always!have!a!remainder,!an!untranslatable!rest.!!
The!metaphorical!pivot!of!Derrida’s!reflections!on!the!untranslatable!cited!
above,!the!polyvalent!notion!of!the!economic!as!both!a!limiting!factor!that!preserves!
expressive!specificity!and!a!system!that!traffics!necessarily!in!equivalences,!appears!
again!in!the!suggestion!of!the!circulation!of!intellectual!goods!across!cultural!and!
linguistic!borders.103!In!both!Salvador!Benesdra’s!and!Alan!Pauls’s!texts,!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
103!The!economic!metaphor!also!provides!a!means!of!articulating!together!translation!and!Derrida’s!
writings!on!friendship,!insofar!as!both!are!conceived!in!terms!of!the!notion!of!debt.!In!Derrida’s!text,!
friendship!anticipates!the!responsibility!of!memorializing!the!absent!or!deceased!friend;!Avital!
Ronell!expresses!this!idea,!as!well,!in!terms!of!the!“duties!of!the!survivor”!in!her!reflections!on!her!
friendship!with!Kathy!Acker!(233).!These!concepts!of!friendship!have!much!in!common!with!the!way!
the!original!bears!within!it!the!seed!of!its!translational!Nachleben!in!Benjamin.!The!connection!
between!translation!and!debt!appears!in!the!fictions,!as!well:!in!El'pasado,!Rímini,!locked!in!his!room!
every!Sunday!fervently!translating,!knew!this:!!
ya!entonces!Rímini!había!descubierto!hasta!qué!punto!traducir!no!era!una!tarea!libre!…!El!
simple!hecho!de!que!algo!estuviera!escrito!en!otra!lengua,!una!lengua!que!él!conocía!pero!no!
!
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translational!failures!that!attend!the!cognate!complicate!two!distinct!but!
interrelated!transactions:!Benesdra’s!victims!of!false!cognates!end!up!selling!shoddy!
counterfeit!wares!to!the!readers!of!the!targetUlanguage!work,!while!Pauls’s!
translatorUprotagonist!Rímini!brings!Derrida’s!intellectual!performance!to!a!halt!at!
the!same!time!he!disrupts!the!illusion!that!the!philosopher’s!speech!was!being!
unproblematically!relayed!from!the!start.!Yet!despite!the!thematic!similarity!
between!the!two!scenes,!there!is!an!important!difference!between!them.!While!
Benesdra’s!discussion!of!the!false!cognate!cautions!against!an!overly!credulous!
approach!to!phonetic!resemblance104!in!keeping!with!common!approaches!to!
language!instruction,!the!motif!of!the!valija!in!El'pasado!pushes!the!assumption!of!
linguistic!difference!to!its!limit!by!insisting!on!the!incommensurability!of!two!terms!
that!are!ostensibly!identical!in!form,!etymology,!and!referent—a!premise!that!forces!
a!reconsideration!of!the!dynamics!of!interlinguistic!transfer!as!a!whole.!
!
V.!Best!Enemies!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
su!lengua!materna,!bastaba!para!despertar!la!idea!…!de!que!ese!libro,!artículo,!relato!o!
poema!estaba!en'deuda,!debía!algo!inmenso,!imposible!de!calcular!y!por!lo!tanto,!
naturalmente,!de!pagar,!y!que!él,!Rímini,!el!traductor,!era!quien!tenía!que!hacerse!cargo!de!la!
deuda!traduciendo.!!(107,!emphasis!in!the!original)!
Gayatri!Spivak,!for!her!part,!conceives!of!this!translational!debt!or!“Schuldigsein”!as!being!one!to!the!
mother!tongue,!“the!language!in!which!we!are!‘responsible’”!(Education'243).!The!intersection!of!
debt!and!guilt!in!German!is!particularly!interesting!in!the!context!of!translation,!for!the!reasons!
elaborated!throughout!this!study.!
104!The!poet!Mónica!de!la!Torre!engaged!this!idea!in!a!2012!work!titled!“Like!in!Valencia,”!which!
appeared!in!the!Denver!Museum!of!Art!as!part!of!Postscript:'Writing'After'Conceptual'Art.!Among!the!
eight!methods!used!to!translate!her!poem!“Equivalences”!from!Spanish!into!English,!one!was!to!
invite!a!nonUSpanish!speaker!to!guess!its!meaning!(based!on!phonetic!cues).!For!a!full!description!of!
the!installation,!see!Lauren!A.!Wright’s!“Postscript:!Writing!After!Conceptual!Art”!for!Frieze.'
!
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The!above!scenes!of!translation!failure!that!center!on!the!transmission!of!“true”!and!
“false”!cognates!alike!support!the!claim,!which!may!have!appeared!strident!at!first,!
that!all!translation!should!be!considered!through!the!lens!of!untranslatability.!In!the!
novels!of!Alan!Pauls!and!Salvador!Benesdra,!the!cognate!emerges!as!a!talisman!of!
the!structural!presence!of!untranslatability,!the!manifestation!of!the!linguistic!
incommensurability!suggested!by!Pablo!De!Santis’s!Benjaminian!“jarrón!roto,”!even!
in!those!instances!when!equivalence!seems!most!tenable:!homonyms!that!ostensibly!
refer!to!the!same!object.!But!what,!precisely,!is!at!stake!in!establishing!continuity!
between!translation!and!untranslatability!by!way!of!the!relation!between!the!
homonymic!“false!friend”!and!those!terms!considered!to!be!faithful!cognates?!!
The!answer!to!this,!I!would!argue,!is!a!defense!of!cultural!heterogeneity!in!
the!context!of!globalization,!realized!through!a!responsible!practice!of!reading!
conceived!along!planetary!lines.!In!The'Politics'of'Friendship!(first!published!in!
French!in!1994),!Derrida!reads!the!construction!of!the!political!subject!through!an!
exploration!of!the!concept!of!friendship!in!the!writings!of!Schmitt,!Nietzsche,!
Aristotle,!and!Montaigne.!Over!the!course!of!his!exposition,!Derrida!returns!time!
and!again!to!the!idea!that!the!means!of!circumventing,!or!writing!away!from,!the!old!
name!of!democracy!and!its!entrenched!hierarchies!is!the!defense!of!the!singularity!
of!the!friend,!the!defense!of!his!countability!as!a!political!subject.!As!such,!the!refrain!
of!“how!many?”!not!only!refers!to!the!notion,!drawn!from!Aristotle,!that!to!have!too!
many!friends!is!to!have!none—it!is!also!the!consistent!reassertion!of!the!multiplicity!
shored!up!by!this!singularity.!!
!
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This!appreciation!of!the!other!as!such!is!achieved,!paradoxically,!by!aligning!
the!figure!of!the!true!friend!with!that!of!the!enemy.!In!Derrida’s!reading!of!
Nietzsche,!routed!through!Blake,!the!best!or!truest!friend!is!the!one!who!adopts!the!
position!of!the!enemy,!maintaining!distance!from!their!beloved!instead!of!allowing!
their!subjectivities!to!collapse!into!one.!“The!true!enemy,”!he!writes,!“is!a!better!
friend!than!the!friend”!because,!even!when!waging!war!in!the!name!of!friendship,!he!
will!“hear!what!my!name!should,!even!if!it!does!not,!properly!name:!the!
irreplaceable!singularity!which!bears!it”!(72).!The!good!enemy!produces!or!protects!
the!separation!required!for!the!cultivation!of!respect,!understood!in!scopic!terms!as!
the!possibility!of!visual!perspective!that!in!turn!creates!the!conditions!necessary!for!
“a!friendship!without!presence,!without!resemblance,!without!affinity,!without'
analogy”!(155,!my!emphasis).!Returning!to!the!example!given!by!Benesdra,!this!
form!of!friendship!would!be!one!in!which!the!difference!between!pois'não!and!pues,'
no!were!recognized!and!defended,!along!with!the!particularities!of!each!phrase’s!
usage!in!its!respective!language!system.105!!
This!concern!with!linguistic!singularity!as!an!extension!of!political!relations!
(and!the!conditions!under!which!these!are!possible)!is!already!at!issue!in!Koessler’s!
study,!the!earliest!articulation!of!the!“false!friend.”!In!a!letter!that!serves!as!the!
preface!to!the!work,!dated!July!2,!1924,!Louis!Cazamian!applauds!Koessler!for!
having!“fait!œuvre!vraiment!nationale,!en!ajoutant!un!lien!modeste!à!tous!ceux!qui!
unissent!deux!pays!amis.!Amis,!en!dépit!de!si!profondes!différences,!sources!de!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
105!The!insistence!on!a!friendship!without!analogy!also!bears!a!close!relation!to!Benjamin’s!figure!of!
translation—that!is,!that!it!also!should!avoid!resemblance!and!aspire!instead!to!relation,!thus!
underscoring!and!enacting!the!loss!of!the!reine'Sprache.!
!
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malentendus!mutuels”!(v).!This!friendship!among!nations,!all!the!more!poignant!for!
the!moment!in!which!it!is!affirmed,!is!couched!in!terms!not!only!of!cultural!
exchange,!but!also!of!difference.!Like!the!insistence!on!the!physical!interventions!of!
the!translator!in!Saer’s!Cicatrices,!Cazamian’s!letter!situates!the!negotiation!of!these!
false!friends!in!a!specific!place!and!time.!The!combination!of!these!elements—that!
is,!the!focus!on!linguistic!difference!and!the!historicoUpolitical!situatedness!of!the!
linguistic!agent—denaturalizes!the!process!of!linguistic!transfer!and,!consequently,!
demands!a!deeper,!contextualized!examination!of!these!mediated!moments!of!
exchange.!
Armed!with!the!understanding!of!the!intrinsic!falsehood!of!the!“true!friend”!
through!Rímini’s!primal!scene!of!linguistic!incommensurability,!we!see!how!the!
cognate!as!a!whole—rather!than!only!in!those!misleading!“false”!cases—might,!in!
this!falsehood,!perform!the!function!of!the!“true!enemy”!described!above.!In!the!
context!of!cultural!politics,!this!insistence!on!difference!forces!a!consideration!of!the!
processes!of!translation!and!localization!upon!which!the!transfer!of!cultural!goods—
and!the!cultural!relations!that!determine!the!relative!worth!of!these!goods,!the!
terms!under!which!they!can!be!consumed,!the!ways!in!which!they!are!discussed,!and!
so!on—depends.!What!is!more,!like!the!falseness!concealed!within!the!“true”!
cognate!in!El'pasado,!this!positive!form!of!enmity!was!there!all!along,!embedded!in!
the!structure!of!the!relation.!As!Derrida!observes,!the!enemy!“did!not!rise'up;!he!did!
not!come!after!the!friend!to!oppose!or!negate!him.!He!was!already!there,!this!fellow!
creature,!this!double!or!this!twin”!(172).!!
!!
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“In!this!era!of!global!capital!triumphant,”!Spivak!writes!in!Death'of'a'Discipline,!“to!
keep!responsibility!alive!in!the!reading!and!teaching!of!the!textural!is!at!first!slightly!
impractical!…!The!planet!is,!here,!as!perhaps!always,!a!catachresis!for!inscribing!
collective!responsibility!as!right”!(102).!This!responsibility!can!be!understood,!
through!Derrida,!as!the!possibility!of!response,!a!responseUability!that!exists!only!
insofar!as!there!are!two!(or!more)!discrete,!nonUanalogous,!entities!to!make!and!
answer!the!call.106!In!fact,!the!connection!to!The'Politics'of'Friendship'is!drawn!by!
Spivak!herself,!in!her!use!of!the!term!teleiopoiesis,107!which!should!be!understood!
not!only!as!a!form!of!making!across!distance,!but!also!as!a'making'of'precisely!the!
kind!of!distance!necessary!to!the!establishment!of!the!singular!political!subject.108!In!
its!temporal!structure,!this!construction!of!the!other!through!the!making!of!distance!
is!aligned!with!the!anticipated!or!performatively!predicted!comingUofUsomethingU
other!(the!anders'kommt)!in!Nietzsche!(Friendship'31)!in!much!the!same!way!that!a!
work’s!translatability!anticipates!or!performatively!predicts!its!translation!in!
Benjamin.!!
The!mobilization!of!the!cognate!as!an!explicit!stumbling,!or!stuttering,!block!
for!translation,!then,!is!a!gesture!toward!a!right!to!untranslatability—not!for!an!
individual!term,!oeuvre,!or!literature,!but!rather!for!translation!itself:!a!holistic!
critical!understanding!of!translation!that!presents!the!literary!worldUsystem!as!a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
106!In!Derrida’s!words,!“There!is!no!respect,!as!its!name!connotes,!without!the!vision!and!distance!of!a!
spacing,”!just!as!there!can!be!“no!responsibility!without!response”!(252).!
107!Eric!Hayot!and!Corinne!Scheiner!both!explore!the!orthographic!slippage!involved!in!the!transfer!
of!this!term,!the!stakes!of!which!include!the!conception!of!reading!as!a!creative!act!(Scheiner!243)!
and!the!construction!of!a!migratory!subjectivity!(Hayot!221).!
108!As!Corinne!Scheiner!points!out,!though!tele'(distance)!does!not!have!the!same!meaning!as'teleio!
(completion),!Derrida’s!teleiopoiesis!“entails!the!crossing!of!distance”!(240).!
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planetary!network!of!heterocosms!that!interact!but!are!not!reducible!to,!or!
exchangeable!with,!one!another.109!Central!to!this!insistence!on!an!integrated!
understanding!of!(un)translatability!is!not!only!the!notion!that!translation!is!a!
fundamentally!creative!practice,!as!suggested!by!a!long!line!of!Latin!American!critics!
such!as!Borges,!Haroldo!de!Campos,!and!Octavio!Paz,!but!also!a!reading!practice!that!
insists!on!the!structural!frictions,!the!textures,!that!lie!beneath!the!domesticating,!
homogenizing!force!of!globalization.!Guarding!against!the!notion!of!translational!
“success”!that!naturalizes!linguistic!and!editorial!choices!and!thereby!forestalls!a!
critical!approach!to!the!way!in!which!a!given!cultural!object!enters!the!target!
language!system,!this!insistence!on!translation’s!right!to!untranslatability!suspends!
the!moment!of!acculturation!in!a!way!that!emphasizes!the!divergent!specificities!
and!mechanisms!of!mediation!behind!the!global!circulation!of!goods!and!ideas.!!
! Ultimately,!the!assertion!of!translation’s!right!to!untranslatability!pushes!us!
toward!a!new,!distancing!form!of!reading!that—in!contrast!to!Franco!Moretti’s!
muchUdebated!strategy!of!distant!reading,!which!analyses!broad!swaths!of!cultural!
production!as!a!single!data!set—preserves!and!privileges!cultural!specificity!over!
and!against!the!expediency!of!unexamined!linguistic!transfer.!In!much!the!same!way!
that!the!disruption!of!the!friendUenemy!dichotomy!pushes!us!toward!a!new!sense!of!
the!political!in!Derrida’s!reflections,!toward!a!new!democracy!“capable!of!
respectfully!experiencing!that!friendship,!which!would!at!last!be!just,!just!beyond!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
109!In!Against'World'Literature,'Barbara!Cassin!is!quoted!as!describing!homonymy!and!amphiboly!
(ambivalent!syntax)!as!“radical!evil!in!translations”!(25).!Apter!mentions!“false!friends”!in!this!
context,!but!does!not!go!into!detail;!for!the!purpose!of!this!study,!I!would!like!to!underscore!the!
interchangeability!between!homonymy!and!the!!cognate,!which!both,!as!Apter!argues,!arouse!a!
“conscious!suspicion!of!something!offUkilter!or!terribly!wrong!within!language”!that!ultimately!paves!
the!way!for!the!kind!of!“consequential!relativism”!(26U27)!sought!throughout!this!chapter.!
!
!
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law,!and!measured!up!against!its!measurelessness”!(306),!this!movement!to!collapse!
the!distinction!between!translation!and!untranslatability—that!is,!to!read!
translations!with!the!same!etymological!care!usually!reserved!for!that!subset!of!
language!deemed!“untranslatable”—pushes!us!toward!a!politics!of!culture!grounded!
in!specificity,!in!expressive!singularity,!in!what!Spivak!calls,!in!Death'of'a'Discipline,!
the!“textural”!perception!unique!to!a!planetary!sensibility!(102).!In!their!respective!
engagements!of!untranslatability!in!a!broad,!rather!than!caseUspecific,!sense,!Pauls,!
Benesdra,!and!De!Santis!not!only!challenge!and!complicate!the!notion!of!a!global!
monoculture,!they!also!lay!the!groundwork!for!the!full!appreciation!of!a!planetary!
set!of!cultures!engaged!in!dynamic,!historically!contingent,!and!highly!mediated!
transactions.
!
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!
CHAPTER!FOUR!
Writing!in!the!Margins:!The!Case!of!Mario!Bellatin!
!
Pies:!pasos!que!en!sus!saltos!dejan!huellas!en!el!cuerpo!del!texto.!Patología:!margen!
que!el!traductor!comparte!con!otros!desterrados!…!que!abre!la!polifonía.!
!
— Liliana!Feierstein!
!
Es!complicado!tratar!de!interpretar!mis!novelas,!creo!más!bien!que!no!admiten!
muchas!veces!ninguna!interpretación.!Aunque!creo!que!lo!único!hasta!cierto!punto!
coherente!quizás!esté!en!la!forma!y!no!en!los!contenidos.!!
!
—!Mario!Bellatin!!
!
!
The!preceding!chapters!examined!the!ways!in!which!contemporary!Latin!American!
fiction!negotiated!imbalances!of!discursive!authority!through!the!mobilization!of!
tropes!of!translation!theory!related!to!the!notion!of!fidelity:!first,!through!scenes!of!
translation!that!shortUcircuit!the!hierarchical!model!of!influence!or!derivation!by!
recourse!to!scenes!of!“monstrous”!textual!reproduction,!and!then!by!positing!the!
fundamentally!creative!nature!of!translation!as!an!effect!of!the!incommensurability!
of!languages,!even!(or!especially)!at!the!point!at!which!transfer!would!seem!least!
problematic,!that!of!the!cognate.!From!these!more!linguistically!oriented!
considerations,!the!following!chapter!will!focus!on!the!mobilization!of!two!distinct!
but!interrelated!translational!spaces:!one!on!the!page!itself,!and!the!other!within!the!
fictional!worlds!inhabited!by!these!translatorUprotagonists.!This!approach!is!
predicated!on!the!notion!that!ultimately,!as!theorists!of!translation!from!Toury!
(1985)!to!Niranjana!(1992)!to!the!contributors!of!collections!by!Bassnett!and!
Trivedi!(1999),!Tymoczko!and!Gentzler!(2002)!and!Bermann!and!Wood!(2005)—
!
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and!of!course!Borges,!who!outlined!the!felicitous!situation!of!the!writer!at!the!
“periphery”!as!early!as!1951—have!suggested,!translation!never!occurs!in!a!vacuum,!
but!rather!at!a!determined,!and!determining,!set!of!psychological!and!spatial!
coordinates.!In!other!words,!the!physical!space!occupied!by!the!translator!carries!
with!it!subjective!implications!that!are!inseparable!from!cultural!geopolitics,!and!
shape!not!only!the!way!in!which!a!given!work!is!translated,!but!also!(on!an!
institutional!level)!determine!which!works!appear!in!translation!in!any!given!
literary!system!and,!as!a!result,!the!scope!of!the!cultural!horizon!perceptible!to!each.!
This!chapter,!then,!addresses!the!concept!of!the!scene!of!translation!in!both!
senses!of!the!word:!not!only!in!that!of!the!miseDenDscène'of!the!translator,!but!also!in!
that!of!the!denotation!of!a!site!or!locus.!As!such,!I!explore!the!paratextual!space!of!
the!translator’s!footnote!in!light!of!the!uneven!distribution!of!discursive!authority!
and!the!supposed!cultural!marginality!of!the!translator!prevalent!in!discussions!of!
the!practice,!as!well!as!the!response!to!these!ideas!in!contemporary!fiction,!which!
involves!the!appropriation!or!construction!of!both!physical!and!textual!spaces!
through!the!manipulation!of!these!topological!tropes.!!
!
I.!On!the!(FootM)!Printed!Page!
!
Though!it!may!appear!innocuous—even,!as!Anthony!Grafton!has!quipped,!
“apocalyptically!trivial”!(“Footnote”!54)—the!footnote!has!generated!its!share!of!
polemics!over!the!years.!A!repository!for!the!excesses!and!limitations!of!the!written!
text,!the!foot!of!the!page!is!home!not!only!to!data!and!scholarly!references,!but!also!
!
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to!declarations!of!intellectual!affinity!and!enmity,!corrections,!anecdotes,!and—in!
the!case!of!the!translator’s!note—particularly!troublesome!linguistic!knots.!
Footnotes!are,!in!their!marginal!way,!central!to!major!works!by!Borges,!Piglia,!and!
Puig,!to!name!just!a!few,!offering!in!the!narrative!context!a!means!of!establishing!
critical!distance!(real!or!feigned)!and!polyvocality!within!the!text.110!Yet,!as!Jacques!
Derrida!points!out!in!“This!is!Not!an!Oral!Footnote”!(1991),!the!footnote!has!
historically!been!seen!as!a!subordinate!site!for!scholarly!or!subjective!intervention:!!
The!status!of!a!footnote!implies!a!normalized,!legalized,!legitimized!
distribution!of!the!space,!a!spacing!that!assigns!hierarchical!relationships:!
relationships!of!authority!between!the!soUcalled!principal!text,!the!footnoted!
text,!which!happens!to!be!higher!(spatially!and!symbolically),!and!the!
footnoting!text,!which!happens!to!be!lower,!situated!in!what!could!be!called!
an!inferior!margin…This!relationship!of!authority!inscribed!in!the!topology!
has!a!political!dimension!as!well,!indeed!a!theologicoUpolitical!one.!Why!
theologicoUpolitical?!If!one!considers!that!the!absolute!model!of!a!text!whose!
very!structure!precludes!its!ever!being!second,!secondary,!explanatory…is!a!
divine!speech!act!or!divine!writing…[then]!the!law!of!this!hierarchy…binds!
the!author!of!the!main!text,!the!God!of!the!footnoted!text,!to!subordinates,!
slaves,!or!foreign!annotators.!!(193)!
!
Rather!than!providing!a!forum!for!open!dialogue!across!linguistic!and!cultural!
systems,!longUheld!prejudices!surrounding!these!interventions!at!the!lower!margin!
of!the!page!present!the!space!of!the!footnote—understood!in!general!terms!in!
Derrida’s!text,!and!in!the!specific!sense!of!the!translator’s!note!for!the!purposes!of!
this!study—as!the!administration!of!a!received!(divine)!order.!This!cordoning!off!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
110!Within!Borges’s!oeuvre,!important!footnoted!works!include!“Pierre!Menard,!autor!del!Quijote,”!
“Deutsches!Requiem,”!and!“El!Aleph”;!for!a!critical!approach!to!Borges’s!use!of!footnotes,!see!“En!los!
márgenes!de!Borges”!by!Antonio!Gómez!LópezUQuiñones!and!Evelyn!Fishburne’s!“A!Footnote!to!
Borges!Studies”!(2004).!Nonetheless,!while!the!footnotes!of!these!works!reconfigure!the!body!text!
into!which!they!are!inserted!as!an!unstable!object—LópezUQuiñones!argues!that!the!former!“no!
refleja!solamente!un!testimonio!nazi,!sino!una!contextualización!que!lo!incomoda!y!descentra”!
(150)—because!they!are!not!presented!as!a!translator’s!note!per!se!(“Pierre!Menard,”!though!a!miseU
enUscène!of!translation!in!its!own!right,!situates!the!figure!of!the!translator!in!the!footnoted!text!
rather!than!at!its!margins),!they!will!not!be!discussed!at!length!in!this!chapter.!In!the!above,!I!refer!
also!to!Piglia’s!Nombre'falso!(1975)!and!Puig’s!Beso'de'la'mujer'araña!(1976).!
!
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further!domesticates!the!translated!work!even!as!it!recognizes!it!as!a!translation,!
and!endows!the!principal,!or!body,!text!with!what!Derrida!calls!a!“religious”!
authority.!By!acknowledging!certain!points!at!which!the!translator!was!unable!to!
find!a!satisfying!equivalent!and!felt!the!need!to!explain!his!or!her!choice,!the!
footnote!paradoxically!implies!that!the!choices!left!uncommented!are,!by!contrast,!
unproblematic;!this!subsequently!presents!the!target!language!text!as!a!natural!
extension!of!the!original,!as!opposed!to!a!creative!work!in!its!own!right.!!
Over!and!against!this!conception!of!the!footnote!as!a!subordinate!and!
ultimately!conservative!textual!intervention,!several!critics!and!writers!have!
mobilized!the!lower!margin!on!the!page!as!a!space!for!reimagining!discursive!
hierarchies,!emphasizing!the!paradox!of!the!footnote’s!dual!role!in!reinforcing!the!
authority!of!the!body!text!(the!authorial!voice)!and!revealing!that!text!to!be!
fundamentally!open!to!debate.111!In!his!“For!a!Political!Economy!of!Annotation,”!
Laurent!Mayali!takes!this!idea!a!step!further,!arguing!that!the!struggle!for!discursive!
power!is!inherently!inscribed!in!the!footnote!itself,!and!that—once!the!annotation!is!
introduced!in!the!text—the!scales!are!tipped!in!the!favor!of!the!annotator.!“In!its!
original!Latin!meaning,”!he!writes,!“auctor!does!not!designate!the!writer!but!rather!
the!guarantor,!that!is,!a!person!who!attests!or!vouches!for!the!truth!of!a!statement!
or!a!situation…this!guaranteed!reproduction!of!truth!is!embodied!in!the!text,!which!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
111!In!addition!to!Liliana!Feierstein,!whose!“N.!de!la!T.:!los!pies!del!texto”!(2008)!is!discussed!at!length!
below,!the!subject!has!been!addressed!by!a!number!of!scholars,!among!them!the!contributors!to!
Stephen!A.!Barney’s!Annotations'and'Its'Texts!(1991).!Anthony!Grafton’s!The'Footnote:'A'Curious'
History'(1999)!is!an!essential!study!on!the!subject.!Though!primarily!focused!on!the!academic!
footnote!in!historical!works,!the!way!in!which!the!inclusion!of!source!material!at!the!bottom!of!the!
page!allows!the!reader!to!consider!both!the!arguments!being!advanced!and!the!exegetic!process!
upon!which!they!are!based,!suggests!the!democratic!nature!of!the!footnote!in!the!context!of!
translation,!as!well.!!
!
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in!turn!becomes!a!source!of!power.!The!annotation!is!thus!a!procedure!of!political!
appropriation!of!the!power!of!the!text”!(185U186).!In!these!formulations,!Derrida!
and!Mayali!coincide!in!their!assertions!that!the!footnoting!text!is!inherently!
dependent!on!the!footnoted!one;!in!the!latter!formulation,!however,!the!footnote!
usurps!the!discursive!authority!of!the!annotated!work!rather!than!administering!the!
divine!word!of!the!principal!text.!In!the!context!of!the!present!study,!this!upending!
of!the!relationship!between!center!and!the!margin!of!the!page!suggests!an!elevation!
of!the!position!of!their!translatorUprotagonists!and!insisting!on!the!creative!element!
of!the!practice.!!
This!is!certainly!true!of!Mario!Bellatin’s!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami'
(2000).!Written!not!about'a!translator,!but!as'what!Emily!Apter!has!called!“a!
translation!with!no!original”!(Translation'Zone'210),!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami'
contains!a!series!of!footnotes!that!openly!undermine!the!discursive!authority!of!the!
work!they!are!expected!to!supplement.!As!such,!this!pseudotranslation!evokes!a!
number!of!themes!that!appear!regularly!in!Bellatin’s!interventions,!such!as!that!of!
the!role!of!the!author!in!the!reception!of!a!text,!the!idea!that!the!borders!of!a!text—
and,!indeed,!between!the!written!word!and!lived!experience—are!porous!and!that,!
subsequently,!a!given!work!is!part!of!a!continuum!that!not!only!includes!an!
apparently!infinite!set!of!texts,!but!other!interventions,!as!well.!In!this!sense,!just!as!
Bellatin’s!thematization!of!translation!inserts!itself!into!one!of!the!writer’s!central!
preoccupations!at!the!time—the!manipulation!and!desacralization!of!the!figure!of!
the!author—his!specific!use!of!the!translator’s!footnote!sheds!light!on!the!way!in!
which!this!historically!subaltern!textual!space!can!be!mobilized!to!complicate!the!
!
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notion!of!a!“receptive”!or!“derivative”!literary!system.112!As!I!argue!in!the!analysis!
that!follows,!this!is!not!only!a!matter!of!rendering!visible!the!processes!of!
interlinguistic!transfer,!but!also!of!positing!the!essential!instability!of!the!original!
and!the!formative!effect!translation!retroactively!exerts!upon!it.!In!other!words,!
though!the!footnote—as!a!textual!extension!of!the!translator!himself—moves!the!
body!text!from!one!place!to!another,!it!simultaneously!complicates!this!transfer,!
threatening!to!trip!it!up.!!
!
As!suggested!above,!despite!the!conservative!dynamics!of!discursive!
authority!often!contained!therein,!the!relationship!between!the!annotated!and!
annotating!text!holds!the!potential!to!upend!those!same!hierarchies.!Though!the!
footnote!is!always!“before!the!law”!of!the!institutionally!enforced!hierarchy!between!
the!sacred!word!of!the!principal!text!and!the!subordinate!administration!of!that!
word—or,!more!accurately,!precisely!because!of!this!fact—the!latter!has!the!
potential!to!undermine!that!authority!from!the!outset.!As!Derrida!himself!asserts,!
“as!soon!as!there!is!a!law,!the!law—all!deceptions,!transgressions,!and!subversions!
are!possible”!(194).!In!the!end,!he!argues,!the!status!of!the!footnote!is!not!as!fixed,!or!
as!secondary,!as!it!might!initially!appear:!through!historically!contingent!practices!
of!reading!and!writing,!the!relation!between!the!two!spaces!can!be!inverted,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
112!This!position!is!seen!most!readily!in!pieces!like!“Lo!raro!es!ser!un!escritor!raro”!(in!Pájaro'
transparente,!2006)!and!the!intervention!Congreso'de'dobles!(Paris,!2003).!In!the!former,!proper!
nouns!are!uniformly!written!in!lowercase—by!2009,!with!the!publication!of!his!Biografía'ilustrada'de'
Mishima!this!was!no!longer!his!practice—in!the!latter,!as!will!be!discussed!at!greater!length!below,!
Bellatin!staged!an!elaborate!experiment!in!which!he!replaced!the!famous!writers!invited!to!a!literary!
conference!with!“civilians”!trained!to!answer!in!their!stead.!
!
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rendering!the!body!text!a!pretext!for!the!footnote.113!This!possibility!is!due,!in!large!
part,!to!the!“topological”!characteristics!of!the!footnote:!“the!very!subordination!of!
[which]!assures!a!sort!of!framing,!a!delimitation!in!the!space!that!gives!it!a!
paradoxical!independence,!a!freedom,!an!autonomy”!(“Footnote”!194).!This!central!
paradox,!part!of!a!larger!question!of!the!relations!of!discursive!authority!between!
these!two!textual!spaces,!is!evident!even!in!the!title!of!Derrida’s!remarks.!Evoking!
René!Magritte’s!surrealist!conceit,!his!remarks!situate!themselves!at!the!tenuous!
border!between!poiesis!and!commentary,!that!is,!at!the!moment!in!which!an!object!
is!reconstituted!by!the!introduction!of!a!gloss.!!
This!is!particularly!true!of!the!translator’s!footnote,!which!exists!at!the!
intersection!of!two!contradictory!mandates:!the!fidelity!of!the!subordinate!and!the!
autonomy!of!the!literary!critic,!who!occupies!a!position!of!distance!from!and!
equality!with!the!text.!Liliana!Feierstein,!in!her!“N.!de!la!T.:!los!pies!del!texto,”!
suggests!a!similarly!dynamic!relation!between!the!annotated!and!annotating!texts.!
The!translator’s!footnote,!she!argues,!functions!as!a!commentary!on!the!body!text!in!
the!way!that!the!Talmudic!perush!do:!at!the!same!time!they!elucidate!the!document!
itself,!they!render!its!discursive!authority!relative,!subject!to!a!chain!of!hermeneutic!
and!dialogic!interventions.!This!commentary,!which!Feierstein!describes!as!
“constitutivo,!enriquecedor,!ineludible,!infinito,”!transports!and!mobilizes!the!body!
text,!“rodeándolo!y!sacudiéndo!el!polvo!de!los!siglos!en!sus!infinitas!posibilidades!de!
interpretación”!(18).!An!unavoidable!consequence!of!this!exegesis!is!that—in!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
113!The!examples!of!this!phenomenon!that!Derrida!cites!are!largely!associated!with!the!academic!
sphere,!but!his!observations!apply!to!the!textual!operations!at!work!in!the!fiction!here!examined.!
!
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essential!multiplicity!it!reveals—the!footnote!undermines!the!unity!of!the!body!text!
and,!along!with!it,!any!claim!to!a!single,!privileged!interpretation,!an!absolute!
interpretation—ironically,!precisely!because!of!the!“religious”!quality!to!which!
Derrida!alludes.!!
Describing!the!relation!between!footnotes!and!body!text!as!a!series!of!“pasos!
que!en!sus!saltos!dejan!huellas!en!el!cuerpo!del!texto”!(18),!Feierstein!identifies!the!
footnote!as!a!subversive!force!that!splinters!“la!homogeneidad!y!transparencia!del!
cuerpo!lineal!del!texto!obligándonos!a!interrumpir!el!monótono!ritmo!del!monólogo!
en!un!salto!al!margen!de!la!página!…!recordándonos!la!polifonía!y!multiplicidad!de!
sentidos!que!el!dogma!textual!quiso!ocultar”!(18).!Beyond!its!function!as!a!visual!
reminder!of!the!translator’s!intervention—and!of!the!gaps!and!misalignments!
inherent!to!any!transfer!between!languages—the!footnote!also!renders!relative!the!
discursive!authority!of!the!body!text!by!presenting!it!alongside!its!commentary.114!
Though!these!annotations!illuminate!“los!complejos!intersticios!entre!las!lenguas,”!
their!presence!is!often!challenged!by!conservative!literary!professionals!who!long!
for!a!text!“sin!caos,!sin!interrupciones,!sin!desvíos”!(19).!!
Feierstein!returns!to!this!idea!via!a!reading!of!Michael!Bernays’s!seminal!
study!on!footnotes!and!quotations!published!in!1892,!adding!that!“la!linealidad!
temporal!de!Occidente!(cronología!unidimensional!y!plana)!y!la!interpretación!única!
dada!en!el!dogma!(sea!del!Papa,!del!rey!o,!más!tarde,!del!científico!europeo!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
114!Though!he!acknowledges!that!the!footnote!has!historically!been!used!as!a!means!of!creating!“a!
myth!of!scholarly!authority,”!and!even!as!he!valorizes!one!form!of!marginal!intervention!over!
another,!Grafton!also!recognizes!that!footnotes!are!“inherently!provisional;!they!invite!criticism!and!
revision”!(59)!and!asserts!that!they!serve!as!a!counterpoint!to!the!“intellectual!dogmatism”!of!
Descartes!(66).!Even!within!a!scholarly!context,!then,!the!footnote!performs!a!dialogic!
democratization!of!the!text,!belying!the!historian’s!claim!to!absolute!discursive!authority.!!
!
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occidental!y!positivista)!limita!el!espacio!del!texto!empobreciéndolo.!Basta!de!
locuras!y!de!caos!…!Pero!el!discurso!y!el!pensamiento!(que!es!en!sí!polifónico!y!
simultáneo!y!caótico!y!plural)!no!se!dejan!domesticar,!al!menos!no!del!todo”!(26).!
This!assertion!is!particularly!relevant!to!the!present!study!for!the!way!it!posits!the!
retroactive!effect!that!this!intervention!from!the!margins!exerts!on!the!body!text,!
reconstituting!the!very!object!to!which!it!is!assumed!to!be!subordinate.!!
The!roughening!of!the!surface!of!the!text!that!results!from!the!dynamic!
exchange!between!footnoted!and!footnoting!text!is!particularly!salient!in!the!Latin!
American!context,!not!only!as!a!political!analog!to!the!academic!conservatism!
described!above,!but!also!for!the!way!it!has!the!potential!to!subvert!totalizing!
institutional!and!State!narratives,!and!destabilize!the!discursive!hierarchies!implied!
in!the!relationship!between!the!body!text!and!its!commentary,!between!the!original!
and!its!translated!version,!and!between!the!literary!systems!that!produce!them.!
!
Two!short!stories!from!different!national!and!historical!contexts!illuminate!
the!shadowy!space!of!the!translator’s!footnote!in!a!way!that!enacts!Feierstein’s!
reading!of!its!subversive!potential,!its!ability!to!destabilize!the!hierarchies!of!textual!
authority,!and!provide!a!context!for!better!understanding!the!discursive!position!
established!by!Mario!Bellatin!in!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami.!The!first!of!these,!
Rodolfo!Walsh’s!“Nota!al!pie”!(1967),!takes!place!in!the!wake!of!a!suicide:!León!de!
Sanctis,!a!prolific!but!disillusioned!translator,!has!taken!his!own!life!in!the!small!
quarters!he!rents,!leaving!behind!an!unfinished!manuscript!and!a!note!addressed!to!
his!editor!(and,!it!would!appear,!only!friend),!Otero.!The!text!communicates!just!as!
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much!visually!as!it!does!through!exposition:!the!space!of!the!page!is!divided!
between!the!“narrative”—the!action!that!occurs!in!the!translator’s!room!as!Otero!
waits!with!León’s!landlady!for!the!police!inspector!to!arrive—and!the!“gloss”!of!a!
suicide!note!ostensibly!left!by!the!deceased.!The!thematic!presentation!of!
translation!and!its!agent!within!the!narrative!is!thus!complemented!by!this!
structural!visual!element,!which!is!not!only!a!rehearsal!of!the!subordinate!social!and!
textual!position!of!the!story’s!central!figure,!but!also!positions!the!reader!in!a!space!
between!two!texts,!forcing!him!or!her!to!negotiate!two!parallel,!and!occasionally!
contradictory,!discourses.!
Within!the!(dual)!narrative!itself,!the!model!proposed!by!Walsh!plays!with!
the!traditional!conception!of!the!translator!as!a!submissive,!secondary!producer!of!
texts.!At!the!same!time!he!is!presented!as!a!solitary,!impoverished—fairly!
pathetic—figure,!León!is!determined!to!create!a!space!of!agency!for!himself!within!
his!work:!Otero!recalls!his!boasting!at!one!point!that!his!translation!was!unique,!
because!it!had!a!thousand!fewer!words!than!the!original!(99);!the!“footnote”!to!the!
narrative,!in!León’s!voice!similarly!claims:!“Nunca!leí!con!anticipación!el!libro!que!
traducía:!así!participaba!en!la!tensión!que!iba!creando,!asumía!una!parte!del!autor”!
(111),!a!role!he!had!often!toyed!with!assuming!under!his!own!name,!but!had!
renounced!in!favor!of!the!financial!upside!of!continuing!on!as!a!translator.!Through!
the!exposition!at!the!bottom!of!the!page,!the!reader!is!informed!(with!a!wink)!that!
León!has!given!up!the!“recurso!abominable”!(110)!of!the!footnote,!though!this!
withdrawal!from!the!margins!is!offset!by!the!radical!reconfiguration!of!the!originals!
with!which!he!works.!“No!sé!en!qué!momento!empecé!a!distraerme,”!he!reflects,!“a!
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saltear!palabras,!luego!frases.!Resolvía!cualquier!dificultad!omitiéndola.!Un!día!
extravié!medio!pliego!de!una!novela!de!Asimov.!¿Sabe!lo!que!hice?!Lo!inventé!de!
pies!a!cabeza”!(118).!!
This!tension!between!the!demand!for!fidelity!inherent!to!León’s!office!and!his!
assertion!of!creative!autonomy!is!represented!on!a!structural!level,!as!well:!unlike!
traditional!footnotes,!which!form!a!network!of!data!supplementary!to!the!body!text!
and!joined!to!it!at!the!multiple!points!of!the!glossed!terms,!the!titular!footnote!is!a!
parallel!text,!supplementary!to!the!body!narrative!only!insofar!as!it!offers!a!different!
perspective!on!the!axial!event!of!León’s!death.!In!a!the!visual!representation!of!!this!
discursive!incursion,!the!translator’s!“footnote”—the!suicide!letter—occupies!a!
mere!two!lines!on!the!story’s!first!page,!but!annexes!more!and!more!of!the!visualU
discursive!space!of!the!work!as!the!ratio!between!“narrative”!and!“gloss”!is!
gradually!inverted.!The!final!page!features!a!single!line!of!dialogue!that!assigns!
ownership!of!the!suicide!note,!lost!in!the!italicized!sea!of!its!matter.!What!begins!as!a!
whispered,!apologetic!gloss,!as!a!performance!of!what!Lawrence!Venuti!calls!the!
“shadowy!presence”!of!the!translator,!becomes!a!roar!that!drowns!out!the!text!being!
commented!upon—an!operation!in!direct!defiance!of!the!elision!to!which!León!is!
subjected!editorially,!whether!in!the!form!of!the!abbreviation!of!his!name,!or!“la!
implacable!tachadura!del!medio!centenar!de!notas!al!pie”!(110),!the!excision!of!the!
footnotes!with!which!he!had!peppered!his!first!translation.115!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
115!Opening!his!first!published!translation,!León!sees!the!attribution!“Versión!castellana!de!L.D.S”!and!
thinks,!“que'era'yo,'resumido'en'cuerpo'6,'pero'yo,'León'de'Sanctis”!(113).!
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A!similar!dynamic!is!at!work!in!Moacyr!Scliar’s!1995!short!story,!“Notas!ao!Pé!da!
Página.”!Inverting!the!“implacable!tachadura”!to!which!Walsh’s!translator!is!
subjected,!Scliar!presents!a!text!that!is!all!footnote,!that!is,!the!firstUperson!response!
of!a!translator!to!the!source!text,!supposedly!the!diary!of!the!author!with!whom!he!
works.!This!original,!which!would!typically!have!pride!of!place!on!the!printed!page,!
has!been!excised!completely!from!the!document:!it!exists!only!through!the!
references!to!it!that!appear!in!the!footnotes,!leaving!most!of!the!physical!space!of!
the!page!blank.!Though!it!would!have!fit!well!in!the!previous!chapter!for!the!gender!
dynamics!it!foregrounds,!Scliar’s!story!is!worth!considering!in!this!context!for!the!
way!in!which!it!aligns!the!physical!aspect,!or!spatial!relations,!of!the!page!with!the!
culturally!ingrained!tendency!to!privilege!the!original!over!the!translation!and!the!
assignment!of!discursive!authority.!!
Scliar’s!divergence!from!the!model!of!the!translator!as!a!subjugated!and!
shadowy!figure!is!evident!from!the!very!start.!Unlike!Walsh’s!León,!who—though!
cavalier!in!his!treatment!of!the!texts!he!translates!and!proud!to!a!fault!of!his!
interventions—is!portrayed!as!a!recluse!with!a!single!suit!and!a!chronic!case!of!
sinusitis,!Scliar’s!narrator!is!a!swaggering!aficionado,!a!translator!of!great!renown!
invited!to!stay!with!the!poet!whose!work!he!translates!(and!whose!lover!he!
seduces)!because!this!poet!wanted!to!“estabelecer!contatos!com!pessoas!que!lhe!
pareciam!importantes—uma!categoria!na!qual!eu!me!enquadrava!por!minha!
reputação!como!tradutor”!(372).!The!inversion!of!the!typical!power!dynamic!
between!author!and!translator!(according!to!which!the!translator!is!subservient!to!
the!author,!dependent!on!him!to!produce!the!original,!approve!the!translation,!and!
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so!forth)!implied!here!is!explicit!throughout:!the!poet!is!depicted!waiting!anxiously!
for!the!translator’s!arrival,!then!later!begging!on!his!knees,!first!that!his!lover!not!
leave!him,!then,!having!failed!in!this,!that!the!narrator!continue!to!translate!his!
poetry.!!The!story’s!final!note!describes!the!scene:!“O!autor!também!não!fala!da!
áspera!discussão!que!tivemos,”!the!translator!protagonist!insists.!“OfendeuUme!tanto!
que,!exasperado,!anuncieiUlhe!que!nunca!mais!traduziria!um!único!verso!dele.!Nesse!
momento!mudou!por!completo;!praticamente!arrojandoUse!a!meus!pés—era!de!uma!
submissão!abjeta—implorouUme!que!continuasse!sendo!seu!tradutor”!(375).!!
The!image!of!the!author!occupying!the!space!at!the!narrator’s!feet!is!
extraordinary!in!this!context;!beyond!inverting!the!hierarchy!that!would!
traditionally!favor!the!author,!his!gesture!of!supplication!actually!puts!him!in'the'
place!of!the!translator.!Conversely,!with!the!opening!gambit!of!“também!não”!Scliar!
reimagines!the!process!of!textual!creation:!not!only!is!the!“original”!suppressed!in!
the!story,!its!invisible!content!is!perpetually!being!reconfigured—or!generated!for!
the!first!time,!as!in!this!case—by!the!translator,!who!adds!in!“missing”!material.!Yet!
it!is!not!only!in!this!physical!sense!that!the!author!and!his!work!(and,!with!them,!the!
category!of!“the!original”)!are!subjugated!in!this!narrative.!!
On!a!basic!level,!the!assignment!of!discursive!authority!is!conditioned!by!and!
propagates!an!imbalance!in!power.!In!traditional!conceptions!of!the!relation!
between!the!original!and!its!“copy,”!the!original!hangs!spectrally!over!the!
translation!as!the!measure!of!a!fidelity!it!can!never!hope!to!achieve!and,!as!such,!is!
viewed!as!being!more!valid,!closer!to!the!supposed!fixed!and!singular!meaning!of!a!
work.!In!Scliar’s!narrative,!however,!that!original!is!subsumed!entirely!within!(and!
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subjugated!to)!the!voice!of!the!translator.!In!one!sense,!this!gesture!points!to!an!
aspect!of!translation!that!is!often—intentionally,!necessarily—overlooked:!the!fact!
that!the!translated!text!always!reaches!the!reader!through!a!process!of!refraction,!
that!it!is!always!a!retelling!in!another!voice,!despite!the!cultural!pressure!to!conceal!
the!process!of!mediation!that!brings!the!work!into!its!new!context.!
This!tendency!to!mask!the!processes!by!which!a!translation!is!produced!and!
circulated!in!a!target!culture!is,!as!I!have!discussed!elsewhere!in!this!study,!the!
primary!focus!of!Lawrence!Venuti’s!The'Translator’s'Invisibility.!Venuti,!we!recall,!
sought!to!overturn!the!“cult!of!fluency”!that!defined!the!Western!canon!and!its!
engagement!of!translated!works,!arguing!that!the!fact!that!a!translation’s!value!
should!be!determined!with!regard!to!its!ability!to!be!subsumed!within!the!
established!frameworks!of!the!target!language!points!to!“the!violence!that!resides!in!
the!very!purpose!and!activity!of!translation:!the!reconstitution!of!the!foreign!text!in!
accordance!with!values,!beliefs!and!representations!that!preexist!it!in!the!target!
language,!always!configured!in!hierarchies!of!dominance!and!marginality,!always!
determining!the!production,!circulation,!and!reception!of!texts”!(18).!!
The!presence!of!the!footnote,!then,!complicates!this!process!of!domestication!by!
testifying!to!the!intervention!of!a!second!hand!in!the!text.!The!works!examined!in!this!
chapter!break!through!the!cordon'sanitaire!dividing!narrative!and!annotation,!
reshaping!the!body!text!and!the!discursive!hierarchies!that!subtend!its!privileged!
status.!Scliar’s!story,!for!example,!can!be!understood!as!a!means!of!resisting!the!
ideological!naturalization!of!the!translated!text!within!the!target!system!through!the!
insistence—hyperbolic!at!times—on!the!agency!of!the!translator.!Following!from!this,!
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the!piece!can!also!be!read!as!an!affirmation!of!the!fundamentally!creative!nature!of!
translation!explored!from!a!linguistic!perspective!in!chapter!one,!and,!more!
specifically,!as!a!reflection!on!the!feebleness!of!the!original’s!claim!to!absolute!
dominion!over!the!meaning!of!a!text.116!!
Recalling!Feierstein’s!assertion!that!the!footnote!performs!a!hermeneutic!
function!along!the!lines!of!the!perush!in!the!Talmudic!tradition,!we!see!that!the!
reconfiguration!of!the!balance!of!power!between!author!and!translator,!body!and!
margin,!also!has!an!effect!on!the!logic!of!textual!interpretation.!All!five!of!the!
footnotes!that!comprise!Scliar’s!story!“clarify”!a!point!in!the!absent!text—as!might!
be!expected,!given!their!assigned!function!as!glosses—however,!each!and!every!one!
does!so!in!the!form!of!a!refutation!or!through!the!insertion!of!material!the!author!
had!intended!to!leave!out.!The!first!note,!for!example,!begins,!“Embora!não!seja!claro!
a!quem!está!o!autor!se!referindo,!posso,!como!seu!tradutor!e!amigo,!afirmar!que!N.!
(sempre!mencionada!pela!inicial)!era!na!realidade!sua!amante!de!muitos!anos”!
(371).!From!the!outset,!then,!Scliar’s!text!presents!the!footnote!as!a!space!not!of!
elaboration,!but!one!of!contestation,!of!negation.!In!the!spirit!of!the!“posso”!that!
jumps!out!at!the!reader!from!that!same!line,!framed!between!two!commas!and!
evoking!the!point!of!contact!between!the!verb!from!which!it!is!conjugated!(poder:!to!
be!able!to)!and!its!identical!nominal!form!(poder:!power),!the!translator!asserts!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
116!Notable!here!are!the!echoes!of!Borges!and!the!brothers!Campos,!who!insisted!on!the!creative!
aspect!of!translation;!particularly!in!the!case!of!the!former,!whose!paradigm!of!translational!
“aniquilación,”!as!presented!in!“Los!traductores!de!las!1001!noches,”!seems!to!permeate!Scliar’s!text.!
In!this!case,!of!course,!it!is!not!the!previous!translation!of!the!work—and!by!extension,!its!
translator—that!is!annihilated,!but!rather!the!authorial!voice!itself.!!
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power!of!his!speech!over!that!of!the!author,!even!to!the!extent!that!he!rewrites!the!
history!being!presented.!
This!corrective!tendency!is!marked!in!each!of!the!five!footnotes,!from!the!
gesture!of!elaboration!presented!in!the!second!(“A!brevidade!do!comentário!não!da!
idéia!da!ansiedade!com!que!me!aguardava,”!372),!to!the!clarification!of!the!third!(“O!
que!quer!o!autor!dizer!com!‘eu!percebia!algo’?!…!era!impossível!que!o!nosso!affair!
lhe!passasse!despercebido,”!373),!and!the!outright!negation!of!the!fourth!(“Mente.!
Mais!uma!vez!mente,”!374).!The!interventions!at!the!bottom!of!the!page,!then,!are!
far!from!being!simple!glosses!of!the!body!text:!with!mounting!insistence,!they!
present!the!space!of!the!footnote!as!the!primary!locus!of!discursive!authority!in!
much!the!same!way!that!the!sweeping!gesture!of!eliding!the!body!text!does.!Just!as!
telling,!in!this!respect,!as!the!first!lines!of!the!piece!are!its!last:!echoing!the!“posso”!
with!which!it!began,!the!story!closes!as!follows:!“Antes!de!nos!separarmos,!olhouU
me!fixo,!e!disse:!gosto!até!de!suas!notas!ao!pé!da!página.!Nesse!particular,!e!daqui,!
do!pé!da!página,!proclamo:!não!tenho!nenhuma!razão!para!duvidar!de!sua!
sinceridade”!(375).!!
In!contrast!to!all!the!other!statements!attributed!to!the!author,!which!are!
introduced!and!immediately!contradicted!by!the!translator,!this!last!one!is!not!only!
not!dismantled,!but!is!in!fact!affirmed.!Beyond!the!obvious!personal!motivation!
behind!the!translator’s!choice!to!endorse!the!author’s!statement,!the!passage!is!
particularly!relevant!to!this!discussion!of!the!power!dynamic!between!body!and!
margin!for!the!way!in!which!the!author’s!comment!indirectly!suggests!a!continuity!
between!the!two;!in!the!subtle!note!struck!by!that!“até,”!or!“even,”!it!posits!the!
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footnote!(translator’s!intervention)!as!an!integral!extension!of!the!body!text!
(author’s!intervention,!in!theory)!rather!than!as!a!commentary!on!it.!Yet!Scliar!does!
not!limit!himself!to!establishing!an!affinity!between!authorial!and!translational!
intervention:!again,!echoing!the!visual!conceit!that!informs!the!narrative!as!a!whole,!
the!final!line!asserts!that!the!footnote!is,!in!fact,!a!space!from!which!not!only!glosses,!
elaborations,!and!corrections,!but!also!declarations!can!be!made.!!
As!a!counterpoint!to!Scliar’s!explicit,!and!seemingly!absolute,!situation!of!
discursive!authority!at!the!margins!of!the!body!text,!Walsh’s!“Nota!al!pie”!ultimately!
performs!a!destabilizing!operation!beyond!that!of!upending!the!traditional!
hierarchy!between!the!central!and!supporting!texts.!Though!the!footnote!that!
occupies!the!space!allotted!the!translator!at!the!bottom!of!the!page!sounds!very!
much!like!the!voice!of!the!deceased!translator,!the!opening!lines!of!the!story!suggest!
that!the!words!are!not!actually!León’s.!Otero!appears!in!León’s!quarters!because!he!
has!been!told!that!his!employee!left!a!suicide!note!addressed!to!him,!but!he!does!not!
open!the!letter!when!it!is!handed!to!him!“porque!quiere'imaginar!la!versión!que!el!
muerto!le!daría!si!pudiera!sentarse!frente!a!él,!en!su!escritorio,!y!hablar!como!
hablaron!tantas!veces”!(91,!the!italics!are!mine).!In!fact,!the!note!remains!sealed!and!
tucked!away!in!Otero’s!pocket!at!the!end!of!the!story.!The!interpretation!that!the!
content!of!the!letter!is,!then,!a!projection!by!its!recipient!is!supported!by!the!way!
Walsh!joins!it!to!the!body!text.!
[Otero]!escucha!la!voz!de!la!señora!Berta!que!lo!mira!con!sus!ojos!celestes!y!
secos!…!murmurando!que!ya!viene!el!comisario,!y!por!qué!no!abre!la!carta.!
Pero!no!la!abre!aunque!imagina!su!tono!general!de!lúgubre!disculpa,!su!
primera!frase!de!adiós!y!de!lamento.*!
———!
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*Lamento'dejar'interrumpida'la'traducción'que'la'Casa'me'encargó.'
Encontrará'usted'el'original'sobre'la'mesa,'y'las'ciento'treinta'páginas'ya'
traducidas.!(91)!
!
The!parallel!accounts!that!comprise!the!story!are!thus!joined!by!Otero’s!imagining!
what!contents!of!the!letter!might!be:!not!only!does!he!choose!his!imagined!version!
of!the!letter!over!the!letter!itself!as!a!means!of!protecting!his!memory!of!the!
deceased,!he!chooses!not!to!open!the!letter!because!he!imagines!that!he!already!
knows!its!contents.!The!repetition!of!this!imagining,!coupled!with!the!use!of!the!
“lamento”!as!a!rhetorical!bridge!between!the!two!textual!spaces,!situates!the!
letter—and!the!subjectivity!it!is!meant!to!project—in!an!unstable!noUman’s!land!
between!Otero’s!speech!and!Leon’s.!Though!León,!in!many!ways!the!archetypal!
translator,!dutifully!occupies!the!space!allotted!at!the!margins!of!the!narrative!itself!
(in!the!body!text,!he!is!no!more!than!a!shrouded!corpse),!the!nature!of!his!presence!
there!generates!more!questions!than!it!answers.!It!asks,!especially,!the!extent!to!
which!Leon’s!“final!words”!can!be!said!to!be!his!own,!given!the!tension!between!the!
way!they!are!introduced!(as!the!figment!of!another’s!imagination)!and!the!material!
they!present!(private!thoughts,!conversations!with!his!dictionary!in!the!solitude!of!
his!apartment).!!
In!this!sense,!and!in!contrast!to!the!way!in!which!Scliar!resituates!discursive!
authority!within!the!space!of!the!footnote,!“Nota!al!pie”!posits!this!marginal!space!as!
one!of!hermeneutic!instability!in!which!the!source!of!the!cited!word!is,!ultimately,!
impossible!to!fix.!Rather!than!inverting!the!predominant!hierarchy!between!the!
original!text!and!the!copy!represented!by!its!translation!as!Scliar’s!text!does,!this!
gesture!subverts!the!distinctions!between!the!two!categories!and,!along!with!them,!
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the!concept!of!narrative!“authenticity”!or!primacy,!in!much!the!same!way!as!
Borges’s!claim!that!“el!original!es!infiel!a!la!traducción”!(Otras'inquisiciones!207).!In!
so!doing,!Walsh’s!mobilization!of!the!footnote!presents!the!act!of!translation!as!one!
that!complicates!or!even!undermines!the!hermeneutic!process!and,!subsequently,!
exerts!a!retroactive!destabilizing!force!on!the!source!text—a!gesture!upon!which!
Mario!Bellatin!expands!in!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami.!!
!
II.!The!Hermeneutic!(ComM)!Motion!
!
In!The'Art'of'Transition,!Francine!Masiello!suggests!that!recourse!to!the!imaginary!of!
the!Far!East!in!Latin!American!literature!serves!as!a!means!of!shortUcircuiting!
European!cultural!hegemony,!allowing!the!writer!to!“dismantle!the!authority!of!the!
North/South!map”!and!invite!“a!critique!of!hierarchical,!modernist!desire”!(144)!
that!reconfigures!the!cartography!of!cultural!authority.!Few!contemporary!writers!
can!be!said!to!engage!the!otherness!of!the!Far!East,!and!specifically!that!of!Japan—
that!which,!as!the!writer!puts!it,!“convención!crítica!llama!con!resignada!etiqueta!
clasificadora!‘literatura!japonesa,’”117—in!a!more!sustained!way!than!Mario!Bellatin,!
in!whose!work!geographic!displacement!is!the!condition!of!possibility!of!a!broader!
process!of!“estrangement!brechtiano”!(Palaversich!28).!For!Bellatin,!the!
mobilization!of!cultural!references!and!names!like!Tanizaki,!Kawabata,!Mishima,!
and!Ryonosuke!(interspersed!with!other!JapaneseUsounding!authorUsigns!of!his!own!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
117!The!phrase!appears!in!“Kawabata:!el!abrazo!del!abismo,”!published!in!ADN,!the!cultural!
supplement!of!the!Argentine!newspaper!La'Nación!on!April!12,!2008;!the!article!will!be!discussed!at!
greater!length!below.!http://www.lanacion.com.ar/1002472UkawabataUelUabrazoUdelUabismo!
(Accessed!30!Dec!2012).!
!
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invention)!suggests!a!“clave!del!entendimiento”!(Palaversich!28)!just!beyond!the!
reader’s!sphere!of!expertise,!which!thereby!generates!a!perpetual!deferral!of!
meaning.118!!
Prominent!amid!a!body!of!work!meant!to!counter!generic!preconceptions!
and!interpretive!complacency!are!El'jardín'de'la'Señora'Murakami!(2000),!Shiki'
Nagaoka:'una'nariz'de'ficción!(2001),!and!the!recent!work!Biografía'ilustrada'de'
Mishima!(2009),!in!which!the!authorUsign!of!the!renowned!writer!becomes!a!vessel!
in!which!the!details!of!the!eponymous!author’s!literary!career!and!infamous!suicide!
mingle!with!data!from!Bellatin’s!own!life!and!the!fruits!of!invention.!All!three!of!
these!works,!though!the!first!two!most!explicitly,!are!presented!as!originating!in!one!
way!or!another!in!Japanese!literary!culture.!As!a!result,!these!works!feature!
translation!as!a!practice!and!the!figure!of!the!translator!prominently,!either!at!the!
center!of!the!narrative!or!at!its!borders—highlighting!the!linguistic!and!cultural!
divide!between!Spanish!and!Japanese!as!a!means!of!probing!the!limits!of!textual!
unity!and!discursive!authority.119!While!Shiki'Nagaoka!achieves!this!on!a!thematic!
level!by!featuring!a!translator!as!a!protagonist,!in!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
118!This!perspective!is!also!adopted!by!Diana!Palaversich!in!her!“Apuntes!para!una!lectura!de!Mario!
Bellatin.”!For!a!biographical!account!of!Bellatin’s!exposure!to,!and!engagement!of,!Japanese!literature,!
see!Tsurumi!132U134.!
119!In!“Underwood!portátil.!Modelo!1915,”!Bellatin!remarks!on!his!engagement!of!this!tradition!as!a!
means!of!combating!an!overarching!aesthetic!complacency.!“Creo!que!todos!los!libros!son!lo!mismo,”!
he!writes.!“Por!eso,!y!con!la!intención!de!apaciguar!esa!suerte!de!estandarización,!utilicé!el!recurso!de!
apelar!a!una!serie!de!tradiciones,!ajenas!a!nuestro!contexto,!para!darles!a!algunos!de!ellos!un!
determinado!recubrimiento.!Aquello!ocurrió!especialmente!con!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami;'
Shiki'Nagaoka:'una'nariz'de'ficción;'La'mirada'del'pájaro'transparente;'Bola'negra'y'Jacobo'el'
mutante.”'http://www.fractal.com.mx/F32Bellatin.html!(Accessed!13!Sept!2012).!La'biografía'
ilustrada'de'Mishima!(2009)!revisits!this!tendency,!but!in!a!way!that!foreignizes!the!domestic!through!
the!conflation!of!Bellatin’s!and!Mishima’s!personal!histories!(along!with!the!visual!evidence!that!
supports!them).!
!
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the!figure!of!the!translator!asserts!itself!from!the!lower!margin!of!the!page!and!the!
appendix!that!accompanies!the!pseudotranslation,!to!challenge!the!discursive!
hierarchies!mapped!out!on!the!surface!of!the!page.!!
It!is!not!surprising!that!Bellatin!would!be!drawn!to!the!figure!of!the!
translator,!given!his!aversion!to!narratives!that!resolve!neatly,!to!the!sacrosanct!
figure!of!the!author,!and!to!the!notion!of!the!text!as!a!fixed,!selfUcontained!object.!
From!the!improvised!elegy!of!an!invented!literary!influence!that!gave!rise!to!an!
apocryphal!biography!(Shiki'Nagaoka),!to!a!theatrical!version!of!his!Perros'heroes!
(2003)!that!existed!only!as!publicity!and!then!as!a!revival,!never!as!a!first!run,!
Bellatin!is!(in)famous!for!pushing!his!work!through!the!porous!membrane!that!
circumscribes!the!written!text!and!leaving!it,!someone!deformed!by!the!transit,!to!be!
contemplated!on!the!side!of!lived!experience.!One!intervention—staged!precisely!at!
a!moment!in!which!Bellatin!was!adopting!different!positions!along!the!creative!
spectrum,!like!that!of!the!translator!(El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami),!the!
biographer!(Shiki'Nagaoka)!and!the!literary!historian!(Jacobo'el'mutante,!2002)—
stands!out!as!a!consolidation!of!the!concerns!listed!above,!all!of!which!make!the!
translator,!and!the!constellation!of!issues!this!figure!raises,!so!relevant!to!his!
work.120!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
120!Jacobo'el'mutante!(2002),!presented!as!both!a!scholarly!treatment!and!a!rewriting!of!a!previously!
unknown!text!by!Joseph!Roth,!is!another!example!of!this!gesture.!Similarly,!Shiki'Nagaoka:'una'nariz'
de'ficción!(2001)!takes!the!form!of!a!biography,!examining!the!life!and!work!of!a!fictional!Japanese!
writer!with!a!small!but!dedicated!following!and!a!very!large!nose.!To!complicate!matters!further,!the!
premise!of!the!spurious!study!is!drawn!from!the!1916!short!story!“Hana”!(“The!Nose”)!about!a!monk!
known!for!his!exceptionally!large!nose,!by!the!prominent!Japanese!writer!Akutagawa!Ryūnosuke!
(1892U1927).!In!other!words,!and!as!mentioned!in!chapter!two!of!this!study,!it!is!a!biography!of!a!
fictional!Japanese!writer!based!on!the!fiction!of!a!real!one.!!
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In!his!attempt!to!discover!the!extent!to!which!texts!can!exist!independently!
of!their!authors,!in!2003!Bellatin—who!is!known!for!blurring!the!line!between!
literature!and!performance!art—arranged!a!literary!conference!in!Paris,!which!came!
to!be!known!as!the!“Congreso!de!Dobles.”!As!a!means!of!testing!the!limits!of!a!text’s!
hermeneutic!dependency!on!its!author—understood!as!the!expectations!held!by!the!
reader!and!the!way!the!author’s!persona!determines!the!reception!of!the!work,!
though!the!question!is!also!tied!to!the!less!palatable!matter!of!literary!celebrity—
Bellatin!promoted!an!event!at!which!four!prominent!writers!(Margo!Glantz,!
Salvador!Elizondo,!Sergio!Pitol!and!José!Agustín)!would!present!their!work!over!a!
multiUday!series!of!lectures.!What!he!delivered,!however,!was!a!line!of!tables!
populated!by!standUins!who!had!been!trained!by!the!authors!in!advance!of!the!event!
to!answer!questions!about!their!most!famous!works.!The!conference!attendees!
were,!unsurprisingly,!disgruntled!at!the!switch,!though!the!implications!of!this!
intervention!extend!beyond!exhuming!the!Author!long!before!interred!by!
Barthes.121!In!his!attempt!to!challenge!the!notion!that!the!author!of!a!work!is!the!
only!authentic!vehicle!of!its!exegesis,!Bellatin!is!also!calling!into!question!the!idea!
that!the!text!itself!presents!certain!“correct”!readings!and!a!set!of!“incorrect”!ones.!
Describing!the!configuration!of!the!room,!Bellatin!writes:!“En!la!sala!se!disponen!
cuatro!pequeñas!mesas!cubiertas!con!manteles!de!fieltro!verde,!dos!sillas!por!mesa,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
121!Nonetheless,!the!Congreso'de'Dobles'is,!in!many!ways,!an!affirmation!of!the!centrality!of!the!author!
in!literary!reception!than!it!is!a!challenge!to!it:!by!setting!up!an!experiment!that!takes!the!widespread!
acceptance!of!the!authority!of!this!figure!as!its!a'priori,!and!by!viewing!the!audience’s!disappointment!
as!its!full!realization,!the!project!reinforces!the!very!biases!it!set!out!to!overturn.!The!fact!that!the!
audience!is!offered!a!menu!of!choices!preUestablished!by!the!authors!themselves,!for!example,!
suggests!that!the!surrogates!can!only!produce!speech!allowed!them!by!their!represented!author:!an!
alternate!proposal!might!have!been!to!let!them!simply!assume!the!author’s!name!and!speak!as!they!
otherwise!would!have!when!posed!with!the!same!questions.!!
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un!micrófono!y!un!menú!con!los!temas!creados!por!los!escritores.!Los!textos!se!
ofrecen!al!público!en!forma!personal,!frente!a!frente,!pero!las!voces!de!los!
representantes!son!ampliadas!y!pueden!oírse,!simultáneamente,!en!toda!la!sala.!
También!se!escucha!a!un!traductor!que!trata!de!atender!al!mismo!tiempo!a!las!
cuatro!mesas”!(Duplicados!4).!
The!engineered!chaos!of!this!scene!is!not!limited!to!the!replacement!of!the!
invited!authors!by!trained!standUins.!Outside!the!immediate!exchange!between!the!
audience!member!and!the!surrogate!that!takes!place!at!each!of!the!four!
simultaneously!intimate!and!institutionally!sterile!tables,!the!conversations!are!
amplified!and!layered!over!one!another,!creating!a!wall!of!sound!that!further!
abstracts!and!muddles!the!texts!prepared!by!the!authors!listed!in!the!program.!The!
introduction!of!the!translator,!who!represents!the!node!at!which!these!multiple!
voices!convene!as!he!attends!to!all!four!tables!at!once,!lays!yet!another!veil!over!the!
proceedings.!Even!if!the!audience!were!willing!to!ignore!the!mediating!agency!of!the!
surrogates!and!accept!them!as!unproblematic!mouthpieces,!in!the!tumult!just!
beyond!the!tables!it!becomes!impossible!to!identify!the!origin!of!the!comments!
being!made,!ultimately!diffusing!the!aura!of!the!author!to!the!point!of!its!dissolution.!!
Bellatin!repeats!this!gesture!with!his!own!authorial!figure,!as!well.!In!a!2011!
interview!with!Alejandro!Hermosilla!Sánchez!for!a!special!issue!of!El'coloquio'de'los'
perros,!he!asserts:!“yo!no!escribo!libros,!porque!de!hacerlo!sería!Mario!Bellatin!y!
todos!sabrían!lo!que!podrían!esperar!de!mí.”!The!game!of!authorial!hideUandUseek!
continues!with!the!image!of!the!artist!as!a!simulacrum!constructed!by!his!audience.!
“Todos!creerían!que!soy!imprevisible,!porque!lo!imaginan!así,!porque!lo!desean,!no!
!
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porque!yo!lo!sea.”122!This!question!of!what,!exactly,!Mario!Bellatin!is!was!taken!up!
several!years!earlier!by!Alan!Pauls,!who,!in!a!piece!on!La'escuela'del'dolor'humano'de'
Sechuán!(2001)!wrote:!
Me!cuesta!imaginar!a!Mario!Bellatin!como!un!escritor.!Hace!algunos!años!que!
no!hago!más!que!leerlo!...!Y,!sin!embargo,!no!hay!caso:!no!consigo!verlo!del!
todo!como!a!un!escritor.!Es!más:!muchas!veces!tengo!la!impresión!de!que!esa!
identidad!—la!identidad!“literaria”!de!Bellatin—!no!es!otra!cosa!que!un!
trompe'l’oeil,!una!especie!de!alias,!la!impostura!que!Bellatin!ha!venido!
poniendo!a!punto!con!el!tiempo!para!—en!algún!momento,!tal!vez!esta!
misma!noche,!acá,!como!se!dice:!en'vivo—!llegar!al!límite,!colmar!el!vaso!de!
su!propia!comedia!y!desenmascararse.!!
!
Just!like!the!writers!advertised!for!the!literary!conference!in!Paris,!Bellatin’s!
authorial!persona!flits!into!and!out!of!presence,!sometimes!asserting!itself!as!an!
organizing!principle,!other!times!actively!dismantling!the!interpretive!apparatus!
erected!around!it.!The!scopic!quality!of!Pauls’s!remark!is,!I!think,!a!fitting!one.!
Beyond!the!importance!of!the!visual!in!Bellatin’s!work!(which!will!be!discussed!at!
greater!length!below),!the!“no!consigo!verlo!del!todo”!suggests!an!almost!spectral!
quality!befitting!Bellatin’s!negotiation!of!the!space!between!performance!and!the!
written!word,!between!authoring!a!text,!and!authoring!himself!as!a!text—a!text!that!
is!ultimately!subject!to!symbolic!appropriation,!most!often!by!Mario!Bellatin.!
Following!from!this!sustained!challenge!to!the!figure!of!the!author!and!the!
hermeneutic!rigidity!it!implies,!the!pseudotranslation!that!is!El'jardín'de'la'señora'
Murakami!can!be!read!in!light!of!the!Menardian!paradigm!of!a!version!that,!whether!
“visible”!or!not,!erects!a!hall!of!mirrors!around!the!original!it!engages,!diffusing!its!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
122!The!issue,!which!was!titled!“Mario!Bellatin:!El!Experimento!Infinito,”!and!which!I!last!accessed!late!
in!2013,!is!no!longer!available!online!(nor!is!Coloquio).!The!interview!was,!fortunately,!reproduced!in!
large!part!on!the!blog!of!Ivan!Thays!at!this!address:!http://ivanthays.com.pe/post/19600468751.!
Last!accessed!30!Jun!2014.!
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provenance.!This!conceit,!as!will!be!demonstrated!below,!allows!Bellatin!to!avail!
himself!of!(and!manipulate!to!the!point!of!dissolution)!the!discursive!privilege!of!its!
imagined!author.!Bellatin’s!mobilization!of!pseudotranslation,!then,!challenges!the!
discursive!privilege!of!the!author!and!the!original!text!in!much!the!same!way!as!his!
Congreso'de'Dobles!did—in!fact,!he!describes!the!two!projects!as!part!of!the!same!
“búsqueda!por!desentrañar!las!relaciones!entre!el!texto!y!su!autor”!(Pájaro!110),!
though!both!rely!on!those!same!entrenched!attributions!of!discursive!authority!to!
author!and!original!that!they!seek!to!subvert,!to!a!certain!extent.123!!
The!insistence!on!the!translational!status!of!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami!
pervades!the!work,!from!the!subtitle!transcribed!in!Japanese!to!the!numerous!
footnotes!that!at!once!explicate!and!render!unintelligible!the!terms!they!gloss,!as!
well!as!the!italicization!of!terms!that!would!likely!be!familiar!to!a!Spanish!speaker!
(such!as!futón!and!Formica).!Yet!the!figure!of!the!translator!is,!in!effect,!essentially!
invisible:!relegated!to!the!interrelated!spaces!of!the!lower!margin!of!the!page!and!an!
appendix!affixed!to!the!work,!and!masked!by!the!neutral!register!generically!
associated!with!these!glosses!(particularly!in!the!case!of!the!footnotes,!from!which!
the!use!of!the!first!person!is!entirely!absent),!he!or!she!could!all!but!go!unnoticed!as!
a!subjective!presence.!Nonetheless,!this!persona!adopted!by!Bellatin!is!crucial!to!the!
way!the!text!resists!the!consolidation!of!its!meaning.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
123!As!Martín!Gaspar!also!observes,!“El!original!no!está!totalmente!ausente:!es!imposible!pensar!en!
los!textos!de!Bellatin!como!ab!nihilo,!precisamente!por!esta!presencia!insidiosa!de!señales!de!que!hay!
algo!más!allá!(extranjero!y!distante)!que!podría!explicarlo!todo.!Escribir!traduciendo!hace!que!la!
existencia!del!original!no!sea!ni!mentira!ni!verdad,!sino!ficción”!(169).!This!insistence!on!an!external!
logic!or!organizing!principle!is!key!because!it!defers!or!displaces!narrative!cohesion.!!
!
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On!a!thematic!level,!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami!is!a!novel!in!which!the!
interplay!between,!or!negotiation!of,!diametrical!oppositions!plays!a!fundamental!
role.!At!the!center!of!the!work!is!Izu,!a!young!woman!who!dedicates!herself!to!a!
career!in!art!criticism!and!is!assigned!to!write!an!article!on!the!private!collection!of!
the!wealthy,!enigmatic!Murakami.!Their!courtship!begins!shortly!after!her!visit!and!
they!marry!not!long!thereafter,!but!the!critical!tone!of!Izu’s!article,!when!published,!
undercuts!her!on!both!a!domestic!and!a!professional!front:!her!mentors!turn!their!
backs!on!her!and!she!is!subjected!to!a!series!of!spousal!abandonments!and!
humiliations!as!the!years!go!on,!culminating!in!her!exclusion!from!her!husband’s!
will!and!the!destruction!of!her!sanctuary,!the!garden!attached!to!their!house.!As!a!
young!female!aspiring!to!professional!success!in!a!traditionally!patriarchal!society,!
Izu!is!forced!to!negotiate!the!cultural!extremes!of!tradition!and!progress,!Eastern!
and!Western!aesthetics!and!practices,!and—on!a!metafictional!level—of!the!real!and!
the!simulacrum,!all!of!which!appear!in!various!permutations!throughout!the!
novel.124!As!might!be!expected,!the!juxtaposition!of!these!systems!reveals!them!to!be!
relative,!rather!than!uncontested,!models!of!society!and!social!order.!!
Evoking!and!physicalizing!this!leitmotif!of!shuttling!between!two!worlds—in!
the!way!Bellatin’s!public!interventions!physicalize!the!central!preoccupations!of!his!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
124!The!repeated!references!to!the!game!of!three!white!stones!against!three!black!stones,!apparently!
derived!from!the!ancient!game!of!go!(which!itself!is!enigmatically!defined!on!page!56!as!an!
“Entretenimiento!tradicional!en!el!que!los!contrincantes!deben!apoderarse!del!universo!
representado!en!la!simbología!de!los!vientos”),!offer!a!likeness!of!this!leitmotif!of!interplay,!in!
miniature,!as!does!Izu’s!personal!wardrobe,!which!consists!of!both!modern!(Western)!clothes!and!
traditional!kimonos!and!their!accoutrements!(some!of!which!appear!to!be!inventions).!As!Bellatin!
explained!in!a!personal!interview!with!Emily!Hind,!“Me!interesó!todo!este!trabajo!con!la!ropa!porque!
era!para!acentuar!la!época!como!una!de!ruptura!y!tenía!que!ver!con!la!ruptura!en!Perú!y!en!
Latinoamérica!de!los!sesenta”!(Hind!23).!!!
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work!by!making!the!spectator!complicit!in!the!construction!of!an!effect!(in!the!case!
of!the!Congreso'de'Dobles,!by!reading!predetermined!questions!off!a!menu!so!that!
the!performance!of!dismantling!the!author’s!discursive!authority!can!take!place)—
the!reader’s!eye!shuttles!constantly!between!the!narrative!and!the!bottom!of!the!
page,!to!the!footnotes!inserted!throughout.!While!the!body!text!of!El'jardín'de'la'
señora'Murakami'is!characterized!by!a!floating,!“impersonal”!tone!(Bowring!qtd.!
Gaspar!181)125!that!at!once!evokes!the!Japanese!literary!tradition!and!endows!the!
narrative!with!an!otherworldly!quality,!the!footnotes!transmit—at!first!glance—the!
pointed!neutrality!of!scholarly!or!editorial!intervention.!And!yet,!these!interventions!
are!anything!but!neutral.!Of!the!thirtyUeight!footnotes!that!punctuate!the!text,!most!
mobilize!the!rhetoric!of!objectivity!to!present!observations!and!data!that!subtly,!but!
incontrovertibly,!undermine!the!text’s!internal!logic.!!
In!this!sense,!the!footnotes!of!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami'function!in!
much!the!same!way!as!the!photographs!that!accompany!many!of!Bellatin’s!works.126!
Though!the!use!to!which!these!images!are!put!is!not!uniform!across!the!writer’s!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
125!Martín!Gaspar,!in!his!dissertation!“La!condición!traductora”!(2011)!identifies!the!likely!inspiration!
for!the!novel’s!impersonal!tone!as!a!combination!of!the!diaries!of!Murasaki!Shikibu!and!the!classic!
eleventh!century!work!attributed!to!her,!The'Tale'of'Genji!(181).!This!hypothesis!is!only!strengthened!
by!the!coincidence!with!the!name!of!Mr.!Murakami’s!trusted!servant,!Shikibu.!
126!Pauls!suggests!that!the!photographs!in!Bellatin’s!work!generate!a!kind!of!hysterical!aestheticU
hermeneutic!stalemate!with!the!written!word:!!
Bellatin!hace!visible!la!relación!entre!la!literatura!y!ese!otro!orden!que!la!saca!de!quicio,!esta!
vez!encarnado!en!la!imagen,!y!pone!en!escena—en!una!economía!estética!desconcertante—
los!mil!equívocos!que!la!amenazan:!el!relato!podría!ser!el!epígrafe,!la!nota!al!pie,!el!prólogo!o!
el!epílogo!de!la!imagen;!la!imagen!el!condensado,!el!resumen,!la!jibarización!muda!del!relato.!
La!literatura!apunta!su!índice!a!la!imagen;!la!imagen!demuestra!a!la!literatura!…!Lo!escrito!se!
delata!como!insuficiente!y!llama!a!la!imagen;!la!imagen!nunca!alcanza!y!añora!lo!escrito.!
In!this!reading,!we!see!the!dismantling!of!the!hierarchical!relationship!between!the!“text”!and!its!
“supplements,”!whether!those!be!images!or!glosses,!and!the!end!result!of!that!dismantling,!which!is—
as!Pauls!goes!on!to!describe!it—a!“histeria!fría”!symbolic!of!the!present!cultural!moment.!(np)!
!
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oeuvre,!they!often!serve!not!as!illustration,!but!rather!to!set!a!tone!for!the!reading!of!
the!work—and,!at!the!same!time,!hint!at!a!narrative!beyond!the!one!presented.!
Jacobo'el'mutante,!for!example,!is!punctuated!with!photographs!by!frequent!
collaborator!Ximena!Berecochea!(responsible!also!for!the!images!that!appear!in!
Shiki'Nagaoka),!in!which!pearlUlike!spheres!are!scattered!against!the!textured!
backdrop!of!the!terrain,!creating!an!enigmatic!parallel!narrative:!the!objects!appear!
to!be!moving!in!space!over!time,!though!their!meaning!and!relation!to!the!story!of!
Rabbi!Jacob!Pliniak!are!left!unexplained.127!Bellatin!also!uses!photography!in!a!
manner!that!acknowledges!the!traditional!association!of!the!medium!with!a!
documentary!function!at!the!same!time!it!undermines!its!status!as!such.!In!works!
like!Shiki'Nagaoka:'una'nariz'de'ficción,!Perros'héroes,!and!Biografía'ilustrada'de'
Mishima,!the!images!are!presented!as!evidence!to!support!the!veracity!of!the!(often!
specious)!account.128!The!images!come!to!adopt!the!position!of!the!source—rather!
than!the!supporting!documentation—of!the!story!being!told.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
127!In!her!description!of!a!similar!project,!“Desierto:!Los!objetos!que!generan!narrativas!falsas,”!a!
series!of!photos!taken!of!“found!objects”!in!the!desert,!Berecochea!touches!upon!a!commonality!
between!her!work!and!Bellatin’s!project!that!illuminates!both.!“Me!interesa,”!she!writes,!“el!hecho!de!
que!en!la!fotografía!como!medio,!aunque!se!presentan!referentes!específicos,!se!abre!la!puerta!a!un!
universo!en!el!que!la!ambigüedad!otorga!al!receptor!un!margen!de!interpretación!con!los!límites!que!
éste!decida.”!In!other!words,!that!the!visual!narrative!is!part!of!a!larger!body,!the!borders!of!which!
are!not!defined!by!the!image’s!framing;!this!formulation!resonates!with!the!observation,!frequently!
made!among!critics,!that!each!of!Bellatin’s!works!seems!to!be!drawn!from!some!vast!archive!of!
writing,!the!elements!of!which!are!revised!and!reordered!ad!infinitum.!According!to!Alan!Pauls,!each!
of!these!works!gestures!to!this!larger,!“Oceanic”!corpus!(“El!problema!Bellatin”).!
http://www.ximenaberecochea.com/spa/Berecochea_Spanish/Galeria_de_proyectos/Pages/Desiert
o.html!(Accessed!10!Sept!2012.)!
128!With!Bellatin,!of!course,!neither!these!truth!claims!nor!the!role!of!the!images!in!the!larger!work!
are!ever!straightforward:!the!photos!included!in!the!first!of!these!books!verify!an!apocryphal!
biography!(the!subject!of!which!is!drawn!from!a!wellUknown!Japanese!tale);!though!the!photos!that!
accompany!the!second!in!the!“dossier!instalación”!are!generally!described!as!utterly!central!to!the!
work,!the!text!has!been!published!without!them,!and!in!2011!was!reissued!in!a!Chilean!edition!
accompanied!by!an!entirely!different!set!of!images—hand!drawings,!in!fact,!that!shift!the!function!of!
the!work’s!visual!aspect!from!testifying!to!an!external!reality,!to!setting!the!mood!of!the!text!and!
!
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These!two!interrelated!uses!of!photography!in!Bellatin’s!work!shed!light!on!
the!status!and!function!of!the!footnotes!in!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami,!insofar!as!
these,!too,!operate!as!a!parallel—destabilizing—text!from!the!ostensibly!
subordinate!position!of!documentation!or!commentary.!!Bellatin!has!explicitly!
acknowledged!this!function!of!the!footnote,!citing!it!as!a!means!of!revealing!textual!
games!that!might!otherwise!go!unnoticed!in!the!primary!narrative.!The!statement!
appears—or,!rather,!does!not!appear—in!a!piece!he!composed!about!the!Japanese!
writer!Yasunari!Kawabata!for!ADN,!the!cultural!supplement!of!the!Argentine!
newspaper!La'Nación'in!2008.!In!contrast!to!his!invention!and!exegesis!of!the!work!
of!Shiki!Nagaoka,!here!Bellatin!uses!an!existing!writer!as!a!vehicle!to!dismantle!the!
figure!of!the!author!from!within.!After!opening!with!the!question!of!what!would!
happen!if!the!“sentimental!threads”!that!entwine!and!define!a!given!literature!were!
to!disappear—an!effect!that!could!plausibly!be!attributed!to!his!own!writing—
Bellatin!moves!on!to!what!appears!to!be!a!rote!critical!gesture,!a!reference!to!the!
words!of!another!critic!about!his!subject.!“Alan!Pauls!afirma,”!he!writes,!“que!desde!
hace!algunos!años!no!hace!más!que!leerlo!y!aquello!que!sabe!de!él!le!llega!por!
escrito.!Y,!sin!embargo,!no!hay!caso,!no!consigue!verlo!del!todo!como!a!un!escritor.”!!
If!this!description!sounds!familiar,!it!is!because!these!are!the!words!Alan!
Pauls!used!to!describe!Bellatin!several!years!earlier.!This!appropriation!of!Pauls’s!
assessment!renders!the!line!that!follows—“Su!identidad!—la!identidad!literaria!
Kawabata,!por!denominarla!de!alguna!forma—!no!es!otra!cosa!que!un!trompe'l'oeil,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
reinforcing!the!written!word!by!“translating”!the!content!of!each!page!into!a!visual!register.!It!should!
also!be!noted!that!in!this!recent!edition!the!illustrations!accompany!the!text!on!each!page,!rather!
than!appearing!at!the!back!of!the!book!as!they!do!in!the!Matalamanga!edition!(2006).!!
!
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una!especie!de!alias”—all!the!more!pointed,!and!all!the!more!in!keeping!with!what!
Marjorie!Perloff!has!described!as!“unoriginal!genius,”!in!reference!to!the!overlap!
between!literature!and!performance!so!prominent!in!Bellatin’s!oeuvre.!As!it!turns!
out,!the!entire!article!is!composed!of!snippets!written!about!not!Kawabata,!but!
Bellatin,!and!reformulated!for!the!purpose.!!!
One!would!have!to!be!a!diligent!student!of!work!written!by!and!about!
Bellatin!to!pick!up!on!this!textual!sleight!of!hand!solely!from!what!appears!in!the!
ADN'article.!However,!according!to!its!author,!the!text!published!in!the!paper!was!
not!meant!to!be!obscure:!it!is!missing!a!crucial!element,!in!the!form!of!a!footnote!
that!reveals!the!appropriative!processes!behind!the!piece.!This!footnote—or,!rather,!
a!missive!describing!the!phantom!footnote—was!published!five!days!later!on!the!
blog!of!the!Argentine!writer!and!critic!Daniel!Link,!along!with!the!original!text!of!the!
ADN'article.!!In!this!complementary—as!opposed!to!supplementary—intervention,!
Bellatin!openly!states!that!the!article!was!composed!by!assembling!existing!texts,!
written!not!about!Kawabata,!but!about!Bellatin!himself.!“Querido!L,”!he!writes,!!
te!quería!informar!que!ayer!en!ADN!salió!una!nota!mía!sobre!
kawabata...envié!la!nota!con!un!pie!de!página!donde!decía!que!había!sido!
hecha!con!la!técnica!de!copypaste!(copyright!2008),!pie!que!no!apareció!
lamentablemente!...!es!que!para!responderme!una!serie!de!preguntas!hice!ese!
texto!juntando!una!serie!de!fragmentos!que!distintos!críticos!han!hecho!
sobre!mis!libros!…!cambié!la!palabra!bellatin!y!le!puse!kawabata,!cambié!el!
nombre!de!algunas!obras!y!yastá!...!salió!un!artículo!estupendo!sobre!
kawabata,!impecable!en!su!verosimilitud!y!certeza.!
!
Here!again!we!see!echoes!of!the!Congreso!de!Dobles,!in!the!insistence!on!the!
transitive!quality!of!authorial!style,!even!authorship!itself!(which!goes!hand!in!hand,!
of!course,!with!the!dismantlement!of!the!figure!of!the!Author;!note!the!use!of!“word”!
instead!of!“name”!in!reference!to!the!two!writers).!But!beyond!this,!and!of!particular!
!
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interest!in!the!present!context,!we!see!a!simultaneous!writing!and!unraveling!at!
work!in!the!space!at!the!margins!of!the!text.!Whether!Bellatin!actually!intended!to!
publish!the!footnote!in!La'Nación,!or!whether—like!the!performance!Perros'héroes!
that!never!was129—he!had!always!conceived!of!it!as!a!kind!of!spectral!gloss,!
separate!from!the!text!but!nonetheless!altering!the!way!it!is!understood,!the!essence!
of!the!gesture!is!the!same:!it!is!the!mobilization!of!the!space!at!the!margin,!not!to!
elucidate!or!expand!upon!the!body!text,!but!rather!to!undermine!its!status!as!a!
cohesive!whole!framed!by!a!single!authorial!perspective.!!
In!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami,!this!same!tension!between!parallel!
narratives!manifests!itself!not!only!on!the!physical!surface!of!the!page!in!the!
movement!between!footnoted!and!footnoting!texts,!but!also!on!a!thematic!level!in!
the!juxtaposed,!often!irreconcilable,!master!narratives!of!East!and!West,!novelty!and!
tradition,!real!and!simulacrum.!By!and!large,!the!glosses!that!appear!at!the!lower!
margin!of!the!page!throughout!generate!not!clarity,!but!rather!a!greater!opacity!
when!the!slightest!bit!of!pressure!is!applied.!Some,!like!the!example!of!the!
apocryphal!culinary!tradition!favored!by!Mr.!Murakami,!require!that!the!reader!go!
out!of!his!or!her!way!to!discover!the!feint.!Others!unravel!themselves!within!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
129!As!Bellatin!describes!the!“action”!in!“Lo!raro!es!ser!un!escritor!raro,”!he!arranged!with!a!number!
of!theater!directors!and!critics!to!publicize!a!dramatic!rendering!of!the!newly!finished!book,!though!
there!was,!at!the!time,!nothing!more!than!the!idea!of!a!performance.!The!date!of!its!theatrical!debut!
came!and!went;!one!wellUknown!critic—who!was!also!in!on!the!plan—wrote!a!review!that!“daba!a!
entender!que!había!estado!presente,!en!simultáneo,!en!todos!los!estrenos”!(Pájaro!114).!This!review!
stood!in!for!the!phantom!performance!in!the!same!way!Bellatin’s!note!to!Daniel!Link!would!later!
stand!in!for!the!phantom!ADN'footnote,!effectively!constructing!the!original!through!its!commentary.!
When!the!book!was!released,!Bellatin’s!publisher!organized!a!“revival”!of!the!show,!which!did!indeed!
take!place,!though!in!a!far!from!traditional!form!(the!focal!point!of!which!was!a!trained!Belgian!
Malinois!that!leapt!onto!the!altar!of!the!desacralized!church!where!the!event!took!place!and!
remained!there,!in!a!menacing!gesture,!for!the!duration!of!the!performance).!For!more!of!Bellatin’s!
description!of!the!intervention,!see!Pájaro'transparente!113U115.!!
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space!of!just!a!few!lines.!Such!is!the!case!with!the!footnote!that!glosses!the!familiar!
term!“haiku,”!which!reads!simply:!“Forma!poética!que!demuestra!la!inutilidad!de!los!
grandes!tratados!filosóficos,!según!palabras!del!sabio!Surinami!Mayoki!(1113!–!
1128)”!(64).!Not!only!does!this!definition!of!the!poetic!form!eschew!the!traditional!
explanatory!function!of!the!gloss,!which!would!likely!involve!a!description!of!the!
syllabic!structure!or!the!emphasis!on!the!imagery!of!the!natural!world,!it!does!
precisely!the!opposite,!rendering!the!term!even!more!opaque.130!Asserting!the!
haiku’s!capacity!to!unmask!the!uselessness!of!the!‘great!philosophical!treatises,’!the!
translational!voice!behind!the!work!invokes!an!invented!philosopher!whose!name!is!
followed!by!a!date!range!that!would!seem!to!suggest!that!the!sage!lived!to!be!a!mere!
fifteen!years!old.!These!feints,!the!immediately!evident!ones!and!those!that!require!a!
bit!of!digging!to!reveal,!cast!doubt!on!the!hermeneutic!system!these!glosses!sustain.!
In!the!case!cited!above,!what!is!left!at!the!end!(the!description!of!a!real!poetic!form!
that,!upon!closer!examination,!defies!comprehension)!is!reduced!to!the!fact!of!the!
footnote!itself.!The!space!it!occupies!has!been!emptied!out!of!its!subaltern!
administrative,!or!“political,”!function!and!remains!as!a!parallel,!independent,!
enigmatic!text!that!demands!its!own!annotative!apparatus.!!
This!manipulation!of!the!balance!of!discursive!authority!in!and!from!the!
margins!of!the!page!is!consciously!foregrounded!in!the!novel;!in!fact,!Bellatin!
announces!as!much!with!the!very!first!footnote,!which!is!attached!to!the!term!
saikokú.!The!term!is!used!twice!early!in!the!narrative.!The!first!instance!is!as!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
130!As!Derrida!points!out,!“in!our!culture,!the!note!is!a!remark!…whose!purpose!is!to!introduce!a!piece!
of!information”!(Annotation!198).!
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follows:!“La!muerte!del!marido!fue!un!trance!penoso.!Pasó!los!últimos!días!en!un!
delirio!constante!en!el!cual!pidió!a!gritos!la!presencia!nada!menos!que!de!Etsuko,!la!
antigua!saikokú1!de!su!mujer”!(8).!Flouting!convention,!the!gloss!attached!to!the!
term!upon!its!first!appearance!reads,!simply,!“1.!Véase!nota!5”!(8),!deferring!the!
exposition!expected!of!the!footnote.!It!is!only!in!the!following!section!of!the!
narrative!that!we!are!offered!an!explanation,!if!what!we!are!offered!can!be!described!
as!an!explanation,!of!the!term.!The!sentence!in!the!body!text!to!which!the!footnote!is!
attached!asserts!that!Izu!appeared!one!morning!at!her!future!husband’s!door!
“accompañada!de!Etsuko,!su!fiel!sirvienta”!(14);!the!note!itself,!as!demonstrated!in!
the!reproduction!of!the!page!below,!reads:!
!!Fig.1!
!
Rather!than!elucidating!the!term!to!which!it!is!attached,!the!footnote!presents!the!
content!withheld!before,!regardless!of!the!fact!that!the!definition!no!longer!lines!up!
with!its!referent.!Furthermore,!it!does!so!as!part!of!a!correction!or!refutation!of!the!
body!text:!Etsuko!is!not,!as!the!author!of!the!primary!text!claims,!a!servant,!but!is!
rather!a!member!of!a!particular!class!of!domestic!help.!This!gesture!of!deferral!is!
repeated!in!notes!30!(76)!and!36!(99),!attached!to!the!term!formotón'asai,!the!
“forma!jurídica!tradicional!sustentada!en!la!palabra!de!honor”!that!provides!the!title!
!
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of!a!text!published!in!1999,!in!which!it!is!defined!as!an!“expresión!que!significa!
repudia.”131!Between!the!two,!note!34!(95),!which!also!refers!to!the!term!saikoku,!
directs!the!reader!back!to!note!4!(13),!which!is!about!kabuki'theater,!rather!than!the!
particular!form!of!domestic!employment!discussed!above!(treated!in!footnote!5).!
Whether!this!misdirection!is!intentional!or!was!simply!an!oversight,!it!ultimately!
creates!an!interlaced!system!of!deferral!and!redirection!that!tangles!the!body!
narrative!up!in!its!own!language.!!
! On!another!occasion,!the!footnote!not!only!revises!the!body!narrative,!it!
presents!itself!as!something!of!an!aporia—an!intervention!that!hinders,!rather!than!
facilitates,!crossUcultural!understanding.!Foregrounding!yet!another!set!of!fake!food!
(a!neat!metaphor!for!the!consumption!of!simulacra),!Bellatin!describes!Izu’s!view!
through!the!ground!floor!windows!of!a!modern!building.!“Había!una!gran!barra,”!he!
writes,!“con!la!gente!comiendo!de!pie.!En!las!vitrinas!que!daban!a!la!calle!se!exhibían!
los!sushi26,!ramen27,!y!mategeshin28!de!cera”!(57).!The!footnotes!that!accompany!
these!terms!appear!as!follows:!
!!Fig.2!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
131!Mario!Bellatín,!"Formotón!asai",'Fractal!14,!4:IV!JulyUSeptember,!1999,!pp.!67U82.!Accessed!via!
http://www.fractal.com.mx/F14bella.html!(3!Jan!2013).!
!
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The!“translator”!intervenes!here!solely!to!announce!his!own!silence,!though!his!is!
not!a!silence!predicated!on!the!limitations!of!language;!it!is!instead!a!refusal!to!
perform!the!function!assigned!him.!By!not!rendering!intelligible!the!terms!left!in!
Japanese!in!the!body!text!through!translation!or!through!a!gloss!at!the!foot!of!the!
page,!he!establishes!his!autonomy!relative!to!the!original!text!and!asserts!that!it!is!
for!him!to!decide!which!of!the!culturally!specific!terms!merits!explication,!based!on!
his!interpretation!of!the!narrative!and!his!assessment!of!its!most!relevant!elements.!
As!such,!Bellatin!establishes!a!relationship!that!is!not!unlike!the!one!we!just!
explored!in!Scliar’s!short!story,!in!that!it!sets!a!translator!relegated!to!the!margins!of!
the!page!but!who!nonetheless!exerts!a!constitutive—sometimes!tyrannically!so—
force!on!the!narrative!against!the!diffusely!impotent!author!of!the!source!text.!Yet!
unlike!Scliar’s!text,!which!creates!a!totalizing!narrative!dominated!by!the!
perspective!of!the!translator!by!withholding!the!‘source!text’!from!which!it!is!
derived,!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami!unravels!not!only!the!discursive!authority!
of!the!original,!but!also!the!concept!of!the!text!as!a!stable!object!able!to!render!a!
single,!stable!meaning.!Indeed,!it!presents!a!principal!text!that!is!fundamentally!
altered,!even!reconstituted,!by!the!commentary!at!its!margins.!!
The!destabilizing!effect!produced!by!these!footnotes,!then,!does!not!simply!
“increase!the!reader’s!disorientation!through!false!or!unnecessary!definitions”!
(Hind!24);!insisting!on!the!work’s!status!as!a!translation,!the!footnotes!of!El'jardín'
de'la'señora'Murakami!render!the!text!a!palimpsest,!the!meaning!of!which!is!
consolidated!and!dissipates!as!the!trace!of!its!other!versions!moves!in!and!out!of!
focus,!generating!a!form!of!hermeneutic!interference!or!static.!It!is!a!process!that!
!
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directly!engages!the!notion!that!the!function!of!this!textual!space!is!limited!to!
ensuring!that!the!fixed!and!singular,!“theological”!meaning!of!the!body!text!be!
transmitted.!Ultimately,!Bellatin!avails!himself!of!the!discursive!authority!associated!
with!pseudotranslation’s!appeal!to!an!established!literary!tradition!in!order!to!
create!a!work!that,!despite!appearances,!willfully!resists!interpretation.!Indeed,!
Bellatin!utilizes!the!related!marginal!spaces!of!the!footnote!and!the!addenda!to!
empty!the!narrative!of!its!meaning,!placing!emphasis—as!suggested!in!the!epigraph!
to!this!chapter—on!the!formal,!rather!than!the!expository!aspect!of!the!text,!and!
presenting!the!hermeneutic!stability!of!the!written!word!as!a!chimera.!!
!
III.!A!ReMwriter!on!the!Edge!
!
The!last!of!the!enigmatic!footnotes!that!punctuate!the!narrative!of!El'jardín'de'la'
señora'Murakami!serves!as!a!hinge!between!the!body!text!and!the!twentyUfour!notes!
that!comprise!the!appendix,!which!demonstrates!the!extent!to!which!this!novel!
functions!as!the!vehicle!of!its!own!unmaking.!In!the!final!passage!of!the!narrative,!
the!widow!Murakami!imagines!that!she!sees,!in!the!rubble!of!her!garden!as!it!is!
being!dismantled,!a!small!house!at!the!base!of!a!mountain.!From!within,!she!hears!
her!father!calling!to!her!in!a!language!that!“le!resulta!imposible!entender”!(103).!The!
word!she!registers!without!understanding,!the!final!word!of!the!body!text,!is!
Otsomuru,!which,!according!to!the!footnote,!“se!refiere!a!un!final!que!es!en!realidad!
un!comienzo.!El!poeta!Bansho!(1644U1694)!la!utilizaba!en!los!poemas!que!no!tenía!
previsto!publicar”!(103).!Again,!the!space!of!the!footnote!opens!up!a!kind!of!aporia!
!
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within!the!text:!in!this!case,!by!suggesting!that!a!key!word!within!it!is!balanced!on!
the!threshold!of!nonUexistence—or!at!least!invisibility,!in!the!Menardian!sense.!
Moreover,!in!the!definition!it!presents,!this!final!footnote!suggests!that!the!end!of!
the!text!in!which!it!situates!itself!is!also!a!beginning.!A!beginning,!I!would!argue,!not!
only!in!the!literal!sense!of!the!appendix!that!follows,!but!also!in!the!sense!of!a!new!
way!of!reading!the!novel!as!a!whole,!conditioned!by!the!notes!contained!therein.! !
! Although!it!is!presented!as!a!parallel!discourse,!in!that!the!footnotes!make!no!
reference!to!the!appendix,!or!vice!versa,!the!content!of!each!of!the!two!textual!
spaces!builds!on!that!of!the!other!to!insist!on!the!interventions!of!the!novel’s!
fictional!translator!throughout.!Whereas!the!footnotes!engage!specific!moments!in!
the!text,!generally!lexically!grounded,!the!appendix!comments!on!the!story!as!a!
whole,!correcting!what!appears!in!the!narrative!and!adding!in!details!that!would!
typically!fall!outside!the!translator’s!sphere!of!knowledge.!The!first!addendum,!for!
example,!which!reads!“Si!bien!no!se!explicita,!la!señora!Murakami!mantiene!una!
extraña!relación!con!el!ensayo!Elogio'de'la'sombra!de!Tanizaki!Yunichiro.!Resulta!
imposible!definir!la!naturaleza!de!tal!interés”!(105),!demonstrates!an!extraUtextual!
familiarity!with!the!personal!habits!of!the!book’s!characters.!Not!only!does!the!
commentator!(the!translator,!we!imagine,!though!this!is!not!stated!explicitly)!use!
this!parallel!textual!space!to!perform!his!own!authorial!operations,!injecting!the!
body!text!with!details!not!provided!within!the!original!material,!in!its!“resulta!
imposible,”!it!also!sets!the!limits!of!how!far!this!field!of!vision!can!be!expanded.!
Several!other!addenda!in!this!section!fill!in!“missing”!details;!like!the!“também!não”!
!
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of!Scliar’s!“Notas!ao!Pé,”!these!notes!assert!the!primacy!of!the!translator’s!voice!over!
that!of!the!(unnamed)!author!of!the!“original”!work.!!
In!these!instances,!as!in!the!footnotes!to!the!text,!Bellatin!radically!
reconfigures!the!relationship!between!the!original!and!its!version!or!versions.!
Through!the!markers!of!its!status!as!a!translation!(prominent!among!which!is!the!
commentary!at!its!margins),!the!text!opens!up!rifts!in!the!“original”!work!upon!
which!it!is!supposedly!dependent,!citing!points!at!which!it!does!not!fully!represent!a!
supposed!reality!external!to!itself!(that!is,!the!ways!in!which!this!original!is,!itself,!
“unfaithful”)!and!then!filling!in!those!gaps!with!new!material.!In!the!following!note,!
for!example,!the!marginal!space!of!the!appendix!is!used!to!present!the!absence!of!
detail!surrounding!Izu’s!husband’s!return!home!upon!learning!of!his!illness,!again!
alluding!to!an!episode!in!this!fictional!world!that!falls!outside!the!scope!of!the!fiction!
itself:!“5.!Es!imposible!comprender!por!qué!se!ha!omitido!la!narración!del!regreso!
del!señor!Murakami!a!la!casa!conyugal!cuando!supo!que!moriría!de!cáncer!de!
próstata.!Durante!todo!el!tiempo!que!duró!su!enfermedad,!Izu!Murakami!tuvo!que!
cuidarlo!como!cualquier!esposa!diligente”!(106).!
Again,!not!only!does!the!translator!establish!a!position!outside!the!narrative,!
he!also!claims!to!have!knowledge!of!the!story!beyond!what!was!revealed!in!the!text;!
he!intervenes!not!only!to!gloss,!but!also!to!explicitly!undermine!the!cohesiveness!of!
the!narrative.!These!addenda!suggest!that!the!translation!to!which!they!belong!not!
only!revitalizes!its!original,!but!in!fact!creates!it.!In!a!similar!gesture,!addendum!
seven!protests!that!“En!algún!momento!de!la!narración!habría!sido!conveniente!
volver!a!referirse!a!la!Cacería!de!Orugas,”!while!eight!asks:!“¿Por!qué!nunca!llega!a!
!
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conocerse!si!el!señor!Murakami!sabe!conducir!o!no?”!(106).!In!contrast!to!the!
example!cited!above,!these!two!commentaries!do!not!add!information!to!the!existing!
text,!but!rather!insist!on!the!idea!that!information!is!missing!from!the!narrative.!As!a!
whole,!these!glosses!break!down!the!outer!border!of!the!narrative,!opening!it!up!to!
the!expanse!of!a!system!external!to!it!and!demonstrating!how!partially!the!principal!
text!engages!this!broader!world.!!
One!of!the!final!notes!epitomizes!the!hermeneutic!subterfuge!I!have!traced!
throughout!the!text.!In!this!case,!the!scene!to!which!the!addendum!refers!represents!
a!turning!point!in!the!narrative,!the!culmination!of!Izu’s!domestic!infelicity!and!the!
beginning!of!her!financial!ruin,!which!will,!as!mentioned!above,!lead!to!the!
dismantling!of!the!garden!from!which!the!text!derives!its!title.!And!here,!at!the!end!
beyond!the!end!of!the!narrative,!the!“translator”!of!the!work!hones!in!on!this!key!
moment!to!force!the!reader!to!reimagine!the!work!from!the!very!beginning.!
According!to!the!eighteenth!addendum:!
Resulta!difícil!entender!la!actitud!final!del!señor!Murakami!pidiendo!a!gritos!
volver!a!ver!los!pálidos!pechos!de!Etsuko.!Podría!atribuirse!a!los!efectos!de!
los!medicamentos!y!la!agonía.!Sin!embargo,!se!cuenta!con!los!elementos!
necesarios!para!incluso!llegar!a!pensar!que!fueron!amantes.!Si!eso!es!cierto,!
nunca!se!conocerán!las!verdaderas!razones!que!motivaron!a!los!
protagonistas.!(108)!
!
The!presentation!of!a!pair!of!divergent!explanations!of!Mr.!Murakami’s!final!request!
would!be!a!destabilizing!gesture!in!most!contexts;!in!the!case!of!a!textual!gloss,!
however,!it!consolidates!many!of!the!themes!we!have!examined!in!Bellatin’s!work!
up!to!this!point.!In!his!meditations!on!various!forms!of!textual!apparatus!in!
Paratexts'(trans.!1997),!Gerard!Genette!laments!the!supplementary!aspect!of!the!
note!and!imagines!“a!more!emancipated!regime!in!which!the!note!would!no!longer!
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come!under!the!heading!of!this!documentary!type!of!discourse,!but!would!…!pursue!
some!momentary!fork!in!the!narrative”!(335U36).!“To!do!this,”!he!continues,!now!
citing!Paul!Valéry,!“would!be!to!substitute!for!the!illusion!of!a!unique!scheme!which!
imitates!reality!that!of!the!possibleDatDeachDmoment”!(336).!A!quick!translation!of!
Valéry’s!proposal!turns!a!strategy!for!achieving!a!greater!sense!of!truth!in!narrative!
(this!truth!being!that!narrative!is,!beneath!the!surface!and!like!life!itself,!as!much!
about!the!paths!not!taken!as!it!is!about!those!that!are)!moves!this!strategy!into!the!
sphere!of!translation!and!the!privileged!univocity!of!the!author.!
Following!this!initial!gesture!toward!narrative!fragmentation!and!the!
insistence!on!the!artifice!of!unified!authorial!discourse,!Bellatin’s!addendum!then!
presents!a!logical!conclusion!(that!the!two!were!lovers)!as!the!condition!of!the!
impossibility!of!interpreting!the!work!through!the!motivations!of!its!central!
characters:!if!this—very!possible!thing—is!true,!the!true!motivations!of!our!
protagonists!will!never!be!known.!It!is!no!coincidence!that!so!many!of!these!
addenda!center!on!the!idea!of!incomprehension,!or!that!the!complementary!
marginal!space!of!the!footnotes!so!often!serves!to!obscure!the!meaning!of!the!body!
text.!In!a!gesture!he!would!repeat!in!the!phantom!footnote!to!his!Kawabata!article,!it!
is!ultimately!incomprehension!that!Bellatin!is!driving!at,!or!at!least!the!generation!of!
disruptive!static!within!a!system!that!privileges!author!and!original!as!the!keepers!
of!a!unitary,!fixed!meaning.!In!both!cases,!the!principal!text!appears!intelligible!up!to!
the!point!at!which!the!note!is!introduced:!just!as!the!ADN!profile!is!revealed!to!be!
made!up!of!fragments!that!refer!to!an!entirely!different!writer,!in!El'jardín'de'la'
!
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señora'Murakami,!Bellatin!occupies!a!translational!position!at!the!margin!of!his!own!
text!and,!from!that!space,!frays!its!edges.!!
It!is!here!that!the!second!movement!of!Derrida’s!remarks!on!the!footnote!
comes!into!play!or,!rather,!elucidates!the!rules!of!Bellatin’s!game.!Enumerating!the!
genres!in!which!the!footnote!is!most!often!seen,!Derrida!asserts!that—in!contrast!to!
journalistic!texts—“in!an!academic!dissertation!these!parasites,!these!footnotes,!find!
themselves!at!home”!(Annotation'199U200).!Given!the!imbalance!in!discursive!
authority!that!attributed!to!the!relationship!between!the!body!text!and!its!
annotations,!not!to!mention!the!rhetoric!of!dependency!that!Derrida!employs!
throughout!his!remarks,!it!is!not!surprising!that!he!might!apply!the!term!“parasite”!
to!the!footnote!and!its!associated!textual!spaces.!!
What!is!notable,!however,!is!the!interference!generated!by!the!meaning!of!
the!term!in!French.!In!addition!to!the!familiar!biological!model!of!an!organism!that!
“feeds”!(from!sitos,!or!food)!“next!to”!(para)!another—eating!at!the!table,!or!feeding!
upon!the!body,!of!the!other—the!term!“parasite”!also!refers!to!the!static!produced!
within!an!electronic!signal.!In!this!sense,!the!mobilization!of!the!term!is!very!much!
aligned!with!Michel!Serres’s!usage!in!his!1980!study,!Le'Parasite.132!In!his!reading!of!
the!rats’!feast!from!Bousault’s!Fables'd’Esope,!Serres!posits!a!series!of!parasitic!
relationships!extending!between!the!“tax!farmer”!who!feeds!off!profits!from!his!
privileged!position!under!the!law,!to!the!country!rat,!who!in!turn!feeds!with!his!kin!
on!the!farmer’s!Persian!rug.!Suddenly,!the!scene!is!transformed:!a!burst!of!
interference!disturbs!the!rats’!meal!and!they!scurry!off.!“It!was!only!a!noise,”!writes!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
132!All!references!will!be!to!the!2007!English!edition!of!the!work,!translated!by!Lawrence!R.!Schehr.!
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Serres,!“but!it!was!also!a!message,!a!bit!of!information!producing!panic:!an!
interruption,!a!corruption,!a!rupture!of!information.!Was!the!noise!really!a!message?!
Wasn’t!it,!rather,!static,!a!parasite?!A!parasite!who!has!the!last!word,!who'produces'
disorder'and'who'generates'a'different'order”'(3,!my!italics).!
It!may!be!that!benefit!only!flows!in!one!direction!in!the!company!of!parasites,!
but!this!does!not!mean!they!bring!nothing!to!the!table.!In!this!“bit!of!information”!
that!erupts!in!the!form!of!noise,!or!static,!the!parasite—much!like!the!paratexts!we!
have!been!examining—generates!a!disturbance!that!reconfigures!that!which!is!
disturbs.!The!disturbance!created!by!Bellatin’s!footnotes!goes!further!than!the!
inversion!of!the!hierarchical!relationship!between!the!text!and!its!commentary!(or,!
by!extension,!its!translational!versions)!seen,!for!example,!in!Scliar’s!story.!Bellatin’s!
footnotes!destabilize!not!only!the!narrative!matter!from!which!they!emerge,!but!also!
the!medium!of!its!telling,!reframing!the!“political”—the!administrative,!rather!than!
the!theological!model—as!a!mode!of!creation!and!undermining!the!hermeneutic!
stability,!and!thereby!the!discursive!tyranny,!of!the!original.!
There!is!clearly!a!political!dimension!to!all!this.!Bellatin’s!parasitic!paratexts!
not!only!call!attention!to!the!agency!of!the!translator!in!literary!transfer,!revealing!
what!Venuti!has!called!“the!violence!that!resides!in!…!the!reconstitution!of!the!
foreign!text!in!accordance!with!values,!beliefs!and!representations!that!preexist!it!in!
the!target!language”!(Invisibility'18).!They!also—like!the!steady!hum!of!the!
disembodied!and!heavily!mediated!authorial!discourse!in!the!Congreso'de'Dobles—
break!through!the!cordon'sanitaire!that!divides!narrative!from!annotation,!
!
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dismantling!the!hierarchies!that!subtend!the!privileged!status!and!unitary!logic!of!
the!original.!!
In!the!context!of!debates!surrounding!the!concept!and!dynamics!of!World!
Literature!that!reemerged!with!a!lateUcapitalist!spin!around!the!same!time!Bellatin!
was!working!on!El'jardín'de'la'señora'Murakami,!this!textual!game!takes!on!a!dual!
meaning.!Not!only!does!it!take!the!Borgesian!stance!that!a!translation!can!exert!a!
retroactive,!constitutive!force!on!the!original!to!such!an!extent!that!an!original!can!
be!declared!“unfaithful”!to!its!translation;133!in!the!radical!change!the!text!
undergoes!in!its!“translation”!into!Spanish,!it!also!undermines,!in!a!far!more!
comprehensive!way!than!the!translator’s!note!is!able!to!do,!the!notion!of!smooth!
interlinguistic,!intercultural!transfer!upon!which!the!processes!of!globalization!
depend.134!In!this!second!quality,!Bellatin’s!intervention!aligns!itself!with!the!
cultural!specificity!of!the!planetary!over!and!against!the!hierarchical!homogeneity!of!
the!global.!
Returning!to!Bellatin’s!phantom!footnote,!the!one!“omitted”!from!the!ADN'
article!and!summarized!the!following!day!in!a!digital!missive,!one!hears!in!his!
description!of!the!“copyrighted”!strategy!of!“copypaste”!an!echo!of!the!“Copying!
(rather!than!cutting)!and!pasting—teleopoiesis”!(34)!proposed!by!Spivak!in!Death'
of'a'Discipline!(2003)!as!the!model!for!the!afterlife!of!Comparative!Literature,!a!
“double!act”!that!forces,!as!Eric!Hayot!has!observed,!a!“reconstellation,!not!of!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
133!This!assertion,!which!appears!often!in!this!study!and!many!others,!is!from!“Sobre!el!Vathek!de!
William!Beckford,”!Otras'inquisiciones'207.!
134!For!more!on!this!claim,!see!Anthony!Pym’s!The'Moving'Text:'localization,'translation,'and'
distribution!(2004)!and!Michael!Cronin’s!Translation'and'Globalization!(2003).!
!
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material!copied,!but!of!the!material!in!whose!midst!it,!pasted,!reappears”!(219).!This!
copying!and!pasting!poiesis,!then,!picks!up!where!Spivak’s!earlier!reflections!in!
“Translating!into!English”!left!off,!most!significantly!in!the!notion!of!the!trace!that!
stands!in!opposition!to!the!“permissive!hybridity!…!of!a!global!enforcement!politics”!
(“Translating”!105).135!
This!trace,!which!calls!to!mind!the!huellas!of!Feierstein’s!essay,!is!what!allows!
translation!to!resist!the!domesticating,!normative!operations!described!by!Venuti!
and!instead!be!understood—in!Spivak’s!words,!again—as!“an!active!site!of!conflict,!
not!an!irreducible!guarantee”!(105).!I!would!argue,!however,!that!it!is!not!the!mere!
presence'of!these!footnotes!that!creates!a!productive!disturbance;!as!suggested!
above,!though!these!annotations!provide!the!kind!of!visibility!advocated!by!Venuti,!
by!calling!attention!to!the!problems!that!attended!certain!word!choices!and!not!
others,!the!translator’s!note!runs!the!risk,!on!one!hand,!of!naturalizing!the!
translator’s!subordinate!position!at!the!bottom!of!the!page!and,!on!the!other,!
implying!that!the!choices!left!uncommented!were!not!problematic!enough!to!merit!
reflection.!!
It!is!for!this!reason!that!the!hermeneutic!destabilization!of!Bellatin’s!
footnotes!is!of!such!interest!in!the!context!of!contemporary!cultural!geopolitics.!
Whereas!other!mobilizations!of!the!translator’s!footnote—in!Moacyr!Scliar’s!“Notas!
ao!pê!da!página,”!for!example—set!their!metaUfictional!sights!on!the!power!dynamic!
between!translator!and!author,!Bellatin’s!use!of!the!space!aspires!to!something!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
135!This!“permissive!hybridity”!is!akin!to!what!Venuti!described!as!“the!reconstitution!of!the!foreign!
text!in!accordance!with!values,!beliefs!and!representations!that!preexist!it!in!the!target!language”!
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broader.!In!retroactively!imbuing!the!“translated”!original!with!the!possibility!of!its!
own!multiplicity,!Bellatin’s!notes!operate!on—and!subsequently!within—the!body!
text,!as!does!Spivak’s!trace.!Mario!Bellatin’s!adoption!of!the!figure!of!the!translator,!
then,!and!his!mobilization!of!the!space!at!the!margins!of!the!text,!can!be!understood!
as!that!eruption,!that!sudden!burst!of!information,!that!not!only!reveals!the!
difficulties!and!fissures!inherent!to!linguistic!and!cultural!transfer,!but!indeed!
interrupts!and!reconstitutes!the!world!literary!system!from!which!it!emerges!as!a!
heterogeneous,!irreducible!assortment!of!voices.!
!
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CHAPTER!FIVE!
Coda:!Creative!Figures!for!an!Uncreative!Age!
!
Bellatin’s!playful,!subversive!mobilization!of!the!textual!space!of!the!footnote,!which!
I!explored!in!the!previous!chapter,!offers!a!point!of!articulation!between!the!core!
concerns!of!my!dissertation!and!two!directions!in!which!it!could!potentially!be!
expanded!in!the!future.!The!first!of!these!builds!on!my!discussion!of!the!
commentaries!on!the!global!politics!of!culture!that!the!mobilization!of!the!figure!of!
the!translator!makes!possible,!in!an!exploration!of!the!way!many!contemporary!
writers!situate!their!translator!protagonists!in!spaces!that!do!not!correspond!to!any!
known!map,!thereby!undermining!the!topological,!nationally!grounded,!dichotomy!
between!center!and!periphery!that!continues!to!haunt!discussions!of!cultural!
exchange.!From!there,!and!again!building!on!issues!raised!in!the!previous!chapter,!I!
believe!it!would!be!worthwhile!to!examine!the!way!the!technological!advances!of!
the!digital!age!not!only!demand!a!reconsideration!of!what!translation!is,!but!also!
enhance!the!relevance!of!the!practice!as!a!means!of!thinking!about!increasingly!
intertextual!forms!of!creativity!that!blur!the!line!between!production!and!
reproduction.!
!
I.!More!Scenes!of!Translation!!
Entre!o!sacrifício!e!o!jogo,!entre!a!prisão!e!a!transgressão,!entre!a!submissão!ao!
código!e!a!agressão!...!ali,!nesse!lugar!aparentemente!vazio!...!se!realiza!o!ritual!
antropófago!da!literatura!latinoUamericana.!
!!
—Silviano!Santiago,!“O!entreUlugar!do!discurso!latinoUamericano”'
!
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Like!the!title!of!this!dissertation,!the!first!of!these!two!possible!lines!of!inquiry!
evokes!distinct!but!mutually!implicated!uses!of!the!word!“scene”—not!only!as!a!
representation,!a!narrative!staging,!but!also!as!a!locus!or!site!of!activity.!Many!of!
these!contemporary!Latin!American!novels!seem!to!formulate!a!spatial!arrangement!
that!not!only!destabilizes!Eurocentric!discursive!hierarchies,!but!also!sows!the!seeds!
of!an!alternate!mode!of!engaging!the!global!market!of!culture.!The!hypothesis!I!
would!like!to!explore!is!that,!just!as!the!space!allotted!the!translator!at!the!lower!
margin!of!the!page!both!attests!to!the!subordinate!position!traditionally!assigned!to!
translation!and!provides!a!site!for!the!subversion!of!this!hierarchical!relation,!the!
physical!spaces!occupied!by!translator!protagonists!both!foreground!and!
interrogate!the!uneven!distribution!of!cultural!capital!established!along!nationalU
literary!lines.!
To!avoid!repeating!the!presentation!of!recent!discussions!of!World!Literature!
laid!out!in!the!introduction!to!this!study,!I!will!simply!reassert!that!these!uneven!
relations!of!discursive!authority!are!often!presented!in!topological!terms,!due!
largely!to!the!influence!of!Immanuel!Wallerstein’s!concept!of!the!worldUsystem!as!a!
network!of!connected!but!unequal!entities!described!in!terms!of!a!clearly!defined,!
though!ostensibly!transferable,!core!and!the!absolute!and!semiU!peripheries!that!
attend!it.!It!is!from!this!model!that!critics!like!Pascale!Casanova!have!borrowed!the!
lexicon!of!their!recent!theories!of!global!literary!relations.136!This!model,!grounded!
in!notions!of!place!and!displacement!(as!in!Casanova’s!Greenwich!Meridian!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
136!The!use!of!the!terms!“center”—Wallerstein’s!“core”—and!“periphery”!to!describe!cultural!
relations!that!favor!the!AngloUEuropean!metropolis!dates!back!to!well!before!Casanova’s!World'
Republic'of'Letters.!I!cite!her!as!an!example,!however,!to!illustrate!that!the!concept!is!still!entrenched!
in!contemporary!discourse.!
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literature),!seems!to!be!of!particular!interest!to!contemporary!writers!in!Latin!
America,!who!engage!the!figure!of!the!translator!in!their!work!and!appears!in!
various!thematic!forms.!!
The!textual!and!discursive!marginalization!of!the!translator,!along!with!the!
subversive!potential!of!the!space!to!which!he!is!relegated,!is!played!out!on!a!
thematic!level,!for!example,!in!Salvador!Benesdra’s!1998!novel!El'traductor.!
Exploring!the!interrelated!elements!of!the!translator’s!role!in!the!publishing!
industry!and!the!physical!space!he!occupies!in!the!world,!Benesdra!sets!his!novel’s!
protagonist,!Ricardo!Zevi,!at!the!margins!of!a!leftUleaning!publishing!house!in!the!
process!of!being!absorbed!by!a!multinational!media!conglomerate.!This!transition!
brings!with!it!all!manner!of!editorial!and!organizational!upheaval!as!the!company’s!
attempt!to!enter,!or!its!capitulation!to,!the!global!marketplace!sparks!massive!layoffs!
and!reorganizations.!Although!Zevi!is!able!to!keep!his!job,!he!finds!that!he!is!being!
pushed!further!and!further!toward!the!margins!of!the!company;!like!the!protagonist!
of!Chico!Buarque’s!Budapeste,!he!is!displaced!to!the!point!of!not!even!having!his!own!
desk!at!the!office.!It!is!worth!noting!that!both!the!firings!and!Zevi’s!shrinking!role!
within!Turba!are!described!as!“desubicaciones”!in!the!text—not!only!physical!
displacements,!then,!but!also!societal!or!even!moral!ones—calling!attention!to!the!
intersection!of!authority!and!the!spaces!assigned!to!those!who!operate!under!its!
sway.137!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
137!As!a!complement!to!this!politicized!use!of!“desubicación,”!the!rhetoric!of!misU!and!displacement!is!
prominent!in!these!novels,!reflecting!both!the!status!of!the!translator!and!the!dynamics!of!cultural!
politics!explored!throughout!this!study.!Zevi,!like!the!narrator!of!Pablo!De!Santis’s!La'traducción,!
presents!his!work!as!a!translator!as!a!professional!desvío:!he!had!originally!wanted!to!participate!in!the!
selection!of!works!to!be!published,!but!ended!up!as!something!of!a!linguistic!hired!gun!at!the!mercy!of!
the!editorial!choices!of!those!above!him.!!
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Benesdra’s!evocation!of!the!space!of!the!periphery!through!the!
marginalization!of!both!Ricardo!Zevi!and!the!small!publishing!house!for!which!he!
works,!then,!is!a!concrete!reminder!of!the!ways!in!which!the!biases!and!
predilections!of!a!handful!of!nations!exert!a!formative!effect!on!the!international!life!
of!a!text!and,!indeed,!of!the!echoes!of!colonial!domination!that!mark!a!publishing!
industry!shaped!by!a!handful!of!major!conglomerates!localized!in!traditional!centers!
of!economic!power.!And!yet,!though!Editorial!Turba’s!position!in!this!hierarchical!
system!leaves!it!subject!to!the!aesthetic!and!ideological!incursions!of!its!new!parent!
company,!El'traductor!offers!an!image!of!marginality—and,!indeed,!of!invisibility—
that!suggests!its!own!form!of!empowerment.!!
Benesdra!situates!his!translatorUprotagonist!in!a!unique!apartment!in!the!
cupola!of!one!of!the!historic!buildings!of!Buenos!Aires.!Citing!a!decadesUlong!
obsession!with!finding!just!such!an!apartment,!Zevi!keys!in!on!the!fundamental!
inscrutability!of!his!domicile.!“No!puedo!ver!el!cielo!por!el!techo,”!he!writes!“pero!
veo!más!crepúsculos!que!el!Principito.!Y!no!creo!que!la!gente!se!imagine!que!aquí!
vive!alguien.!Es!como!un!periscopio!espiando!la!ciudad”!(80).!Ensconced!within!his!
“periscope,”!then,!Zevi!is!able!to!observe!the!city!from!an!angle!at!which!it!is!rarely!
seen.!Yet!this!is!not!a!panoptic!form!of!observation,!in!that!its!power!is!not!derived!
from!the!internalization!of!the!authority!of!a!central!locus!of!surveillance,!but!quite!
the!opposite:!the!privilege!of!this!space!is!precisely!its!position!both!on!and!off!the!
map!of!the!city.!This!claim!to!unmappability!is!reinforced!by!Zevi’s!concession!that!
he!cannot!see!the!sky!from!his!abode,!but!instead!is!treated!to!“more!crepúsculos!
than!the!Little!Prince.”!Rather!than!observing!the!course!of!the!sun!through!the!
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heavens!or!the!constellations!(for!generations,!the!primary!means!of!establishing!
geographic!location),!Zevi’s!skyscape!consists!of!the!intermediary,!that!time!between!
day!and!night!that,!while!allowing!the!two!to!exist!as!distinct!entities,!is!not!tethered!
to!a!single!meaning!(in!Spanish,!furthermore,!the!term!crepúsculo!is!used!for!both!
dawn!and!twilight).!!
In!this!way,!Benesdra!creates!a!spatial!model!of!translational!invisibility!that!
not!only!echoes!the!trope!of!the!“shadowy!figure,”!but!in!fact!attaches!a!positive!
valence!to!it,!insisting!on!the!power!found!in!the!imbalanced!distribution!of!
information!that!comes!with!invisibility!and,!more!abstractly,!to!the!freedom!of!
living!off!the!map.!In!so!doing,!he!presents!the!fundamental!paradox!of!translation!in!
distinctly!concrete!terms:!though!Ricardo!Zevi!is!subject!to!the!hierarchical!
dynamics!of!global!commerce!and!cultural!exchange!as!a!professional!occupying!a!
specific!site!in!the!World!Republic!of!Letters,!some!part!of!him!exists!in!a!space!not!
contained!by!this!system!and,!from!there,!has!the!potential!to!exert!a!destabilizing!
force!upon!it.!
! César!Aira’s!2003!novel!La'Princesa'Primavera!also!lingers!on!the!
intersection!of!the!cultural!and!economic!dynamics!that!attend!the!circulation!of!
textual!goods,!in!this!case,!escapist!novels!published!in!pirate!editions!with!no!
regard!for!intellectual!property!law.!The!eponymous!translator!protagonist!lives!on!
an!“islita!perdida”!(60)!caught!between!participation!in!and!isolation!from!the!
global!market!(basic!supplies!and!texts!to!translate!reach!her,!but!the!island!works!
largely!on!a!barter!economy!and!as!such!is!insulated!from!the!coreUperiphery!
dynamics!outlined!above).!“Efectivamente,”!he!writes,!“vivía!de!las!traducciones.!No!
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estaban!bien!pagadas,!eso!está!de!más!decirlo.!Pero!a!ella!le!alcanzaba.!La!vida!en!la!
isla!era!barata,!increíblemente!barata!en!realidad:!se!beneficiaba!con!la!
heterogeneidad!entre!una!economía!natural,!en!la!que!el!dinero,!por!ser!casi!
desconocido,!multiplicaba!prodigiosamente!su!valor,!y!emolumentos!provenientes!
de!una!cultura!monetarizada”!(14).!Though!the!island!is!described!as!being!off!the!
coast!of!Panama,!and!though!the!business!practices!of!the!publishing!houses!for!
which!the!princess!translates!are!explicitly!grounded!in!the!economic!dynamics!of!
the!industry!in!Latin!America!(reference!is!made!to!distribution!channels!running!
from!Mexico!to!Argentina,!for!example),!its!diminutive!size!and!hybrid!internal!
economy—along!with!the!fundamental!fact!that!it!is!a!floating!land!mass—set!the!
island!apart!from!global!networks!of!cultural!and!financial!exchange.!!
Another!work!that!could!be!studied!along!these!lines!is!Pablo!De!Santis’s!La'
traducción,!which!presents!a!similar!thematization!of!the!translator’s!paradoxical!
position!between!languages!and!cultures!as!he!or!she!negotiates!global!and!local!
dynamics.!As!mentioned!in!the!second!chapter!of!this!study,!the!novel!recounts!a!
series!of!murders!at!a!translators’!conference!in!the!coastal!town!of!Puerto!Esfinge,!
or!Port!Sphinx.!Beyond!the!aptness!of!its!name,!which!evokes!the!mysteries!and!
hermeneutic!machinations!that!take!place!within!it,!the!town!is!depicted!as!being!in!
a!state!of!utter!dilapidation,!having!fallen!off!the!economic!map!of!the!region.!This!
marginal!position!(and!insolvency)!could!be!said!to!mirror!the!position!of!the!
translators!who!inhabit!it,!albeit!temporarily,!but!it!also!signals!the!establishment!of!
a!spatialUsubjective!position!aligned!with!the!office!that,!as!demonstrated!in!the!
previous!example,!can!be!understood!as!a!site!of!power.!This!remove!from!
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recognizable!geographic!systems!is!underscored!from!the!outset!of!the!novel.!
During!the!long!trip!from!the!nearest!airport!to!the!site!of!the!conference,!De!Blast!
remarks!that!the!other!passengers!“comentaban!el!paisaje,!es!decir,!el!noUpaisaje.!A!
los!costados!del!camino!no!había!nada!…![Rina]!sacó!de!la!cartera!un!plano!y!lo!
desplegó!con!alguna!dificultad.!Los!mapas!son!una!versión!abstracta!del!paisaje;!
pero!en!aquel!viaje!las!cosas!ocurrían!al!revés,!y!el!paisaje!era!una!versión!abstracta!
del!mapa.!Me!señaló!un!punto!junto!al!mar.!Busqué!el!nombre!del!pueblo,!pero!no!lo!
encontré”!(20).!!
It!almost!sounds!like!the!beginning!of!an!uninteresting!joke,!this!busload!of!
translators!head!into!the!wilderness!searching!for!an!invisible!destination!through!a!
landscape!described!as!“an!abstract!version”—“abstract”!being!derived!from!
abstrahere,!meaning!to!take!away,!set!free,!separate—of!what!appears!on!the!map.!
Nonetheless,!the!image!is!not!without!its!political!weight:!like!Zevi’s!“periscopio,”!
Puerto!Esfinge!and!the!spaces!through!which!the!translators!travel!quite!literally!do!
not!belong!to!the!same!topological!system!as!their!surroundings!and!are!therefore!
not!subject!to!their!rules.!In!this!way,!these!nonUplaces!can!be!understood!in!terms!
of!Silviano!Santiago’s!“space!inUbetween”!of!Latin!American!discourse,!located!
“somewhere!between!sacrifice!and!playfulness,!prison!and!transgression,!
submission!to!the!code!and!aggression”!(38),!or!Homi!Bhabha’s!concept!of!the!“third!
space,”!the!intervention!that!refuses!to!collapse!one!culture!into!another!and,!in!so!
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doing,!“enables!other!positions!to!emerge,”!displacing!the!histories!that!constitute!it,!
and!setting!up!new!structures!of!authority.138!
Among!the!various!tropes!of!translation!theory!mobilized!by!these!novels,!
the!representation!of!space!seems!also!important!in!that!it!operates!at!the!nexus!of!
literature!and!cultural!politics!as!a!positive!appropriation!of!the!qualities!of!
invisibility!and!marginality!to!undermine,!structurally,!the!hierarchies!of!cultural!
geopolitics!as!they!are!traditionally!understood.!Nor!are!Benesdra,!Aira,!and!De!
Santis!alone!in!this!gesture:!as!announced!in!one!of!the!epigraphs!to!the!awardU
winning!book,!the!action!of!Andrés!Neuman’s!El'viajero'del'siglo!(2009)!unfolds!
against!the!backdrop!of!a!place!called!Wandernburg!(the!German!verb!wandern!
expressing!mobility,!peregrination),!described!as!a!“ciudad!móvil!sit.!aprox.!entre!
los!ant.!est.!de!Sajonia!y!Prusia.!Cap.!del!ant.!principado!del!m.!nombre.!Lat.!N!y!long.!
E!indefinidas!por!desplazamiento,”!the!exact!location!of!which!remains!unknown,!
despite!reports!from!travelers—while!the!receptionist/corporate!interpreter!who!is!
the!heroine!of!Pedro!Mairal’s!El'año'del'desierto!(2005)!finds!herself!translating!
between!increasingly!tribal!languages!as!the!urbanUdevelopmental!map!of!Buenos!
Aires!is!literally!unmade!and!the!city!slips!“back”!into!barbarism.!
These!representations!of!space,!then,!do!not!point!to!the!“figure!in!the!
carpet”!sought!by!Casanova!as!a!means!of!describing—and!thereby!consolidating—a!
centrist!model!of!cultural!exchange.!Instead,!they!seem!poised!to!challenge!what!
Emily!Apter!calls!the!“traditional!national!spatial!coordinates!and!periodizing!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
138!See!Bhabha’s!The'Location'of'Culture;!the!fragments!above!appear!on!page!211!of!Jonathan!
Rutherford’s!interview!with!the!scholar!in!Identity:'Community,'Culture,'Difference.!!
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structures”!(Against!40)!that!shape!humanistic!thought!and!thereby!drive!many!
these!cultural!dynamics.!Though!moored!to!the!position!of!Latin!America!within!
global!networks!of!economic!and!cultural!exchange,!the!works!examined!above!
attempt!to!establish!positions!off!those!very!maps!and!in!so!doing!render!relative!
and!contingent,!if!not!entirely!irrelevant,!the!long!contested!but!not!yet!transcended!
categories!of!Center!and!Periphery.!Ultimately,!just!as!the!marginal!(textual)!space!
of!the!footnote!complicates!and!undermines!the!monologic!authority!of!the!body!
text,!the!marginal!(physical)!spaces!occupied!by!these!translator!protagonists!allow!
them!to!operate!both!within!and!outside!the!hierarchical!organization!of!nationallyU
grounded!networks!of!cultural!exchange!and!resist!the!homogenizing!tendencies!of!
the!processes!of!globalization!of!which!they!form!a!conflicted!part.!!
!
II.!Creative!Figures!for!an!Uncreative!Age!
Media!determine!our!situation.!
!
—Friedrich!Kittler,!Gramophone,'Film,'Typewriter'
!
A!second!potential!line!of!inquiry!takes!us!from!the!spaces!in!which!the!struggle!for!
discursive!authority!(and,!in!many!cases,!against!it!as!an!organizing!principle!of!
cultural!exchange)!is!waged!between!nationally!grounded!cultural!entities,!to!
cyberspace,!where!a!qualitatively!different!set!of!negotiations!take!place.!In!the!
previous!chapter,!I!alluded!to!Bellatin’s!soUcalled!“copypaste”!technique,!used!to!
retrofit!phrases!from!reviews!of!his!own!work!to!generate!an!article!on!Japanese!
Nobel!Laureate!Yasunari!Kawabata!for!the!cultural!supplement!of!the!Argentine!
newspaper!La'Nación.!Central!to!this!intervention,!which—like!much!of!Bellatin’s!
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work—is!as!much!performance!art!as!it!is!a!literary!or!critical!text,!is!an!
interrogation!of!the!author!function!as!elaborated!by!Foucault!and!invoked!at!
various!points!in!this!study.!Bellatin,!addressing!“una!serie!de!preguntas”—
regarding,!it!is!implied,!the!fungibility!of!the!author!sign—composed!the!article!by!
combining!“una!serie!de!fragmentos!que!distintos!críticos!han!hecho!sobre!mis!
libros”!and!exchanging!“la!palabra!bellatin”!(note!the!lowercase!b!and!use!of!the!
term!“word”!instead!of!“name”)!for!Kawabata,!the!title!of!one!book!for!another,!and!
so!on.!
Though!the!critical!preoccupation!of!this!intervention!is!similar!to!that!of!
performances!like!the!2003!Congreso!de!Dobles,!which!sought!to!establish!the!
independence!of!a!writer’s!thought!from!the!person!of!the!writer!himU!or!herself,!
Bellatin’s!insistence!on!the!technological!means!by!which!he!created!the!article!is!
suggestive!of!a!broader!phenomenon!particular!to!the!digital!age:!the!many!
manifestations!of!the!remix139!and!the!challenges!this!and!related!cultural!forms!
pose!to!the!notions!of!authorship!and!originality.!To!borrow!a!phrase!from!Samuel!
Weber,!“If!one!were!to!search!today!for!a!way!of!reflecting!on!the!destiny!of!
language!and!literature!in!an!age!increasingly!dominated!by!electronic!media,!there!
is!probably!no!better!place!to!start—and!perhaps!even!to!end—than!with!the!
question!of!translation”!(79).!Like!the!“tail”!affixed!to!Borges’s!short!story!in!
Fernando!Verissimo’s!Borges'e'os'Orangotangos'Eternos,!then,!these!observations!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
139!I!apply!the!term!“remix”!to!a!variety!of!digital!practices!(sometimes!also!called!“mashUups”)!that!
involve!the!combination!or!juxtaposition!of!disparate!elements.!Examples!of!these!practices!include!
montage,!layering!an!audio!track!over!an!unrelated!video!feed,!and!those!ubiquitous!memes!that!take!
a!still!image!(typically!from!popular!culture)!and!type!variations!on!a!phrase!in!the!foreground—in!
this!last!case,!above!all,!familiarity!and!proliferation!are!fundamental!in!producing!an!effect.!!
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and!hypotheses!expand!upon!and!in!some!ways!reconfigure!what!has!come!before,!
taking!the!narrative!representation!of!the!translator!as!a!point!of!departure!in!the!
consideration!of!translation!as!a!structural!or!framing!element!for!narrative!
production,!in!accordance!with!shifts!in!the!technological!landscape.!!
The!first!of!the!significant!structural!shifts!occasioned!by!technological!
advances!touches!on!the!translator’s!position!in!the!commercial!and!literary!
landscape,!and!as!a!result!suggests!new!directions!for!the!narrative!mobilization!of!
the!translator!in!fiction.!Perhaps!more!so!than!any!theory!written!about!the!practice,!
recent!improvements!in!machine!translation!technology!(MT)!have!brought!to!the!
fore!debates!about!how!much!of!translation!is!art,!and!how!much!craft—in!other!
words,!how!much!of!translation!is,!indeed,!a!creative!endeavor,!and!how!much!of!its!
unique!form!of!textual!reproduction!can!be!reproduced!mechanically!with!
consistent,!quantifiable!results.140!With!the!shift!from!the!“direct”!machine!
translations!carried!out!in!the!1950s!and!60s!using!dictionary!reference!and!a!
restricted!set!of!syntactical!rules,!and!employed!only!on!a!limited!range!of!input!(the!
translation!of!scientific!texts!from!Russian!to!English,!for!example)!to!the!far!more!
flexible!statistical!models!(SMT),!machine!translation!has!recently!begun!to!pose!a!
challenge!to!the!human!translator.141!This!can!be!said,!at!least,!for!commercial!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
140!As!Michael!Cronin!has!suggested,!“It!is!possible!to!argue!that!it!is!the!relationship!between!
translators!and!tools!rather!than!the!connection!between!translators!and!texts!per!se!which!is!the!
decisive!factor!in!the!evolution!of!translation”!(31).!
141!William!John!Hutchins!provides!a!brief!overview!of!machine!translation!in!his!contribution!to!
Concise'History'of'the'Language'Sciences'(1995),!and!a!more!lengthy!reflection!on!the!subject!as!the!
editor!of!the!volume!Early'Years'in'Machine'Translation!(2000).!For!more!on!(SMT),!see!Lopez!2008.!
A!radical!version!of!this!technology,!which!employs!the!concept!of!language!vectors!as!a!means!of!
programming!adaptive!MT!dictionaries,!is!being!developed!by!Tomas!Miklov,!Quoc!Le,!and!Ilya!
Sutskever!at!Google!(2013).!
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scientific!translation:!though!literary!texts!have!been!cited!as!resources!for!refining!
referential!chain!density!in!SMT!models,!even!the!most!enthusiastic!proponents!of!
MT!stop!short!of!asserting!that!the!technology!is!ready!to!render!these!more!
nuanced!metaphorical!and!culturally!specific!forms!of!language.142!!
At!stake!in!the!conversation!about!the!technology!of!translation,!then,!is!
more!than!the!materially!significant!issue!of!labor!outsourcing!and!the!continued!
financial!viability!of!the!profession!(the!travails!of!Salvador!Benesdra’s!translator!
protagonist!in!El'traductor'come!immediately!to!mind),!though!this,!too,!has!
implications!in!the!cultural!sphere,!insofar!as!commercial!work!is!a!sustaining!
source!of!income!for!many!literary!translators.!These!analyses!of!advanced!MT!
technologies!point!to!an!irreducible!core!of!language!transfer!that,!assuming!certain!
standards!of!quality,!requires!the!creative!intervention!of!the!(human)!translator.143!
This!core,!at!which!elements!such!as!tone,!historical!context,!regional!lexical!
variations,!and!above!all,!metaphor—none!of!which!is!currently!taken!into!account!
in!MT!models,!though!this!may!change—intersect,!effectively!blurs!the!line!between!
authorial!and!translational!activity.!As!a!result,!it!would!not!be!surprising!to!see!this!
new!technological!horizon!enter!into!the!material!and!aesthetic!discussion!of!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
142!See!Voigt!and!Jurafsky!2012.!It!also!bears!mention!that!the!insufficient!recognition!of!repetition!in!
referential!clusters!behind!Voigt!and!Jurafsky’s!reluctance!to!claim!this!victory!for!MT!is!eclipsed!by!a!
shortcoming!they!choose!not!to!discuss:!the!preservation!of!meaning,!in!both!a!specific!and!a!general!
sense.!Comparing!the!translations!from!a!line!in!Chinese!realized!by!a!human!(“Who!are!you?!Why!
have!you!shot!my!best!laying!hen?”)!and!an!MT!algorithm!(“Who!are!you!what?!How!good!black!hen!
shot!to!the!top!of!my!house?),!Voigt!and!Jurafsky!declare!the!MT!version!a!success!because!it!
preserves!the!key!term!“hen”!instead!of!translating!it!as!“chicken”!as!in!other!parts!of!the!selection!
(5),!though!much!is!obviously!lacking!in!terms!of!clarity!and!the!communication!of!an!idea!that!is!
expressed!directly!in!the!Chinese.!
143!As!Michael!Cronin!points!out!in!Translation'and'Globalization!(2003),!expediency!is!often!chosen!
over!accuracy!in!international!business!contexts!(108U111).!
!
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practice,!and!in!turn!to!appear!in!narrative!manifestations!of!translation,!as!it!did—
in!its!way—in!César!Aira’s!El'juego'de'los'mundos,!described!in!chapter!two.!!
The!second!shift!occasioned!by!the!advances!and!cultural!entrenchment!of!
digital!technologies!in!the!past!quarter!century!suggests!a!similar!convergence!of!
the!roles!of!author!and!translator.!At!no!time!has!Borges’s!assertion!in!“Las!
versiones!homéricas”!that!the!idea!of!a!definitive!text!“no!corresponde!sino!a!la!
religión!o!al!cansancio”!(Discusión!130)!been!more!relevant!than!it!is!in!the!age!of!
the!computerized!copying!and!pasting!and!its!multimedia!counterpart,!the!digital!
remix.!Not!only!textual,!but!also!visual!and!acoustic!materials!can!now!be!
reproduced,!recontextualized,!recombined,!and!disseminated!by!even!the!casual!
user!of!personal!computers.!The!figure!of!the!translator!becomes!increasingly!
important,!then,!not!only!for!the!ways!it!allows!us!to!think!about!the!negotiation!of!
cultural!capital!within!a!global!system!of!exchange!as!demonstrated!in!the!previous!
chapters,!but!also!because!we!find!ourselves!at!a!moment!in!which!our!modes!and!
conceptions!of!creativity!have!taken!on!a!decidedly!translational!dimension.!
In!reference!to!a!different!set!of!communication!technologies,!Roland!Barthes!
famously!asserted!that!writing!“is!that!neutral,!composite,!oblique!space!where!our!
subject!slips!away,!the!negative!where!all!identity!is!lost,!starting!with!the!very!
identity!of!the!body!writing”!(143)!and!that!the!text!is!not!an!auratic!repository!of!
stable!meaning,!but!rather!“a!tissue!of!quotations!drawn!from!innumerable!centres!
of!culture”!(146).144!George!Landow!explores!this!idea!in!the!context!of!hyperlinked!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
144!Frances!Aparicio!is!among!the!contemporary!critics!in!Latin!America!who!have!elaborated!on!this!
notion!of!the!decline!of!the!author!by!linking!translation!to!the!diffusion!of!discursive!authority.!In!
her!words,!the!Romantic!ideal!of!the!individual!artist!has!been!replaced!by!a!conception!of!the!
!
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literature!in!his!Hypertext!series.!According!to!Landow,!the!printed!book!“engenders!
certain!notions!of!authorial!property,!authorial!uniqueness,!and!a!physically!isolated!
text!that!hypertext,”!in!its!inherently!democratic!nature,!“makes!untenable”!(52).!
Though!Landow’s!insistence!on!the!disruptive!potential!of!hypertext!may!be!
somewhat!misplaced,145!other!digital!practices!grounded!in!appropriation,!
manipulation,!and!recontextualization—particularly!in!the!form!of!the!remix—and!
the!free!dissemination!of!information!do!indeed!challenge!the!linear!and!
hierarchical!structures!of!traditional!cultural!production,!reconfiguring!our!notion!
of!creativity!in!the!process.146!As!a!result,!these!digital!practices!offer!insight!into!
what!the!future!might!hold!for!the!literary!figure!of!the!translator,!and!what!the!
figure!of!the!translator!might!say!about!the!future!of!creative!production.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
creative!work!as!collective!undertaking.!“Las!redefiniciones,”!she!writes,!“de!los!conceptos!de!autoría!
y!originalidad!durante!el!siglo!XX!son!de!suma!importancia!al!revalorizar!la!traducción!como!proceso!
más!que!como!producto.!A!diferencia!del!valor!romántico!de!‘genio’!y!de!‘originalidad’!e!
individualidad!del!autor,!la!literatura!contemporánea!ha!evolucionado!bajo!el!signo!de!lo!colectivo”!
(20).!!
145!I!share!Susana!Pajares!Tosca’s!reservations!about!the!radically!destabilizing!nature!of!hypertext,!
as!compared!to!other!forms!of!digital!creation.!In!Literatura'digital:'el'paradigma'hipertextual'(2004),!
Pajares!observes!that!most!literary!spaces!within!the!supposedly!democratic!Web!are!still!dedicated!
to!canonical!writers,!asserting!that!“precisamente!porque!estamos!de!acuerdo!con!…!Landow!sobre!la!
literatura!como!producto!social!y!los!factores!externos!que!contribuyen!a!la!formación!de!un!canon,!
no!compartimos!su!optimismo!acerca!del!poder!del!hipertexto!para!cambiar!algo!que!en!realidad!no!
depende!del!soporte!tecnológico”!(60).!There!is!also!the!matter!of!agency!in!hypertext!works:!in!
many!cases!the!reader!has!less!control!over!his!or!her!navigation!through!a!hypertext!than!he!or!she!
would!in!reading!a!printed!book,!which!can!be!opened!to!any!page!at!any!time!(Cortázar’s!Rayuela!is!
one!example!of!a!nonUdigital!nonUlinear!work!that!offers!greater!freedom!for!the!reader!than!its!
computerized!counterpart).!Nonetheless,!Landow’s!study!is!a!useful!point!of!entry!into!the!discussion!
of!digital!technology!and!discursive!authority.!
146!Sharon!Daniel,!in!her!essay!“The!Database:!An!Aesthetics!of!Dignity,”!points!to!the!concrete!
political!potential!of!digital!heteroglossia!in!her!discussion!of!projects!like!Need_X_Change!and!
Palabras_,!both!of!which!provide!platforms!for!socially!and!politically!marginalized!populations!to!
discuss!their!situations!for!an!audience!that!could,!in!principle,!span!the!entire!world!(164U77).!This!
potential,!though!not!the!focus!of!the!present!study,!is!nonetheless!relevant!in!the!context!of!
negotiations!of!discursive!authority!and!access!to!legitimized!networks!of!exchange.!!
!
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Translation!and!contemporary!uses!of!digital!media!are!mutually!
illuminating,!particularly!in!the!way!both!call!into!question!the!hierarchy!between!
an!original!text!and!its!iterations:!in!digital!creative!production!and,!for!example,!
Haroldo!de!Campos’s!poetics!of!transcreation,!works!are!developed!through!source!
material,!but!are!by!no!means!simply!a!product!of!it.!Both!are!also!characterized!by!a!
tension!between!the!situated!subjectivity!of!the!intervening!agent!and!the!
repression!of!this!intervention!in!the!sublimation!of!the!first!person!in!certain!
digital!practices!like!the!remix.147!As!such,!the!current!cultural!landscape!goes!
beyond!asserting!the!creative!nature!of!translation,!a!prevalent!refrain!in!the!
twentieth!century.!The!uses!of!these!new!technologies!presents!creation!in!and!of!
itself!as!a!form!of!translation,!either!implicitly!in!the!configuration!of!the!works,!or!
explicitly!in!negotiations!of!cultural!authority,!textual!remixing,!language!transfer,!
and!other!related!themes.!!
Two!projects!from!members!of!the!Fin'del'mundo'collective148!belong!to!this!
second!category!of!digitalUnative!work.!They!are!Belén!Gache’s!Wordtoys!(2006)!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
147!For!an!overview!of!digital!practices!in!the!Latin!American!cultural!context,!see!Claire!Taylor!and!
Thea!Pitman’s!Latin'American'Identity'in'Online'Cultural'Production!(2013),!the!recent!writings!of!
Susana!Pajares!Tosca!(accessible!at!http://www.itUc.dk/people/tosca/index.php)!and!Francisco!
Cascallares’s!essay!for!Medium.com,!“Poética!de!la!recombinación”!(15!Feb!2014).!
148!One!of!the!first!organizations!dedicated!to!interdisciplinary!multimedia!projects!realized!in!the!
digital!sphere,!Fin!del!mundo!was!directed!by!Belén!Gache,!Gustavo!Romano,!Jorge!Haro,!and!Carlos!
Trillnick.!As!the!site’s!manifesto!suggests,!the!group’s!organizers!wanted!to!foster!the!dismantlement!
of!the!discursive!and!generic!hierarchies!endemic!to!traditional!literaryUartistic!production.!
“Mientras!que!la!luz!de!un!faro!simboliza!para!el!navegante!un!punto!de!orientación,”!they!write,!“Fin!
del!mundo,!en!cambio,!es!un!lugar!al!margen!de!todo!centro,!cuyo!faro!sólo!puede!conducir!al!
extravío.!Titila!en!el!espacio!liso!de!la!red!desarticulando!y!sustituyendo!las!tradicionales!nociones!de!
linealidad!del!lenguaje,!centro!y!jerarquía.!Rizomático!y!antigenealógico,!Fin!del!mundo!constituye!
una!amenaza!a!la!idea!de!género!en!el!terreno!de!las!diferentes!disciplinas!artísticas”!
(http://www.findelmundo.com.ar/intro21.htm,!accessed!17!June!2014).!
!
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Gustavo!Romano’s!IP'Poetry!(2006U2012).149!Gache’s!project,!designed!to!look!like!
an!antique!book!that!opens!when!the!reader!clicks!on!the!cover!and!within!which!
each!“page”!is!a!link!to!a!separate!multimedia!work,!is—as!the!title!suggests—
grounded!in!the!ludic!aspect!of!language!and!its!manipulation!in!the!composition!of!
canonical!works!(and!of!the!canon!itself).150!Nearly!all!fourteen!of!the!visual!poems!
and!accompanying!manifestos!that!comprise!the!collection!explicitly!address!the!
dynamics!and!effects!of!literary!consecration.!In!“MariposasUlibro,”!which!centers!on!
the!idea!that!writing!“detiene,!cristaliza,!de!alguna!manera!mata!a!la!palabra!
conservando!su!cadáver,”!a!mouseclick!on!one!of!eight!butterflies!“mounted”!on!the!
screen!calls!up!a!fragment!by!writers!such!as!Proust,!Darío,!and!Freud,!levying!a!
critique!of!traditional!hierarchies!of!discursive!authority!through!a!fairly!
straightforward!visual!metaphor!that!involves!the!reader!to!the!extent!that!he!or!
she!reveals!the!textual!fragments!selected!in!advance!by!the!artist.!Other!pieces!
challenge!the!position!of!the!author/artist!directly,!encouraging!the!reader!to!
generate!content!in!a!nonUrestrictive!word!processing!environment.!In!“Procesador!
de!textos!rimbaudiano,”!for!example,!the!reader—or!wreader,!as!the!hybrid!role!is!
often!denominated—participates!in!the!construction!of!the!work!itself!as!he!or!she!
freely!enters!text!that!is!colored!according!to!the!descriptions!found!in!Rimbaud’s!
poem!“Voyelles.”!The!end!result!of!this!digital!collaboration,!then,!is!shaped!by!the!
artist,!but!not!determined!by!her.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
149!Romano’s!project!has!received!significant!international!attention!and!support,!including!grants!
from!Telefónica!and!the!Guggenheim!Foundation!in!2006,!and!Spain’s!Ministry!of!Education!in!2012.!
150!Gache’s!subsequent!project,!“Góngora!Wordtoys,”!which!centers!on!the!Spanish!baroque!poet,!
consolidates!this!conceptual!line.!
!
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Directly!engaging!the!negotiations!of!discursive!authority!explored!in!this!
dissertation,!in!“Escribe!tu!propio!Quijote”!Gache!invokes!the!legacy!of!“Pierre!
Menard,!autor!del!Quijote”!and!Andy!Warhol’s!Do'It'Yourself'Flowers!(1962),!a!piece!
that!in!turn!was!a!reference!to!the!midUcentury!paintUbyUnumbers!phenomenon!with!
the!evocative!slogan,!“Every!man!a!Rembrandt.”!As!she!suggests!in!the!work’s!
introductory!manifesto,!Gache!builds!on!this!idea!that!it!is!no!longer!necessary!to!be!
“excepcional,!un!genio!creador”!to!create!a!famous!work!of!art,!by!presenting!the!
reader!with!a!word!processing!environment!in!which!any!combination!of!
keystrokes!produces!the!opening!lines!of!Cervantes’s!canonical!work!on!the!screen,!
with!each!keystroke!corresponding!to!a!character!of!the!text.!Citing!the!fact!that!the!
seminal!text!at!the!heart!of!the!piece!was!itself!presented!as!a!translation,!Gache!
employs!the!specific!resources!of!the!digital!environment!to!align!the!interrelated!
practices!of!translation,!reproduction,!and!creation.!Moreover,!she!situates!the!point!
of!this!intersection!not!with!a!narrator!(as!in!Cervantes’s!canonical!work)!or!a!
character!(as!in!the!case!of!Pierre!Menard),!but!rather!with!the!reader,!who!is!the!
one!to!generate!the!iteration!upon!which!the!piece!hinges,!in!a!gesture!all!the!more!
poignant!because—given!the!fact!that!there!is!no!actual!record!of!the!original!
keystrokes—this!iteration!is!experienced!by!the!reader!alone,!and!is!experienced!as!
a!process,!rather!than!as!a!product.!!
The!dynamic!contact!between!prescribed!and!openUended!iteration!(a!quality!
the!work!shares,!incidentally,!with!the!practice!of!translation)!that!characterizes!
Gache’s!use!of!digital!interactivity!to!make!the!reader!a!participant!in!the!
reimagination!of!a!canonical!work!is!also!behind!the!engagement!of!digital!media!in!
!
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Gustavo!Romano’s!IP'Poetry,!a!project!that'presents!poetic!creation!as!the!
intersection!of!structure!and!chance.!The!project!is!a!system!of!hardware!and!
software!that!“reads”!out!loud!a!poem!generated!by!search!terms!entered!by!the!
user!from!up!to!four!mouths!on!computer!screens!that!have!been!preUprogrammed!
to!pronounce!thousands!of!unique!phonemes.!The!mechanism,!briefly!described,!is!
as!follows:!the!user!sets!up!to!four!search!terms,!and!then!determines!which!of!the!
IP!“bots”!will!recite!the!result!of!each.!A!new!search!of!the!given!terms!is!executed!
each!time!the!poem!is!recited,!meaning!that!though!the!search!terms!and!structure!
are!the!same,!each!iteration!is!unique!as!a!result!of!the!changes!that!take!place!
within!Google’s!own!algorithms!(Romano!5U9).151!
!
Fig.3:!Input!screen!(Romano!8)!
In!the!diagram!of!the!resulting!poem!reproduced!below,!each!column!represents!the!
words!voiced!by!a!given!“bot,”!while!each!row!represents!a!time!interval!(in!this!
case!they!do!not!recite!in!unison,!though!there!is!nothing!to!prevent!them!from!
doing!so):!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
151!Another!layer!of!complexity!is!added!when!the!project!is!presented!live,!as!an!installation:!the!
environment!is!equipped!with!motion!sensors!so!that!the!movement!of!the!public!starts!or!reinitiates!
the!searches!and!recitations!of!the!“bots.”!!
!
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!
Fig.4:!From!“Nocturno”!(Romano!82)!
By!combining!user!participation!with!computerized!processes,!IP'Poetry!
explores!the!point!at!which!unstructured!or!“creative”!interventions!(the!user!
intervention!that!determines!the!searches)!and!mechanized!processes!(the!
algorithmic!prioritization!of!the!web!pages!these!searches!return,!and!the!code!by!
which!a!given!sample!of!text!is!copied!from!the!search!results!and!inserted!into!the!
poem)!intersect.!The!piece!reproduced!above!was!part!of!a!2008!installation!in!New!
York!City’s!Cervantes!Institute!called!“Un!poeta!robot!en!Nueva!York,”!which!drew!
heavily!on!Federico!García!Lorca’s!(nearly)!eponymous!collection!and,!in!several!
cases,!created!a!feedback!loop!that!returned!lines!from!the!original!poems!without!
any!direct!prompting!from!the!search!terms!themselves!(this!is!seen!in!the!
appearance!of!the!phrases!“No!duerme!nadie!por!el!cielo,”!“no!duerme!nadie!por!el!
mundo,”!and!the!poem’s!title,!“Ciudad!sin!sueño”).!Lorca’s!iconic!poem!is!thus!
dismantled!into!iconic!snippets!that!are!then!shuffled!in!with!material!from!a!wide!
range!of!discourses!and!registers—and!presented!in!an!emphatically!nonUauratic!
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way,!the!hollow!voices!of!Romano’s!bots!gesturing!toward!the!notion!of!individual!
genius!and!the!orality!of!traditional!poetic!forms!while!simultaneously!
foregrounding!the!artificiality!of!this!intelligence,!the!networked!and!rhizomatic!
structure!of!their!collective!“inspiration.”!
Though!the!connection!is!most!clear!when!a!canonical!figure!or!text!is!
involved!(Cervantes,!Rimbaud,!or!Lorca,!for!example;!or!Lao!Tse’s!foundational!text!
reimagined!as!the!“Tao!Tech!King”!for!an!installation!in!Beijing),!the!underlying!
model!of!Gache’s!and!Romano’s!projects!present!creativity!as!a!process!more!
aligned!with!the!tension!between!freedom!and!constraint,!the!negotiation!of!
discursive!authority,!the!valorization!of!the!iteration!over!the!restrictive!notion!of!
an!immutable,!authoritative!original,!and!the!formative!effect!of!cultural!context!that!
collectively!typify!translation.152!!
This!shift!toward!a!translational!mode!of!creativity!is!not!limited,!however,!to!
the!digital!sphere.!Recent!works!of!print!literature!also!demonstrate!this!tendency!
toward!what!Kenneth!Goldsmith!has!described!as!“uncreative!writing,”!lending!
credibility!to!Friedrich!Kittler’s!assertion,!quoted!above,!and!Victoria!Vesna’s!
suggestion!that!“it!is!in!the!code!of!search!engines!and!the!aesthetics!of!navigation!
that!the!new!conceptual!fieldwork!lies!for!the!artist”!(xi),!along!with!a!position!from!
which!to!levy!an!institutional!critique.!Goldsmith—who!has!penned,!in!addition!to!
Uncreative'Writing:'Managing'Language'in'the'Digital'Age!(2011),!experimental!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
152!The!analogy!carries!over!to!the!title!of!the!project,!as!well,!in!the!frontier!between!subjective!
specificity!and!the!mask!of!neutrality:!the!“IP”!of!IP'Poetry!not!only!evokes!the!idea!of!(Internet)!
protocols,!so!central!to!the!work,!but!also!the!play!of!identities,!the!tension!between!individuality!and!
invisibility!inherent!to!the!IP!address,!the!unique!string!of!digits!that!connects!a!specific!computer!
located!at!a!specific!spatial!coordinate!yet!tied!to!the!vast!expanse!of!information!contained!in!the!
digital!cloud,!recoding!this!site!(and!the!hand!operating!through!it)!as!a!numeric!string.!
!
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texts!such!as!the!meticulous!transcriptions!of!radio!broadcasts!The'Weather!(2005),!
Traffic!(2007),!and!Sports!(2008)—sees!a!point!of!convergence!between!a!digital!
sensibility!inclined!toward!reproduction!and!recontextualization!and!work!being!
produced!in!traditional!print!media.!“While!this!new!writing!has!an!electronic!gleam!
in!its!eyes,”!he!asserts,!its!results!are!often!“distinctly!analog”!(4).!This!new!creative!
mode—which!Goldsmith!describes!as!“mimetic!and!replicative”!(15)—conceives!of!
writing!not!as!discursive!production!ex'nihilo,!but!rather!as!a!dynamic!negotiation!
and!reformulation!of!cultural!signs!framed!by!the!discursive!systems!in!which!they!
operate.153!!
Pablo!Katchadjian,!whose!work!has!caught!the!attention!of!César!Aira!(for!
better)!and!María!Kodama!(for!worse),154!is!one!example!of!a!writer!attuned!to!this!
digital!sensibility.!His!first!major!conceptual!project!was!his!Martín'Fierro'ordenado'
alfabéticamente,!which,!much!as!it!sounds,!used!a!computer!program!to!present!the!
national!epic!exactly!as!traditionally!printed,!changing!only!the!order!of!the!lines.!
The!opening!lines!of!José!Hernández’s!1872!poem,!“Aquí!me!pongo!a!cantar!/!Al!
compás!de!la!vigüela,!/!Que!el!hombre!que!lo!desvela!/!Una!pena!extraordinaria!/!
Como!la!ave!solitaria!/!Con!el!cantar!se!consuela”!thus!becomes!“a!andar!con!los!
avestruces:!/!a!andar!declamando!sueldos.!/!a!ayudarles!a!los!piones!/!A!bailar!un!
pericón!/!a!bramar!como!una!loba.!/!a!buscar!almas!más!tiernas.”!Leaving!the!
poem’s!original!capitalization!and!punctuation!intact!as!a!gesture!toward!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
153!For!further!reading!on!the!practices!and!precedents!of!uncreative!writing!in!the!digital!age,!see!
Marjorie!Perloff’s!Unoriginal'Genius!(2010)!and!Marcus!Boon’s!In'Praise'of'Copying!(2010).!
154!Aira!wrote!approvingly!of!Katchadjian’s!Martín'Fierro!for!Otra'Parte!in!2009;!Kodama!sued!the!
young!writer!for!his!engagement!of!“El!Aleph”!and!had!remaining!copies!of!the!book!removed!from!
stores.!!
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operation!his!version!performs,!Katchadjian!not!only!manages!to!create!an!
aesthetically!compelling!work!that!reminds!the!reader—as!César!Aira!points!out—
that!“todo!orden!contiene!otro!orden,!como!una!máquina!latente!de!formalización”!
(“Tiempo”!2)!and!is!therefore!malleable!and!contingent;!he!also!presents!a!work!
that—in!giving!the!work!a!Nachleben!grounded!in!the!technology!of!the!information!
age!while!maintaining!a!strong!referential!tie!to!the!original—brings!to!the!fore!
many!of!the!issues!explored!in!this!study!in!the!context!of!translation.!The!overall!
effect,!a!denaturalization!and!revitalization!of!the!images!and!metaphors!of!the!
gauchesque!work,!is!thus!not!only!facilitated!by!the!technology!of!the!time,!but!
also—in!the!way!it!shuffles!and!recontextualizes!information!in!the!construction!not!
only!of!meaning,!but!also!of!a!mode!of!reading—informed!by!it.!
Katchadjian’s!next!work,!El'Aleph'engordado!(2009),!takes!a!more!“artisanal”!
approach!to!textual!manipulation:!the!young!writer!set!out!to!more!than!double!the!
number!of!words!in!Borges’s!story!while!still!leaving!the!narrative!“intact”!(Tónica'
7)—however!one!is!to!understand!that!word.!The!project,!he!admits,!“fue!bastante!
trabajoso,!porque!quería!permanecer!en!una!posición!intermedia!al!engordar:!no!
ser!yo!ni!tratar!de!ser!Borges,!es!decir,!no!perderlo!a!él!ni!perderme!a!mí!…!Y!sí,!si!el!
Martín'Fierro'ordenado'alfabéticamente!está!hecho!por!un!robot!en!un!minuto,!El'
Aleph'engordado'está!hecho!por!un!artesano!a!lo!largo!de!varias!semanas”!
(Interview!with!Juan!Terranova,!qtd.!Tónica!24).!!
Though!not!the!product!of!an!automated!process!per'se,!Katchadjian’s!
mission!to!“fatten”!the!canonical!story!is!clearly!informed!by!the!ease!with!which!
words!and!phrases!can!be!inserted!into!existing!text!in!the!age!of!computerized!
!
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word!processing.!The!famous!opening!line!of!the!story!thus!becomes:!“La!candente!y'
húmeda'mañana!de!febrero!en!que!Beatriz!Viterbo!finalmente'murió,!después!de!una!
imperiosa!y'extensa'agonía!que!no!se!rebajó!un!solo!instante!ni!al!sentimentalismo!
ni!al!miedo!ni'tampoco'al'abandono'y'la'indiferencia,!noté!que!las!horribles'carteleras!
de!fierro!y'plástico'de!la!Plaza!Constitución,'junto'a'la'boca'del'subterráneo,'habían!
renovado!no!sé!qué!aviso!de!cigarrillos!rubios!mentolados”!(7).155!Here,!too,!
translational!paradigms!illuminate!the!position!Katchadjian!assigns!himself!as!he!
sets!about!composing!his!narrative!remix!of!Borges’s!text,!in!the!“intermediary”!
approach!to!writing!that!falls!between!a!discourse!in!and!of!the!first!person,!and!the!
suppression!of!subjective!particularity!in!favor!of!a!deferential!ventriloquism!
(understood!as!a!stance,!rather!than!as!a!linguistic!reality).156!
In!contrast!to!what!some!have!argued,!then,!it!seems!problematic!to!
characterize!the!digital!age!as!having!transcended!the!notion!and!function!of!the!
Author.157!In!many!contemporary!textual!practices!both!online!and!in!print—
including!the!composition!of!hypertext!narrative,!which!is!often!marked!by!opaque!
structures!that!limit!the!agency!of!the!reader;!or!that!of!posting!or!reUtweeting!
content!on!social!media,!which!relies!on!the!authorUsign!as!both!a!source!of!
legitimization!of!the!original!and!as!a!framework!through!which!to!interpret!the!
material!once!it!is!situated!in!its!new!context;!and!their!counterparts!in!print—the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
155!The!italics!are!mine!and!indicate!Katchadjian’s!additions.!
156!Katchadjian’s!most!recent!work,!Qué'hacer'(2010)!is!an!oneiric!experience!that!exists!at!the!
intersection!of!Raymond!Queneau’s!Exercices'de'style'(1947)!and!remix!culture,!relying!at!once!on!the!
cumulative!effect!of!iteration!and!the!surprise!or!humor!generated!by!the!juxtaposition!of!disparate!
terms!or!images.!
157!Sharon!Daniel,!like!Landow,!views!the!digital!sphere!as!a!discursive!utopia!that!“generates!a!
material!condition!for!the!disappearance!of!the!author!function”!(149).!
!
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author!retains!a!formative,!though!no!longer!sacred,!presence.!What!has'dwindled,!
in!accordance!with!Borges’s!prescient!declaration,!is!the!notion!of!the!definitive!text:!
works!are!now!broadly!conceived!as!collections!of!lexical,!visual,!and!acoustic!
elements!that!can!be!dismantled!and!reconfigured!at!will.!The!concept!of!
authorship,!then,!is!increasingly!ephemeral,!increasingly!understood!as!a!single!link!
in!a!much!larger!chain!of!symbolic!production,!the!results!of!which!are!often!broken!
down!into!their!constitutive!elements—the!authorUsign!being!one!of!these—and!
reused!or!adapted!to!other!contexts.!Rather!than!disappearing,!its!nature!has!
changed,!taking!a!translational!turn!that!subtly!breaks!down!the!dichotomy!between!
these!two!creative!modes!at!the!same!time!it!illuminates!both.!!
As!a!result,!the!issues!I!have!explored!through!the!lens!of!cultural!geopolitics!
in!my!analysis!of!the!mobilization!of!the!translator!as!a!literary!figure!in!
contemporary!Latin!American!fiction—fidelity,!negotiations!and!appropriations!of!
discursive!authority,!and!the!hermeneutic!weight!of!context—will!likely!grow!ever!
more!relevant!to!the!discussion!of!creative!production!in!the!region!and,!it!can!be!
expected,!ever!more!present!in!its!metafictions.!Though!it!is!difficult!to!predict!the!
form!these!narratives!of!translation!and!its!agents!is!likely!to!take,!the!convergence!
of!authorial!and!translational!creative!modes!in!the!digital!age!would!suggest!a!
greater!number!of!works!that!thematize,!still!through!the!figure!of!the!translator,!
questions!regarding!the!nature!of!authorship!and!the!legal!status!of!a!text!and!its!
versions.!In!other!words,!while!the!complex!dynamics!of!cultural!exchange!that!
drew!the!theoretical!attention!of!the!writers!and!critics!from!Oswald!de!Andrade!
and!Borges!to!the!brothers!de!Campos!and!Octavio!Paz!over!the!course!of!the!
!
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twentieth!century!and,!with!the!reUemergence!of!debates!surrounding!the!nature!
and!dynamics!of!World!Literature!and!globalization!on!the!eve!of!the!twentyUfirst,!
presented!the!current!generation!of!Latin!American!fiction!with!a!compelling!
conceptual!framework,!I!believe!that!the!next!generation!will!not!focus!as!intently!
on!reimagining!the!entrenched!centerUperiphery!paradigm!of!cultural!relations,!but!
will!instead!reflect!on!the!the!delicate!balance!of!voices!that!goes!into!any!act!of!
poiesis—which,!as!we!know,!is!always!an!act!of!teleiopoiesis,!always!bridges!a!
divide.
!
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